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Preface 

THE FORMULATION OF the optimization theory has certainly become one of 
the mile stones of modern control theory. In a typical analytical design of 
control systems, the given specifications a.re first transformed into a performance 
criterion, and then controllaws which would minimize the performance criterion 
are sought. Two important and well-known criteria are the H2 norm and the 
Hoo norrn of a transfer rnatrix from an exogenous disturbance to a pertinent 
controlled output of a given linear time invariant plant. This book aims to study 
the Hoo control wherein the control design problern is rnodeled as a problern 
of rninimizing the Hoo norm of a certain closed-loop transfer matrix under 
appropriate feedback controllaws. Our aim is to examine both the theoretical 
and practical aspects of Hoo control from the angle of the structural properties 
of linear systems. Our objectives are to provide constructive algorithrns for 
finding solutions to general singular Hoo control problerns, and to general Hoo 
almost disturbance decoupling problems, as weil as to apply these techniques 
to solve some real life problerns. Two practical problerns are presented in the 
book. The first one is about a piezoelectric bimorph actuator systern, which 
has a potential application in forming a dual actuator system for the hard disk 
drives of the next generation. The second problern is about a gyro-stabilized 
mirror targeting system, which has some crucial military applications. 

The intended audience of this manuscript includes practicing control engi
neers and researchers in areas related to control engineering. An appropriate 
background for this monograph would be some first year graduate courses in 
linear systems and multivariable control. A little bit of knowledge of the geo
metrical theory of linear systerns would certainly be helpful. 

I have been fortunate to have the benefit of the cooperation of rnany co
workers. Foremost, I am indebted to Zongli Lin of the University of Virginia, 
formerly a fellow classrnate at Xiamen University and Washington State Uni
versity. Many parts of this rnonograph were born as the result of our continuing 
collaboration and our nurnerous discussions over the past few years. In general, 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

THE ULTIMATE GOAL of a control system designer is to build a system that will 

work in a real environment. Since the real environment may change and oper

ating conditions may vary from time to time, the control system must be able 

to withstand these variations. Even if the environment does not change, other 

factors of life are the model uncertainties as weil as noises. Any mathematical 

representation of a system often involves simplifying assumptions. Nonlineari

ties are either unknown and hence unmodeled, or are modeled and later ignored 

in order to simplify analysis. High frequency dynamics are often ignored at the 

designstage as well. In consequence, control systems designed based on simpli

fied models may not work on real plants in real environments. The particular 

property that a control system must possess for it to operate properly in re

alistic Situations is commonly called robustness. Mathematically, this means 

that the controller must perform satisfactorily not just for one plant, but for a 

family of plants. If a controller can be designed suchthat the whole system to 

be controlled remains stable when its parameters vary within certain expected 

limits, the system is said to possess robust stability. In addition, if it can satisfy 

performance specifications such as steady state tracking, disturbance rejection 

and speed of response requirements, it is said to possess robust performance. 

The problern of designing controllers that satisfy both robust stability and per

formance requirements is called robust control. Optimization theory is one of 

the cornerstones of modern control theory and was developed in an attempt to 

solve such a prob lern. In a typical control system design, the given specifications 

are at first transformed into a performance index, and then control laws which 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

would minirnize some norm, say H2 or Hoo norm of the performance index are 
sought. This book focusses on the Hoo optimal control theory. 

Over the past decades we have witnessed a proliferation of Iiterature on Hoo 
optimal control since it was first introduced by Zames [114]. The main focus 
of the work has been and continues to be on the formulation of the problern 
for robust multivariable control and its solution. Since the original formula
tion of the Hoo problern in Zarnes [114], a great deal of work has been done 
on finding the solution to this problem. Practically all the research results of 
the early years involved a mixture of time-domain and frequency-domain tech
niques including the following: i} Interpolationapproach (see e.g., Limbeer and 
Anderson [58]}; ii) .Frequency domain approacb (see e.g., Doyle [37], Francis [42] 
and Glover [45]}; iii) Polynomial approach (see e.g., Kwakernaak [52]); and iv) 
J-spectral factorization approach (see e.g., Kimura [50]}. Recently, considerable 
attention has been focussed on purely time-domain methods based on algebraic 
Riccati equations (ARE) (see e.g., Chen, Guo and Lin [17], Chen, Saberi and 
Ly [24], Doyle and Glover [38], Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar and Francis [39], 
Khargonekar, Petersen and Rotea [49], Petersen [79], Saberi, Chen and Lin [86], 
Sampei, Mita and Nakamichi [92], Scherer [94-96], Stoorvogel [100], Stoorvo
gel, Saberi and Chen [102], Tadrnor [105], Zhou, Doyle and Glover [115], and 
Zhou and Khargonekar [116]). Along this line of research, connectionsarealso 
made between Hoo optimal control and differential games (see e.g., ßa§ar and 
Bernhard [4], and Papavassilopoulos and Safonov [76]). 

Most of the results in the Iiterature are restricted to the so-called regular H 00 

control problern (see Definition 1.3.8}. Unfortunately, many reallife problems 
do not satisfy these conditions and rnust be formulated in terms of the regular 
case by adding some dummy controlled outputs and/ or disturbances in order 
to apply the theory that deals with only the regular problem. The problern 
we treat in this book is general, i.e., it does not necessarily satisfy the regular
ity assumptions. The existence conditions for Hoo suboptimal controllers for 
this type of problern areweil studied in Stoorvogel [100] and Scherer [96]. The 
main focus of this book is, however, very different. We concentrate on 1) the 
computation of infimum of Hoo optimization problem, which must be known 
before one can carry out any meaningful designs; 2} solutions to general Hoo 
optimization problem; 3) solutions to general Hoo disturbance decoupling prob
lern, which itself is a very important subject; and 4) the practical applications 
of Hoo control. 

Most of the results presented in this book are from research carried out by 
the author and his co-workers over the last six or seven- years. The purpose of 
this book is to discuss various aspects of the subject under a single cover. 



1.2. Notationsand Terminology 3 

1.2. Notations and Terminology 

Throughout this book we shall adopt the following abbreviations and notations: 

R. := the set of real numbers, 

CC := the entire complex plane, 

cc- := the Open Jeft-half complex plane, 

fC+ := the Open right-half complex plane, 

CC0 := the imaginary axis in the complex plane, 

CC 0 := the set of complex numbers inside the unit circle, 

fC® := the set of complex numbers outside the unit circle, 

CC 0 := the unit circle in the complex plane, 

I ·- an identity matrix, 

h := an identity matrix of dimension k x k, 

X' := the transpose of X, 

XH := the complex conjugate transpose of X, 

det(X) := the determinant of X, 

rank(X) := the rank of X, 

xt := the Moore-Penrose (pseudo) inverse of X, 

>.(X) := the set of eigenvalues of X, 

Amax(X) := the maximum eigenvalues of X where >.(X) C IR, 

ITmax(X) := the maximum singular value of X, 

p(X) := the spectral radius of X which is equal to maxi l.\i(X)I, 

2:* := a linear system characterized by (A*,B*,C*,D*), 

2:; := a dual system of 2:* & is characterized by (A~, C~, B~, D~), 

Ker (X) := the null space of X, 

Im (X) := the range space of X, 

dim (X) := the dimension of a subspace X, 

Xj_ := the orthogonal complement of a subspace X of lRn, 

c-1{X} := {x I Cx EX}, where X is a subspace and Cis a matrix, 

~ := the end of an algorithm or assumption, 

19 : = the end of a corollary, 

eJ ·- the end of a definition, 
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liD := the end of an example, 

[!;] : = the end of a lemma, 

IQJ := the end of an observation, 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

!EI : = the end of a property or proposition, 

liD := the end of a remark, 

IIl := the end of a theorem, 

liD := the end of the proof of an interim result, 

131 := the end of a proof, 

ADDPMS := almost disturbance decoupling problern with measurement 

feedback and with internal stability, 

ADDPS := almost disturbance decoupling problern with state 

feedback and with internal stability, 

ARE:= algebraic Riccati equation, 

CARE := continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation, 

DARE := discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation, 

SCB := special coordinate basis. 

Finally, we denote normrank {X ( t;)} the rank of X ( t;) with entries in the field 
of rational functions of <;. 

1.3. Statement of Hoo Optimization Problem 

We consider a generalized system :E with a state-space description, 

{ 
5(x) = A x + B u + E w, 

E : y = Cl X + Dl w, 
h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(1.3.1) 

where 5(x) = x(t) if Eisa continuous-time system, or 8(x) = x(k+l) if :Eis 
a discrete-time system. As usual, x E :Rn is the state, u E R"' is the control 
input, w E R k is the external disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement 
output, and h E 1R.t is the controlled output of E. They represent x(t), u(t), 

w(t), y(t) and h(t), respectively, if :E is of continuous-time, or represent x(k), 
u(k), w(k), y(k) and h(k), respectively, if E is of discrete-time. For the sake 
of simplicity in future development, throughout this book, we Iet EP be the 
subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, B, C2, D2) and Eq be the 
subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, E, C11 D1). 
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w h 

u ~ y 

~cmp 

Figure 1.3.1: The standard H 00-0ptimization problem. 

The Hoo optimal control problern is to find an internally stabilizing proper 
measurement feedback controllaw, 

{ o(v) = Acmp V + Bcmp y, 
~cmp : 

U = Ccmp V + Dcmp y, 
(1.3.2) 

suchthat the H 00-norm of the overall closed-loop transfer matrix function from 

w to h is minimized (see also Figure 1.3.1). To be more specific, we will say 

that the controllaw ~cmp of (1.3.2) is internally stabilizing when applied to the 
system ~ of (1.3.1), if the following matrix is asymptotically stable: 

BCcmp]' 
Acmp 

(1.3.3) 

i.e., all its eigenvalues lie in the open left-half complex plane for a continuous

time system or in the open unit disc for a discrete-time system. It is Straight

forward to verify that the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 

to the controlled output h is given by the linear fraction map 

(1.3.4) 

where <; = s, the Laplace transform operator, if ~ is a continuous-time system, 

or <; = z, the z-transform operator, if ~ is a discrete-time one, and 

A ·- A _ [A + BDcmpC1 
e .- cl- B C cmp 1 

BCcmp] 
Acmp ' 

Be := [E +BBDcDmpDl] , 
cmp 1 

Ce := [ C2 + D2DcmpC1 D2Ccmp), 

De := D2DcmpD1 + D22· 

(1.3.5) 
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It is simple to note that if l:cmp is a static state feedback law, i.e., u = Fx, 
then the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h is given by 

(1.3.6) 

Similarly, if Ecmp is given by u = F1x + Fzw, i.e., a static full information 

feedback controllaw, then we have 

The following definitions will be convenient in our future development. 

Definition 1.3.1. (12-norm). The lz-norm of a continuous-time signal y(t) 
is defined by 

1 

IIYIIz := (fooo y(t)'y(t)dt) 2 (1.3.8) 

Similarly, for a discrete-time signal y(k), we have 

1 

IIYII2 := (~ y(k)'y(k)) 
2 (1.3.9) 

The square ofthe 12-norm of y(t) or y(k) is commonly termed the total energy in 

the signal y(t) or y(k). In many areas of engineering, energy or 12-norm is used 

as a measure of the size of a transient signal y(t) or y(k) which decays to zero 

as timet or shift k progresses towards infinity. By Parseval's theorem, IIYI!z can 

also be computed in the frequency domain as follows: for the continuous-time 
case, 

(1.3.10) 

where Y(jw) is the Fourier transform of y(t); similarly, for the discrete-time 
case, 

1 w . l 
IIYII2 = c7r /__ Y(e3W)HY(jew)dw) ' (1.3.11) 

where Y(z) is the z-transform of y(k). 

Definition 1.3.2. (Hoc-norm). The Hoc-norm of a stable continuous-time 
transfer matrix Thw(s) is defined as 

II II . llhllz Thw oo := sup O"max[Thw(Jw)] = sup -
11

-
1
-
1 

, 
wE[O,oo} llwll2=l W 2 

(1.3.12) 
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where w and h are respectively the input and output of Thw· Similarly, the 
H00-norm of a stable discrete-time transfer matrix Thw(z) is defined as 

IIThwlloo := sup O'max[Thw(ejw)] = sup 
1
1
1
1hllll2 , 

w€(0,211") llwll2=1 W 2 
(1.3.13) 

where wand h are respectively the input and output of Thw· 

Definition 1.3.3. ('y-Suboptimal Controller). Consider the given system 
E of (1.3.1) and the Controller Ecmp of (1.3.2). Ecmp is said to be an Hoo -r
suboptimal controller, or in short a -y-suboptimal controller, for E if when Ecmp 
is applied to E, the resulting closed-loop is internally stable and the H00-norm 
of the closed-loop transfer matrix is less than "Y· liD 

Definition 1.3.4. (Infimum -r*). Consider the given system E of (1.3.1) and 
the controller Ecmp of (1.3.2). The infimum of the H00-norm of the closed-loop 
transfer matrix Thw(E x Ecmp) over all stabilizing Controllers Ecmp is denoted 
by -r*, namely 

-y* := inf { IIThw(E X Ecmp)lloo I Ecmp internally stabilizes E } . (1.3.14) 

Obviously, -y* ~ 0. Occasionally, when it is clear in the context, we may also 
say that 'Y* is the infimum of the given system E. liD 

Definition 1.3.5. (Hoo Optimal Controller). Consider the given system 
E of (1.3.1) and the controller Ecmp of (1.3.2). Ecmp is said to be an Hoo 
optimal Controller for E if when Ecmp is applied to E, the resulting closed-loop 
is internally stable and the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix is equal 
to 'Y*. liD 

Definition 1.3.6. (Full Information Feedback Oase). Consider the given 
system E of (1.3.1). Then, the Hoo optimization problern for E is called a full 
information feedback case if 

(1.3.15) 

We will also call such a system E a full information feedback systern. liD 

Definition 1.3.7. (Full State Feedback Oase). Consider the given system 
E of (1.3.1). Then, the Hoo optirnization problern for E is called a full state 
feedback case if 

y = X ==? Cl = I, Dl = 0. 

We will also call such a system E a full state feedback system. 

(1.3.16) 

liD 
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Definition 1.3.8. (Regular Case). Consider the given system 1: of (1.3.1). 
Then, the Hoo optimization problern for E is said to be a regular case or a 
regular problern provided that: 

1. The following conditions are satisfied if E is a continuous-time systern, 

(a) D 2 is of full column rank and EP is free of irnaginary invariant zeros; 

(b) D 1 is of full row rank and I:q is free of irnaginary invariant zeros. 

2. The following conditions are satisfied if 1: is a discrete-time system, 

(a) EP is left invertible and is free of unit circle invariant zeros; 

(b) Eq is right invertible and is free of unit circle invariant zeros. 

Also, we will call such a systern E a regular system. We note that the charac
terizations of the regular case for discrete-time systerns precisely correspond to 
those for continuous-time systerns under a bilinear rnapping. This will be seen 
clearly later in Chapter 4. 10 

Definition 1.3.9. (Singular Case). Consider the given system 1: of (1.3.1). 
Then, the H oo optimization problern for E is said to be a singular case or a 
singular problern if it is not a regular one. We will occasionally call such a 
system 1: a singular system. 10 

1.4. Preview of Chapters 

A preview of each chapter is given next. The book can naturally be divided 
into three parts. The first part covers from Chapters 1 to 4 and contains some 
preliminary results and background rnaterials. Chapter 2 recalls some linear 
system tools such as the Jordan and Brunovsky canonical forrns and the special 
coordinate basis. The latter has the distinct feature of explicitly displaying the 
finiteandinfinite zero structures of a given system. It plays a dominant role in 
the developrnent of the whole book. Chapter 3 recalls results on the existence 
conditions of H 00 suboptimal controllers for both continuous- and discrete-time 
systems, which are to be used in the proofs of results developed in the sec
ond part of the book. Chapter 4 presents two preliminary results, namely, a 
comprehensive study of the structural rnapping of bilinear and inverse bilin
ear transformations, and solutions to general discrete-time Riccati equations. 
Both are instrumental in the development of main results in discrete-time H= 
optimization problems. 



1.4. Preview of Chapters 9 

The second part of the book covers from Chapters 5 to 10 and is also 
the heart of the book. Chapter 5 deals with the cornputation of infirnurn in 
continuous-time Hoo optimization problem. For a fairly large dass of singu
lar problern in which the given system satisfies certain geometric conditions, 
we present a non-iterative procedure that computes its infimum exactly. For 
the case when the geornetric conditions are not satisfied, we modify our algo
rithrn and give an iterative scheme for approxirnating this infimum based on 
an auxiliary reduced order regular system, which generally has a much srnaller 
dynarnical order than that of the original systern. Chapter 6 deals with finding 
H 00 1-suboptimal controllers for the state feedback case, and the full order and 
reduced order measurement feedback cases. We provide closed-forrn solutions 
to the Hoo suboptimal control problern for the dass of singular systerns which 
satisfy the above mentioned geometric conditions. Here by closed-forrn solu
tions we mean solutions which are explicitly pararneterized in terms of 'Y and 
are obtained without explicitly requiring a value of 'Y· Hence, one can easily 
tune the parameter 'Y in order to obtain the desired level of disturbance attenua
tion. This method will be adapted to find "(-suboptirnal controllaws for general 
systems when the geornetric conditions are not satisfied. Chapter 7 gives so
lutions to the generat Hoo alrnost disturbance decoupling problern with either 
state feedback or measurement feedback and with internal stability for plants 
whose subsystems have invariant zeros on the irnaginary axis of the cornplex 
plane. Similarly, Chapters 8 to 10 focus on the discrete-time counterparts of 
Chapters 5 to 7, respectively. 

The last part of the book consists of some real-life applications of the Hoo 
theory. Chapter 11 deals with a case study on a piezoelectric actuator control 
systern design using the Hoo alrnost disturbance decoupling approach. Chapter 
12 presents another case study on a gyro-stabilized rnirror targeting systern 
design using the Hoo control approach. Both designs are carried out with a 
clear understanding of the theories and the properties of the given systerns. 
Simulation and/or real implernentation results show that these applications 
turn out to be very satisfactory. Finally, an open problern associated with the 
computation of the infirnum in Hoo optimization is posed in Chapter 13. That 
concludes the whole book. 



Chapter 2 

Linear Systeßl Tools 

As WILL BE evident in the coming chapters, the finite and infinite zero struc
tures as weil as the invertibility structure of the given system play dominant 
roles in the computation of the infima and the solutions to both continuous
time and discrete-time Hco optimization problems. Thus a good non-ambiguous 
understanding of linear system structure is essential for our study. In our opin
ion, the best way to display all the structural properties of linear systems is to 
transform them into a so-called special coordinate basis (SCB) developed by 
Sannuti and Saberi [93] and Saberi and Sannuti [89]. However, quite often it 
happens that the original special coordinate basis of Sannuti and Saberi is not 
fine enough to characterize all the details of the properties of linear systems. In 
order to see all the fine points of a given system, we would have to further de
compose certain subsystems of its SCB using some well-known canonical forms 
such as the Jordan canonical form and the Brunovsky canonical form. Keeping 
this in mind, we recall in this chapter the following results: 1) the Jordan and 
real Jordan canonical forms for a square constant matrix; 2) the Brunovsky 
canonical form and the block diagonal controllability canonical form for a con
stant matrix pair; and 3) the special coordinate basis of a linear time invariant 
system characterized by either a matrix triple or a matrix quadruple. These 
canonical forms and the special coordinate basis will form a transformer for 
linear systems. Once a system is touched by this transformer, all its structural 
properlies become clear and transparent. As such, we call it an X-transformer. 

We should note that the original work of [93,89] dealt only with the continu
ous time systems. In this chapter, we will unify the special coordinate basis 
for both continuous-time and discrete-time systems under a single framework. 
More importantly, we will provide rigorous proofs to all the properties of the 
special coordinate basis for the first time in the literature. 

11 
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2.1. Jordan and Real Jordan Canonical Forms 

We recall in this section the Jordan canonical form and the real Jordan canonical 
form of a square constant matrix. We first have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1.1. Consider a constant matrix A E Rnxn. There exists a non
singular transformation TE cnxn and an integer k suchthat 

(2.1.1) 

where Ji, i = 1, 2, · · ·, k, are some ni x 1li Jordan blocks, i.e., 

1 

(2.1.2) 

Obviously, Ai E A(A), i = 1, 2, · · ·, k, and l:~=l ni = n. 

The result of the above theorem is very well-known. The realization of this 
Jordan canonical form in MATLAB can be found in Chen [12]. The following 
theorem is to find a real Jordan canonical form. 

Theorem 2.1.2. Consider a constant matrix A E R"x". There exists a non
singular transformation PE Rnxn and an integer k suchthat 

p-t AP = blkdiag{ J1, J2, · · ·, Jk}, (2.1.3) 

where each block Ji, i = 1,2, · · ·, k, has the following form: if Ai E >.(A) is real, 

1 

(2.1.4) 

or if Ai = J..ti + jwi E >.(A) and Äi = J..ti - jwi E >.(A) with Wi #- 0, 

(2.1.5) 

The above structure of p-l AP is called the real Jordan canonical form. 
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The proof of the above theorem can be found in many texts (see e.g., Won
ham (113]). The following is a constructive algorithm for obtaining the transfor
mation P that will transform the given matrix A into the real Jordan canonical 
form. First, we compute a non-singular transformation TE Rn><n suchthat 

T-1 AT= blkdiag{ A1, A2, ···,At}. (2.1.6) 

where sub-matrices A, E Rn' xn;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, l, have either a single or one 
repeated (if n, > 1) eigenvalue Ai, if ..X, is real, or two or two repeated (if 
n, > 2) eigenvalues Ai and X,, if Ai is not real. Also, we have ..X, :f. Aj, if 
i :f. j. Note that such a transformation T can easily be obtained using some 
numerically very stable algorithms such as the real Schur decomposition. 

For each A, with its corresponding ..X, being a real number, we use the result 
of Theorem 2.1.1 to obtain a non-singular transformation 8, = s, E Rn;xn, 

such that A1 can be transformed into the Jordan canonical form. For each Ai 
which has eigenvalues Ai= I-ti+ jw, and Xi =I-ti- jwi with Wi > 0, we follow 
the result of Fama and Matthews (40} to define a new (2ni) x (2ni) matrix, 

Zi := [ A~~~~n; A, ~;;I.., ] . (2.1. 7) 

It is simple to show that Zi has n, real eigenvalues at 0 and ni purely imaginary 
eigenvalues at ±j2w,. Then, we use the real Schur decomposition technique to 
find a non-singular transformation ß? E R(2n•)x(2n•) suchthat 

(5?)-1 zis? = [ ~o ~.,] , (2.1.8) 

where Zio has all its eigenvalues at 0 while z,., has no eigenvalue at 0. Next, 
we utilize the result of Theorem 2.1.1 to obtain a non-singular transformation 
Sf E Rn;xn, suchthat 

(Sf)- 1Z,oSf = blkdiag{JJ, JJ, JJ, J~, ... ,Jg•,Jg' }. (2.1.9) 

where Jö, m = 1, 2, · · ·, O'i, have the form, 

J.m _ [0 ln,m-1] 
0 - 0 0 . (2.1.10) 

Let us partition 

[ s~ o]=[stt s1,nn x1.1 x1,nn 

S, :=S? ~ 
i,l i,l i,l 

[. . 82,1 s2,nn x2.1 x2,nn 
"• i,l i,l i,1 i,l 

s~·1 S~'n,"., x~·~ X~'"''w• 

:]· (2.1.11) ,,".. l,a'i ,,.,., '•D'i 

s~·~ S~'n.scra x~·~ x~·"'·c!r· ,,"., t,O"i I,D'i t,O"i 
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h S 1·k s 2·k X 1·k and X 2·k m - 1 2 ... q· and k - 1 2 ... n· are w ere i,m• i,m• i,m i,m• - ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' •m• 
n1 x 1 column vectors. In fact, they are all real-valued. Next, define an ni x ni 

real-valued matrix, 

Finally, let 

s = blkdiag{ St. · · · ,St }. (2.1.12) 

and P = TS E R"x". It is now Straightforward to show that p-1AP is in the 
real Jordan canonical form as described in Theorem 2.1.2. The algorithm has 
been implemented in Chen [12]. 

2.2. Brunovsky and Block Diagonal Controllability Forms 

In this section, we first recall the well-known Brunovsky canonical form for a 
matrix pair, and then introduce a so-called canonical form for a controllable 
matrix pair, say (A,B). Both will be the keys in the derivations of some im
portant results later in the book. The derivation of the former is well-known in 
the Iiterature and the software realization of the Brunovsky canonical form can 
be found in Chen [12]. We will give an explicit constructing algorithm for the 
latter to find DOn-singular transformations, say Ts and Ti, suchthat rs-1 ATs 
has a Special block diagonal form and rs-1 BTi has an upper block triangular 
form. Such special forms of A and B will play an important role in constructing 
solutions to the general Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problems later in 
this book. The existence of this block diagonal controllability canonical form 
was proved by Wonham [113]. 

We have the following theorems regarding the Brunovsky canonical form 
and the block diagonal controllability canonical form for a given matrix pair. 

Theorem 2.2.1. Consider a constant matrixpair (A, B) with A E R"x" and 
B E R"xm with B being of full rank. There exist nonsingular state and input 
transformations Ts and T, such that 

Ao 0 0 0 0 
0 0 hl-1 0 0 

Ä ·- r-1AT - * * * ... * * .- 8 8- (2.2.1) 

0 0 0 0 Ik..,.-1 

* * * ... * * 
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and 
0 0 
0 0 

iJ ·- r-1 BT· -
1 0 

.- 8 1.- (2.2.2) 

0 0 
0 1 

where k; > 0, i = 1, · · ·, m, Ao is of dimension n 0 := n- 2::::;,1 k; and its eigen

values are the uncontrollable modes of (A, B). Moreover, the set of integers, 

C := { n0 , k1 , · · ·, km}, is called the controllability index of (A, B). l!l 

Proof. It is well-known. The software realization of such a canonical form can 

be found in Chen [12]. ~ 

Theorem 2.2.2. Consider a constant matrix pair (A, B) with A E Rnxn and 

B E :Rnxm and with (A, B) being completely controllable. Then there exist an 

integer k ~ m, a set of k integers k1 , k2 , · · ·, kkt and non-singular transforma

tions T. and T; such that 

A1 0 0 0 
0 A2 0 0 

T 5- 1ATs = 0 0 A3 0 (2.2.3) 

0 0 0 Ak 

and 
B1 * * * * 
0 B2 * * * 

Ts- 1 BT; = 0 0 B3 * * (2.2.4) 

0 0 0 Bk * 

where *'s represent some matrices of less interest, and A; and B;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, k, 
have the following controllability canonical form, 

u 
1 0 0 

[~] ' 0 1 0 

A;= 
' B;= (2.2.5) 

0 0 1 
-ai -ai -ai k; k;-1 k;-2 

t l i i i Ob . l L,k k or some sca ars a 1 , a 2 , · · ·, ak;. v1ous y, i=l ; = n. We call the above 

structure of A and B a block diagonal controllability canonical form. l!l 
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Proof. The existence of the block diagonal controllability canonical form was 
shown in (113]. In what follows, we will give an explicit constructing algorithm 
for realizing realizing such a canonical form. First, we follow Theorem 2.1.2 to 
find a non-singular transformation Q E Rnxn suchthat matrix Ais transformed 
into a real Jordan canonical form, i.e., 

A = Q-1 AQ = blkdiag{ Jt, · · ·, Jf;, J{2 , • • ·, Jf:, · · · · · ·, J{t, · · ·, Jf: }, 
(2.2.6) 

where >.i = J-Li + jw; E A(A) with w; ;::: 0, and also .>.;1 :f: A;2 , if i1 :f: i2. 
Moreover for each i E {1 2 · · · €} and s - 1 2 · · · a· J 8 E Rn;. xn;. has the 

' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ~' Ai 
following real Jordan form, 

[~ 
1 

J r->.;-
I-Li 

(2.2.7) 

if w; = 0, or 

[A 
12 

J{, = ' A; = [ I-Li w; J 
A; I,]' -W; I-Li ' 

A; 

(2.2.8) 

if w; > 0. For the sake of easy presentation later, we arrange the Jordanblocks 
in the way that n;1 ;::: n;2 ;::: • • • ;:::: n;u;. Next, compute 

Bfi Br1 Bii 

Bf"t Bf"t B~t 

BJl B~l B2]_ 

B = Q-1B = BJ"2 B~"2 B!J:,.2 (2.2.9) 

Biu, BJ"t B~t 
It is Straightforward to verify that the controllability of (A, B) implies: there 
exists a BiJ. with v E {1, 2, · · ·, m} suchthat (J{;, BiJ.) is completely control
lable, which is equivalent to the last row of Br1 being non-zero if A; is real, or 
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at least one of the last two rows of Bft being non-zero if Ai is not real. Thus, 
it is simple to find a vector 

[
tu ] t21 

T1 = ; , 
tml 

and partition 

tu :F 0, 

-1 
Bu 

(2.2.10) 

(2.2.11) 

suchthat (Jl,, .8~1 ) is completely controllable. Because of the special structure 
of the real Jordan form and the fact that ni1 2:: ni2 2:: · · · 2:: ni".,, the eigenstruc
tures associated with J~, with s > 1 are totally uncontrollable by .81. Thus, 
it is Straightforward to show that there exist non-singular transformations T;l, 
i = 1, 2, · · · ,e, suchthat 

(2.2.12) 

and 

(2.2.13) 
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with ( Jl, , B~1 ) being completely controllable. This can be clone by utilizing 
the special structure of the well-known Brunovsky canonical form (see Theo
rem 2.2.1). Next, perform a permutation transformation P81 suchthat 

= blkdiag{ Jt, · · ·, Jt, Jt, · · ·, Jf;, · · · · · ·, J~t, · · ·, Jf: }. (2.2.14) 

and 

[TJ, r ['" 0 ... 

~] r;l - t21 1 ... 
(P.I)-1 

T11 B t~t 0 
0 ... 

v} v2 vm, 

Bn Bu Bu 

v} 

Bet 
v2 

Bel 
vm, 

Bll 

0 
v2 

B12 n;; 

= 0 
v2 

B1"1 
vm 

Blut (2.2.15) 

0 

0 

Because Ai, i = 1, 2, ... ,e, are distinct, the controllability of (J{,, B~1 ) implies 
that the pair 

(2.2.16) 
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is completely controllable. Hence, there exists a non-singular transformation 
xl E RktXkt, where kt = E!=l nil! suchthat 

x;-'A,x, = A, = [ !, 
1 0 

IJ· 
0 1 

(2.2.17) 
0 0 

-al 1 -a~ -akt kt-1 -akt-2 

and 

(2.2.18) 

Next, repeating the above procedure for the following pair 

B~2 n~ 

blkdiag{J? ... J~l . . . . . . J? . . . JO'l} 
At ' ' Al ' ' tl\l' ' At, ' 

(2.2.19) 

one is able t~ separate (A2 , B2). Keep repeating the same procedure for k- 2 
more steps, where k = max{ u1, u2 , • • ·, o-i}, one is able to obtain the block 
diagonal controllability canonical form as in Theorem 2.2.2. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. The result has been implemented in Chen [12]. liSI 

We illustrate the above results in the following example. 

Example 2.2.1. Consider a matrixpair (A, B) characterized by 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 6 

A= 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 B= 4 5 (2.2.20) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 ' 5 4 

, 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 1 6 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 8 1 
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where matrix Ais already in the form of the real Jordan canonical form with 
At = 1, u 1 = 2 and A2 = j, u2 = 1. Following the proof of Theorem 2.2.2, we 

obtain 

and 

0.1508 
-0.3015 

0.1508 
-0.6030 
-0.1508 
-1.9598 

0.1508 
0.3015 
0.4523 
0.6030 
3.4674 
2.7136 

0.3015 
-0.6030 

0.3015 
-1.2061 
-4.5227 

0.3015 
0.6030 
0.9045 
1.2061 

0 
-1.2061 

0.1508 0.1508 -0.4002 
-0.3015 0.3015 -1.4188 

0.1508 0.4523 0.3274 
-0.6030 0.6030 0.8367 

0.4523 0. 7538 0 
-1.3568 0.9045 0 

1.8189 
1.4188 

-1.1641 
-0.8367 

0 ' 
0 

1.2061 
-1.0553 

-1.3568 
3.3166 

0.9045 
0.3015 

-4.5227 
-0.3015 

4.5227 
-0.9045 1.0553 0 0 
-3.4674 1.2061 0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-1 
0 
0 

1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 -3 
0 0 
0 0 

[ 0.15080 0] 
T;. = 0.4083 ' 

0 
0 
0 

0 -1.4368 
0 -0.2982 
0 0.5207 

0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
4 -3 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 -1 

~ , Ts-1 BTi= ~ 
0 1 

1.3969 
2.8085 
4.6900 

0 
1 

1 
2 

0 
0 

This verifies the results of Theorem 2.2.2. 

2.3. Special Coordinate Basis 

Let us consider a linear time-invariant (LTI) system E., which could be of 
either continuous-time or discrete-time, characterized by a matrix quadruple 
(A., B., c., D.) or in the state space form, 

{ o(x) = A. X + B. u, 
y = c. X+ D. u, 

(2.3.1) 

where o(x) = x(t}, if!:. is a continuous-time system, or o(x) = x(k + 1), if 
1::. is a discrete-time system. Similarly, x E R", u E Rm and y E RP are 
the state, the input and the output of I: •. They represent x(t), u(t) and y(t), 
respectively, if the given system is of continuous-time, or represent x(k), u(k) 
and y(k), respectively, if I:. is of discrete-time. Without loss of any generality, 
we assume that both [ B~ D~ ] and [ c. D. ] are of full rank. The transfer 
function of E. is then given by 

(2.3.2} 
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where ~ = s, the Laplace transform operator, if E. is of continuous-time, or 

~ = z, the z-transform operator, if E. is of discrete-time. It is simple to verify 

that there exist non-singular transformations U and V such that 

UD V= [Imo 0] • 0 0 ) (2.3.3) 

where mo is the rank of matrix D •. In fact, U can be chosen as an orthogonal 

matrix. This fact will be used later in the computation of "Y* throughout this 

book. Hence hereafter, without loss of generality, it is assumed that the matrix 

D. has the form given on the right hand side of (2.3.3). One can now rewrite 

system E. of (2.3.1) as, 

= 
{ 

8(x) 

(~~) = 

A. 

[C.,o] 
c.,1 

x + [B.,o B.,I] ( ~~), 

x + [ l~o ~ ] ( ~~ ) , 

(2.3.4) 

where the matrices B.,o, B.,1 , c.,o and C., 1 have appropriate dimensions. We 
have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.3.1 (SCB). Given the linear system E. of (2.3.1), there exist 

1. Coordinate free non-negativeintegers n;;, n~, nt, nb, nc, nd, md ::; m-mo 

and qi, i = 1, · · · ,md, and 

2. Non-singular state, output and input transformations r s, r o and r; which 

take the given E. into a special coordinate basis that displays explicitly 

both the finite and infinite zero structures of E •. 

The special coordinate basis is described by the following set of equations: 

(2.3.5) 

(2.3.6) 

(2.3.7) 

and 
(2.3.8) 
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b(x~) = A~ax~ + BgaYo + L~dYd + L~bYb, 

J(x~) = A;!"axd + BciaYo + L~dYd + L"j;byb, 

(2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 

(2.3.11) 

J(xc) = AccXc + BocYo + LcbYb + LcdYd +Be [E~x; + E~a + Et,.x~] + BcUc, 
(2.3.12) 

Yo = CocXc + co;,x; + ct.,x~ + Cri"xt + CodXd + CobXb + ua, (2.3.13) 

and for each i = 1, · · ·, md, 

J(x;) = Aq,x;+L;oyo+LidYd+Bq, [u; + E;aXa + E;bXb + E;cXc + ~EijXj] , 
J=1 

(2.3.14) 

Yi = Cq,Xi, Yd = CdXd· (2.3.15) 

Here the states x;;-, x~, x~, Xb, Xe and Xd are respectively of dimensions n;;-, n~, 
+ d - "md h'l · f d' · .c h . - 1 na, nb, nc an nd- L...i=l q;, w 1 e x; 1s o tmenswn q; ~or eac t- ,· · · ,md. 

The control vectors uo, Ud and Uc are respectively of dimensions mo, md and 
mc = m- mo- md while the output vectors Yo, Yd and Yb are respectively of 
dimensions Po = mo, Pd= md and Pb = p- p0 - Pd· The matrices Aq,, Bq, and 
Cq, have the following form: 

(2.3.16) 

Assuming that x;, i = 1, 2, · · · , md, are arranged such that q; ::; Qi+l, the matrix 
L;d has the particular form 

0). (2.3.17) 

Also, the last row of each L;d is identically zero. Moreover, 

1. If ~* is a continuous-time system, then 

(2.3.18) 

2. If ~* is a discrete-time system, then 

(2.3.19) 

Also, the pair (Acc,Bc) is controllable and the pair (Abb,Cb) is observable. !TI 
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Proof. For strictly proper systems, using a modified structural algorithm of 
Silverman [98], an explicit procedure of constructing the above special coordi
nate basis is given in [93]. The required modifications for non-strictly proper 
systems are given in [89]. 

Herein Theorem 2.3.1 by another change of basis, the variable Xa is further 
decomposed into x;, x~ and xt. For continuous-time systems, one can use the 
real Schur algorithm to obtain such a decomposition. For discrete-time systems, 
the algorithm of Chen [11] can be used. · 

The software toolboxes that realize the continuous-time SCB can be found 
in LAS by Chen [9] or in MATLAB by Lin [60]. The realization of this unified 
SCB can be found in Chen [12]. A numerical example will be given at the end 
of this section to illustrate the procedure of constructing the SCB and all its 
associated properties. ~ 

We can rewrite the special coordinate basis of the quadruple (A., B., C., D.) 
given by Theorem 2.3.1 in a more compact form, 

A;a 0 

0 A~a 
0 0 

0 0 

BcE-:a, BcE~a 
BdEia BdE~a 

0 

0 

A;!-a 
0 

BcE~ 

BdEda 
Boa 
B8a 
Bi[a 
Bob 
Boc 
Bod 

L;;_bcb 

L~bcb 
L+cb ab 

Abb 
LcbCb 
BdEdb 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

Bd 

6. = r;;-1 [C•,o] r. = [C~a C~a 
c.,1 o o 

cta 
0 
0 

_ _ 1 [lm~o 0~ 0~] D. = ro D.r; = 

0 L;;_dcd 
0 L~dcd 
0 L~dcd ' (2.3.20) 
0 Lbdcd 

Ace LcdCd 
BdEdc Add 

0 

0 

0 
(2.3.21) 

0 

Be 
0 

Cob Coc 
0 0 

cb 0 

Codl 
~d ' (2.3.22) 

(2.3.23) 

A block diagram of the special coordinate basis of Theorem 2.3.1 is given 
in Figure 2.3.1. In this figure, a signal given by a double-edged arrow is some 
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Xb ~--~ Output 
>----r-~ 

~ 
uo-0- Yo Output 

Note that a signal given by a double-edged arrow with a solid dot is some linear 
combination of al1 the states, whereas a signal given by a simple double-edged 
arrow is some linear combination of only output Yd· Also, matrices Boa, Lab, 
Lad and Eca aretobe defined in Property 2.3.1. 

Figure 2.3.1: A blockdiagram representation of the special coordinate basis. 
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linear combination of outputs Yi, i = 0 to md, where a.s a signal given by 
the double-edged arrow with a solid dot is some linear combination of all the 
states. Also, the block I> is either an integrator if !:. is of continuous-time or 
a backward shifting operator if E. is of discrete-time. 

We note the following intuitive points regarding the special coordinate basis. 

1. The variable ui controls the output Yi through a stack of qi integrators ( or 
backward shifting Operators), while Xi is the state associated with those 
integrators (or backward shifting Operators) between Ui and Yi· More
over, (Aq., Bq;} and (Aq;~Cq;) respectively form controllable and observ
able pairs. This implies that all the states Xi are both controllable and 
observable. 

2. The output Yb and the state Xb are not directly influenced by any inputs, 
however they could be indirectly controlled through the output Yd· More
over, (Abb, Cb) forms an observable pair. This implies that the state Xb is 
observable. 

3. The state Xe is directly controlled by the input ue, but it does not directly 
affect any output. Moreover, (Ace, Be) forms a controllable pair. This 
implies that the state Xe is controllable. 

4. The state Xa is neither directly controlled by any input nor does it directly 
affect any output. 

In what follows, we state some important properties of the above special 
coordinate basis which are pertinent to our present work and will be used 
throughout this book. The proofs of these properties will be given in the next 
section. 

Property 2.3.1. The given system !:* is observable (detectable) if and only if 
the pair (Aobs,Cobs) is observable (detectable), where 

Aobs := [ Aaa 0 ] C ·- [ Coa Coc ] 
BcEea Ace ' obs .- Eda Ede ' 

(2.3.24) 

and where 

0 l 0 ' 
A;ia 

Coa. := [CO,. C8a Cria 1 , (2.3.25) 

Eda := [ Eia EJa Efa 1 ' Eca := [ E;;. ~a Et,. 1 • (2.3.26) 
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Also, define 

[ Aaa 
Acon := 0 ] [ 11oa 

, Bcon := l1ob (2.3.27) 

[Boa] 
11oa := B~ , 

Boa 

(2.3.28) 

Similarly, :E. is controllable (stabilizable) if and only if the pair (Acon, 11con) is 
controllable ( stabilizable). ~ 

Theinvariantzeros of a system :E. characterized by (A., B., C., D.) can be 
defined via the Smith canonical form of the (Rosenbrock) system matrix [84] of 
~. defined as the polynomial matrix Pr;.(~), 

(2.3.29) 

We have the following definition fortheinvariant zeros (see also [68]). 

Definition 2.3.1. (Invariant Zeros). A complex scalar a E Cis said tobe 
an invariant zero of ~. if 

rank {Pr;. (a)} < n + normrank {H.(\)}, (2.3.30) 

where normrank {H.(~)} denotes the normal rank of H. (\"), which is defined as 
its rank over the field of rational functions of ~ with real coefficients. Im 

The special coordinate basis of Theorem 2.3.1 shows explicitly theinvariant 
zeros and the normal rank of :E.. To be more specific, we have the following 
properties. 

Property 2.3.2. 

1. The normal rank of H.(\) is equal to m0 + md. 

2. Invariant zeros of L:. are the eigenvalues of Aaa, which are the unions of 
the eigenvalues of A;a, A~a and Ata· Moreover, the given system ~. is of 
I'ninimum phase if and only if Aaa has only stable eigenvalues, marginal 
minimum phase if and only if Aaa has no unstable eigenvalue but has 
at least one marginally stable eigenvalue, and nonminimum phase if and 
only if Aaa has at least one unstable eigenvalue. IB 
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In order to display various multiplicities of invariant zeros, Iet X,. be a non

singular transformation matrix such that A,.,. can be transformed into a Jordan 
canonical form (see Theorem 2.1.1), i.e., 

(2.3.31) 

where J;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, k, are some n; x ni Jordan blocks: 

(2.3.32) 

For any given a E >.(Aaa), Iet there be Ta Jordanblocks of Aaa associated with 

a. Let na,l, na,2, · · ·, na,ra be the dimensions of the corresponding Jordan 
blocks. Then we say a is an invariant zero of ~. with multiplicity structure 

S~(~.) (see also [85]), 

(2.3.33) 

The geometric multiplicity of a is then simply given by r"', and the algebraic 

multiplicity of a is given by 2::~,: 1 na,i· Herewe should note that theinvariant 

zeros together with their structures of "E. are related to the structural invariant 

indices Iist I 1 ("E.) of Morse [70]. 
The special coordinate basis can also reveal the infinite zero structure of 

~.. We note that the infinite zero structure of ~. can be either defined in 

association with root-locus theory or as Smith-McMillan zeros of the transfer 

function at infinity. For the sake of simplicity, we only consider the infinite 

zeros from the point of view of Smith-McMillan theory here. To define the 

zero structure of H * ( c;) at infinity, one can use the familiar Smith-McMillan 

description of the zero structure at finite frequencies of a general not necessarily 

square but strictly proper transfer function matrix H.(c;). Namely, a rational 

matrix H.(c;) possesses an infinite zero of order k when H.(1/z) has a finite 

zero ofprecisely that orderatz = 0 (see [35], [81], [84] and [108]). The number 

of zeros at infinity together with their orders indeed defines an infinite zero 

structure. Owens [73] related the orders of the infinite zeros of the root-loci of 

a square system with a non-singular transfer function matrix to C* structural 

invariant indices Iist I 4 of Morse [70]. This connection reveals that even for 

general not necessarily strictly proper systems, the structure at infinity is in 
Fact the topology of inberent integrations between tbe input and the output 
variables. The special coordinate basis of Theorem 2.3.1 explicitly shows this 

topology of inherent integrations. T:he following property pinpoints this. 
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Property 2.3.3. ~. has mo = rank (D.) infinite zeros of order 0. Theinfinite 
zero structure (of order greater than 0) of ~. is given by 

(2.3.34) 

That is, each q; corresponds to an infinite zero of ~. of order q;. Note that for 
a single-input-single-output. system ~.' we have s~ (:E.) = { qi}' where ql is 
the relative degree of I:.. lB 

The special coordinate basis can also exhibit the invertibility structure of a 
given system ~ •. The formal definitions of right invertibility and left invertibil
ity of a linear system can be found in [71]. Basically, for the usual case when 
[ B~ D~] and [ c. D.] are of maximal rank, the system ~. or equivalently 
H.(c:;) is said tobe left invertible if there exists a rational matrix function, say 
L.(c:;), suchthat 

(2.3.35) 

I:. or H. ( c:;) is said tobe right invertible if there exists a rational matrix function, 
say R. ( c:;), such that 

(2.3.36) 

I:. is invertible if it is both left and right invertible, and :E. is degenerate if it 
is neither left nor right invertible. 

Property 2.3.4. The given system ~. is right invertible if and only if Xb (and 
hence Yb) are non-existent, left invertible if and only if Xe (and hence uc) are 
non-existent, and invertible if and only if both Xb _ and Xe are non-existent. 
Moreover, :E. is degenerate if and only if both xb and Xe are present. lf1 

The special coordinate basis can also be modified to obtain the structural 
invariant indices lists I2 and I3 of Morse [70] of the given system ~ •. In order 
to display I2(~.), we Iet Xe and X; be non-singular matrices such that the 
controllable pair (Ace, Be) is transformed into Brunovsky canonical form (see 
Theorem 2.2.1), i.e., 

0 ltl-1 0 0 

I! il' 
* * * * 

X; 1 AccXe = X; 1 BcXi = 
0 0 0 ftmc-1 

* * * * 
(2.3.37) 

where *'s denote constant scalars or row vectors. Then we have 

(2.3.38) 
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which is also called the controllability index of (Ace, Be)· Similarly, we have 

{2.3.39) 

where {ttt. · · ·, ILPb} is the controllability index ofthe controllable pair (A~b• q). 

By now it is clear that the special coordinate basis decomposes the state
space into several distinct parts. In fact, the state-space X is decomposed as 

{2.3.40) 

Here xa- is related to the stableinvariant zeros, i.e., the eigenvalues of A;a are 
the stableinvariant zeros of ~ •. Similarly, X~ and x: are respectively related to 
the invariant zeros of ~. located in the marginally stable and unstable regions. 
On the other hand, Xb is related to the right invertibility, i.e., the system is 
right invertible if and only if Xb = {0}, while Xe is I"elated to left invertibility, 
i.e., the system is left invertible if and only if Xe = {0}. Finally, Xd is related 
to zeros of ~. at infinity. 

There are interconnections between the special coordinate basis and various 
invariant geometric subspaces. To show these interconnections, we introduce 
the following geometric subspaces: 

Definition 2.3.2. (Geometrie Subspaces vx and sx). The weakly un
observable subspaces of ~., VX, and the strongly controllable subspaces of ~., 
sx, are defined as follows: 

1. vx(~.) is the maximal subspace of :Rn which is (A.+B.F.)-invariant and 
contained in Ker {C. +D.F.) suchthat the eigenvalues of (A. +B.F.)lVx 
are contained in cx ~ C for some constant matrix F •. 

2. sx(~.) is the minimal (A. + K.C.)-invariant subspace of :Rn containing 
Im (B. + K.D.) such that the eigenvalues of the map which is induced 
by (A. + K.C.) on the factor space :Rn ;sx are contained in cx ~ C for 
some constant matrix K •. 

Furthermore, we let v- = vx and s- = sx' if cx = c- u C 0 ; v+ = vx and 
s+ = sx, if cx = c+; v0 = vx and S 0 = sx, if cx = C0 u C 0; V 0 = vx and 
S0 = sx, if Cx= C 0 ; and finally V*= vx and S*= sx, if Cx= C. li2l 

Various components of the state vector of the special coordinate basis have 
the following geometrical interpretations. 
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Property 2.3.5. 

if E. is of continuous-time, 

if E. is of discrete-time. 

if E. is of continuous-time, 

if E. is of discrete-time. 

3. xa- EB X2 EB x: EB Xe spans V*(E.). 

+ { s- (I:.), if E. is of continuous-time, 
4. Xa EBXeEBXd spans S 0 (""'.), r~ fd . ~ i ""• is o iscrete-time. 

{ 
s+(E.}, if 1:. is of continuous-time, 

5. Xa- EB X2 EB Xe EB Xd spans 
S 0 (E.), if 1:. is of discrete-time. 

Finally, for future development on deriving solvability conditions for Hoo 
almost disturbance decoupling problems, we introduce two more subspaces of 
E •. The original definitions of these subspaces were given by Scherer [95,96]. 

Definition 2.3.3. (Geometrie Subspaces V>. and SA). For any A E C, we 
define 

and 

V>. (E.) and S A (E.) are associated with the so-called state zero directions of 1:. 
if A is an invariant zero of 1:.. ~ 

These subspaces S>. (E.) and V>. (1:.) can also be easily obtained using the 
special coordinate basis. We have the following new property of the special 
coordinate basis. 

Property 2.3.6. 

(2.3.43) 

where 

(2.3.44) 
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and where Kb is any appropriately dimensional matrix subject to the constraint 

that Abb + KbCb has no eigenvalue at >.. We note that such a Kb always exists 

as (Abb, Cb) is completely observable. 

(2.3.45) 

where Xa>. is a matrix whose columns form a basis for the subspace, 

(2.3.46) 

and 
(2.3.4 7) 

with Fe being any appropriately dimensional matrix subject to the constraint 

that Ace + BeFe has no eigenvalue at >.. Again, we note that the existence of 

such an Fe is guaranteed by the controllability of (Ace, Be). IB 

Clearly, if >. (j. >.(Aaa), then we have 

(2.3.48) 

and 
(2.3.49) 

Next, we would like to note that the subspaces vx(I:*) and sx(I:*) are 

dual in the sense that vxcr::) = sx(~*)J.., where r:: is characterized by the 

quadruple (A~,C~,B~,D~). Also, S>.(~*) = V>,(I:Z)J.... 

We illustrate the procedure for constructing the special coordinate basis and 

all its associated properties in the following numerical example. 

Example 2.3.1. Consider a linear time-invariant system I:* characterized by 

{ J(x) = A* x + B* u, 

y = c* x + n* u, 
(2.3.50) 

where 

A, ~ [l 
2 3 

i] B.~m, 3 4 (2.3.51) 
5 6 
6 7 

and 

c* = [o 3 -2 0], D* =0. (2.3.52) 

The procedure for constructing the.special coordinate basis of ~* proceeds as 

follows: 
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Step 1. Differentiating (shifting) the output of the given system. It involves the 

following sub-steps. 

1. Since D. = 0, we have 

2. Since C.B. = 0, we compute 

J2(y)=C.A:x+C.A.B.u=[1 -1 -3 I]x+O·u, 

where 62 (·) = 6(8(·)). 

3. Since C.A.B. = 0, we continue on computing 

where J3 (-) = 6(8(8(·))). Step 1 stops here as C.AzB. =f. 0. 

Step 2. Constructing a preliminary state transformation. Let X0 be an appropri

ately dimensional matrix such that 

T = [c~~.], 
c.A; 

(2.3.53) 

is non-singular. Then, define a new set of state variables x, 

x = (;:) := Tx = [c~~.] X= ( :r.:) · 
x4 c.A; c52(y) 

(2.3.54) 

It is simple to verify that T with X0 = [ 1 0 0 0] is a non-singular 

matrix. Furthermore, 

'(' ) 8 V V 8 V 5 V 

u Xt = X1 + X2 + 3X3 - 3X4 + U, 

J(x2) = xa, 
6(x3) = x4, 

J(x4) = -72xl - 9x2- 27xa + 10x4 - 6u. 

Step 3. Eliminating u in J(xi). Equation (2.3.58) implies that 

12 V 3 V 9 V 5 V 1 V ) 

U =- X1 - 2X2 - 2X3 + 3X4 - 68(x4 · 

(2.3.55) 

(2.3.56) 

(2.3.57) 

(2.3.58) 

(2.3.59) 
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Substituting this into (2.3.55}, we obtain 

;:( y ) y 1 y 11 y 1 ;:( y ) u X1 = -4Xl - 2X2 - 6X3 - 6u X4 • (2.3.60) 

Wehave got rid of u in 6(x1}. Unfortunately, wehavealso introduced an 
additional o(x4) in (2.3.60). 

Step 4. Eliminating o(x4) in ö(xl). Define a new variable x1 as follows, 

{2.3.61} 

Wehave 
(2.3.62) 

and 
(2.3.63) 

Step 5. Eliminating x3 and x4 in ö(xi). This step involves two sub-steps. 

1. Letting 

(2.3.64} 

we have 
(2.3.65) 

and 
(2.3.66) 

2. Letting 
- ~ 9 y 

X1 := X1 + 2X2, (2.3.67} 

we have 

ö(xl) = -4xl + 3: x2, (2.3.68) 

and 

(2.3.69) 

Step 6. Forming the non-singular state, output and input transformations. Let 

(2.3.70) 

or equivalently let 

(2.3.71} 
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with 

r.=w 
9/2 -2/3 1~6][ ~ 0 0 

~Jr 1 0 3 -2 
0 1 0 -2 -1 0 
0 0 1 1 -1 -3 

(2.3.72) 

Also, let 
r- L u= iU=--u, 

6 
y=roy=1·y. (2.3.73) 

Finally, we obtain the dynamic equations of the transformed system, 

6(x1) = -4xl + 3: x2, 

6(x2) = xs, ii = x2, 

6(x3) = x4, 
6(x4) = -12x1 + 315x2 -75xs + 22x4 + u. 

(2.3.74) 

(2.3.75) 

(2.3.76) 

(2.3.77) 

The above structure is now in the standard form of the special coordiri.ate 
basis. x1 is associated with Xa and x2, X3 and X4 are associated with Xd. 
Both Xb and Xe are non-existent for the given ~ •. 

Let us now examine the properlies of E •. Following Properlies 2.3.1 to 2.3.6 
of the special coordinate basis, it is simple to verify that E. is controllable and 
observable, and has an invariant zero at -4 as well as an infinite zero (relative 
degree) of order 3. It is obvious that the given system is invertible as both Xe 

and Xb are non-existent. 
The geometric subspaces V.x(E.) and S.x(E.) can be obtained as follows: for 

,\ = -4, 

(2.3.78) 

(2.3.79) 

and for A 'I= -4, 

(2.3.80) 

The geometric subspaces vx(:E*) and sx(E.) of E* can also be easily computed: 
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1. If I:. is a continuous-time system, then 

v-(E,) ~ V'(E,) ~Im { m}, v+(E,) = {0}, (2.3.81) 

and 

s-(E,) = S'(E,) =Im { [~ ~ ~~]}, s+(E,) ~ R'. (2.3.82) 

2. H I:. is a discrete-time system, then 

V0 (E,) = V'(E,) ~Im { m}, V"(E,) ~ {0}, (2.3.83) 

and 

S0 (E,) ~ S'(E,) ~1m { [~ 2 27]} 2 16 0 4 
3 27 ' s (I:.) = 1R . 

9 70 

(2.3.84) 

Here we would like to note that the computation of the special coordi
nate basis for a multiple-input-multiple-output system is of course much more 
complicated than that for a single-input-single-output system, but the idea is 
basically the same. Im 

Finally, we conclude this section by summarizing in graphical form in Fig
ure 2.3.2 some major properties of the X-transformer of linear systems, which 
combines the mechanisms of the special coordinate basis, the Jordan canonical 
form and the Brunovsky canonical form. Such a transformer has been used in 
the Iiterature to solve many system and control problems such as the squaring 
down and decoupling of linear systems (see e.g., Sannuti and Saberi [93]), lin
ear system factorizations (see e.g., Chen et al [27], and Lin et al [64]), blocking 
zeros and strong stabilizability (see e.g., Chen et al [28]), zero placements (see 
e.g. Chen and Zheng [33]), loop transfer recovery (see e.g., Chen [10], Chen 
and Chen [16], and Saberi et al [87]), H 2 optimal control (see e.g., Chen et 
al [29,31], and Saberi et al [88]), disturbance decoupling (see e.g., Chen [15], 
and Ozcetin et al [74,75]), and control with saturations (see e.g., Lin [61]), to 
name a few. This X-transformer will be used intensively throughout this book 
to solve problems related to H00 control. 
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X-Transformer 

SCB 
Jordan, Brunovsky 

G 
8 

Figure 2.3.2: An X-transformer of linear time-invariant systems. 
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2.4. Proofs of Properties of Special Coordinate Basis 

In this section, we provide detailed proofs for all the properties of the special 
coordinate basis listed in the previous section. Somehow, these proofs were 
missing in the original work of Sannuti and Saberi [93]. And unfortunately, 
somehow, they are still missing in the literature. We would like to note that 
although some of the properties of the special coordinate basis, e.g., the con
trollability and observability, are quite obvious, some of them, e.g., the inter
connections between the geometric subspaces and the subsystems of the special 
coordinate basis, arenot transparent at all to general readers. The goal of this 
section is to give rigorous proofs to all these properties once for all. 

We recall the following two lemmas whose results are quite well-known in 
the literature. The first lemma is about the eflects of state feedback laws. 

Lemma 2.4.1. Consider a given system :E. characterized by a constant matrix 
quadruple (A., B., C.,D.) or in the state space form of (2.3.1}. Also, consider 
a constant state feedback gain matrix F. E Rmxn. Then, E*F characterized by 
the quadruple (A. + B.F., B., c. + D.F., D.) has the following properties: 

1. E*F is a controllable (stabilizable) system if and only if :E. is a controllable 
(stabilizable) system; 

2. The normal rank of E*F is equal tothat of E.; 

3. Theinvariant zero structure of :E*F is the sameasthat of :E.; 

4. The infinite zero structure of :E*F is the same as that of :E.; 

5. E*F is (left- or right- or non-) invertible if and only if :E. is (left- or right
or non-) invertible; 

6. vx(E.F) = vx(E.) and sx(E.F) = SX(E.); and 

7. V.x(E*F) = V.x(E.) and S.x(E*F) = S.x(E*). 

Proof. Items 1 is obvious. Items 3, 4 and 5 are well-known as all the lists of 
Morse, i.e., I 1 to I 4 , areinvariant under any state feedback laws. Furthermore, 
items 2 and 5 can be seen trivially from the following simple manipulations: 

H.F(~) := (C* + D.F.)(~I- A. - B.F.)-1 B. + D. 

= (C. + D.F.)(~I- A.)-1[/- B.F.(~I- A.}-1]-1 B. + D. 

= (C. + D.F.)(~I- A.)-1 B.[I- F.(d- A.)-1 B.]-1 + D. 

= [C.(d- A.)-1 B. + D.][I- F.(d- A.)-1 B.]-1 

= H.(~)[I- F.(~I- A.}-1 B.]-1 . (2.4.1} 
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Since [/- F.(<;l-A.)- 1 B.]-1 is well-defined almost everywhere on the complex 

plane, the results of items 2 and 5 follow. 

For item 6, it is obvious from the definition of vx, it is invariant under 

any state feedback laws. Next, for any subspace S that satisfies the following 

conditions: 

wehave 

(A. + K.C.)S ~ S, 

Im (B. + K.D.) ~ S, 

Thus, sx is invariant under any state feedback laws as well. 

Let us now prove item 7. Recalling the definition of Vx, we have 

Then, for any ( E Vx(I:.F), there exist an w E cm suchthat 

(2.4.2) 

(2.4.3) 

O=[A.+B.F.->.1 B·](()=[A.->..I B·][I 0]('), c. + D.F. D. w C. D. F. I w 

or 

o = [ A. - >.I B. ] ( ~ ) , 
C. D. w 

where w = F.( +w. Thus, ( E Vx(E.) and hence Vx(E.F) ~ Vx(E.). Similarly, 

one can show that V.x(I:.) ~ Vx(:E.F), and hence Vx(E.) = V.x(E.F). The result 

that S >. (E.F) = S.x (I:.) can be shown using the similar arguments. ~ 

The following Iemma is about the effects of output injection laws. 

Lemma 2.4.2. Consider a given system E. characterized by a constant matrix 
quadruple (A.,B.,C.,D.) or in the state space form of (2.3.1). Also, consider 

a constant output injection gain matrix K. E JRnxp. Then, E.K characterized 

by the quadruple (A. +K.C., B. + K.D., c., D.) has the following properties: 

1. :E.K is an observable ( detectable) system if and only if E. is an observable 
( detectable) system; 

2. The normal rank of E.K is equal to that of E.; 

3. The invariant zero structure of I:.K is the sameasthat of E.; 
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4. The infinite zero structure of E.K is the same as that of E.; 

5. E.K is (left- or right- or non-) invertible if and only if E. is {left- or right
or non-) invertible; 

6. vx(E.K) = vx(E.) and sx(E.K) = SX(E.}; and 

7. V.x(E.K} = V.x(E.) and S.x(E.K) = S.x(E.). 

Proof. It is the dual version of Lemma 2.4.1. 

Now, we are ready to prove the properties of the special coordinate basis. 
Without loss of any generality but for simplicity of presentation, we assume 
throughout the rest of this section that the given system E. has already been 
transformed into the special coordinate basis of Theorem 2.3.1 or into the com
pact form of (2.3.20} to (2.3.23}, i.e., 

0 

0 Lbdcd 
La.dCd l 
LcdCd + B.,oC.,o, (2.4.4) 

and 

C. = [C•,O] = 
c.,l 

A;td + BdEdd + LddCd 

B. = (B.,o B ]=Bob 
•,1 B 

Oe 

0 

0 
0 

[
Boa. 

Bod Bd 

[ 
Coa. Cob Coc Cod l 

0 0 0 Cd , 
o cb o o 

We further note that A;td, Bd and Cd have the following forms, 

A:id = blkdiag { Aq1 , • • • , Aqmd } , 

and 

{2.4.5} 

(2.4.6) 

(2.4. 7) 

Bd = blkdiag { Bq1 , • • ·, Bqm4 }, Cd = blkdiag { Cq1 , • • ·, Cq..,.,.}, (2.4.8) 

where Aq;, Bq; and Cq;, i = 1, 2, · · · , md, are defined as in (2.3.16}. 

Proof of Property 2.3.1. Let us define a state feedback gain matrix F. as 
follows: 

(2.4.9) 
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Then, we have 

[ A •• 
LabCb 0 

L •• c. l 
A, +B,F,- ~ Abb 0 Lbdcd (2.4.10) 

LcbCb Ace LcdCd . 
0 0 A:ld + LddCd 

Noting that (Ace, Be) is completely controllable, we have for any >. E C, 

rank [ A. + B.F. ->.I B.] 
[ A..-M L.,c, 0 Lad Cd Boa 0 

~.] 0 Abb->.1 0 Lbdcd Bob 0 
=rank 

0 LcbCb Ace-Al LcdCd Boc 0 

0 0 0 A:Ld+LddCd->.1 Bod Bd 

[ A."f.\1 
LabCb 0 Lad Cd Boa 0 

n Abb->.1 0 Lbdcd Bob 0 
=rank 

0 Ace->..I 0 0 0 

0 0 Add+ LddCd->.1 Bod Bd 

[ A.,.,.- .\1 0 BconlCd BconO 0 

~·] ,(2.4.11) =rank 0 Acc->.1 0 0 0 
0 0 A:Ld + LddCd- >.1 Bod Bd 

where 

Acon = [~a LabCb] 
Abb ' 

Bcon = [ BconO Bcond = [~~: Lad] 
Lbd . (2.4.12) 

Also, noting the special structure of (Add• Bd, Cd), it is simple to verify that 
[ A. + B. F. ->.I B.] is of maximal rank if and only if [ Acon->.1 Bcon ] is of 
maximal rank. By Lemma 2.4.1, we have that (A, B) is controllable (stabiliz
able) if and only if (Acon, Bcon) is controllable (stabilizable). 

Similarly, one can show that (A, C) is observable ( detectable) if and only if 
(Aobs, Cobs) is observable (detectable). ~ 

Proof of Property 2.3.2. Let us define a state feedback gain matrix F. as in 
(2.4.9) and an output injection gain matrix K. as follows: 

(2.4.13) 
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Wehave 

[T 
0 0 

0 ] A. = A. + B.F. + K.C. + K.D.F. = Abb 0 0 
(2.4.14) 

0 Ace 0 ' 
0 0 A;id 

[~ 
0 n iJ. = B. +K.D. = 0 
0 

Bd 

(2.4.15) 

[~ 
0 0 

i·]' C. = c. + D.F. = 0 0 
cb 0 

(2.4.16) 

and n, 0 

il· iJ. = D. = 0 
0 

(2.4.17) 

Let :E. be characterized by the quadruple (A.,B.,C.,D.). It is simple to 
verify that the transfer function of :E. is given by 

Furthermore, we can show that 

(2.4.19) 

By Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we have 

normrank{H.(c;)} = normrank{H.(~)} = mo + md. (2.4.20) 

Next, it follows from Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that the invariant zeros of 
~. and :E. are equivalent. By the defi.nition of the invariant zeros of a linear 

system, i.e., a complex scalar a is an invariant zero of :E. if 
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and also noting the special structure of (A;td, Bd, Cd) and the facts that (Abb, Cb) 
is observable, and (Ace, Be) is controllable, we have 

[ A -o:I rank {Pt. (o:)} =rank *6. ~.] 
D. 

Aaa-O:f 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Abb-a! 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 Acc-O:l 0 0 0 Be 

=rank 0 0 0 A;td-al 0 Bd 0 
0 0 0 0 lmo 0 0 
0 0 0 Cd 0 0 0 
0 cb 0 0 0 0 0 

= nb + nc + nd + mo + md +rank {Aaa -o:I}. (2.4.22) 

Clearly, the rank of Pt. ( o:) drops below n + mo + md if and only if a E A ( Aaa). 
Hence, the invariant zeros of t., or equivalently the invariant zeros of E., are 
given by the eigenvalues of Aaa, which are the union of A(A~a), A(A~a), and 
-\(A;ta)· This completes the proof of Property 2.3.2. ~ 

Proof of Property 2.3.3. It follows from Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that the 
infinite zeros of E. and f:. are equivalent. It is clear to see from (2.4.18) and 
(2.4.19) that theinfinite zeros of f:., or equivalently theinfinite zeros of E., of 
order higher than 0, are given by 

(2.4.23) 

Furthermore, f:. or E.has m 0 infinite zeros of order 0. 

Proof of Property 2.3.4. Again, it follows from Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that 
E. or H.(c;) is (left- or right- or non-) invertible if and only if f;. or H.(c;) is 
(left- or right- or non-) invertible. The results of Property 2.3.4 can be seen 
trivially from the transfer function H.(c;) in (2.4.18). ~ 

Proof of Property 2.3.5. We will only prove the geometric subspace V*(E.), 
i.e., 

~~-]} (2.4.24) 

Here r s = In as the given system E. is assumed to be in the form of the special 
coordinate basis already. It follows from Lemma 2.4.2 that V* is invariant under 
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any output injection laws. Let us choose an output injection gain matrix K. 

as in (2.4.13). Then, we have 

[ A •• 
0 0 0 

~ 0 Abb 0 

0 l A. = A. + K.C. = BcEca. 0 Ace 0 ' 
BdEda. BdEdb BdEdc A;jd + BdEdd 

(2.4.25) 

and 

(2.4.26) 

Let t. be a system characterized by (A.,B.,C.,D.). Then it is sufficient to 

show the property of V*(:E.) by showing that 

(2.4.27) 

First, let us choose a matrix F. as given in (2.4.9). Then, we have 

[ A •• 
0 0 

0 l A ~ 0 Abb 0 0 
A. +B.F. = ~ 0 Ace 0 ' 

0 0 A;jd 

(2.4.28) 

and 

[g 
0 

0 0 l C. + D.F. = 0 0 Cd . 
cb 0 0 

(2.4.29) 

It is simple to see now that for any 

{ [I,. 
(EX.<JJX,~Im ~ /~,]}. (2.4.30) 

we have 

(~ (f) (2.4.31) 
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and 

(2.4.32) 

and 

(2.4.33) 

Clearly, Xa EB Xe is a (A. + B.F.)-invariant subspace of Rn and is contained in 

Ker (C. + D.F.). By the definition of V*, we have 

(2.4.34) 

Conversely, for any ( E V*(:E.), by Definition 2.3.2, there exists a gain 

matrix F * E lRmxn suchthat 

(A. + iJ.f.)( E V*(f;.), 

and 

(C. + D.F.)( = o. 

(2.4.35) and (2.4.36) imply that for any ( E V*(f;.), 

Thus, (2.4.34) and (2.4.37) imply that 

(2.4.35) 

(2.4.36) 

(2.4.37) 

[

Jna 

(c. +D.F.)(A. +B.f.)k g 
. 0 

} ] = 0, k = 0, 1, · · ·,n -1. (2.4.38) 
nc 

0 

Next, let us partition this F * as follows: 

[F.o-Co. Fbo- Cob Fco- Coc F..,- c,.] 
F* = Fad- Eda Fbd- Edb Fcd- Edc Fdd- Edd . 

Fac- Eca Fbc Fee Fdc 
(2.4.39) 

Wehave 

[F~ Fbo Fco Fdo] 
c. +D.F. = ~ 0 0 Cd , 

cb 0 0 

(2.4.40) 
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and 

0 
0 

Acc+BcFcc 
BdFcd 

where A;t;t = A;id + BdFdd· Then, using (2.4.38) with k = 0, we have 

} l =0, nc 

0 

which implies 

Fao = 0, Fco = 0, 

and 

c. +D.f. = [~ ~ ~ ;odl, 
o cb o 
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(2.4.41) 

(2.4.42) 

(2.4.43) 

(2.4.44) 

where *'s are some matrices of not much interest. Using (2.4.38) with k = 1 
tagether with (2.4.44), we have 

(2.4.45) 

and 

(C.+D.F.)(A.+B.F.)=[~o cd~Fbd ~ Cd~;i;i]. 
CbAbb 0 0 

(2.4.46) 

In general, one can show that for any positive integer k, 

Cd(A;t;t)k-l BdFad = 0, Cd(A;i;i)k-l BdFcd = 0, (2.4.47) 

and 

(C.+D.F.)(A.+iJ.f.)k=[o~ : ~ Cd(~;t;t)kl· 
Cb(Abb)k 0 0 

(2.4.48) 

As a by product, we can easily show that Fad = 0 and Fcd = 0, because of 
the fact that (A;t;t, Bd, Cd) is controllable, observable, invertible and is free of 
invariant zeros. Now, for any 

(2.4.49) 
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it follows from (2.4.37) and (2.4.48) that 

which implies (b = 0 because (Abb, Cb) is completely observable, and 

Cd(A:i:i)k(d + * · (b = Cd(Ad:i)k(d = 0, k = 0, 1, · · ·, n- 1, 

(2.4.50) 

(2.4.51) 

which implies (d = 0 because (Add• Cd) is also completely observable. Hence, 

(2.4.52) 

and 

V* (E.) ~ Xa E11 Xe. (2.4.53) 

Obviously, (2.4.34) and (2.4.53) imply the result. 

Similarly, one can follow the same procedure as in the above to show the 
properties of the other subspaces in Property 2.3.5. ltJ 

Proof of Property 2.3.6. Let us prove the property of V.>.(I.:.). It follows 
from Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that V~ is invariant under any state feedback and 
output injection laws. Thus, it is sufficient to prove the property of V.>.(E*) by 
showing that 

(2.4.54) 

where f;* is as defined in the proof of Property 2.3.2, Xa.>. is a matrix whose 
columns form a basis for the subspace, 

(2.4.55) 

and 

(2.4.56) 

with Fe being an appropriately dimensional matrix such that Ace + BcFc - >.I 
is invertible. 

For any ( E V.>.(f;.), by Definition 2.3.3, there exists a vector w E cm such 
that 

(2.4.57) 
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or equivalently, 

A .... ->.I 0 0 0 0 0 
0 Abb- >.I 0 0 0 0 
0 0 Ace->.! 0 0 0 
0 0 0 Add->.I 0 Bd 
0 0 0 0 I"'O 0 

0 0 0 Cd 0 0 
0 cb 0 0 0 0 

Hence, we have 

(Aa .. - .>.I)( .. = 0, 

which implies that (a E Im{X .. .>.}, 

[Abba~ .>.I] (b = O, 

0 

0 

Be 
0 

0 

0 
0 

, .. 
(b 

(c 
(d =0. 
wo 
Wd 
Wc 

which implies that (b = 0 as (Abb, Cb) is completely observable, and 
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(2.4.58) 

(2.4.59) 

(2.4.60) 

(2.4.61) 

which implies that (d = 0 and wd = 0 as (A;'id, Bd, Cd) is square invertible and 

is free of invariant zeros. We also have 

(Ace - >.J)(c + BcWc = 0, 

which implies that 

or 

(c =(Ace+ BcFc- >.J)-l Bc(Fc(c- Wc) = Xc>.(Fc(c- Wc)· 

Hence (c E Im{Xc.>.}· Clearly, 

Conversely, for any 

(2.4.62) 

(2.4.63) 

(2.4.64) 

(2.4.66) 
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we have (b = 0, (d = 0, (a E Im{Xa>.}, which implies that (>.I- AaaKa = 0, 
and (c E Im{Xc>.}, which implies that there exists a vector Wc suchthat 

(2.4.67) 

Thus, we have 

(2.4.68) 

or 

(2.4.69) 

Let 

(2.4.70) 

It is now Straightforward to verify using (2.4.58) that 

(2.4.71) 

By Definition 2.3.3, we have 

{ [

Xa>. 

(EV,(f:,) = Im ~ (2.4.72) 

Finally, (2.4.65) and (2.4.72) imply the result. 

The proof of S.x(E*) follows from the same lines of reasoning. 



Chapter 3 

Existence Conditions of H 00 

Suboptimal Controllers 

IN AN Hoo OPTIMIZATION problem, the first fundamental issue one faces is 
when, or under what conditions does a 'Y suboptimal controller exist. For
tunately, the problern regarding the existence conditions of -y-suboptimal con
trollers for either the regular or singular type of continuous-time or discrete-time 
systems has almost been completely solved in the literature. For the regular 
continuous-time systems, the problern was solved by Doyle et al [39] and Tad
mor [105]. For general singular continuous-time systems with no invariant zero 
on the imaginary axis, the problern was solved by Stoorvogel and Treutelman 
(104] and Stoorvogel [100]. In the situation when systems have invariant zeros 
on the imaginary axis, the result was derived by Scherer [94-96]. The existence 
conditions of 1'-suboptimal controllers for discrete-time systems were reported 
in Stoorvogel [100] and Stoorvogel, Saberi and Chen [102]. In this chapter, we 
will recall the above mentioned results as they will form a base for the results 
reported in the second part of this book. 

3.1. Continuous-time Systems 

We consider in this section a general continuous-time linear time-invariant (LTI) 

system ~ with a state-space description, 

{ 
:i; = A X + B u + E w, 

~ : y = Cl X + Dl w, 
h = 02 X + D2 u + D22 w, 

(3.1.1) 

where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the external 
disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E Rt is the 
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controlled output of E. We also consider the following proper measurement 

feedback controllaw, 

·. {V = Acmp V+ Bcmp y, 
Ecmp 

U = Ccmp V+ Dcmp Y· 
(3.1.2) 

For simplicity of presentation, we will first set the direct feedthrough term from 

the disturbance w to controlled output hin (3.1.1) to be equal to zero, i.e., 

D22 = 0. For easy reference, we define EP to be the subsystem characterized 

by the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2), and Bq tobe the Subsystem character

ized by the matrix quadruple (A, E, C1 , D1), which respectively have transfer 

functions: 
(3.1.3) 

and 
(3.1.4) 

We recall in this section some important results in the Iiterature regarding the 

existence conditions of ')'-suboptimal controllaws for the continuous-time Hoo 
optimization problem. 

The first result given below is due to Stoorvogel [100). Before we introduce 

the theorem, Iet us define the following quadratic matrices, 

F (P) := [A'P+PA+C~C2 +')'-2PEE'P 
'Y B'P+ D~C2 

(3.1.5) 

and 

G (Q) := [AQ + QA' + EE' + 'Y- 2QC~C2Q 
'Y C1Q + D1E' 

Qq +~D~]. 
D1D1 

(3.1.6) 

It should be noted that the above matrices are dual of each other. In addition 

to these two matrices, we define two polynomial matrices whose roles are again 
completely dual: 

L'Y(P,s) := [si-A-"(-2EE'P -B], (3.1.7) 

and 

M (Q ) ·- [sl- A- 'Y-2QC~C2 ] 
'Y 's .- c . 

- 1 
(3.1.8) 

Now we areready to introduce the following theorem which gives a set of 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a ')'-suboptimal controller 

for the continuous-time system (3.1.1) with D22 = 0 and with both subsystems 

EP and :Bq having no invariant zero on the imaginary axis. 
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Theorem 3.1.1. Consider the continuous-time linear time-invariant system of 
(3.1.1) with D22 = 0. Assurne that ~P and Eq have no invariant zero on the 
imaginary axis. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a linear time-invariant and proper dynamic compensator 
~cmp of (3.1.2) suchthat by applying it to (3.1.1) the resulting closed-loop 
system is internally stable. Moreover, the H 00-norm of the closed-loop 
transfer function from the disturbance input w to the controlled output 
h is less than 'Y. 

2. There exist positive semi-definite matrices P and Q such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(a) F"~(P) ~ 0. 

(b) rank{F-y(P)} = normrank{Gp(s)}. 

(c) rank [ LF~f;,))] = n + normrank {Gp(s)}, Vs E C 0 u c+. 

(d) G-y(Q) ~ 0. 

(e) rank{G-y(Q)} = normrank{Gq(s)}. 

(f) rank[M-y(Q,s), G'Y(Q)] = n + normrank{Gq(s)}, Vs E C 0 U (;+. 

(g) p(PQ) < "12. 

Here Gp(s) and Gq(s) are respectively the transfer function of ~P and 
~q, and "normrank" denotes the rank of a matrix with entries in the field 
of rational functions. ffl 

The following remark concerns the full information feedback and full state 
feedback cases. It turns out that for the system with D22 = 0, the existence 
conditions of -y-suboptimal controllers for the full information feedback case and 
for the full state feedback case are identical. 

Remark 3.1.1. For the special cases of full information and full state feed
back, the solution to the linear matrix inequality (LMI), i.e., condition 2.(d) 
of Theorem 3.1.1, which satisfies conditions 2.(e) and 2.(f), is identically zero. 
This implies that condition 2.(g) is automatically satisfied. Hence, the existence 
conditions of -y-suboptimal controllers for both the full information and the full 
state feedback cases are reduced to conditions 2.(a)-2.(c). Moreover, it can be 
shown that a 'Y-suboptimal static control law exists. 11!1 

The following corollary deals with the regular systems or regular case. It 
was first reported in Doyle et al [39] and Tadmor. (105]. 
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Corollary 3.1.1. Consider the continuous-time linear time-invariant system 
of (3.1.1) with D22 = 0. Assurne that I:P and EQ have no invariant zero on the 
imaginary axis, D2 is of full column rank and D1 is of full row rank. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a linear time-invariant and proper dynamic compensator 
:Ecmp of (3.1.2) suchthat by applying it to (3.1.1) the resulting closed-loop 
system is internally stable. Moreover, the H 00-norm of the closed-loop 
transfer function from the disturbance input w to the controlled output 
h is less than 1. 

2. There exist positive semi-definite matrices P and Q suchthat the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(a) P is the solution of the Riccati equation: 

A'P+PA+ C~C2 +''?PEE'P 

-(PB+ C~D2)(D~D2)-1 (B' P + D~C2) = 0. (3.1.9) 

(b) Ac1P is asymptotically stable, where 

Ac1p := A + 'Y-2 EE' P- B(D~D2)-1 (B' P + D~C2). (3.1.10) 

(c) Q is the solution of the Riccati equation: 

AQ + QA' + EE' + 12QC~C2Q 

-(QC~ + ED~)(DtDD-1 (CtQ + DtE') = 0. (3.1.11) 

(d) Ac1Q is asymptotically stable, where 

Ac1Q := A + "1-2QC~C2- (QC~ + ED~)(DtDD-1 Ct. (3.1.12) 

(e) p(PQ) < 12 • (QJ 

If the given system (3.1.1) with nonzero D22 term, then the general condi
tions for the existence of "{-suboptimal Controllers are rather complicated. We 
will derive these conditions later in Chapter 5. In what follows, we recall a 
corollary that deals with a special full information feedback case when D2 is of 
full cohimn rank and I:P has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis. 

Corollary 3.1.2. Consider the continuous-time linear time-invariant system 
of (3.1.1) with y = (x' w' )' and D2 being of full column rank. Assurne that 
EP has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
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1. There exist constant gain matrices F 1 and F2 such that by applying u = 
F1x + Fzw to (3.1.1) the resulting closed-loop system is internally stable. 

Moreover, the Hoo-norm of the closed-loop transfer function from the 

disturbance input w to the controlled output h is less than 'Y· 

2. The following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) D~2 (I- Dz(D~Dz)- 1 D~) D22 < "12 I. 

(b) There exists a positive semi-definite solution P to the Riccati equa
tion: 

o = PA + A' P + c' c - [ B' P + D~c2 J 'a-1 [ B' P + D2C J 
2 2 E'P + D22C2 E'P + D22C ' 

where 
G ·- [ D2D2 

.- D22D2 

such that the matrix, 

Ac!P := A- [B 

is asymptotically stable. 

E] a-1 [B'P + D~ C] 
E'P+D~C ' 

Note that the existence conditions of a 'Y-suboptimal controller for the full 

state feedback case with D2 being of full c_olumn rank and I:P having no invari

ant zero on the imaginary axis, are similar to those in item 2 of Corollary 3.1.2 

except one has to replace 2.(a) by D~2D22 < "12 I. 
Next, we will remove the restrictions on the invariant zeros of the subsystems 

I:P and I:q, i.e., we will allow both I:P and I:q to have invariant zeros on the 

imaginary axis. The following theorem is due to Scherer (96]. 

Theorem 3.1.2. Consider the continuous-time linear time-invariant system of 

(3.1.1) with D 22 = 0. Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a linear time-invariant and proper dynamic compensator 

I:cmp of (3.1.2) suchthat by applying it to (3.1.1) the resulting closed-loop 

system is internally stable. Moreover, the H00-norm of the closed-loop 

transfer function from the disturbance input w to the controlled output 

h is less than "'. 

2. There exist appropriate dimensional constant matrices Fand K, and pos
itive definite matrices P > 0 and Q > 0 such that the following conditions 

are satisfied: 
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(a) (A+BF)'P+P(A+BF)+"!-2PEE'P+(C2 +D2F)'(C2+D2F) < 0. 

(b) (A+KCr)Q+Q(A+KCI)'+"!-2QC~C2Q+(E+KDr)(E+KDI)' < 0. 

(c) p(PQ) < 12• !TI 

The above conditions 2.(a) and 2.(b) in Theorem 3.1.2 can be converted into 
conditions of the existences of positive definite solutions for some reduced order 
algebraic Riccati inequalities, which are independent of Fand K. This can be 
clone by transforming the subsystems EP and :Eq of the given system into the 
special coordinate basis as in Chapter 2. 

3.2. Discrete-time Systems 

We now consider in this section a general discrete-time linear time-invariant 
(LTI) system E with a state-space description 

{
x(k+l) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

E : y(k) = Cr x(k) + D1 w(k), 
h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(3.2.1) 

where x E Rn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the 
disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E RL is the 
controlled output of E. The following Ecmp is the controller considered: 

{ v(k+l) = Acmp V+ Bcmp y, 
Ecmp : 

U = Ccmp V + Dcmp Y· 
(3.2.2) 

Again, as in the continuous-time case, we define EP to be the subsystem char
acterized by the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2), and EQ tobe the Subsystem 
characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, E, C1 , D 1 ), which respectively have 
transfer functions: 

(3.2.3) 

and 

(3.2.4) 

The following result is due to Stoorvogel, Saberi and Chen [102]. 

Theorem 3.2.1. Consider the system (3.2.1). Assurne that the subsystems 
EP and Eq have no invariant zero on the unit circle. Then the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
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1. There exists a linear time-invariant and causal dynamic compensator ~cmp 

of (3.2.2) such that by applying it to (3.2.1) the resulting closed loop 

system is internally stable and the closed loop transfer matrix from the 

disturbance input w to the controlled output h is less than "Y. 

2. There exist symmetric matrices P ~ 0 and Q ~ 0 suchthat 

(a) The following matrix R is positive definite, 

R := 1 2 I- D~2D22- E 1 PE 

+ (E1PB+D;2D2)Vt(B1PE+D;D22) > 0, (3.2.5) 

where 
V:= B 1 PB+ D~D2. (3.2.6) 

(b) P satisfies the discrete algebraic Riccati equation: 

I I [B1PA+D2C2] 1 t[B1PA+D2C2] 
p = A p A + 0202 - E1 PA+ D22C2 G E 1 PA+ D22C2 ' 

(3.2.7) 

where 

G := [ D2D2+B1PB D2D22 +B1PE ] 
D22DdE1PB E 1PE+DbD22 -12I . 

(3.2.8) 

(c) For all z E C with lzl ~ 1, we have 

[ 
zl-A 

rank B 1 PA+ D2C2 
E 1PA+D22C2 

B 1PB-:D2D2 B'PE~~2D22 l 
E 1PB+D22D2 E 1PE+D22D22-"!21 

= n + q + normrank{Gp(z)}. 

(d) The following matrix S is positive definite, 

S := "Y2 I - D22D22 - C2QC2 

+ (C2QC~ + D22DDWt(CtQC~ + DtD22 ) > 0, (3.2.9) 

where 
(3.2.10) 

(e) Q satisfies the following discrete algebraic Riccati equation: 

Q=AQA1 + EE1 _ [CtQ~1 +D1E1
1] 

1Ht [C1Q~1 +D1E1
1], ( 3.2.1l) 

C2QA +D22E CzQA +D22E 

where 

H := [ DtD~ +CtQC~ 
D22D~ +CzQC~ 

(3.2.12) 
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(f) For all z E C with lzl ~ 1, we have 

[
zl-A 

rank - C1 

-C2 

(g) p(PQ) < 1'2. 

AQGf+ED~ 

C1QCf +D1D~ 

C2QCf +D22D~ 

AQC~+ED~2 l 
C1QC~+D1D~2 

C2QC~+D22D~2 -'Y2l 

n + f + normrank{GQ(z)}. 

Here we should note that condition 2.(b) is the standard Riccati equation 
used in discrete-time Hoo optimization except that the inverse is replaced by a 
generalized inverse. Condition 2.(c) is nothing other than the requirement that 
P must be a stabilizing solution of the Riccati equation. Conditions 2.(b) and 
2.(c) uniquely determine, if it exists, the matrix P. A similar comment can 
be made about conditions 2.(d)-2.(f). Condition 2.(g) is as usual the coupling 
condition. The solutions to the above mentioned P and Q can be obtained 
by transforming the subsystems :EP and 'EQ into the special coordinate basis 
as in Chapter 2 and then solving two standard discrete-time Riccati equations 
without generalized inverses. These will be given later in Chapter 8. 

The following remark concerns the full information feedback and full state 
feedback cases. 

Remark 3.2.1. For the special cases of full information and full state feedback 
we can dispense with the second Riccati equation. More specifically: 

1. Full information feedback case: In this case we know both the state 
and the disturbance of the system at time k. It is easy to check that 
Q = 0 satisfies conditions 2.(d)-2.(f). Moreover this guarantees that the 
coupling condition 2.(g) is automatically satisfied. Therefore there exists 
a stabilizing Controller which yields a closed loop system with the Hoo 
norm strictly less than 'Y if and only if there exists a positive semi-definite 
matrix P satisfying conditions 2.(a)-2.(c). 

2. Full state feedback case: In this case, it is easy to see that a necessary 
condition for the existence of a positive semi-definite matrix Q satisfying 
conditions 2.(d)-2.(f) isthat IID22 11 < 'Y· It is also easy to checkthat for 
the full state feedback case, 

Q = E(I -1-2D22D~2 )- 1 E', 

satisfies conditions 2.(d)-2.(f). Condition 2.(g) then reduces to 

"(2 I- D22D~2 - E' PE> 0. 

(3.2.13) 

(3.2.14) 
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Moreover, condition (3.2.14) implies that condition 2.(a) is automatically 
satisfied. Therefore there exists a stabilizing controller which yields a 
closed loop system with the Hoo norm strictly less than "' if and only if 
there exists a positive semi-definite matrix P satisfying conditions 2.(b), 
2.(c) and additionally condition (3.2.14). 

Furthermore, it can be shown that either in the full information case or in the 
full state feedback case, there always exists a "1-suboptimal static control law 
whenever the above-mentioned conditions are satisfied. 

The following corollary deals with the regular case in discrete-time Hoo 
optimization and is due to Stoorvogel [100). 

Corollary 3.2.1. Consider the system (3.2.1). Assurne that the subsystem I:P 

is left invertible and has no invariant zero on the unit circle, and the subsystem 
:EQ is right invertible and has no invariant zero on the unit circle. Then the 
following two statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a linear time-invariant and causal dynamic compensator I:cmp 

of (3.2.2) such that by applying it to (3.2.1) the resulting closed loop 
system is internally stable and the closed loop transfer matrix from the 
disturbance input w to the controlled output h is less than "'· 

2. There exist symmetric matrices P 2:: 0 and Q ~ 0 such that 

(a) The following matrices V and Rare positive definite, 

V:= B1PB+D~D2 >0, 

and 

R := "121 -D~2D22 -E1PE 

(3.2.15) 

+ (E1PB + D~2D2)V-1 (B1PE + D~D22) > 0. (3.2.16) 

(b) P satisfies the discrete algebraic Riccati equation: 

I I [B1PA+D~C2] 1 
-1 [B1PA+D~C2] 

P=A PA+C2C2- E'PA+D~2C2 G(P) E'PA+D~2C2 ' 
(3.2.17) 

where 

(3.2.18) 
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( c) The following matrix Ac1P is asymptotically stable, 

_ 1 [ B' PA + D~C2 ] 
Ac~p := A- [B E]G(P) E'PA + D~zCz . 

( d) The following matrices Wand S arepositive definite, 

and 

S := ''?I- DzzD~2 - CzQC~ 

(3.2.19) 

(3.2.20) 

+ (CzQC~ + DzzD~)W- 1 (ClQC~ + D1D~2 ) > 0. (3.2.21) 

( e) Q satisfies the following discrete algebraic Riccati equation: 

where 

[ DtDi +C1QCf DtD~2 +CtQq ] 
H(Q) := D22Di +CzQCf CzQq+DzzD~z-'Y21 . 

(3.2.23) 

{f) The following matrix Ac1q is asymptotically stable, 

(3.2.24) 

(g) p(PQ) < 'Yz. 

It is interesting to note that all the conditions in Corollary 3.2.1 are related 
to those in Corollary 3.1.1 by a properly defined bilinear transformation. This 
will be shown later in Chapter 4. Finally, we conclude this chapter by noting 
that if :EP or I;Q or both have invariant zeros on the unit circle, one could use 
the results of the bilinear and inverse bilinear transformations, which aretobe 
presented in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4, and follow Theorem 3.1.2 to derive a 
similar result. 



Chapter 4 

Bilinear Transformations 
and Discrete Riccati 
Equations 

IN THIS CHAPTER we will present several preliminary results which are instru
mental to the main results dealing with the discrete-time Hoo optimization 
problems. 

In Section 4.1, we will recall a recent result of Chen and Weller [32] on bilin
ear and inverse bilinear transformations of linear time-invariant systems. Their 
result presents a comprehensive picture of the mapping of structural properties 
associated with generallinear multivariable systems under bilinear and inverse 
bilinear transformations. They have completely investigated the problern of 
how the finite and infinite zero structures, as weil as invertibility structures 
of a general continuous-time (discrete-time) linear time-invariant multivariable 
system are mapped to those of its discrete-time (continuous-time) Counterpart 
under the bilinear (inverse bilinear) transformation. It is worth noting that 
we have added in this chapter some new results on the mapping of geometric 
subspaces under the bilinear (inverse bilinear) transformation. 

Section 4.2 recalls from Chen, Saberi and Shamash [30] non-recursive meth
ods for solving the general discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) and 
the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation related to the Hoo control problern 
(H00-DARE). In particular, they have cast the problern of solving a given Hoo
DARE to the problern of solving an auxiliary continuous-time algebraic Riccati 
equation associated with the continuous-time Hoo control problern (Hoo-CARE) 
for which the weil known non-recursive solving methods are available. The 

59 
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advantages of this approach are: it reduces the computation involved in the 
recursive algorithms while giving much more accurate solutions, and it read
ily provides the properties of the general H00-DARE. More importantly, the 
results given in Section 4.2 build an interconnection between the discrete-time 
and continuous-time Hoo optimization problems. 

The results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will be heavily utilized in the devel
opment of algorithms for computing infima and solutions to the discrete-time 
H 00-optimization problems. 

4.1. Structural Mappings of Bilinear Transformations 

The bilinear and inverse bilinear transformations have widespread use in dig
ital control and signal processing. As will be seen shortly, the bilinear trans
formation is actually playing a crucial role in the computation of infima for 
discrete-time systems as weil as in finding the solutions to discrete-time Riccati 
equations. The results presented in this section were first reported in Chen and 
Weller [32). In fact, the need to perform continuous-time to discrete-time model 
conversions arises in a range of engineering contexts, including sampled-data 
control system design, and digital signal processing. As a consequence, numer
ous discretization procedures exist, including zero- and first-order hold input 
approximations, impulse invariant transformation, and bilinear transformation 
(see, for example [2] and [43]}. Despite the widespread use ofthe bilinear trans
form, however, a comprehensive treatment detailing how key structural proper
ties of continuous-time systems, such as the finite and infinite zero structures, 
and invertibility properties, are inherited by their discrete-time Counterparts 
is lacking in the literature. Given the import~mt role played by the infinite 
and finite zero structures in control system design, a clear understanding of the 
zero structures under bilinear transformation would be useful in the design of 
sampled-data control systems, and would complement existing results on the 
mapping of finite and infinite zero structures under zero-order hold sampling 
(see, for example, [1] and [46]). 

In this section, we present a comprehensive study of how the structures, 
i.e., the finite and infinite zero structures, invertibility structures, as weil as 
geometric subspaces of a general continuous-time ( discrete-time) linear time
invariant system are mapped to those of its discrete-time (continuous-time) 
Counterpart under the weil known bilinear (inverse bilinear) transformations 

s=a(z- 1) and z=a+s, {4.1.1) 
z+1 a-s 

respectively. 
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4.1.1. Continuous-time to Discrete-time 

In this subsection, we will consider a continuous-time linear time-invariant sys
tem I:c characterized by 

{ 
:i; = A X+ B u, 

I:c : y = c X+ Du, 
( 4.1.2) 

where x ERn, y E RP, u E Rm and A, B, C and D are matrices of appropriate 
dimensions. Without loss of any generality, we assume that both matrices 
[ C D] and [ B' D'] are of full rank. I:c has a transfer function 

Gc(s) = C(sl- A)-1 B + D. (4.1.3) 

Let us apply a bilinear transformation to the above continuous-time system, by 
replacing s in (4.1.3) with 

_2(z-1)- (z-1) s-- -- -a -- , 
T z+l z+l 

(4.1.4) 

where T = 2/a is the sampling period. As presented in (4.1.4), the bilinear 
transformation is often called Tustin's approximation [2], while the choice 

(4.1.5) 

yields the pre-warped Tustin approximation, in which the frequency responses 
of the continuous-time system and its discrete-time counterpart are matched at 
frequency w1 . In this way, we obtain a discrete-time system 

Gd ( z) = C (a z - 1 I - A) - 1 B + D. 
z+l 

( 4.1.6) 

The following Iemma provides a direct state-space realization of Gd ( z). 
While this result is weil known (see for example (43]), the proof is included 
as it is brief and self-contained. 

Lemma 4.1.1. A state-space realization of Gd(z), the discrete-time counter
part of the continuous-time system I:c of ( 4.1.2) und er the bilinear transforma
tion (4.1.4), is given by 

I:d : { x(k+l) = ~ x(k) + ~ u(k), 
y(k) = C x(k) + D u(k), 

( 4.1. 7) 

where 
Ä (al + A)(al- A)-1 , 

} iJ = J2ä (al- A)-1 B, 
(4.1.8) 

6 J2ä C(al- A)-1 , 

iJ = D + C ( al - A) - 1 B, 
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or 
Ä = (al + A)(al- A)-1, 

} B = 2a (al- A)-2 B, 
6 = c, 
D = D + C(al- A)-1 B, 

(4.1.9) 

or 
Ä = (al+A)(al-A)-1 , 

} iJ = B, 
6 = 2a C(al- A)-2, 

D = D + C(al- A)-1B. 

(4.1.10) 

Here we clearly assume that matrix A has no eigenvalue at a. 

Proof. First, it is Straightforward to verify that 

Gd(z) = C a:.:=_I- A B + D ( 1 )-l 
z+1 

= (z + 1)C[a(z- 1)/- (z + 1)Ar1 B + D 

= (z + l)C(al- A)-1 [zl- (al + A)(al- A)-1r 1 B + D 

= zC(al -A)-1 (zl -Ä) -1B+ [c(al -A)-1 (zl -Ä) -1B+D] .(4.1.11) 

If we introduce Gd(z) = zC(al- A)-1 (zl- Ä) -1 B, it follows that 

{ 
x(k+1) = Xx(k) + (al- A')-1C'ü(k), 

y(k) = B'x(k+l) = B' Xx(k) + B'(al- A')-1C'ü(k), 
{4.1.12) 

is a state-space realization of G~(z), from which 

Gd(z) = C(al- A)-1 (zl- Ä) -1 ÄB + C(al- A)-1 B. (4.1.13) 

Substituting {4.1.13) into {4.1.11), we obtain 

Gd(z) = C(al- A)-1 ( zl- Ä) - 1 (Ä + I)B + [C(al- A)-1 B + D] 

= 6 ( zl- Ä) -1 iJ + D, 

and the rest of Lemma 4.1.1 follows. 
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The following theorem establishes the interconnection of the structural prop
erties of Ec and Ed, and forms the major contribution of this section. 

Theorem 4.1.1. Consider the continuous-time system Ec of (4.1.2) character
ized by the quadruple (A, B, C, D) with matrix A having no eigenvalue at a, 
and its discrete-time counterpart under the bilinear transformation (4.1.4), i.e., 
Ed of (4.1.7) characterized by the quadruple (Ä,B,C,D) of (4.1.8). Wehave 
the following properties: 

1. Gontrollability (stabilizability) and observability (detectability) of Ed: 

(a) The pair (Ä, B) is controllable (stabilizable) if and only if the pair 
(A, B) is controllable (stabilizable). 

(b) The pair (Ä,C) is observable (detectable) if and only if the pair 
(A, C) is observable (detectable). 

2. Effects of nonsingular state, output and input transformations, together 
with state feedback and output injection laws: 

(a) For any given nonsingular state, output and input transformations 
Ts, T0 and Ti, the quadruple 

( 4.1.14) 

is the discrete-time counterpart under the bilinear transformation 
(4.1.4), of the continuous time system 

(4.1.15) 

(b) For any FE Rmxn with A + BF having no eigenvalue at a, define 

a nonsingular matrix 

- ) 1 T, :=I+ F(al- A- BF- B 

= [I- F(al- A)-1 Bt1 E Rmxm, (4.1.16) 

and a constant matrix 

F := J2ä F(al- A- BF)-1 E Rmxn. (4.1.17) 

Then a continuous-time system EcF characterized by 

(A+BF,B,C+DF,D), (4.1.18) 
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is mapped to a discrete-time system :EdF, characterized by 

(Ä + iJP, iJt;, c + iJP, iJi';), (4.1.19) 

under the bilinear transformation (4.1.4). Herewenote that :EcF is 
the closed-loop system comprising :Ec and a state feedback law with 
gain matrix F, and :EdF is the closed-loop system comprising :Ed and 
a state feedback law with gain matrix F, tagether with a nonsingular 
input transformation T;. 

(c) For any K E Rnxp with A + KC having no eigenvalue at a, define 

a nonsingular matrix 

(4.1.20) 

and a constant matrix 

k := y'2a (al- A- KC)-1 K. (4.1.21) 

Then a continuous-time system EcK characterized by 

(A+KC,B+KD,C,D), (4.1.22) 

is mapped to a discrete-time system :EdK, characterized by 

- - - - - - --1 - --1 -(A+KC,B+KD,To C,T0 D), (4.1.23) 

under the bilinear transformation (4.1.4). We note that :EcK is the 
closed-loop system comprising Ec and an output injection law with 
gain matrix K, and :EdK is the closed-loop system comprising :Ed 

and an output injection law with gain matrix k, tagether with a 
nonsingular output transformation T 0 • 

3. Invertibility and structural invariant indices lists ~ and I 3 of :Ed: 

(a) I2(Ed) = I2(:Ec), and Ia(Ed) = Ia(:Ec)· 

(b) Ed is left (right) invertible if and only if ::Ec is left (right) invertible. 

(c) Ed is invertible (degenerate) if and only if :Ec is invertible (degener-
ate). 

4. The invariant zeros of :Ed and their associated structures consist of the 
following two parts: 
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(a) Lettheinfinite zero structure (of order greater than 0) of Ec be given 

by S~ (Ec) = { Ql, q2, · · ·, Qmd}. Then z = -1 is an invariant zero of 

Ed with the multiplicity structure s::. 1 (Ed) = { q1 , q2 , · · ·, qmJ· 

(b) Let s = a -:j:. a be an invariant zero of Ec with the multiplicity struc

ture S~(Ec) = {n<>,l,n<>,2, · · ·, n<>,T,J· Then z = ß = (a + a)/(a- o:) 
is an invariant zero of Ed with the multiplicity structure Sß(Ed) = 

{ na,l' no:,2, • • • 'na,Ta }. 

5. Theinfinite zero structure of Ed consists of the following two parts: 

(a) Let mo be the number of infinite zeros of Ec of order 0, i.e., m0 = 
rank (D), and Iet md be the total number of infinite zeros of Ec of 

order greater than 0. Also, let Ta be the geometric multiplicity of 

the invariant zero of Ec at s = a. Then the total number of infinite 

zeros of Ed of order 0, i.e., rank (D), is equal to m 0 + md- Ta. 

(b) Let s = a be an invariant zero of the given continuous-time system Ec 

with a multiplicity structure s;(Ec) = { na,l, na,2, ... 'na,Ta }. Then 

Ed has an infinite zero (of order greater than 0) structure S~(Ed) = 
{ na,l) na,2,' '• 'na,Ta }. 

6. The mappings of geometric subspaces: 

(a) v+(Ec) = S0 (Ed)· 

(b) s+(Ec) = V0 (Ed)· 

Proof. See Subsection 4.1.3. 

We have the following two interesting observations. The first is with regard 

to the minimum phase and nonminimum phase properties of Ed, while the 

second concerns the asymptotic behavior of Ed as the sampling period T tends 

to zero (or, equivalently, as a-+ oo). 

Observation 4.1.1. Consider a general continuous-time system Ec and its 

discrete-time counterpart Ed under the bilinear transformation ( 4.1.4). Then 

it follows from 4(a) and 4(b) of Theorem 4.1.1 that 

1. Ed has all its invariant zeros inside the unit circle if and only if Ec has 

all its invariant zeros in the open left-half plane and has no infinite zero 

of order greater than 0; 

2. Ed has invariant zeros on the unit circle if and only if Ec has invariant 

zeros on the imaginary axis, and/ or Ec has at least one infinite zero of 

order greater than 0; 
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3. Ed has invariantzerosoutside the unit circle if and only if :Ec has invariant 
zeros in the open right-half plane. ~ 

Observation 4.1.2. Consider a general continuous-time system :Ec and its 
discrete-time counterpart Ed under the bilinear transformation (4.1.4). Then 
a consequence of Theorem 4.1.1, :Ed has the following asymptotic properties as 
the sampling period T tends to zero (but not equal to zero): 

1. Ed has no infinite zero of order greater than 0, i.e., no delays from the 
input to the output; 

2. Ed has one invariant zero at z = -1 with an appropriate multiplicity 
structure if :Ec has any infinite zero of order greater than 0; and 

3. The remaining invariant zeros of Ed, if any, tend to the point z = 1. 
More interestingly, the invariant zeros of Ed corresponding to the stable 
invariant zeros of Ec are always stable, and approach the point z = 1 from 
inside the unit circle. Conversely, theinvariant zeros of :Ed corresponding 
to the unstable invariant zeros of Ec are always unstable, and approach 
the point z = 1 from outside the unit circle. Finally, those associated 
with the imaginary axis invariant zeros of Ec are always mapped onto the 
unit circle and move towards to the point z = 1. ~ 

The following example illustrates the results in Theorem 4.1.1. 

Example 4.1.1. Consider a continuous-time system Ec characterized by the 
quadruple (A,B ,C,D) with 

A= 

and 

1 1 0 0 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
000310' 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

B= 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 , 

0 0 
0 1 

(4.1.24) 

(4.1.25) 

We note that the above system Ec is already in the form of the special coordinate 
basis as in Theorem 2.3.1. Furthermore, :Ec is controllable, observable and 
invertible with one infinite zero of order 0, and one infinite zero of order 2, i.e., 
S~(Ec) = {2}. The system Ec also has two invariant zeros at s = 2 and s = 1, 
respectively, with structures s;(:Ec) = {1} and St(Ec) = {3}. 
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1. If a = 1, we obtain a discrete-time system ~d characterized by the quadru
ple (A.,iJ,c,b), with 

1 2 -3 1 0 -2 1 -2 
-2 -1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

A= 0 -2 1 0 0 0 -v'2 0 0 
0 0 1 -2 0 0 ) B=-

2 -1 0 ) 

0 0 -2 0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 -2 0 -2 -1 0 0 

C=v'2[o 0 1 -1 0 ~]) b = ~ [~ ~] . 2 0 0 -2 0 0 

Utilizing either the toolbox of Chen (9] orthat of Lin (60), we find that ~d 
is indeed controllable, observable and invertible, with one infinite zero of 
order 0 and one infinite zero of order 3, i.e., S~(:Ed) = {3}. ~d also has 
two invariant zeros at z = -3 and z = -1 respectively, with structures 
s::.3(~d) = {1} and s::.l(I:d) = {2}. 

2. lf a = 2, we obtain another discrete-time system :Ed, characterized by 

0 -2 -5 3 -3 -3 3 -3 
-2 -1 -2 2 -2 -2 2 -2 

A= -1 -2 0 1 -1 -1 - 1 1 -1 
1 2 3 -6 1 1 ) B=-

-5 1 ) 2 
-1 -2 -3 1 -2 -1 1 -1 
-2 -4 -·6 2 -6 -3 2 -2 

and 

- 1 [ 1 2 3 -5 1 -~]) b = ~ [ -i _i], C=-2 -1 -2 -3 1 -1 

which is controllable, observable and invertible with one infinite zero of 
order 0 and one infinite zero of order 1, i.e., S~ (:Ed) = { 1}. It also has 
two invariant zeros at z = 3 and z = -1 respectively, with structures 
S3(:Ed) = {3} and s::.1(I:d) = {2}, in accordance with Theorem 4.1.1. ~ 

4.1.2. Discrete-time to Continuous-time 

We present in this subsection a similar result as in the previous subsection, 
but for the inverse bilinear transformation mapping a discrete-time system to 
a continuous-time system. We begin with a discrete-time linear time-invariant 
system i:d characterized by 

td : { x(k+1) = ~ x(k) + ~ u(k), 
y(k) = C x(k) + D u(k), 

( 4.1.26) 
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where x E Rn, y E JR.P, u E R m and .Ä., iJ, C and iJ are matrices of appropriate 
dimensions. Without loss of any generality, we assume that both matrices 
[ 6 jj] and [ iJ' iJ'] are of full rank. ~d has a transfer function 

(4.1.27) 

The inverse bilinear transformation corresponding to (4.1.4) replaces z in the 
above equation (4.1.27) with 

a+s z=--, 
a-s 

to obtain the following continuous-time system: 

( )
-1 

- a+s - - -Hc(s)=C -J-A B+D. 
a-s 

(4.1.28) 

(4.1.29) 

The following lemma is analogaus to Lemma 4.1.1, and provides a state
space realization of Hc(s). 

Lemma 4.1.2. A state-space realization of He ( s), the continuous-time coun
terpart of the discrete-time system f;d of (4.1.26) under the inverse bilinear 
transformation (4.1.28), is given by 

f:;c : { :i: = A X+ B u, 
y = c X+ Du, 

(4.1.30) 

where 
a(Ä + I)-1(.Ä.- I), A 

} B v12a c.A + n-1 f:J, 
c = v12a cc.A + n-1, 
D = n - cc.A + n-1 f:J, 

(4.1.31) 

or 
A a(Ä + I)-1(.Ä.- I), 

} B = 2a (.Ä. + n-2 iJ, 
c = 6, 
D n - cc.A + n-1 f:J, 

(4.1.32) 

or 
A a(Ä + I)-1(.Ä.- I), 

} B = iJ, 
c 2a 6(.Ä. + I)-2 , 

D = n - 6c.A + n-1 f:J. 

(4.1.33) 

Here we clearly assume that the matrix Ä. has no eigenvalue at -1. 

The following theorem is analogaus to Theorem 4.1.1. 
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Theorem 4.1.2. Consider the discrete-time system td of {4.1.26} character
ized by the quadruple (A,B,C,D) with matrix A having no eigenvalue at 
-1, and its continuous-time counterpart under the inverse bilinear transfor
mation (4.1.28), i.e., Ec of (4.1.30} characterized by the quadruple (A,B,C,D) 
of (4.1.31). We have the following properties: 

1. Gontrollability (stabilizability) and observability (detectability) of Ec: 

(a) The pair (A, B) is controllable (stabilizable) if and only if the pair 
(Ä, B) is controllable (stabilizable). 

(b) The pair ( A, C) is observable ( detectable) if and only if the pair 
(Ä, C) is observable (detectable). 

2. Effects of nonsingular state, output and input transformations, together 
with state feedback and output injection laws: 

(a) For any given nonsingular state, output and input transformations 
T8 , T0 and Ti, the quadruple 

(4.1.34} 

is the continuous-time Counterpart of the inverse bilinear transfor
mation, i.e., (4.1.28), of the discrete-time system 

(4.1.35) 

{b} For any FE :Rmxn with Ä + BF having no eigenvalue at -1, define 
a nonsingular matrix 

{4.1.36) 

and a constant matrix 

F := J2ä F(J + Ä + BF}-l E Rmxn. (4.1.37) 

Then a discrete-time system f:dF characterized by 

(A + iJP, iJ, 6 + .DP, iJ), (4.1.38) 

is mapped to a continuous-time counterpart EcF characterized by 

(A + BF, BTi, C + DF, DTi), (4.1.39) 

under the inverse bilinear transformation (4.1.28). Note that EdF is 
the closed-loop system comprising Ed and a state feedback law with 
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gain matrix F, and ~dF is the closed-loop system comprising ~d and 
a state feedback law with gain matrix F, together with a nonsingular 
input transformation Ti. 

(c) For any k E nnxp with A + KC having no eigenvalue at -1, define 
a nonsingular matrix 

(4.1.40) 

and a constant matrix 

K == 5a (I+ .A + kc)-1 K. (4.1.41) 

Then a discrete-time system f:dK characterized by 

(A +KC,iJ + fcb,c,b), (4.1.42) 

is mapped to a continuous-time f:cK, characterized by 

(A + KC,B+KD,T;1C,T0-
1D), (4.1.43) 

under the inverse bilinear transformation ( 4.1.28). We note that f:dK 
is the closed-loop system comprising ~d and an output injection law 
with gain matrix k, and f:cK is the closed-loop system comprising 
f:c and an output injection law with gain matrix K, tagether with a 
nonsingular output transformation T 0 • 

3. Invertibility and structural invariant indices lists I2 and Ia of f:c: 

(a) I2(f:c) = I2(~d), and Ia{f:c) = Ia{f:d)· 

(b) f:c is left (right) invertible if and only if ~d is left (right) invertible. 

(c) f:c is invertible (degenerate) if and only if ~d is invertible (degener-
ate). 

4. Invariant zeros of ~c and their structures consist of the following two 
parts: 

(a) Lettheinfinite zero structure {of order greater than 0) of f:d be given 
by S~ {f:d) = { Qt. Q2, .. · , qmd}. Then s = a is an invariant zero of 
f:c with the multiplicity structure S! (~c) = { q1, q2, · · · , qmd}. 

(b) Let z = o: "I -1 be an invariant zero of ~d with the multiplicity 
structure S~(~d) = {na,t,na,2, ... ,na;r .. }· Then s = ß = a~+~ 
is an invariant zero of f:c with the multiplicity structure Sß(~c) = 
{ na,l' na,2, • • " 'na,Ta }. 
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5. Theinfinite zero structure of :Ec consists of the following two parts: 

(a) Let m 0 be the number of infinite zeros of Ed of order 0, i.e., m0 = 
rank (D), and let md be the total number of infinite zeros of Ed of 

order greater than 0. Also, let r_ 1 be the geometric multiplicity of 
the invariant zero of Ed at z = -1. Then the total number of infinite 
zeros of :Ec of order 0, i.e., rank (D), is equal to m 0 + md- r_1 . 

(b) Let z = -1 be an invariant zero of the given discrete-time system Ed 
with the multiplicity structure S~1 (Ed) = {n-1,1, n-1,2, · · ·, n-1,T-t }. 
Then :Ec has an infinite zero (of order greater than 0) structure 

S~(i::c) = {n-1,1,n-1,2, · · ·, n-1,T_J. 

6. The mappings of geometric subspaces: 

(a) V0(i::d) = s+(Ec)· 

(b) S0 (i::d) = v+(Ec)· 1!1 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar tothat of Theorem 4.1.1. ~ 

We illustrate the result above with the following example. 

Example 4.1.2. Consider a discrete-time linear time-invariant system Ed char
acterized by the quadruple (Ä,B,C,D) with 

-1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Ä= 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 B= 0 0 0 , (4.1.44) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

and 

c~ [~ 
0 0 1 0 0 0] 
0 00010, 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

[0 0 0] D= o o o . 
0 0 0 

( 4.1.45) 

Again the above system is already in the form of the special coordinate basis. 
It is simple to verify that Ed is controllable, observable and is degenerate, 
i.e., neither left nor right invertible, with two infinite zeros of order 1, i.e., 
S~(Ed) = {1, 1}, I2(Ed) = {1} and .I3(i::d) = {1}. It also has one invariant 
zeroatz = -1 with a structure S~1 (i::d) = {1,2}. Applying the result in 
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Lemma 4.1.2 (with a = 1), we obtain Ec which is characterized by (A, B, C, D) 
with 

5 0 0 -2 0 -2 2 1 -1 0 
0 3 4 -2 2 -2 -2 1 1 -1 
0 -2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A= 0 0 2 -1 0 0 0 B=h 0 0 0 
-2 0 -2 2 -1 2 0 -1 0 1 
-2 0 -2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 -2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

and 

[ 0 0 
-1 1 

0 0 0] 

[! 
0 !] C=h 1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 , D= 0 

-1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Then, it is Straightforward to verify, using the software toolboxes of Chen [9] or 
Lin [60], for example, that Ec is controllable, observable and degenerate with 
an infinite zero structure S~(Ec) = {1,2}, I2(Ec) = {1} and I3(Ec) = {1}. 
FUrthermore, Ec has one invariant zero at s = 1 with associated structure 
Sf(Ec) = {1, 1}, in accordance with Theorem 4.1.2. ~ 

Finally, we conclude this subsection by summarizing in graphical forms in 
Figures 4.1.1 the structural mappings associated with the bilinear and inverse 
bilinear transformations. 

4.1.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1.1 

We present in this subsection the detailed proof of Theorem 4.1.1. For the sake 
of simplicity of presentation, and without loss of any generality, we assume that 
the constant a in (4.1.4) is equal to unity, i.e., a = 2/T = 1, throughout this 
proof. We will prove this theorem item-by-item. 

l(a). Let ß be an eigenvalue of Ä, i.e., ß E A(Ä). It is Straightforward to verify 
that ß "# -1, provided A has no eigenvalue at a = 1 and a = (ß -1)/(ß + 1) 
is an eigenvalue of A, i.e., a E A(A). Next, we consider the matrix pencil 

[ßl-A B]=[ßl-(I-A)-1(/+A) v'2(I-A)-1B] 

=(I- A)-1 [ß(I- A)- (I+ A) ../2 B] 

=(I-A)-2 [(ß-1)I-(ß+1)A ../2B] 

=(I- A)-2 [al- A B] [ (ß +01)/n ..(201m]. 

Clearly, rank [ ßl-Ä B J = rank [ al-A B], and the result 1 ( a) follows. 1?9 
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l(b). Dual of l(a). 

2( a). It is trivial. 

2(b). It follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that the discrete-time counterpart ~dF of 
the bilinear transformation of ~cF, characterized by (A + BF,B,C + DF,D), 
is given by (AF,BF,CF,DF) with 

AF = (I+ A + BF)(I- A- BF)-1 , 

BF = v'2 (I- A- BF)-1B, 
CF = v'2 (C + DF)(I- A- BF)-1 ' 

DF = D+(C+DF)(I-A-BF)-1 B. 
} (4.1.46) 

We first recall from the Appendix of Kailath [48) the following matrix identities 
that are frequently used in the derivation of our result: 

(4.1.47) 

and 

(4.1.48) 

Next, we note that 

AF = (I+ A + BF)(I- A- BF)-1 

and 

= (I+ A + BF)(I- A)-1[!- BF(I- A)- 1 ]-1 

= [A + BF(I- A)-1][I- BF(I- A)- 1]-1 

= [A + BF(I- A)-1][I + BF(I- A- BF)- 1] 

= A + ABF(I- A- BF)-1 + BF(I- A)-1 [I + BF(I- A- BF)-1] 

= A + ABF(I- A- BF)-1 + BF(I- A)-1(!- A)(I- A- BF)-1 

= A + ABF(I- A- BF)-1 + BF(I- A- BF)-1 

= Ä + (A + I)BF(I- A- BF)-1 

= Ä + 2(I- A)-1 BF(I - A- BF)-1 

=Ä+BF, 

BF = V2 (I- A- BF)-1 B 

= V2 [I- (I- A)-1 BFt1(I- A)-1 B 

= V2 (I- A)-1B [I- F(I- A)- 1B)-1 

= j!J'f\. 
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Also, we have 

CF= /2 (C + DF)(I- A- BF)-1 

= /2 (C + DF)(I- A)- 1[I- BF(I- A)-1t 1 

= /2 (C + DF)(I- A)-1[I + BF(I- A- BF)-1] 

= /2 C(I- A)- 1 + /2 DF(I- A)- 1 

+ /2 (C + DF)(I- A)-1 BF(I- A- BF)- 1 

= 6 + /2 [DF(I- A)-1(1- A- BF) 

+ (C + DF)(I- A)-1 BF] (I- A- BF)-1 

75 

= 6 + /2 [DF-DF(I- A)- 1 BF+C(I- A)-1 BF+DF(I- A)- 1 BF] 

X (I- A- BF)-l 

and 

= 6 + [D + C(I- A)- 1 B]/2 F(I- A- BF)-1 

=6+bP, 

DF = D + (C + DF)(I- A- BF)-1 B 

= D + (C + DF) [I- (I- A)- 1 BF] - 1 (I- A)- 1 B 

= D + (C + DF)(I- A)- 1 B [I- F(I- A)-1 Br1 

= {D [I- F(I- A)-1B) + (C + DF)(I- A)-1 B} T\ 

= {D- DF(I- A)-1B + C(I- A)-1B + DF(I- A)- 1 B} i\ 

= f>i\, 

which completes the proof of 2(b). 

2(c). Dual of 2{b). 

With the benefit of properties of 2(a)-2(c), the remainder of the proof is 

considerably simplified. It is well known that the structural invariant indices 

lists of Morse, which correspond precisely to the structures of finite and infinite 

zeros as well as invertibility, are invariant under nonsingular state, output and 

input transformations, state feedback laws and output injections. We can thus 

apply appropriate nonsingular state, output and input transformations, as well 

as state feedback and output injection, to :Ec and so obtain a new system, say 

:E~. If this new system has :E;i as its discrete-time counterpart under bilin

ear transformation, then from properties 2(a)-2(c), it follows that :E;i and :Ed 

have the same structural invariant properties. lt is therefore sufficient for the 

remainder of the proofthat we show 3(a)-5(b) are properties of :E;t. 
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Let us first apply nonsingular state, Output and input transformations r s' 

r 0 and ri to I:c SUCh that the resulting System is in the form of the Special 

coordinate basis as in Theorem 2.3.1, or, equivalently, the compact form in 

(2.3.20)-(2.3.23) with Aaa and Coa being given by (2.3.25), Eda and Eca being 

given by (2.3.26), and Boa, Lab and Lad being given by (2.3.28). We will further 

assume that Aaa is already in the Jordan form of (2.1.1) and (2.3.32), and that 

matrices Aaa, Lad, Bao, Eda, Coa, Eca and Lab are partitioned as follows: 

Aaa = [ AJa A~J, Lad= [f~:J, Bao =[~~~],Lab= [f~:J, (4.1.49) 

Eda = [ Eda Eda ) , Coa = [ C8a Coa) , Eca = [ E~a E~a] , (4.1.50) 

where matrix A~a has all its eigenvalues at a = 1, i.e., 

A"=I+[~ 
In.,l-1 ... 0 0 

0 ... 0 0 

: l' 
(4.1.51) aa . 

0 0 ... 0 lna,(t-1 
0 0 ... 0 

and A:a contains the remaining invariant zeros of ~c· · Furthermore, we assume 

that the pair (Ace, Be) is in the Brunovsky canonical form of (2.3.37), as is the 

pair (A~b• q). Next, define a state feedback gain matrix 

CO'a Cob Coc 
Ed.a Edb Edc 
E~a 0 Ecc 

and an output injection gain matrix 

L~d- Bf 
L:d 
Lbd 
Lcd 
Ldd 

Here, Ecc is chosen such that all *'s in (2.3.37) are cleaned out, i.e., 

( 4.1.52) 

(4.1.53) 

(4.1.54) 

is in Jordan form with alldiagonal elements equal to 0. Similarly, Lbb is chosen 
suchthat 

( 4.1.55) 
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is in Jordan form with with all diagonal elements equal to 0. Likewise, Edd and 
Ldd are chosen such that 

(4.1.56) 

is in Jordan form with all diagonal elements equal to 0, which in turn implies 

(4.1.57) 

Thematrices Bi, B2, Ci and C2 are chosen in conformity with A:a. of (4.1.51) 
as follows: 

B" '= I B~ ~] '= [: : fl , (4.1.58) 

and 

c· '= [~;] '= [I ! : !l (4.1.59) 

This can always be done, as a consequence of the assumption that the matrix 
A has no eigenvalue at a = 1, which implies that theinvariant zero at a = 1 of 
Ec is completely controllable and observable. 

Finally, we obtain a continuous-time system E~ characterized by the quadru
ple (A*,B*,C*,D*), where 

(4.1.60) 

[ 0 0 

~l 
0 0 

B* = p-1r;1(B + KD)ri = 0 0 
0 Bd 

B2 0 

(4.1.61) 

C; = r;1(C +DF)r.P = [~ 0 0 0 c;] 
0 0 Cd 0 ' ob 0 0 0 

(4.1.62) 
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and 

0 0] 
0 0 ' 
0 0 

(4.1.63} 

where P is a permutation matrix that transforms A:a from its original position, 
i.e., block (1, 1}, toblock (5, 5} in (4.1.60}. 

Next, define a subsystem (A.,B.,C.,D.) with 

·- dd [ A* 
As .- BiCd (4.1.64} 

and 

C ·- [ 0 C~] D ·- [Imo 0] • .- Cd 0 ' • .- 0 0 . (4.1.65} 

It is Straightforward to verify that with the choice of Ba and ca as in (4.1.58} 
and (4.1.59}, As has no eigenvalue at a = 1. Hence A* has no eigenvalue 
at a = 1 either, since both Abb and A~c have all eigenvalues at 0, and A!a 
contains only the invariant zeros of Ec which are not equal to a = 1. Applying 
the bilinear transformation (4.1.4} to E~, it follows from Lemma 4.1.1 that we 
obtain a discrete-time system Ed, characterized by (A*, fJ*, 6* ,il), with 

(4.1.67} 

(4.1.68} 

and 

(4.1.69} 

Our next task is to find appropriate transformations, state feedback, and output 
injection laws, so as to transform the above system into the form of the special 
coordinate basis displaying the properties 3(a)-5(b). 

To simplify the presentation, wefirst focus on the subsystem (Ä., iJ., 6 •• D.) 
with 

(4.1.70} 
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and 

(4.1.71) 

Using (4.1.57) in conjunction with Appendix A.22 of Kailath [48], it is Straight
forward to compute (I- A.)-1 = 

[ X1 (I -A;ld)-1 BdGf(/ -Aaa -Baca)-1 ] 

(I -Aaa -Baca)-1 BfCd(I -A:ld)- 1 (I -Aaa -Baca)-1 ' 
(4.1.72) 

where 

X1 =(I- A;ld)-1 +(I- A:ld)-1 BdCf(I- Aaa- Baca)-1 BfCd(I- A:ld)- 1 , 

and hence 

Ä. = [2(I-A~a-Baca~;B!Cd(I-A:ld)- 1 
2(I -A:ld)-1 BdCf(I -A~a -Baca)-1 ] 
(/+A~a+Baca)(I-A~a-Baca)-1 ' (4.1.73) 

where 

and 

Noting the structure of A~a in (4.1.51), and the structures of Ba and ca in 
(4.1.58) and (4.1.59), we have 

0 -1 0 0 
-Ina,l-1 0 0 0 

(I- Aaa- BaCa)-1 = (4.1.77) 

0 0 0 -1 
0 0 -Jna,ra-1 0 
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Cf(I- Aaa- BaCa)-1 B2 = 0, C~(I- Aaa- BaCa)-1 Bf = 0, (4°1.78) 

and 

Thus, Bs, Cs and Ds are reduced to the following forms: 

and 

Cs = ..j2 [[I+Cf(I-A~a-BaC~)- 1 Bf]Cd(I-A;td)- 1 
C2(J -A~a - Baca)-1] 
Cf(J -A~a -Baca)-1 ' 

(4ol.79) 

(4ol.81) 

jj _ [I +G2(I -A~a -Baca)-1 B~ 0 ] 
s- 0 l+Cf(I-A~a-Baca)-1Bf 0 

(4ol.82) 
Next, define 

(4ol.83) 

and 

[ 0 -(I- A;td)-1 Bd] Ks := y'2 0 0 ' (401.84) 

from which it follows that 

where 

(401.85) 

and - - - - [0 ca(I-Aa -Baca)-1] 
Csc = Cs + DsFs = ..J2 O Cf(J -A~: -BaCa)-1 o 

Next, repartition Ba and ca of (4ol.58) and (4ol.59) as follows: 

(401.86) 
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where both Ba and Ca are of maximal rank. We thus obtain 

and 

Using (4.1.51) and (4.1.77), Straightforwardmanipulations yield 

and 

-'•. 0 
0 

1 
0 

81 

Moreover, it can be readily verified that each subsystem (Ä.ai, Bai, Cai), i = 
1, ···,Ta, with 

- [ 0 Aai = -fno.,i + _21 
na,i-l 

-2] - [-1] O , Bai= O , Cai = [0 -1], 

has the following properties: 

and 
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It follows from Theorem 2.3.1 that there exist nonsingular transformations r sa, 

r oa and r ia such that 

Ad = r:;a1 [(I+ A:a + iJJ)a)(I- A:a- BaC\)-1]fsa 

[
* In., 1 -1 0 0 I * * 0 0 

= . 

00 00 • · · * In.,*~• -1 ' 

... * 

(4.1.87) 

B, ~ r;n(r-A:.-B.C.)-' B.]r,. ~ [ l !I , (4.1.88) 

and 

u : ·•• r !l ( 4.1.89) 

Now, Iet us return to ~;'; characterized by (Ä*, i/ ,c*,f/) as in (4.1.66) to 

( 4.1.69). Using the properties of the subsystem (Ä., iJ., 6., b.) just derived, 

we are in a position to define appropriate state feedback and output injection 

gain matrices, say P* and k*, together with nonsingular state, output and 

input transformations r:, r: and r;, such that 

A::CB := (r:)-1 (X+ t/ P* + k*c* + k* tJ* P*) r: 
(I+A~a)(I-A~a)- 1 0 0 

0 (I +At:&)(! -A;;bt1 0 0 
0 0 (I+A~J(I-A~J- 1 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 ! 1 ,(4.1.90) 

Ad 

with Ä:: given by (4.1.85), and 

B;"" ~ (t;}-' ( B' + k' D') t;: [~ 

c:"" ·~ (t:J-' ( c· + D' F') r: ~ [~ 

0 
0 
0 
0 

iJd 

(I -A~)-' B,] , (4.1.91) 

0 0 0 

~ l' C&(I- Al:&)-1 0 0 
0 0 0 Cd 

(4.1.92) 
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and 

[
lmo+md-r 0 0] -· -·-1-·-· G DSCB := (ro) D ri = 0 0 0 . 

0 0 0 
(4.1.93) 

Clearly, r:;CB characterized by (Ä:CBl .B:CBl c:CBl v:ca) has the same structural 
invariant indices lists as does E:f, which in turn has the same structural invariant 
indices lists as Ed. Most importantly, however, E;cs is in the form of the special 
coordinate basis, and we are now ready to prove properties 3(a)-5(b) of the 
theorem. 

3(a). First, we note that I2(Ed) = I2(E;08 ). From (4.1.90) to (4.1.93) and the 
properties of the special coordinate basis, we know that 12(E;08 ) is given by 
the controllability index of the pair 

((I+ A;c)(I- A;c)-1, (I- A;e)-1 Be) or ((I+ A;e)(I- A;e)-1, Be). 

Recalling the definitions of A~e and Be: 

0 l 10 . . . 0] 0 1 0 
, Be= : : , 

It ... 0-1 ~ ~ 

it is Straightforward to verify that the controllability index of 

(U +A;e)(I- A;e)-1 , Be) 

is also given by {l1, · · · ,lmJ, and thus I2(Ed) = 12(Ec)· 

Likewise, the proofthat I3(Ed) = I3(Ee) follows along similar lines. lEI 

3(b)-3(c). These follow directly from 3(a). lEI 

4( a). It follows from the properties of the special coordinate basis that the 
invariant zero structure of E:ca• or equivalently Ed, is given by the eigenvalues 
of Ä:: and (I+ A: .. )(I- A: .. )-1, together with their associated Jordan blocks. 
Property 4(a) corresponds with the eigenvalues of Ä:: of (4.1.85), tagether with 
their associated Jordan blocks. First, we note that for any z E C, 

zi -Ä:: = [(z- 1)I- (z + l)A;id + 2(I- A:id)-1 BdCd] (I -A:id)-1 . (4.1.94) 

Recall the definitions of A:fd, Bd and Cd: 

Ad, = ll In91 -1 0 0 0 

il' 
0 0 0 1 

]· Bd = 
0 0 Iq,...ö-1 0 
0 0 0 
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and 

It can be shown that 

where Qi(z) E cn·· Xnq; is given by 

z+1 -(z + 1) 0 0 0 
2 z-1 -(z + 1) 0 0 

Qi(z) = 2 0 z-1 0 0 (4.1.95) 

2 0 0 z-1 -(z + 1) 
2 0 0 0 z-1 

for i = 1, · · ·, md· It follows from (4.1.94) that the eigenvalue of Ä:: is the 
scalar z that causes the rank of 

to drop below nd = E~d1 Qi· Using the particular form of Qi(z), it is clear 
that the only such scalar z E C which causes Q i ( z) to drop rank is z = -1. 
Moreover, rank {Qi( -1)} = nq, -1, i.e., Qi( -1) has only one linearly indepen
dent eigenvector. Hence, z = -1 is the eigenvalue of Ä::, or equivalently the 
invariant zero of Ed, with the multiplicity structure 

thereby proving 4(a). 

4(b). This part of the infinite zero structure corresponds to the invariant zeros 
of the matrix (I+ A~a)(I- A~a)- 1 . With A~a in Jordan form, Property 4(b) 
follows by Straightforward manipulations. ~ 

S(a). It follows directly from (4.1.93). 

S(b). This follows from the structure of (Äd, Bd, Cd) in (4.1.87) to (4.1.89), in 
conjunction with Property 2.3.3 of the special· coordinate basis. ~ 

6{a)-6(b). We let the state space of the system {4.1.2) be X and be partitioned 
in its SCB subsystems as follows: 

(4.1.96) 
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We further partition x: as 

( 4.1.97) 

where Xdi is a.ssociated with the zero dynamics of the unstable zero of (4.1.2) 
at s = a = 1 and Xt is associated with the rest of unstable zero dynamics of 
(4.1.2). Similarly, we let the state space of the transformed system (4.1.7) be 
X and be partitioned in its SCB subsystems as follows: 

- . -- -o -+ - - -X=Xa EBXaEBXa EBXbEBXeEBXd (4.1.98) 

with X~ being further partitioned as 

(4.1.99) 

-o where X al is a.ssociated with the zero dynamics of the invariant zero of ( 4.1. 7) 
at z = -1 and X~* is associated the rest of the zero dynamics of the zeros of 
(4.1.7) on the unit circle. Then, from the above derivations of 1(a) to 5(b), we 
have the following mappings between the subsystems of L:e of (4.1.2) and those 
of L:d of (4.1.7): 

x-a {:::::=::} x~, 
-0 

xd {:::::=::} Xal' 
xo -0 

a {:::::=::} Xa*' 
x,;; 

-+ (4.1.100) {:::::=::} Xa, 

xb {:::::=::} xb, 

Xe {:::::=::} Xe, 

Xdi {:::::=::} X d. 

Noting that both geometric subspaces vx and sx areinvariant under any non
singular output and input transformations, as well as any state feedback and 
output injection laws, we have 

(4.1.101) 

and 

Unfortunately, other geometric subspaces do not have such clear relationships 
as above. ~ 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 and this section. 
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4.2. Salutions to Discrete-time Riccati Equations 

The discrete-tirne algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) has been investigated ex
tensively in the Iiterature (see, for example [7,51,54,77,82,99]). Here, rnost of 
the work was based on the discrete-tirne algebraic Riccati equation appearing 
in a linear quadratic control problern (hereafter we will refer to such a DARE 
as the H2-DARE). Recently, the problern of H= control and that of differential 
games for discrete-time systerns, have been studied by a nurnber of researchers 
including [4,47,59]. This work gives rise to a different kind of algebraic Riccati 
equation (hereafter we call it an H00-DARE). Analyzing and solving such an 
H=-DARE are very difficult prirnarily because of an indefinite nonlinear term 
and because we cannot a-priori guarantee the existence of solutions. In this 
section, we recall the result of Chen et al [30] on a non-recursive method for 
solving general DARE's, as weil as H2-DARE's and H00-DARE's. We cast 
the problern of solving a given DARE to the problern of solving an auxiliary 
continuous-tirne algebraic Riccati equation (CARE). The latter can be solved 
using the weil known non-recursive rnethods available in the literature. The 
advantages of this approach over the recursive method are three-fold: (a) it re
duces the cornputation involved while giving much more accurate solutions, (b) 
it brings a clear intuition to the conditions associated with the H00-DARE, and 
( c) some of the properties of the H00-DARE follow readily frorn the continuous
time counterpart. 

4.2.1. Solution to a General DARE 

We first introduce in this subsection a non-recursive rnethod for solving the 
following discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation, which is even rnore general 
than the H00-DARE and which plays a critical roJe in solving the H=-DARE, 

P = A'PA- (A'PM + N)(R+ M'PM)- 1 (M'PA +N') +Q, (4.2.1) 

where A, M, N, Rand Q arereal rnatrices of dimensions n x n, n x m, n x m, 
m x m and n x n, respectively, and with Q and R being syrnrnetric matrices. 
We will show that the DARE of (4.2.1) can be converted to a continuous-time 
Riccati equation. Assurne that rnatrix A has no eigenvalue at -1. We define 

F := (A + I)- 1(A- 1), 

G := 2(A +!)-2M, 

W := R + M'(A' + I)-1Q(A + J)-1 M 
-N'(A + J)-1 M- M'(A' + J)-1 N, 

H := -Q(A +!)-1M +N. 

(4.2.2) 
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We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.2.1. Assurne that matrix A has no eigenvalue at -1. Then the 

following two statements are equivalent. 

1. Pisasymmetriesolution to the DARE (4.2.1) and W is nonsingular. 

2. Pis a symmetrie solution to the continuous algebraie Riccati equation, 

PF + F'P- (FG + H)W- 1 (FG + H)' + Q = o, (4.2.3) 

and R + 2G'(J- F')-1 F(I- F)- 1 G is nonsingular. 

Moreover, p and p are related by p = 2(A' + J)-1 F(A + J)- 1 . 

Proof. First, Iet us consider the following reduetions: 

A' PA- P + Q = 2A'(A' + n-1 P(A + n-1 A- 2(A' + n- 1 P(A + n-1 + Q 

= 2(A' + n-1 A' PA(A + n-1 - 2(A' + I)- 1 P(A + n-1 + Q 

= (A' + I)- 1 (2A'PA- 2F)(A + J)-1 + Q 

= (A' + J)-1 [(A' + I)F(A- I)+ (A'- I)F(A + I)](A + J)-1 + Q 

= F(A- I)(A + J)-1 + (A' + I)- 1 (A'- I)F + Q 

( 4.2.4) 

(1. => 2.) Let us start with the following trivial equality, 

A'PA- P + (A' +I)P(A +I)- (A' + I)PA- A'P(A +I)= 0, 

whieh implies that 

P- PA(A + J)-1 - (A' + J)-1 A' P 

+ (A' +I)-1A'PA(A + J)-1 - (A' +I)-1P(A + J)- 1 = 0. 

Then we have 

W = R+M'(A' +I)-1Q(A+I)-1 M -N'(A+I)-1 M -M'(A' +J)- 1 N 

= R+M'(A' +I)-1Q(A+I)-1 M -N'(A+I)-1 M -M'(A' +J)-1 N 

+M'PM -M'PA(A+I)-1 M -M'(A'+I)-1A'PM 

+M'(A' +J)-1 A' PA(A+I)- 1 M -M'(A' +J)-1 P(A+I)- 1 M 

= R+M'PM -(M'PA+N')(A+I)-1 M -M'(A'+I)-1(A'PM +N) 
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+M'(A' +I)-1 (A' PA+Q-P)(A+l)- 1 M 

= R+M'PM -(M'PA+N')(A+I)-1 M -M'(A' +I)-1(A'PM +N) 

+M'(A' +I)-1 (A' PM +N)(R+M'PM)- 1 (M'PA+N') 

(4.2.5) 

X (A+I)- 1 M (4.2.6) 

=[I -M'(A'+I)-1 (A' PM +N)(R+M'PM)-1] 

X (R+M'PM)[I- (R+M'PMt 1(M' PA+N')(A+l)-1 M]. (4.2.7) 

Here we note that we have used (4.2.1) to get (4.2.6) from (4.2.5). By the 
assumption that W is nonsingular, we have 

R + M'PM =[I- M'(A' + I)- 1(A'PM + N)(R + M'PM)- 1t 1W 

x [I- (R + M' P M)- 1 (M' PA+ N')(A + I)- 1 M]- 1 . 

Hence, 

(A' PM +N)(R+M'PM)-1 (M'PA+N') 

= (A' PM +N)[I- (R+M'PM)- 1(M'PA+N')(A+I)- 1 M]W- 1 

X [I -(R+M'PM)-1 (M'PA+N')(A+I)- 1 M]'(M' PA+N') 

= [A' PM -(A'PM +N)(R+M'PM)-1(M' PA+N')(A+I)-1 M +N]W-1 

x [A' PM -(A'PM +N)(R+M'PM)-1 (M' PA+N') 

X (A+I)-1 M +N]' (4.2.8) 

= [A' PM +(P-A' PA-Q)(A+I)-1M +N]W-1 

x [A'PM +(P-A' PA-Q)(A+I)-1 M +N]' (4.2.9) 

= [(A' P+P-Q)(A+I)- 1 M +NJW-1[(A' P+P-Q)(A+I)-1M +N]' 

= [(A' +I)P(A+I)(A+I)-2 M -Q(A+/)- 1 M +N]W-1 

X [(A' +I)P(A+I)(A+I)-2M -Q(A+I)- 1 M +N]' 

= (FG+H)W- 1(FG+H)'. (4.2.10) 

Again, we have used (4.2.1) to get (4.2.9) from (4.2.8). Finally, (4.2.1), (4.2.4) 
and (4.2.10) imply that 

FF+ F'P- (FG +H)W-1(FG + H)' +Q = 0. 
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{2. ~ 1.) lt follows from {4.2.2) that 

A = (I+F)(I-F)-1, 
M = 2{/- F)-2G, 
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H = -Q(I- F)-1G + N, 
P = (I - F')F{I - F) /2, (4.2.11) 
W = R + G'{I- F')- 1Q(I- F)-1G 

- N'(I- F)-1G- G'{I- F')-1 N, 
R + M' PM = R + 2G'{I- F')-1 P(I- F)-1G. 

Then we have 

R+M'PM = R+G'(I-F')-1[Q+(P-PF-Q) 

+ (P-F' P-Q)+(FF+F' P+Q)](I -F)- 1G 

= R+G'(I -F')-1Q{I -F)-1G-N'(I -F)-1G-G'(I -F')-1 N 

+ G' (I- F')-1 [PG -Q(I-F)-1G + N] + [FG -Q{I- F) - 1G + N]' 

X (I -F)-1G+G'(I -F')-1(PF+F'P+Q)(I -F)-1G (4.2.12) 

= W +G'(I -F')-1(FG+H)+(PG+H)'(I -F)-1G 

+ G'(I -F')-1(PG+H)W-1(PG+H)'(I -F)-1G (4.2.13) 

= [/ + w-1(PG+H)'(I -F)-1G]'W[I + w-1(FG+H)'(I -F)- 1G]. (4.2.14) 

Herewenote that we have used (4.2.3) to get (4.2.13) from (4.2.12). 
By assumption, we have R + M' PM nonsingular. Thus, we can rewrite 

{4.2.14) as, 

W =[I+ G'(I- F')- 1 (FG + H)W-1]- 1(R + M'PM) 

x [I+ w- 1(PG + H)'(I- F)-1Gt1 . 

We have the following reductions, 

(PG+H)W- 1(PG+H)' 

= (PG + H)[I + w-t (PG+H)' (I- F) - 1G] 

X (R+M'PM)- 1[I+-W- 1(PG+H)'(I-F)- 1G]'(PG+H)' 

= [PG+H +(PG+H)W-1(PG+H)'(I -F)-1G](R+M' PM)-1 

X [PG+H+(FG+H)W-1(PG+H)'(I-F)- 1G]' {4.2.15) 

= [PG-Q(I -F)-1G+(PF+F' P+Q)(I -F)-1G+N](R+M'PM)-1 

X [PG-Q(I-F)-1G+(PF+F' P+Q)(I -F)-1G+N]' (4.2.16) 

=[{I +F')P(I -F)-1G+N](R+M' p M)-1[G'(I -F')-1 P(I +F)+N'] 

= (A'PM+N)(R+M'PM)-1(M'PA+N'). (4.2.17) 
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Again, we have used (4.2.3) to get (4.2.16) from (4.2.15). Finally, it follows 
from (4.2.3), (4.2.4) and (4.2.17) that 

A'PA- (A'PM + N)(R+ M'PM)- 1(M'PA +N') +Q- P = 0. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 

4.2.2. Solution to an H00-DARE 

In this subsection we present a non-recursive procedure that generates symmet
ric positive semi-definite matrices P such that 

V:=B'PB+D~D2 >0, (4.2.18) 

R :="·?I- D~2D22 - E' PE 

+ (E'PB + D~2D2)V- 1 (B'PE + D~D22) > 0, (4.2.19) 

and such that the following discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) is 
satisfied: 

p _ A'PA C'C _ [ B'PA+D~C2 ]' c-1 [ B'PA+D~C2 ] 
- + 22 E~+~~ En+~~' (4.2.20) 

where 

G ·- [ D~D2 + B' PB D~D22 + B' PE ] 
.- D~2D2 +E'PB E'PE+D~2D22 -12! . (4.2.21) 

The conditions (4.2.18) and (4.2.19) guarantee that the matrix Gis invertible. 
We are particularly interested in solutions P of (4.2.18), (4.2.19) and (4.2.20) 
such that all the eigenvalues of the matrix Ac1 are inside the unit circle, where 

A ·- A [ J _1 [ B' PA + D~C2 ] 
cl .- - B E G E' PA + D~2 C2 . ( 4.2.22) 

The interest in this particular Riccati equation stems from the discrete
time Hoo control theory (see Corollary 3.2.1). Also, it is simple to see that 
by letting E = 0 and D22 = 0, (4.2.18), (4.2.19) and (4.2.20) reduce to the 
well-known Riccati equation from linear quadratic control theory. For clarity, 
we first recall the relation between the above Riccati equation and the discrete-
time full information feedback H 00 control problem. Let us define a system ~FI 
by 

{ x(k +I) 
A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

I;FI y(k) = (~) x(k) + (n w(k), (4.2.23) 

h(k) = c2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 
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where x E Rn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq the disturbance 

input, h E RL the controlled output and y E nn+q the measurement. Then the 

following Iemma follows from Corollary 3.2.1. 

Lemma 4.2.1. Consider a given system (4.2.23). Assurne that (A, B, C2 , D2 ) 

is left invertible and has no invariant zero on the unit circle. Then the following 

two statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a static feedback u = K1x + K2w, which stabilizes EF1 and 

makes the Hoo norm of the closed-loop transfer function from w to h less 

than 'Y· 

2. There exists a symmetric positive semi-definite solution P to (4.2.18), 

(4.2.19) and ( 4.2.20) suchthat matrix Ac1 of (4.2.22) has all its eigenvalues 

inside the unit circle. 

In what follows, we provide a non-recursive method for computing the stabi

lizing solution to the H00-DARE for the full information problem, i.e., (4.2.18), 

(4.2.19) and (4.2.20). We first define an auxiliary H00-CARE from the given 

system data and we connect the stabilizing solution for the given H00-DARE 

to the stabilizing solution for the auxiliary H 00-CARE, for which non-recursive 

methods of obtaining solutions are available. 

We first choose any constant matrix F suchthat A + BF has no eigenvalue 

at -1. We note that this can always be clone as (A, B) is stabilizable with 

respect to C 0 u C 0 . Next, define an auxiliary Hoo-CARE, 

with the associated condition 

where 

and 

n;2 (I- n2(n;th)-l n;) n22 < 1 2 I, 

Ä := (A + BF + I)- 1 (A + BF- I), 

B := 2(A+BF+I)-2 B, 
E := 2(A + BF + I)-2 E, 

C2 := C2 + D2F, 
D2 := D2 - C2(A + BF + I)-1 B, 
D2 := D2 - C2(A + BF + I)-1 E, 

( 4.2.25) 

( 4.2.26) 

(4.2.27) 
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If matrix D2 is injective, then condition (4.2.25) implies Gin (4.2.27) is invert
ible. Again, we are particularly interested in solution P of (4.2.24) such that 
the eigenvalues of Äc1 are in the open-left plan~, where 

_,- _, - ] 
- ·- - - - --1 B P + D2C2 Ac~.-A-[B E]G [ _,_ _, _ . 

E P+D22C2 
(4.2.28) 

We note that under the conditions when D2 is injective, (Ä, B, 62, D2) has 
no invariant zero on the jw axis, and (4.2.25), the above H00-CARE (4.2.24) 
is related to the continuous-time Hoc ')'-suboptimal full information feedback 
control problern for the following system, 

f;FI {: : (t) : + iJ U : (~) :: 
h = c2 x + b2 u + b22 w. 

(4.2.29) 

The following Iemma follows from Corollary 3.1.2. 

Lemma 4.2.2. Consider a given system (4.2.29). Assurne that D2 is injective 
and (.Ä, iJ, 62, D2) has no invariant zero on the jw axis. Then the following 
two statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a static feedback law u = K 1 x + K 2w, which stabilizes f:FI 
and makes the Hoo norm of the closed-loop transfer function from w to h 

less than I'· 

2. Condition (4.2.25) holds and there exists a symmetric P ~ 0 suchthat 
(4.2.24) is satisfied and such that the matrix .Äc1 of (4.2.28) has all its 
eigenvalues in the open left-half plane. 1!;1 

Now, we areready to present our main results. 

Theorem 4.2.2. Assurne that A has no eigenvalue at -1. Then the following 
two Statementsare eq-g.ivalent: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, B, C2, D2) is left invertible with no invariant 
zero on the unit circle. Moreover, there exists a symmetric positive semi
definite matrix P such that (4.2.18), (4.2.19) and (4.2.20) are satisfied 
along with the matrix Ac1 of ( 4.2.22) having all its eigenvalues inside the 
unit circle. 

2. (.Ä, B) is stabilizable, D2 is injective and (.Ä, B, 6 2 , D2 ) has no invariant 
zero on the jw axis, and ( 4.2.25) holds. Moreover, there exists a symmetric 
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positive semi-definite solution P of the H00-CARE (4.2.24) suchthat the 

eigenvalues of Äct, where Äc1 is as in (4.2.28), are in the open left-half 
complex plane. 

Furthermore, p and p are related by p = 2(A' + n-l F(A + I)-1. !TI 

Proof. We note that the constant matrix F, a pre-state feedback, is introduced 

merely to overcome the situation when A has eigenvalues at -1. It is well-known 

in the Iiterature that a pre-state feedback law does not affect the solution of 

the Riccati equation (4.2.20). Hence, for simplicity of presentation, we prove 

Theorem 4.2.2 for the case that F = 0 and 1 = 1. 

(1.:::? 2.) It follows from Lemma 4.1.2 that the quadruple (Ä, B, 62Jh) is 

an inverse bilinear transformation of the quadruple (A, B, C2 , D 2 ) with a = 1. 

Hence, it follows from Theorem 4.1.2 that (Ä, B) is stabilizable (see Item l.a of 

Theorem 4.1.2) and (Ä,B,C2,D2) is left invertible (see Item 3.b ofTheorem 

4.1.2) with no invariant zero on the jw axis (see Item 4 of Theorem 4.1.2) and 

with no infinite zero of order higher than 0 (see Item 5 of Theorem 4.1.2). 

Hence, D2 is injective as (A, B, C2 , D2) has no invariant zero at -1. 

Next, we will show that (4.2.25) holds. Let 

M := [B E], 
N := C2 [D2 D22J, 

[ D?.D2 D2Dn ] 
R .- D22 D2 DbD22- I ' 

Q := c~c2, 

F := Ä, 
G := 2(A + I)-2 M, 

H := -Q(A+I)-1M +N, 
W := R + M'(A' + I)-1Q(A + I)-1 M- N'(A + I)-1 M 

- M'(A' + I)-1 N, 

X:= I- (R+M'PM)- 1(M'PA+N')(A+I)- 1M. 

It is simple to verify that 

(4.2.30) 

Then, (4.2.20) and (4.2.24) are, respectively, reduced to (4.2.1) and (4.2.3), and 

(4.2.22) and (4.2.28) can be written, respectively, as 

Ac1 = A- M(R + M' P M)-1(M' PA+ N'), (4.2.31) 
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and 
(4.2.32) 

Noting that 

det [X) = det [I - (R + M 1 p Mt1 (M1 p A + N 1)(A + I)-1 M] 

= det [I- M(R + M 1PM)- 1 (M'PA + N 1)(A + I)-1] 

= det [I+ Ac~] · det [(A +I) - 1], 

it follows that X is nonsingular provided that the eigenvalues of Ac1 are inside 

the unit circle. Recalling (4.2.7) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we have W 
nonsingular and 

(4.2.33) 

which implies that the inertia of w-1 is equal to the inertia of (R+ M 1 p M)-1 

(see e.g., Theorem 4.9 of [3]). Again, noting that 

and 
o ][I z]l 

-R- 1 0 I ' 

where Y = -(D;D2 )-1 D;D22 and Z = -V-1 B1PE, tagether with (4.2.33) 

and the facts that V > 0 and R > 0, it follows that 

D;2 (I- D2(D;D2)-1 tJ;) D22 < I. 

Using the fact that W is nonsingular, it follows from Theorem 4.2.1 that f> is 

a positive semi-definite solution of ( 4.2.24). 

Finally, we are ready to prove that Ac1 has all its eigenvalues in the open 

left-half complex plane. It follows from (4.2.10) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 
that 

Ac1 = F- aw-1 (Pa+ H)' 

= F-GX- 1(R+M'PM)-1 (M 1PA+N') 

= (A + n-1(A- I)- 2(A + n-2 M[I- (R + M 1PM)-1 (M1PA + N 1) 

X (A + I)-1 M]- 1 (R + M 1PM)-1(M1PA + N 1) 

= (A + I)-1 { A-I- 2[I- (A + I)-1 M(R + M' PM)- 1(M'PA + N'))-1 

x (A + n-1 M(R + M 1 PM)-1(M1 PA+ N')} 
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= (A + I)-1 {A- I- 2[I +A- M(R + M'PM)- 1(M' PA+ N')t 1 

x M(R+ M'PM)- 1(M'PA + N')} 

= (A + I)-1 (Ac1 + I)-1 {[I+ A- M(R + M'PM)- 1(M' PA+ N')J 

X (A-I)-2M(R+M'PM)- 1 (M'PA+N')} 
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= (A + I)-1 (Ac1 + I)-1 (Act- I) (A +I), (4.2.34) 

which implies that the eigenvalues of Äc1 are in the open left-half plane provided 
that the eigenvalues of Ac1 are inside the unit circle. 

(2.:::} 1.) First, following the results of Theorem 4.1.1, it is Straightforward 
to show that (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, B, C2, D2) is left invertible with no 
invariant zero on the unit circle, provided that (A, B) is stabilizable, D2 is 
injective and (Ä, B, 62 , D2 ) has no invariant zero on the jw axis. Next, noting 
that 

det [I+ w- 1 (FG + H)'(I- F)-1 G) 

= det [I+ aw- 1 (FG + H)'(I- F)-1 ] 

= det [I- F + cw-1 (FG + H)'J· det [(I- F)-1] 

= det [I- Äc~] · det ((I- F)-1], 

and Ac1 has all its eigenvalue in the open left-half plane, it follows from (4.2.14) 
that R + M' PM is nonsingular. Thus, the condition in part 2 of Theorem 4.2.1 
holds. The rest of the proof in the reverse direction of Theorem 4.2.2 follows 
from an almost identical procedure as (1. :::} 2.). This completes our proof. 1!1 

Remark 4.2.1. We should pointout that the left invertibility of (A, B, C2 , D2) 

is a necessary condition for the existence of the stabilizing solution to the H00 -

DARE for the full information problern (see (100]). Moreover, following the 
proof of Theorem 4.2.2 and the properties of the continuous-time algebraic 
Riccati equation, it is easy to show that the condition that (A, B, C2, D2 ) has 
no invariant zero on the unit circle is also necessary for the existence of the 
stabilizing solution to the H00-DARE for the full information problem. @ 

Remark 4.2.2. From Theorem 4.2.2, a non-iterative method of obtaining the 
stabilizing solution P to the H00-DARE for the full information problern can 
be established as follows: 

1. Obtain the auxiliary H00-CARE; 
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2. Obtain the stabilizing solution P to the H=-CARE using some well
known non-iterative methods. For clarity, we recall in the following a 
so-called Schur method (see (55]): Define a Hamiltonian matrix 

where 

H _ [Hu 
m- H21 

- - - --1 - - I -
H11 = A- [B E]G [D2 D22J C2, 

Ht2=-[B E]G-1 [B .E]', 

H21 = -C~{I- [D2 b22)Ö-l [D2 b22]'}62, 

H22=-{Ä-[B E]Ö-1 [D2 D22J'62}'. 

(4.2.35) 

(4.2.36) 

Find an orthogonal rnatrix Tm E R 2nx 2n that puts Hm in the real Schur 
form 

T' H T = [ 811 
m m m O (4.2.37) 

where S11 E Rnxn is a stable matrix and 822 E Rnxn is an anti-stable 
rnatrix. Partition Tm into four n X n blocks: 

(4.2.38) 

Then P is given by P = TztT1J:1 . 

3. The stabilizing solution to the H00-DARE for the full informationproblern 
is given by P = 2(A' + I)-1 P(A + I)-1 . !!TI 

It is well-known that the H 00-DARE is the generalization ofthe H2-DARE. 
Narnely, by letting 'Y = oo, or equivalently E = 0 and D2 = 0, we obtain 
the general H2-DARE. For completeness, we give the following corollary that 
provides a non-iterative rnethod of solving the general H2-DARE. 

Corollary 4.2.1. Assurne that A has no eigenvalue at -1. Then the following 
two statements are equivalent: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, B, C2 , D2 ) is left invertible with no invariant 
zero on the unit circle. Moreover, there exists a positive semi-definite 
rnatrix P such that 

B'PB+D~D2 > 0, (4.2.39) 
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P = A' PA+ C~C2- (A'PB + C~D2)(D;D2 +B'PB)- 1 (A' PB+ c;D2 )' 

( 4.2.40) 
and such that the eigenvalues of the matrix Ac1 are inside the unit circle, 
where 

( 4.2.41) 

2. (A,B) is stabilizable, D2 is injective and (A,B,C2,D2 ) has no invariant 

zero on the jw axis. Moreover, there exists a positive semi-definite solution 
P of the following CARE 

o = P .4 +X P + c;c2- cP.B + e:;tJ2)(n;n2)-1(P.B + c;tJ2)', (4.2.42) 

such that the eigenvalues of Äc1 are in the open left-half complex plane, 

where 

( 4.2.43) 

Furthermore, P and P are related by P = 2(A' + I)-1 F(A +I) - 1 . 

Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, and Theorem 4.2.2 show the interconnection be

tween the H= ')'-suboptimal control problern for the discrete-time system ~FI 

and the continuous-time system f::FI· This connection is formalized in the fol

lowing Iemma. 

Lemma 4.2.3. Assurne that (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, B, C2 , D 2 ) is left in

vertible with no invariant zero on the unit circle. Then the following statements 

are equivalent: 

1. The full information feedback discrete-time system ~FI of ( 4.2.23) has at 

least one ')'-suboptimal controllaw. Namely, for a given ')', there exists a 

static full information feedback u = K 1 x + K 2w suchthat the closed-loop 

transfer.function from w to h has an H=-norm less than I'· 

2. The full information feedback continuous-time system f::FI of (4.2.29) has 

at least one ')'-suboptimal controllaw. Namely, for a given ')', there exists a 

static full information feedback u = K 1x + k 2w suchthat the closed-loop 

transfer function from w to h has an H00-norm less than I'· 

Remark 4.2.3. The results of Lemma 4.2.3 can easily be obtained by a dif

ferent raute. It is weil known that the Hanke! norm and the H= norm of a 

transfer function are invariant under a bilinear transformation (see e.g., [45]). 
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Hence one can re-cast the Hoo 1-suboptirnal control problern for the discrete
time systern I:F, into an equivalent Hoo 1-suboptimal control problern for an 
auxiliary continuous-time systern obtained by perforrning bilinear transforrna
tion on I:F,. It can be shown that one of the state space realizations of this 
auxiliary continuous-time systern, I:8L, is given by 

( 4.2.44) 

- -1 - -1 - - - - - -where D3 = -(A +I) B, D4 = -(A +I) E, and A, B, E, C2, D2 and D22 
are as defined in (4.2.26). Consequently the Hoo ')'-suboptimal control problern 
for the discrete-tirne :EF, has a solution if and only if the H00 ')'-suboptimal 
control problern for the continuous-time system :EaL has a solution. However, 
we note that I:aL is not completely in the full information form. This difficulty 
can easily be removed by redefining the rneasurement output in :EaL as 

(4.2.45) 

It is now obvious that :EaL with the new rneasurement output ii is in fact the 
same as f:F,. Also, it is easy to show that the H 00 ')'-suboptimal problern for I:aL 
has a solution if and only if the H00 1-suboptimal problern for I:F, has a solution 
and hence the result of Lemma 4.2.3 follows. It is important to note that 
the bilinear transformation approach does not establish a relationship between 
the stabilizing solution of the H00-CARE associated with the continuous-time 
system f:F,, obtained by performing abilinear transformation on discrete-time 
system I:F, and defining the new measurement as in (4.2.45), and the H 00 -

DARE associated with the given discrete-time system I:F,. In fact, the main 
contribution of Theorem 4.2.2 is to establish such a relationship. llil 

We present in the following a nurnerical example to illustrate our results. 

Example 4.2.1. Let us consider a discrete-time H 00-DARE for the full infor
mation problern with 

1 
1 1 

[

1 

A = 0 1 
0 0 
0 -1 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 

1 
0 
1 
1 
1 

(4.2.46) 
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C2 = [~ ~ ~ ~ ~1 , D2 = [~ ~1 , D22 = [ ~ ] , 
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 

(4.2.47) 

and 'Y = 1. It is simple to verify that (A, B, C2 , D2) is left invertible with an 
invariant zero at 0. Following (4.2.26), we obtain the auxiliary H 00 -CARE with 

-2 6 -4 
-1 3 -8 6 -92 68 

A= 2 [ I -4 11 -8 
_;] 

4 , iJ = 128 -94 , 
[ ~ -50] 

E= [-;~] -40 , 
-1 2 -4 3 -1 -52 38 16 

0 0 -2 2 -1 -18 14 6 

[0 0 0 0 0] 
[ I~ -~] [ 00] 62= 1 0 1 0 1 , D2= b22 = -4.0 . 

0 1 0 1 0 -9 6 3.5 

Solving (4.2.3) in MATLAB, we obtain the stabilizing solution to the auxiliary 
Hoo-CARE as 

[ 

0. 767767 1.110081 0.180720 -0.307296 -0.617828] 
1.110081 1.607297 0.260775 -0.448623 -0.897322 

F = 103 X 0.180720 0.260775 0.046343 -0.064704 -0.139318 , 
-0.307296 -0.448623 -0.064704 0.143150 0.264285 
-0.617828 -0.897322 -0.139318 0.264285 0.511644 

and the stabilizing solution to the H 00-DARE for the full informationproblern 
is given by, 

[ 

127.143494 187.057481 1 -84.671880 -134.864680] 
187.057481 278.730887 0 -124.061419 -201.396153 

P= 1 0 1 0 1 . 
-84.671880 -124.061419 0 61.078015 92.569717 

-134.864680 -201.396153 1 92.569717 14 7.982935 

It is Straightforward to verify that the above P satisfies (4.2.18), (4.2.19) and 
(4.2.20). Moreover, the eigenvalues of Ac1 are given by {0.4125±)0.0733, 0, 0, 0}, 
which are inside the unit circle. ~ 



Chapter 5 

Infima in Continuous-time 
H 00 Optimization 

IN THIS CHAPTER, we address the problern of cornputing infima in H 00 opti
rnization for continuous-time systems. The H 00-CARE based approach to this 
problern simply provides an iterative scherne of approxirnating the infimum, 'Y*, 
of the H 00-norm of the closed-loop transfer function. For example, in the regu
lar measurernent feedback case and utilizing the results of Doyle et al [39] (see 
also Corollary 3.1.1}, an iterative procedure for approxirnating 1* would pro
ceed as follows: one starts with a value of r and determines whether 'Y > 'Y* by 
solving two "indefinite" algebraic Riccati equations and checking the positive 
serni-definiteness and stabilizing properties of these solutions. In the case when 
such positive semi-definite solutions exist and satisfy a coupling condition, then 
we have r > 1* and one simply repeats the above steps using a smaller value 
of 'Y- In principle, one can approximate the infimum 'Y* to within any degree 
of accuracy in this manner. However this search procedure is exhaustive and 
can be very costly. More significantly, due to the possible high-gain occurrence 
as 'Y gets close to 1*, numerical solutions for these H 00-CARE's can become 
highly sensitive and ill-conditioned. This difficulty also arises in the coupling 
condition. Namely, as 'Y decreases, evaluation of the coupling condition would 
generally involve finding eigenvalues of stiff matrices. These numerical difficul
ties are likely to be more severe for problems associated with the singular case. 
So in general the iterative procedure for the computation of 1* based on ARE's 
is not reliable. 

Our goal here is to develop non-iterative procedures to compute exactly the 
value of 1* for a fairly !arge dass of systerns, which are associated with the 
singular case and satisfy certain geometric conditions. The computation of 'Y* 

101 
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in our procedure involves solving two well-defined Riccati and two Lyapunov 
equations, which are independent of 'Y· The algorithm has been implemented 
efficiently in a MATLAB-software environment for numerical solutions. The 
results of this chapter are based on those reported in Chen [14] and Chen et al 
[19,23-25]. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: In Section 5.1, we will present a 
non-iterative algorithm that cornputes the infimum, 'Y*, for the continuous-time 
Hoo optirnization problern under full information feedback, which is equivalent 
to that under full state feedback if the direct feedthrough term from the dis
turbance to the controlled output is equal to zero. Section 5.2 deals with the 
computation of 'Y* for the measurernent feedback case. Both Sections 5.1 and 5.2 
require the given systems having no invariant zero on the irnaginary axis and 
satisfying certain geometric conditions. Finally, in Section 5.3, we will remove 
the constraints on the imaginary axis invariant zeros, i.e., we will present a 
non-iterative computational algorithm for finding 'Y* for systems with invariant 
zeros on the irnaginary axis. 

5.1. Full Information Feedback Case 

We consider in this section the H00 optimization problern for the dass of 
continuous-tirne systems characterized by 

{ 

:i; = A X + B u + E w, 

: : ~~ : + D, u : Q] :: {5.1.1) 

where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the external 
disturbance input, y E Rn+q. is the rneasurement output, and h E Re is the 
controlled output of :E. It is Iahelied a full informationproblern in the Iiterature 
because all information about the system, i.e., both x and w, are available for 
feedback. For the purpose of easy reference in future developrnents, we define 
l:p tobe the Subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2)· 

We first make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 5.F.l: (A, B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 5.F.2: :EP has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 5.F.3: Im(E) C v-(:Ep) +S-(:EP)i and 

Assumption 5.F.4: D22 = 0. 
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Remark 5.1.1. Here we note that the first assumption, i.e., (A, B) is stabi

lizable, is necessary for the existence of any stabilizing controller. The second 

assumption will be removed in Section 5.3. Also, Assumption 5.F.3 will be 

automatically satisfied if ~P is right invertible. In fact, in this case, Assump

tion 5.F.4 will be no Ionger necessary. This will be treated as a special case at 

the end of this section (see Remark 5.1.4). fffi 

We have the following non-iterative algorithm for computing the infimum, 

'Y*, of the full information system (5.1.1). 

Step 5.F.l. Without loss of generality, we assume that (A, B, C2 , D2), i.e., ~p, 

has been partitioned in the form of (2.3.4). Then, transform ~P into the 

special coordinate basis as described in Chapter 2 (see also (2.3.20) to 
(2.3.23) for the compact form of the special coordinate basis). In this 
algorithm, for easy reference in future developments, we introduce an 

additional permutation matrix to the state transformation r 8 such that 

the new state variables are ordered as follows: 

(5.1.2) 

We also choose the output transformation r o to have the following form: 

r _ [Imo 0 ] 
0 - 0 for ' 

(5.1.3) 

where mo = rank (D2). Next, we compute 

(5.1.4) 

It is simple to verify from the properties of the special coordinate basis 

that Assumption 5.F.3 is equivalent to Eb = 0. Also, for economy of 
notation, we denote n., the dimension of Rn I s+ (~P), which is equivalent 

to n;!"" + nb. We note that nx = 0 if and only if the system ~P is right 

invertible and is of minimum pha.se. 
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Step 5.F.2. Next, we define 

and 
A., :=An- A13(C~3C2a)-1 C~3C211 

B.,B~ := BnB~1 + A13(C~3 C2a)-1 A~3 , 

C~C., := C~1C21- C~lC2a(C~aC2a)-1C~aC21· 

(5.1.5) 

(5.1.6) 

(5.1.7) 

(5.1.8) 

(5.1.9) 

Then we solve for the positive definite solution So: of the algebraic Riccati 
equation, 

A.,S., + So:A~ - Bo:B~ + S.,C~Co:So: = 0, (5.1.10) 

tagether with the matrix Ta: defined by 

(5.1.11) 

where Tao: is the unique solution of the algebraic Lyapunov equation, 

(5.1.12) 

Herewe should note that (-Ao:,Co:) is detectable since -A;ia is stable 
and (Abb, Cb) is observable. Furthermore, Assumption 5.F.1 implies that 
( Ao:, Ba:) is stabilizable. Hence the existence and uniqueness of the solu
tions Sx and Ta., follow from the results of Richardson and Kwong [83]. 

Step 5.F.3. The infimum, 'Y*, is given by 

(5.1.13) 

It can be shown using the result ofWielandt [110] that all the eigenvalues 
of To:S;1 arereal and nonnegative. ~ 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1.1. Consider the full information system given by (5.1.1}. Then 
under Assumptions 5.F.1 to 5.F.4, 

1. 'Y* given by (5.1.13) is indeed its infimum, and 
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2. for -y > -y*, the positive semi-definite matrix P('Y) given by 

(5.1.14) 

is the unique solution that satisfies conditions 2.(a)-2.(c) of Theorem 3.1.1. 
Moreover, such a solution P(-y) does not exist when -y < -y*. EB 

Proof. As stated in Step 5.F.l of the algorithm, we assume that ~P ha.s been 
partitioned as in (2.3.4). Hence, the full information system of (5.1.1) can be 
rewritten as 

(5.1.15) 

where in this proof, we consider both D 22 ,0 = 0 and D22 ,1 = 0. Let us apply a 
pre-feedback law, 

Uo = -C2,0 X+ Vo, (5.1.16) 

to the above system. Then it is trivial to write the new system as, 

{ (~~) : (A[C~',]'·'):: [:;. B~; g~ + E w, 
(5.1.17) 

It follows from the theorem of the special coordinate ba.sis, i.e., Theorem 2.3.1, 
that there exist non-singular transformations, r s, r 0 and r i such that 

xt 

x; 
Xe 

By Assumption 5.F.2, i.e., ~P has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis, the 
state component x~ is nonexistent and the transformed system is given by 

·+ Ata L~bcb 0 0 L~pd x+ Xa a 
Xb 0 Abb 0 0 Lbdcd Xb 
x; 0 L;,bcb A;a 0 L;,pd x; 

Xe BeEt, LcbCb BcE~ Ace LcdCd Xe 
xd BdE+ da BdEdb BdE:ia BdEdc Add Xd 
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Bria 0 0 E+ a 

Bob 0 0 

(~)+ 
Eb 

+ Bäa 0 0 E- w, (5.1.18) a 

Boc 0 Be Ec 
Bod Bd 0 Ed 

where Eb = 0, and 

( ho) [lmo 0] [0 0 0 0 0] (:f) [lmo 0 0] (Vo) hd = 0 0 0 0 Cd Xa + 0 0 0 'Ud · 
hb O r or 0 Cb 0 0 0 Xe 0 0 0 Uc 

Xd 

(5.1.19) 
The above transformation of the system with a pre-state feedback law, 

Uo = -02,0 X+ Vo, 
along with the non-singular state and control input transformations does not 
change our solution since it does not affect the value of 'Y*. We need to introduce 
the following Iemmas in order to prove the theorem. 

Lemma 5.1.1. Given the system of (5.1.1), which satisfies Assumptions 5.F.1, 
5.F.2 and 5.F.4, and 'Y > 0, then there exists a full information feedback control 
law u = F1x + F2w suchthat the resulting IIThwlloo < 'Y and .X(A + BF) C c
if and only if there exists a real symmetric solution P., > 0 to the algebraic 
Riccati equation 

(5.1.20) 

where A.,, B., and C,., are as defined in (5.1.7) to (5.1.9), and 

E = [E;[] 
., Eb ' 

(5.1.21) 

with no restriction on Eb. Note that Eb = 0 if Assumption 5.F.3 holds. (g 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the given system has been 
transformed into the form of (5.1.18) and (5.1.19). Now Iet us define the new 
state variables, 

(5.1.22) 

where xa contains only the md states of xd which are directly associated with 
the controlled output hd while x2 contains x;, Xe and the remaining states of 
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xd. Hence, the dynamics ofthe transformed system in (5.1.18) and (5.1.19) can 
be partitioned as follows, 

Xt = Aux1 + [Bu At3] (::) + Exw, (5.1.23) 

~::] ( ~:) + [ ~::] Ut + [ ~:~ ~:~ ] ( ~~ ) + [ ~:] W, 

(5.1.24) 

( ~) = [ ~J x1 + [ 10° c~3 ] ( ~~) , (5.1.25) 

where Au, Bu, At3, C21 and C23 are as defined in (5.1.5) to (5.1.6), while 

A22, A23, · · ·, E3 are the matrices with appropriate dimensions. It is now 

Straightforward to verify using the properties of the special coordinate basis 
that the quadruple characterized by 

([ ~:~ ~:: ] , [ ~:~ ] , ( 0 I), 0) , (5.1.26) 

is right invertible and of minimum phase. Moreover, the state space X2 EBX3 

spans the strongly controllable subspace s+(~p). On the other hand, the SUb

system characterized by the quadruple 

(5.1.27) 

is left invertible with no infinite zero and with no stable invariant zero. The 

result of Lemma 5.1.1 follows from Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 6.2 of [104]. lEI 

Lemma 5.1.2. Given the system of (5.1.1) which satisfies Assumptions 5.F.l 

to 5.F.4, then the algebraic Riccati equation of (5.1.20) has a symmetric solution 

P~ > 0 if and only if Sx > Txh2 , where Sx and Tx are respectively given by 

(5.1.10) and (5.1.11). [] 

Proof. First, we note that Tx of (5.1.11) is in fact the solution to the following 

Lyapunov equation 
(5.1.28) 

where 

since Assumption 5.F.3 holds. Alsonote that 

(5.1.29) 
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Now, suppose that S:z: > T:z:h2 and define a positive definite matrix, 

X:= S.,- T:z:/12 • 

It follows from (5.1.10), (5.1.28) and (5.1.29) that 

A.,X + XA~ + E.,E~h2 - B.,B~ + XC~C.,X = 0. 

Now, Iet us pre- and post-multiply (5.1.30) by P:z: := x-1, we obtain 

Hence, P., > 0 is a solution to (5.1.20). 

(5.1.30) 

(5.1.31) 

Conversely, suppose that (5.1.20) has a solution P., > 0. Let X:= P;;1 > 0. 
Wehave 

A.,X +X A~ + E:z:E~h2 - B.,B~ + XC~C.,X = 0. (5.1.32) 

Also, Iet T., be the solution to the Lyapunov equation 

(5.1.33) 

which has the specialform as in (5.1.11). Thus, (5.1.29) holds. Next, we define 
S:z: = T.,f'y2 +X. Clearly, we have S., > T:z:h2 and S., ~X> 0. Then, we 
have 

--, I-,- 2 AxSx + S.,A.,- B:z:Bx + S.,C.,C.,S., = A:z:(T:z:/"1 +X) 

+ (Txh2 + X)A~- B.,B~ + (T,,)/2 + X)C~Cx(T.,f'y2 +X) 

= (A.,T., + T.,A~ - E.,E~)f'y2 

+~X+X~+&~H-~~+X~~X 
=0, 

which implies that S:z: > 0 is a solution of the Riccati equation (5.1.10). Since 
{5.1.10) can only have one positive definite solution, thus we have S:z: = S:z: and 
S:z: > T.,f'y2• This completes our proof ofLemma 5.1.2. liD 

Now, Iet us get back to the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose that"' > 7*. 
It is easy to verify that 

P('Y) = (r:;l)' [(S., -T;f'y2)-1 ~] r:;l, 

satisfies conditions 2.(a)-2.(c) of Theorem 3.1.1. Hence, there exists a state 
feedback law u = Fx with FE Rmxn (and obviously there exists a full infor
mation feedback law u = F1x + F2w) suchthat the H00-norm of the resulting 
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closed-loop systcm from the disturbance w to the controlled output h, Thw(s), 
is less than "' and ~(A + BF) c c-. 

The converse part of the theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 5.1.1 
and 5.1.2 since the condition 1 > Pmax (TxS; 1)}! is equivalent to Sr > Trh2 . 

This completes our proof of Theorem 5.1.1. 1!1 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 5.1.2. For the continuous-time systems, the infimum for thc full in
forrnation system of (5.1.1) with D 22 = 0 is equivalent to thc infimum for thc 
full state feedback system, i.e., 

{ 
:i; = A x + B u + E w, 
y = X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w. 

(5.1.34) 

Thus, the infimum for the above full state feedback system is also given by -y• 
in (5.1.13). l!D 

Remark 5.1.3. If Assumption 5.F.3, i.e., the geometric condition, is not satis
fied, then an iterative scheme might be used to determine the infimum. This can 
be done by finding the smallest scalar, say ;y•, such that the Riccati equation 

(5.1.35) 

has a positive definite solution P x > 0. One could also apply the result of 
Scherer [94] directly to the Riccati equation (5.1.20) to develop an iterative al
gorithm of the Newton type to compute an approximation of "'*. The algorithm 
of Scherer has a quadratic convergent rate. 

Remark 5.1.4. If :EP is right invertible, then Assumption 5.F.3 is automat
ically satisfied. Moreover, Assumption 5.F.4 is no langer necessary and the 
infimum "'* for the full information feedback system (5.1.1) can be obtained as 
follows: 

* _ (' { [D~2,1D22,1 
"' - -"max O (5.1.36) 

where T x and Sx are the positive semi-definite and positive definite solutions 
of the following Lyapunov equations, 

(5.1.37) 

(5.1.38) 
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respectively, and D22,0 and D22,1 a.re as defined in (5.1.15) but for nonzero D 22 . 

On the other hand, the infimum for the full state feedback system (5.1.34) is 
different from (5.1.36) and is given by 

(5.1.39) 

where 'i'., and Bx a.re again the positive semi-definite and positive definite so
lutions of the Lyapunov equations (5.1.37) and (5.1.38), respectively. These 
claims can be verified using simila.r a.rguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. 
The detailed proofs can be found in Chen (14). li!J 

We conclude this section with the following illustrative examples. 

Example 5.1.1. Consider a full information system (5.1.1) and a full state 
feedback system (5.1.34) cha.racterized by 

and 

[

1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 0 

A= 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

1] [0 0 0] [5 1] 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 , B= 1 0 0 , E= 0 0 , 
1 0 0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 0 1 4 

[
0 0 1 0 0] [1 0 0] 00001 000 

C2 = 0 1 0 0 0 ' D2 = 0 0 0 ' D22 = 0. 

00100 000 

(5.1.40) 

(5.1.41) 

lt is simple to verify that the subsystem (A, B, C2 , D 2) is neither left- nor right
invertible with one unstable invariant zero at s = 1. Moreover, it is already in 
the form of special coordinate basis with 

rs = ls, ro,. = 13, n", =3, 

A.= [l 1 

~]' B.B; = [l 1 

~] ' c;c. = [l 0 

n· 1 1 1 
1 1 0 

and 

A~ .. =1, Et = (5 11. 

Then solving equations (5.1.10) and (5.1.12), we obtain 

. [ 0.556281 0.!85427 -0.305593] [13 0 

~]' S., = 0.185427 0.395142 0.231469 ' Tx= ~ 0 
-0.305593 0.231469 1.217984 0 
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and for both systems (5.1.1) and (5.1.34), the infima are given by 

,.,. = J >.max (Tz s; I) = 6.4679044. 
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Example 5.1.2. Consider a full information system (5.1.1) and a full state 
feedback system (5.1.34) characterized by 

and 

[
3 0 

A = 1 1 
1 1 
0 0 

[ 1 0 0 0] [1 0 0] [2] 02 = 0 0 0 1 ' D2 = 0 0 0 ' D22 = 1 . 

{5.1.42) 

(5.1.43) 

lt is simple to verify that the subsystem (A, B, C2, D2) or ~P is controllable 
and right invertible with one unstable invariant zero at 2 and one infinite zero 
of order 2. Following Remark 5.1.4, we obtain 

L~d = 1, Et = 4, D22,o = 2, D22,1 = 1, 

and 
s~ = o.5, t z = o.25. 

Then, the infimum for the full information feedback system is given 

( {[ D;21D22,1 0 ]})! ( {[1 0 ]})! 
'Y* = Amax '0 T zs-;;1 = Amax 0 0.5 = 1, 

and the infimum for the full state feedback system is 

Clearly, they are different. 

5.2. Output Feedback Case 

We present in this section an elegant well-conditioned non-iterative algorithm 
for the exact computation of -y• of the following measurement feedback system, 

{ 
X = A X + B u + E w, 
y =Cl X + Dl w, 
h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(5.2.1) 
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where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the e:xternal 
disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E Rt is the 
controlled output of :E. Again, for the purpose of easy reference, we define Ep 
to be the Subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, Dz) and 
:Eq tobe the subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, E, C1, D1). 
We first make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 5.M.l: (A, B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 5.M.2: :EP has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 5.M.3: Im(E) C v-(Ep) +S-(:EP); 

Assumption 5.M.4: (A, CI) is detectable; 

Assumption 5.M.5: :Eq has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 5.M .6: Ker ( C2 ) ::) v- (Eq) n s- (I:q); and 

Assumption 5.M.7: D22 = 0. 

Remark 5.2.1. Here we note that Assumptions 5.M.l and 5.M.4, i.e., (A, B) 
is stabilizable and (A, CI) is detectable, are necessary for the existence of any 
stabilizing controller. Assumptions 5.M.2 and 5.M.5 will be removed later in 
Section 5.3. Also, Assumptions 5.M.3 and 5.M.6 will be automatically satisfied 
if :EP is right invertible and if Eo is left invertible. Moreover, in this case, 
D22 = 0, i.e., Assumption 5.M.7, can be removed without any difficulties (see 
Remark 5.2.3 later in this section). @ 

We have the following non-iterative algorithm for computing the infimum, 
'"Y*, of the general measurement feedback system (5.2.1). 

Step S.M.l. Define an auxiliary full information system 

{ : : 6) : + B u : (!) :: 
h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(5.2.2) 

and perform Steps 5.F.l and 5.F.2 ofthe algorithm as given in Section 5.1. 
For easy reference in future development, we append a subscript 'P' to all 
sub-matrices and transformations in the special coordinate basis associ
ated with the system (5.2.2). In particular, we rename the state transfor
mation of the Special coordinate basis for I;p as r SP' and the dimension 
ofRn;s+(EP) as nxP· Furthermore, Sx of (5.1.10) and T., of (5.1.11) are 
respectively renamed to S.,p and T.,p. 
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Step 5. M. 2. Define another auxiliary full information system 

{ 

X = A' X + q u + q wl 

: : ~ : + n; u : ~! :: (5.2.3) 

and again perform Steps 5.F.1 and 5.F.2 ofthe algorithm as given in Scc
tion 5.1 one moretime but for this auxiliary system. To all sub-matriccs 
and transformations in the special coordinate basis of E~ 1 whcrc E~ is 
the dual system of Lq and is characterized by quadruple (A' I c; I E', D~ )I 
we append a subscript 'q 1 to signify their relation to the system E~. In 
particular 1 we rename the state transformation of the special coordinate 
basis for this case as rSQ! and the dimension ofRn;s+(E~) as nx4• As 
in Step 5.M.1 1 we also rename Sx of (5.1.10) and Tr of (5.1.11) as Sx 4 

and Tr:q 1 respectively. 

Step 5.M.3. Partition 

r-1cr-1)'= [r *] 
SP SQ * * I 

(5.2.4) 

where r iS a nxP X nxq matrix, and define a COnStant matriX 

M = [TxpS;;/ + rs~r'S;;i -rs;;~] . 
T S -1r's-1 T s-1 - XQ XQ XP XQ XQ 

(5.2.5) 

Step 5.M.4. The infimum 1* for the measurement feedback system (5.2.1) is 
then given by 

(5.2.6) 

It will be shown later in Proposition 5.2.4 that the matrix M of (5.2.5) 
has only real and nonnegative eigenvalues. 

The proof of the above algorithm is rather involved. We would have to 
introduce severallemmas before proceeding to its final proof. Let us first define 

(5.2.7) 

(5.2.8) 

and 
Q('y) := (r;~ )' [ (Sxq - ~Q/12)-1 ~] r;~. (5.2.9) 

We have the following Iemma. 
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Lemma 5.2.1. Consider the system (5.2.1), which satisfies Assumptions 5.M.l 
to 5.M.7. Then we have 

1. For 'Y > 7;, the positive semi-definite matrix P(7) given by (5.2.8) is 
the unique solution to the matrix inequality F...,(P) ;:::: 0, i.e., condition 
2.(a) of Theorem 3.1.1, and satisfies both rank conditions 2.(b) and 2.(c) 
of Theorem 3.1.1. Moreover, such a solution P('Y) does not exist when 
"Y < "(;. 

2. For 'Y > 'Y~. the positive semi-definite matrix Q('Y) given by (5.2.9) is 
the unique solution to the matrix inequality G...,(Q) ;:::: 0, i.e., condition 
2.(d) of Theorem 3.1.1, and satisfies both rank conditions 2.(e) and 2.(f) 
of Theorem 3.1.1. Moreover, such a solution Q('Y) does not exist when 

"Y < 'Y~· (!;) 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1.1. 

The next lemma gives an equivalence of the infimum, 7*, for the measure
ment feedback system (5.2.1). 

Lemma 5.2.2. Let 'Y;Q := max{'Y;, 'Y~}. Then the infimum for the given 
measurement feedback system (5.2.1) is equivalent to 

(5.2.10) 

where the scalar ftmction 

f('Y) := p{P('Y)Q("Y)}, (5.2.11) 

and P(-y) and Q('y) are given by (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) respectively. 

Proof. It follows Lemma 5.2.2 that 7*;:::: 'Y;Q. Next, for any 7 E ('Y;Q, oo) such 
that /(7) < 72, i.e. p{P(,:Y)Q(-Y)} < 72, then the corresponding P(,:Y) and Q(7) 
as given in {5.2.8) and (5.2.9) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1.1. Hence, 
7 > 1* and 7* is equivalent tothat of (5.2.10). ~ 

It is then Straightforward to show that the scalar function f(-y) of (5.2.11} 
is given by 

(5.2.12} 

The function f('Y) of (5.2.12) is a well-defined mapping from ('Y;Q, oo) to [0, oo). 
Its evaluation involves the computation of the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix 
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of dimension n.,p x n.,p, which is normally of a much smaller dimension than 
the original product P(r)Q('Y)· We establish some important properties of the 
function f("y) in the following propositions. 

Proposition 5. 2.1. f ( 'Y) is a continuous, nonnegative and non-increasing func
tion of 'Y on b;Q, oo). lEI 

Proof. We first show that P.,('Y) := (S.,p- ~-2T.,p)- 1 is non-increasing, i.e., if 
'Y2 > 'Yl then P.,("y2) $ P.,('Yl) . Recall that S.,p > 0 and T.,p ;:::: 0, we have for 
all 'Y2 > 11 > 1;Q 

which implies that 

Hence, 
P., b2) $ P., ("yl), for 'Y2 > 'Yl· 

Similarly, one can show that Q.,(r) := (S.,q -~-2T.,q)- 1 is non-increasing. This 
implies that rQ.,("y)f' is also non-increasing. Then clearly f("y) is a continuous, 
non-negative and non-increasing function of 'Y on (r;Q, oo). ~ 

The function f ( 1) defined above can be extended as a mapping from ['Y;Q, oo) 
to [0, oo) by setting 

(5.2.13) 

It follows from Proposition 5.2.1 that the limit J(r;q) exists and could be finite 
or infinite. 

Proposition 5.2.2. f(r) = 12 has either no solution or a unique solution in 
the interval b;Q, oo). lEI 

Proof. The result follows from Proposition 5.2.1 and the fact that 12 is strictly 
increasing for positive 'Y. ~ 

Proposition 5.2.3. If f('Y) = 12 has no solution in the interval ('Y;Q, oo) then 
'Y* is equal to 1;Q. Otherwise, 'Y* is equal to the unique solution of f(r) = 'Y2 

in the interval ('Y;Q , oo). lEI 

Proof. If f(T) = 12 has no solution in the interval ('Y;Q, oo), then /('Y) < 'Y2 

for all 1 E ('Y;Q, oo) and hence according to Lemma 5.2.2, 1* = l;q. On the 
other hand, it is obvious that 'Y* is equal to the unique solution of /{r) = 'Y2 

when such a solution exists. ~ 
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At first glance, it seems that the solution of f(-y) = 12 would involve the 

rooting of a highly nonlinear algebraic equation in 'Y. Actually its solution can 

be achieved in one step. Namely the problern of solving f('Y) = -y2 , if such 

a solution exists in the interval ('Y;Q, oo), can be converted to the problern of 

calculating the maximum eigenvalue of a constant matrix, i.e., M of (5.2.5). In 

fact, we would also show that, when J('Y) = -y2 has no solution in the interval 

('Y;Q, oo), the maximum eigenvalue of this matrix Misequal to 1;0 , which is 

-y* as weil. To prove this, we would have to introduce a matrix function of "f, 

(5.2.14) 

We have the following propositions on the properties of the matrices M and 

N('Y). 

Proposition 5.2.4. The eigenvalues of the matrix M of (5.2.5) are real and 

non-negative. 

Proof. First, we have 

Now, it is trivial to verify that both sub-matrices in (5.2.15) are symmetric and 

positive semi-definite. Then, using the result of Wielandt [110] (i.e., Theorem 

3), it is simple to show that the eigenvalues of M arereal and nonnegative. f!l 

Proposition 5.2.5. 

1. N ("') has real eigenvalues for all "' E ('Y;Q, oo). 

2. Amax{N('Y)} = J('Y) - -y2 is a continuous and strictly decreasing function 

of'Yin('Y;Q,oo). lB 

Proof. Note that both (SxP -'Y-2T.,P)-1 and (Sxo -'Y-2T.,q)-1 are symmetric 

and positive definite for all 'Y E ('Y;q,oo). Hence, all the eigenvalues of N('Y) 
arereal for"' E ('Y;Q, oo). The second item follows from Proposition 5.2.1. f!l 

Proposition 5.2.6. The roots of det[N('Y)] = 0 are real. Moreover, the largest 

root of det [N('Y)] = 0 in the interval ('Y;Q, oo) is equal to Pmax(M)} ~. lB 
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Proof. Using the definition of N('y) in (5.2.14}, we have 

det (N('y)] = ( -l)nzp · det [1'2 I -(Sxr --y-2T.,p)-1r(S.,q --y-2T.,Q)-1r'] 

(-l)"zP 
= det (Sxr-')'-2T.,P] . det [-y2SxP -T.,p-')'2r(')'2S:z:Q -TxQ)-tr'] 

= (-l}"•P ·d t[')'2S.,P-TxP r ] 
det(Sxp-')'-2T.,p]·det["Y2 SxQ-T:z:q] e ')'2r' ')'2 S.,q-T.,q 

(5.2.16) 

Now it is simple to see that the roots of det [N("Y)] = 0 are real since all the 
roots of det [1'2 S",p- T.,P] = 0, det (1'2 SxQ- T.,q] = 0 and det ("Y2I- M] = 0 
are real. Clearly, det [S:z:P- "-2T",p] ::j:. 0 and det ['Y2S.,q - Txq] =f:. 0 for all 
"Y E ("Y;Q, oo). Hence the largest root of det [N("Y)] = 0 in ('Y;Q, oo) is equal to 
the largest root of det (1'2 I-M]= 0, which is equal to {.Amax(M)}t. l!l 

Finally, we are ready to prove our algorithm for computing the infimum "Y* 
for measurement feedback systems. We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.2.1. Consider the measurement feedback system (5.2.1}, which 

satisfies Assumptions 5.M.1 to 5.M.7. Then 

where M as defined in (5.2.5), is indeed its infimum. 

(5.2.17) 

1!1 

Proof. First, we will show that "Y* is equal to the largest root of det [N("Y)] = 0 
when f('y) = -y2 has a unique solution in ('y;Q, oo). It is simple to observe that 
det (N( -y*)] = 0 since Amax[N('y*)] = f('y*)- (1'*)2 = 0. Now suppose that there 

exists a "Yl suchthat det [N("Y1)] = 0 and 1'1 > "Y*. This implies that there exists 
an eigenvalue of N('yt), say Ai[N('yt}], suchthat Ai[N("Yt)] ::j:. Amax[N{"Yt)] and 

.Xi[N("Yt)] = 0. Thus, we have 

(5.2.18) 

contradicting the findings in Proposition 5.2.5 that Amax(N(I')] must be a non
increasing function. Hence, "Y* is the largest root of det [N('y)] = 0 and it is 

equal to Pmax(M)}t as shown in Proposition 5.2.6. 
Now we consider the situation when f (I') = ')'2 has no solution in the interval 

(l';q,oo). In this case, clearly we have -y* = ";Q and 0:$ J(I';Q):::; ("Y;q)2. The 
last inequality and the definition of N('y) in (5.2.14) imply that 

(5.2.19) 
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Thus, the determinant of N('y;Q) is bounded. Evaluating equation (5.2.16) at 

'Y = 'Y;Q, we have 

det [N('y;Q)J· det [S,.,p - (-r;Q)-2T,.p]· det [('Y;Q)2 S,.Q - T.,QJ 

= (-1)n"p · det[S,.p]· det [S,.,QJ· det [(1;Q)2!-M]. (5.2.20) 

Note that from (5.2.7) and the definition of 'Y;Q, we have 

det[S,.p- ('Y;Q)-2T,.p]· det[(1·;Q)2 S,.,Q- T,.QJ = 0, 

and since det [N(-y;Q)] is bounded, it follows from (5.2.20) that 

(5.2.21) 

(5.2.22) 

or ('Y;Q)2 is an eigenvalue of M. Furthermore since det [N('Y)] = 0 and similarly 
det ['Y2 I - M] = 0 do not have a root in ( 'Y;Q, oo), hence -y;Q = { Amax ( M)}!. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. ~ 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 5.2.2. If Assumptions 5.M.3 and 5.M.6, i.e., the geometric condi
tions, are not satisfied, then an iterative scheme might be used to determine 
the infimum. This can be done by finding the smallest scalar, say .:Y*, such that 
the Riccati equation 

has a positive definite solution P., > 0, the Riccati equation 

has a positive definite solution Q,. > 0, and 

(5.2.25) 

Here r is as defined in (5.2.4). Also, all sub-matrices with subscript 'p' are re
lated to the special coordinate basis decomposition of :EP and the system (5.2.2), 
and all sub-matrices with subscript 'Q' are related to the special coordinate basis 
decomposition of E~ and the system (5.2.3). Im 

Remark 5.2.3. If :EP is right invertible and ~Q is left invertible, then As
sumptions 5.M.3 and 5.M.6, i.e., the geometric conditions, are automatically 
satisfied. Moreover, Assumption 5.M.7, D22 = 0, is no Ionger necessary and 
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the infimum 'Y* for the measurement feedback system (5.2.1) can be obtained 
as follows: 

where r is as defined in (5.2.4), i' :z:p and S:z:p are the positive semi-definite and 
positive definite solutions of the following Lyapunov equations, 

(5.2.26) 

(5.2.27) 

and i' :z:Q and S xQ are the positive semi-definite and positive definite solutions 
of the following Lyapunov equations, 

+ - - ( + )' + ( + )' L+ r-1 (L+ r- 1 )' AaaQS:z:Q + BxQ AaaQ = Boaq BoaQ + adQ orQ adQ orQ · 

(5.2.28) 

(5.2.29) 

Here again all sub-rnatrices with subscript 'p' are related to the special coordi
nate basis decomposition of l;p and the system (5.2.2), while all sub-matrices 
with subscript 'q' are related to the special coordinate basis decomposition of 
2:~ and the system (5.2.3). The detailed proof of the above clairn is similar to 
that of Theorem 5.2.1. It can be found in Chen [14). @ 

We illustrate our results in the following examples. 

Example 5.2.1. We consider a measurement feedback systern (5.2.1) with A, 
B, E, C2 , D 2 , D 22 being given as in Example 5.1.1 of Section 5.1 and 

- [0 -2 -3 -2 
C 1 - 1 2 3 2 (5.2.30) 

Step 5.M.l. It was computed in Example 5.1.1 that rsP = Is, nxP = 3 and 

[ 
0.556281 0.185427 

BxP = 0.185427 0.395142 
-0.305593 0.231469 

-0.305593] [ 13 0 0] 
0.231469 , TxP = 0 0 0 . 
1.217984 0 0 0 
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Step 5.M.2. The subsystem (A,E,Cl,Dl) is invertible and of nonminimum 
phase with invariant zeros at { -1.630662, -3.593415, 0.521129 ± j0.363042}. 
Following our algorithm, we obtain 

and 

[ 

-0.011218 -0.106028 -0.906482 -0.212184 0.090909] 
0.185213 -0.745725 0.194520 -0.119195 0.181818 

r SQ = -0.919232 o.o96732 o.326906 -0.603079 o.272727 , 
0.279141 0.532936 0.087364 -0.581308 0.181818 

-0.206551 -0.373195 0.161098 0.489027 0.090909 

- - + - [ 0.433179 -0.253237] -
roro- 1• Aq - Aaao- 0.551005 0.609080 ' nxo- 2' 

1 [ 0.033508 ~0.018630] 1 [0 0] 
BoBq = -0.018630 0.030289 ' CqCo = 0 0 ' 

E+ = [ -0.769496 0.010023 0.448951 -0.769496] 
aQ -0.090061 0.655677 -1.044466 -0.090061 ' 

[ 0.026333 -0.021114] [ 1.274771 -0.555799] 
Sxq = -0.021114 0.043965 ' Txq = -0.555799 1.764580 ' 

Step 5.M.3. The nxP X nxq matrix r is then given by 

and 

[ 
-0.011218 -0.106028] 

r = 0.185213 -0.745725 , 
-0.919232 0.096732 

M = 102 X 0.616882 
[ 

0.500695 
-0.442374 

-0.334250 0.245016 0.082332 0.052125] 
0.992368 -0.260321 0.032515 0.253182 

-0.513348 0.588766 0.501907 0.261525 . 
1.074941 

-0.583103 
-1.295698 0.921909 0.622391 0.172484 

1.526365 -0.286520 0.180099 0.487850 

Step 5.M.4. Finally, the infimum for the measurement feedback system is given 
by 

/* = 13.638725. 

Example 5.2.2. We consider a measurement feedback system (5.2.1) with A, 
B, E, C2, D2, D22 being given as in Example 5.1.2 of Section 5.1 and 

C1 = [1 ....,2 3 -4], D1 =0. (5.2.31) 
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It is again simple to verify that the subsystem (A,E,C1,Dt), i.e., l:Q, is ob
servable and invertible with two unstable invariant zeros at 0.5 ± j0.5916 and 
one infinite zero of order two. Hence, all assumptions are satisfied. Following 
Remark 5.2.3, we obtain 

n.,p = 1, S.,P = 0.5, f'.,P = 0.25, 

rorQ = 1, n.,Q = 2, 

+ - [ -1.2230247 -0.5241535] + - [ -0.6289841] 
EaQ - 1.1679942 0.9408842 ' LadQ - 1.3756377 ' 

+ - [0.8842105 -0.5101735] 
AaaQ - 0.9753892 0.1157895 ' 

BjjaQ = 0, D22,0Q = 0, D22,1Q = [2 1], 

- [0.5274947 0.5264991] - [0.5810175 
S.,Q = 0.5264991 3.7365053 ' T.,Q = 0.9950273 

r = [ -1.2230247 1.1679942], 

M= [~ 
0 

9.7252904 
2.0766328 
1.2428740 

0 

0 
3.0610640 
0.9724337 
1.1820112 

0 

and finally the infimum for the given system, 

'Y* = 3.2088448. 

0 
-0.7439148 

0.1292764 
0.7056473 

0 

5.3. Plants with Imaginary Axis Zeros 

0.9950273] 
3.2589825 ' 

We present in this section a non-iterative computational algorithm for the mea
surement feedback system (5.2.1) whose subsystems l:P and/or :EQ have invari
ant zeros on the imaginary axis. The procedure is similar to the algorithm of the 
previous section, although it is slightly more complicated. lt involves finding 
eigenspaces for the imaginary axis invariant zeros of l:P and :EQ and finding so
lutions to two extra Sylvester equations. We consider the system (5.2.1) which 

satisfies the following assumptions: 

Assumption 5.Z.1: (A,B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 5.Z.2: Im(E) c v-(:Ep) +S-(l:p); 
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Assumption 5.Z.3: (A, Ci) is detectable; 

Assumption 5.Z.4: Ker(C2) :::> v-(Eq) ns-(Eq); and 

Assumption S.Z.S: D22 = 0. 

We have the following step-by-step algorithm for computing -y*. We note that 
it has some overlaps with that in the previous section. However, this is merely 
for completeness and to properly define matrices required in the computation 
of the infimum -y*. 

Step S.Z.l. Transform the subsystem system Ep, i.e., (A,B,C2 ,D2 ) into the 
special coordinate basis described in Theorem 2.3.1. To all sub-matrices 
and transformations in the special coordinate basis of Ep, we append the 
subscript 'p' to signify their relation to the system EP. We also introduce 
an additional permutation matrix to the original state transformation 
such that the transformed state variables are arranged as 

x;!'P 
Xbp 

Xp = X~p 

x;P 
(5.3.1) 

Xcp 
Xdp 

Next, we compute 
E;ip 

EbP 

r-1E- E2p 
SP - E;;p 

(5.3.2) 

EcP 

EdP 

Note that Assumption 5.Z.2 implies EbP = 0. Then define the following 
matrices: 

L;!"bpcbp 

Abbp 

L~bpcbP 
(5.3.3) 

(5.3.4) 
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and 

(5.3.5) 

By some simple algebra, it is Straightforward to show that 

c; [I- D,(D;D, )-1 n; je, ; [! 0 0] _, -
cbpcbP 0 ' (5.3.6) 

0 0 

f0r SOffie full rOW rank cbP 1 

[ A;!"., 
-+ -
LabpCbP 0 l Ap- BP(D~DP)- 1 D~Cp = ~ Äbbp 0 ' (5.3.7) 
-0 -

A~aP LabpcbP 

and 

[B~, -+ l [ + -+ l ~adP BaaP ~adP 
BP(D~DP)-1 B~ = BobP LbdP · BobP LbdP (5.3.8) 

B8aP 
-o o -o 
LadP BoaP LadP 

- -o -+ - -o for some appropriate LabP, LabP> LadP> LbdP and Ladp· Herewenote that 
it can easily be verified that the pair (Äbbp,CbP) is observable provided 
that (AbbP, CbP) is Observable. 

Step 5.Z.2. Define 

AxP := [AtaP L~~pCbP] , 
0 AbbP 

[ n+ 
B ·- OaP 

XP .-

BQbp 
-+ l ~adP , 

LbdP 
(5.3.9) 

and 

CxP := [0 (5.3.10) 

Then we solve for the unique positive definite solution SxP of the Riccati 
equation, 

(5.3.11) 

tagether with the matrix T;r;P defined by 

[TaxP 0] 
TxP := O O , 
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where TaxP is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(5.3.12) 

Next, solve the unique solution Y,.p of the following Sylvester equation, 

(AxP + SxPC~pCxP)YxP + YxP(A~ap) 1 + SxPC~P(i~bp) 1 

- BxP [ B8aP i~dP] 1 = 0. (5.3.13) 

Let us denote the set of eigenvalues of A~aP with a non-negative imaginary 

part as {jwPl, · · ·, jwPkp} and for i = 1, · · ·, kp, choose complex matrices 

v;p, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace, 

(5.3.14) 

where n~P is the dimension of A~aP' Then define 

F: vH([ 0 -0 ][ 0 -o ]' Lo (io )' 
iP := iP BOaP LadP BoaP Lad? + ab? ab? 

(5.3.15) 

for i = 1, · · · , kp , and 

(5.3.16) 

It is shown in [95] that FP > 0. Also, define 

Step 5.Z.3. Transform the Subsystem I:~, i.e., (A'' c~' E'' DD, into the Special 

coordinate basis described in Theorem 2.3.1. Again we add here the sub

script 'Q' to all sub-matrices and transformations in the special coordinate 

basis of the system E~ and re-arrange the transformed state variables as 

+ XaQ 

XbQ 
0 

xQ = 
XaQ 

(5.3.18) 
x;Q 

XcQ 

XdQ 
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Next, we compute 

r -lc'
SQ 2-

E;tq 

Ebq 

E~Q 
E;;q 

Ecq 
Edq 

125 

(5.3.19) 

Note that Assumption 5.Z.4 implies Ebq = 0. Then define the following 

matrices: [At., L~bqCbq 

Au 
[Bt., Lt,, l 

Aq := 0 AbbQ ' 
Bq:= Bobq Lbdq , (5.3.20) 

0 L~bqCbq BgaQ L~dQ 

[ Ed, l Eq := E~q , (5.3.21) 

EaQ 

and 

c, ~ r., [~ 
0 

~] , 
[J~, c,~cd,] 0 Dq := foq ~ (5.3.22) 

Cbq 

By some simple algebra, it is Straightforward to show that 

[~ 
0 

~], _, -
C~ [I- Dq(D~Dq)- 1 D~] Cq = CbqCbq 

0 

(5.3.23) 

for some full row rank 6 bq, and 

[t 
-+ -

Au 
LabqCbq 

Aq - Bq(D~Dq)- 1 D~Cq = A.bbQ 
-0 -
LabqCbq 

(5.3.24) 

and 

[Bt., -+ l [ + -+ r ~adQ Boaq ~adQ 
Bq(D~Dq)-1 B~ = Bobq Lbdq · Bobq Lbdq 

B8aQ 
-0 0 -0 
Ladq BoaQ LadQ 

(5.3.25) 

- -o -+ - -o 
for some appropriate Labq, Labq• Ladq• Lbdq and Ladq· Herewenote that 
it can easily be verified that the pair (Abbq, Cbq) is observable provided 

that (Abbq, Cbq) is observable. 
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Step 5.Z.4. Define 

A ·- [A;!""a.Q 
o;Q .-

0 
(5.3.26) 

and 

C.,q := (0 (5.3.27) 

Then we solve for the unique positive definite solution S.,q of the Riccati 

equation, 

(5.3.28} 

tagether with the matrix T.,q defined by 

where Taxq is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(5.3.29} 

Next, solve the unique solution Y.,q of the following Sylvester equation, 

(A.,q + S.,qC~qCxq)Y.,q + Y.,q(A~aq)' + S.,qC~q(L~bq)' 
- B.,q [B8aQ L~dq]' = 0. {5.3.30} 

Let us denote the set of eigenvalues of A~a.Q with a non-negative imaginary 

part as {jwql, · · ·, jwqkq} and for i = 1, · · ·, kq, choose complex matrices 
V;q, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace, 

{XE cn~Q I xH(jWqil- A~a.Q) = 0 }. 

where n~q is the dimension of A~aq· Then define 

F. vH([ 0 -o ][ 0 -o ]' L-0 (L-0 )' 
iQ := iQ BoaQ La.dQ Boaq Ladq + a.bQ abQ 

(5.3.31) 

- [<L~bq}'+CqYqr [<L~bq}'+CqYq])ViQ, {5.3.32} 

for i = l,···,kq, and 

Fq := blkdiag{ F1q, · · ·, FkqQ }· 

Again, it can be shown that Fq > 0. Also, define 

{5.3.33) 

Gq := blkdiag { Vi.~E~q(E~q)'Vtq, · · ·, Vk~q~q(~q)'VkQQ }· {5.3.34) 
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Step 5.Z.5. Define 
(5.3.35) 

and 
(5.3.36) 

and partition 

r-1(r-1)' = [r *] 
SP SQ * * I 

(5.3.37) 

where r is of dimension n.,p x no:Q· Finally, define a constant matrix 

0 

-rs-1 
:J:Q 

T.,qS;~ 

0 

~ ]· (5.3.38) 

G ~-1 
Q Q 

Step 5.Z.6. The infimum 'Y* is then given by 

(5.3.39) 

This will be justified in Theorem 5.3.1 below. 

We have the following main theorem. 

Theorem 5.3.1. Consider the given measurement feedback system (5.2.1). 

Then under Assumptions 5.Z.1 to 5.Z.5, its infimum is given by (5.3.39). 1!1 

Proof. Following the results of Scherer [96], it can be show that 

(5.3.40) 

if and only if the following algebraic Riccati inequality, 

[AP- Bp(D~DP)-1DPCP]X + X[AP- Bp(D~DP)-1 DPCP]' 

+ 7 - 2 EPE~ + xcp [I- Dp(D~Dp)-1 D~] cpx- BP(D~Dp)-1 B~ < o, 

has a positive definite solution. Then it follows from the results of [95] and 
[96] (see also Theorem 3.1.2) and some simple algebraic manipulations that for 

"' > 'Y;, the positive semi-definite matrix P( 'Y) given by 

P( ) = (r-1)' [ (SxP - '"Y-2T.,p)-1 0] r-1 
"f SP Q 0 SP I 

(5.3.41) 
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is the lower limit point of the set 

{ p > OI3F: (A + BF)'P+P(A+ BF) + "Y-2PEE'P 

+(Ca+ DaF)'(C2 + DaF) < 0 }. 

Moreover, such a P{"Y) does not exist when "Y < "Y;. By dual reasoning, one can 

show that 

'Y > 'Y~ := max { J Amax(TxQS;J), J Amax(GQF;;1)}, (5.3.42) 

if and only if the following algebraic Riccati inequality, 

[AQ - BQ(D~DQ)-1 DQCQ]Z + Z[AQ- BQ(D~DQ)-1 DQCQ]' 

+ -y-2 EQE~ + ZCQ [I- DQ(D~DQ)-1 D~] CQZ- BQ(D~DQ)-1 B~ < 0, 

has a positive definite solution. For 'Y > "Y~, the positive semi-definite matrix 
Q("Y) given by 

Q("Y) = (r;~ )' [ (S.,Q- "Y~ar.,Q)-1 ~] r;~' (5.3.43) 

is the lower limit point of the set 

{ Q > 0 I3K : (A + KCI)Q + Q(A + KCI)' + "Y-2QC~C2Q 

+ (E + KDl)(E + KDI)' < 0 }· 

Again, such a Q('Y) does not exist when 'Y < "Y~· Now, let us define 

'Y;Q := max {V Amax(TxPS;l), J Amax(T.,QS;J)}, 

and 

(5.3.44) 

(5.3.45) 

where P('Y) and Q('Y) are as given in (5.3.41) and (5.3.43), respectively. Then 
following the results of Scherer [96], it can easily be shown that 

-y• = max{ "Y;oup• }>.max(GPFP-1), VAmax(GQFq1)}. (5.3.46) 

Also, it follows from Theorem 5.2.1 that 

{5.3.47) 

Hence, the result of Theorem 5.3.1 follows. 
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We illustrate our main result in the following example. 

Example 5.3.1. Consider a given system characterized by 

A = [~ 
I I -1 I] 

B = [~ ~] , E = [ ~ !] ' 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 ' (5.3.48) 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 

[-1 C1 = 1 
11 -21.876238 -4.2239 -2.425699] 

2 3 2 1 ' D1 = [~ ~] ' 
(5.3.49) 

and 

[0 0 I 0 0] [I 0] 00001 00 
(5.3.50) C2 = 0 1 0 0 0 ' D2 = 0 0 ' D22 = 0. 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

First, it is simple to verify that the subsystem ~P is left invertible with two 

invariant zeros at ±j and Assumption 5.Z.2 is satisfied. Applying the special 

coordinate basis transformation to EP, we have 

[ 

0 0 0 -1 
1.3660254 0.3660254 0 0 

rsP =. 0.1988066 1.9900945 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 

[ -0.1614784 0.2246812] 
AxP = 0.6026457 -0.8385216 ' 

[ 0.6040578 -0.1762197] 
BxP = 0.4 723969 0.4878984 ' 

and 

[ 1.3544397 0.2665382] 
CxP = 0.2665382 2.0058434 ' 

[ 0 1] -o [ 0.9489977 1.0485243] 
A~aP = 1 - O ' LabP = -0.9489977 -1.0485243 ' 

[ BgaP L~dP] = [ ~ _ i] , E~P = [ _ ~ _ i] · 
Following Step 5.Z.2, we obtain 

[ 0.6180716 -0.2516670] 
SxP = -0.2516670 0. 7339429 ' 

[ -0.6928337 -0.0822109] 
YxP = -0.3HÜ228 0.3068152 ' 
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and 
Fp = 2.3885733, Gp = 3.5. 

Next, the subsystem ~Q is invertible and of nonminimum phase with invariant 
zeros at { 0.078944, ±j2.302011, -4.095803 }. Hence, Assumption 5.Z.4 is au
tomatically satisfied .. Applying the special coordinate basis transformation to 
~~, we obtain 

[ 

0.2148444 0.0018481 
0.5503097 0.6645646 

rsQ = -0.7990597 -0.7456317 
-0.0941402 -0.0440333 
-0.0603521 0.0210926 

0.2169145 
-0.6352193 
-0.5938518 

0.3437855 
-0.2803500 

0.0698280 
0.8023543 

-0.5805731 
0.0892284 

-0.0795282 

0.2] 0.4 
0.6 ' 
0.4 
0.2 

A:z:Q = A~aQ = 0.0789442, BxQ = [2.3596219 -0.1725085), C:z:Q = 0, 

E;I'Q = [ 0.1593412 0.0009204 0.0116587 0.1593412) 

and 
Ao = [0.8733954 -14.3566212] 

aaQ 0.4222493 -0.8733953 ' 

[ 0 -o ] _ [ 13.8502316 -10.8089077] 
BoaQ LadQ - 0.3251762 -1.3752299 ' 

Eo = [ -1.9958628 6.3511003 -0.7973732 -1.9958628] 
aQ -0.5082606 0.0920508 -0.4908900 -0.5082606 ' 

Following Step 5.Z.4, we have 

S:z:Q = 35.4527292, T:z:Q = 0.3224810, Y:z:Q = ( -5.2529064 93.6614674], 

and 

Finally, evaluate 

[
1.465309~ 

M= 0 
0 
0 

We obtain 

FQ = 8.4694885, GQ = 35.4527292. 

0 
-0.0000103 

0.0000632 
-0.0002503 

0 

0 
-0.0000451 

0.0002763 
-0.0010946 

0 

0 
0.0003744 

-0.0022958 
0.0090961 

0 

'Y* = VAmax{M) = 1.2104998. 

0] 0 
0 . 

0.211028~ 



Chapter 6 

Salutions to Continuous
tißle H 00 Problem 

THE MAIN CONTRIBUTION of this chapter is to provide closed-form solutions 
to the Hoo suboptimal control problern for continuous-time systems. Here by 
closed-form solutions we mean solutions which are explicitly parameterized in 
terms of '"Y and are obtained without explicitly requiring a value for 'Y· Hence 
one can easily tune the parameter '"Y to obtain the desired Ievel of disturbance 
attenuation. Such a design can be called a 'one-shot' design. We provide these 
closed-form solutions for a dass of singular H00 suboptimal control problems 
for which the subsystem from the control input to the controlled output and 
the subsystem from the disturbance to the measurement output satisfy certain 
geometric conditions and some other minor assumptions, namely, Assumptions 
5.M.l to 5.M.7 of Chapter 5. Moreover, forthisdass of systems we also provide 
conditions under which the H00 optimal control problern via state feedback has 
a solution. Explicit expressions for the solutions will also be given. Finally the 
issue of pole-zero cancellations in the closed-loop system resulting from the Hoo 
optimal or suboptimal state or output feedback controllaws are examined. 

Same significant attributes of our method of generating the closed-form 
solutions in the Hoo suboptimal control problern are as follows: 

1. No H 00-CARE's are solved in generating the closed-form solutions. As a 
result, all the numerical difliculties associated with the Hoo-CARE's are 
alleviated. 

2. The value for 1 can be adjusted on line when the closed-form solution to 
the Hoo suboptimal control problern is implemented using either software 
or hardware. Since the effect of such a 'knob' on the performance and the 

131 
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robustness of the closed-loop system is straightforward, it should be very 

appealing from a practical point of view. 

3. Having closed-form solutions to the H 00 suboptimal control problern en

ables us to understand the behavior of the controller (i.e., high-gain, band

width, etc.) as the parameter "( approaches the infimum value of the Hoo 
norm of Thw over all stabilizing controllers. 

The above mentioned results were reported in Saberi, Chen and Lin [86). In 
the case when Assumptions 5.M.1 and 5.M.7 arenot satisfied, a similar method 

will also be adapted to compute "(-suboptimal solutions. It is, however, no 

Ionger a closed-form one. The outline of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.1 

gives a closed-form solution to the H00 suboptimal state feedback control prob

lern, while Section 6.2 provides a closed-form solution (full order controller) to 

the Hoo suboptimal measurement feedback control problem. A reduced order 

-y-suboptimal controller design method is introduced in Section 6.3. Finally, all 

main results are to be proved in Section 6.4. 

6.1. Full State Feedback 

We consider in this section the H00 optimization problern for the following full 

state feedback systems characterized by 

{ 
X = A X + B u + E w, 
y= X 

h = c2 x + .... 2 u + D22 w, 
(6.1.1) 

where x E :IR,. is the state, u E R.m is the control input, w E Rq is the external 

disturbance input, and h E Rt is the controlled output of :E. Again, we Iet :EP 
be the subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A,B,C2 ,D2 ). As in 

Section 5.1 of Chapter 5, we first mal<e the following assumptions: 

Assumption 6.F.l: (A, B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 6.F.2: :EP has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 6.F.3: Im (E) C v-(:EP) + s-(:EP); and 

Assumption 6.F.4: D22 = 0. 

We introduce a procedure for obtaining the closed-form solutions for the 

H oo suboptimal state feedback control problern utilizing an asymptotic time

scale and eigenstructure assignment (ATEA). The concept of the ATEA design 
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procedure was proposed originally in Saberi and Sannuti [90] and its complete 
time-scale properties and Lyapunov stability analysis were done in Chen [10]. 
lt uses the special coordinate basis of the given system (See Theorem 2.3.1). 
We also give conditions under which the Hoo optimal control problern has a 
solution. Furthermore, explicit expressions for these optimal solutions will be 
given. The following is a step-by-step algorithm to construct the closed-form 
of the )'-suboptimal state feedback laws, which are explicitly parameterized by 
1 > /'* and a tuning parameter e. 

Step 6.F.l: Transform the system I:P into the special coordinate basis as given 
by Theorem 2.3.1 in Chapter 2. To all sub-matrices and transformations 
in the special coordinate basis of :EP, we append a subscript P to signify 
their relation to the system :EP. We also choose the output transformation 
r OP t0 haVe the f0l10Wifig form: 

foP = [ lmop 0 ] 
0 forP ' 

where m 0 p = rank (D2). Next, we compute 

E;tp 

EbP 

jj; = r_;-p1 E = E;;p 

EcP 
EdP 

(6.1.2) 

(6.1.3) 

Note that Assumption 6.F.3 implies EbP = 0. Also, for economy of no
tation, we denote nxp the dimension ofRn;s+p:P)· Note that nxP = 0 
if and only if the system :EP is right invertible and is of minimum phase. 
Next, define 

B.,pB:p = BupB~ 1p + At3P(C~3pC23P)- 1 A~3p, 

c:pcxP = C~1pC21P- C~lpC2tP(C~3pC23P)-lC~3pC21P· 
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Step 6.F.2: Solve for the unique positive definite solution SzP of the algebraic 
matrix Riccati equation, 

(6.1.4} 

tagether with the matrix TzP defined by 

T. _ [TaaP 0] 
'ZP- 0 0 1 (6.1.5} 

where TaaP is the unique semi-positive solution of the algebraic matrix 
Lyapunov equation, 

(6.1.6} 

Then it was shown in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5 that the infimum for the 
given system (6.1.1) is given by 

(6.1. 7) 

Then, for any "' > "f*, we define 

( ) [ F~('Y) Ho(r)] [ B{lpPz ] 
Fn I := pa+l("') ( = ( I ) 1[ I Cl G ] ' 

I Fbl I) c23pc23P - A13pPz+ 23P 21P 
(6.1.8) 

where 
(6.1.9) 

and define 

A~lP := AnP- [ BnP A13p] Fn (I)· 

We will show later on that the eigenvalues of Ahp are in (!-. Let us 
partition [ Fdi_ ("') Fb1 ( 1)] as, 

[ 
.F;;i 1 ("') Fbll (r) l 

[F,;i("') Fb1("1)] = F,;i~(J) Fb12(J) , {6.1.10) 

F.;+j_ mc1p ("') Fbl mc1p (J} 

where Fdi_i('Y) and Fbli('Y) are of dimensions 1 x ntP and 1 x nbp, respec
tively. 

Step 6.F.3: Let .Ö.cp be any arbitrary mcP xncP matrix subject to the constraint 
that 

(6.1.11} 

is a stable matrix. Note that the existence of such a ßcP is guaranteed 
by the property that ( AccP, BcP) is controllable. 
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Step 6.F.4: This step makes use of subsystems, i = 1 to mt~p, represented by 
{2.3.14) of Chapter 2. Let Ai = { A11 , A;2, · · ·, A;9, }, i = 1 to mdp, be the 
sets of q; elements all in c-, which are closed under complex conjugation, 
where q; and ffidp are as defined in Theorem 2.3.1 but associated with the 
special coordinate basis of EP. Let AdP := At U A2 U · · · U Amdr. For i = 1 
to mdP, we define 

q; 

p;(s) := II (s- A;j) = s9' + F;ts9'-1 + · · · + F,9,-ts + F;9., (6.1.12) 
j=l 

and 

(6.1.13) 

Step 6.F.5: In this step, various gains calculated in Steps 6.F.2 to 6.F.4 are 
put together to form a composite state feedback gain for the given system 
Er. Let 

[ 

Fdi_ 1(/)Ft9,/c91 l 
Fdi_kr)F292/c92 

F~mdP ('y)F~dP9mdP /cqmdP 
1 

and 

Fb12b )H92/ c92 [ 

Fbll ( r )Ft9, / c9 ' l 
FbtmdP ("Y)Fm:dP9mdP jc9mdr 

Then define the state feedback gain F(r, E:, Adp, ~er) as 

0 

F~1 (r, E:, Adr) Fbt (-y, E:, Adr) 0 [ 
F.:Ö("Y) Fbob) 0 

0 

0 0 

CÖar Cocr 

Edar EdcP 

E;"_r 0 

(6.1.14) 

(6.1.15) 

(6.1.16) 
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and where 

(6.1.17) 

and 

Fd(e,AdP) = diag(FI(e,Al}, F2(e,A2), ... , FmaP(e,AmdP)]. (6.1.18) 

This completes the algorithm. 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.1.1. Consider the full state feedback system (6.1.1) which satisfies 
Assumptions 6.F.1 to 6.F.4. Then with state feedback gain given by (6.1.14), 
we have the following properties: 

1. For any 'Y > -y•, for any AdP c c- which is closed under complex con
jugation and for any ßcP subject to the constraints that A~cP is stable, 
there exists an e"' > 0 such that for all 0 < e ::; g*, the state feedback 
controllaw, 

(6.1.19) 

with F{'Y,e, Adp, Äcp) being given as in (6.1.14) is a 1-suboptimal control 
law for the given system (6.1.1). Namely, the closed-loop system com
prising EP and the state feedback law (6.1.19) is internally stable and the 
H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer ftmction from the disturbance w to 

the controlled output h is less than ')', i.e., IIThwlloo < 'Y· 

2. Moreover as e--+ 0, the poles of the closed-loop system, i.e., the eigenval
ues of A + BF('Y, e, Adp, .6.cP), are given by 

and AdP + 0(1), 
e 

Clearly, there are at least ndP poles of the closed-loop system have infinite 
negative real parts as e -t 0. 1!1 

Proof. See Subsection 6.4.A. 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 6.1.1. (Interpretations ofe, AdP and ßcP)• Theorem 6.1.1 shows 
that the closed-loop system under Hoo suboptimal state feedback laws, i.e., 
Thw, has fast eigenvalues Adp/e. So the set of parameters AdP in the H 00 
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suboptimal gain F(r, e, Adr, 6-cr) of {6.1.14) represents the asymptotes of these 

fast eigenvalues while e represents their time-scale. The closed-loop system 

also has .X(A~cr) as slow eigenvalues. These eigenvalues can be assigned to 

any desired locations in C- by choosing an appropriate 6-cr. Hence, the set 

of parameters 6-cr in the HeX) suboptimal state feedback gain prescribes the 

locations of these slow eigenvalues. lEI 

Remark 6.1.2. (Regular Case). If D2 is injective, it is obvious from our 

algorithm that F{'y,e,Adr,6.cr) = F("y) does not depend on e, Adr and ßcr. 

and is given by 

This corresponds to the regular case, and is the central controller given in 

Doyle et al (39]. Moreover, if "( = oo, the result reduces to the solution of the 

well-known LQG problem. lEI 

Remark 6.1.3. Finally, we would like to note that if Assumption 6.F.3, i.e., 

the geometric condition, is not satisfied, one can use the iterative procedure 

in Chapter 5 to find an approximation of the infimum, say .:y*. Moreover, 

the algorithm for finding the "'(-suboptimal state feedback laws can be slightly 

modified to handle this situation. To be more specific, one only needs to modify 

Step 6.F.2 slightly as follows: 

Step 6.F.2m: For any "( > .:y•, we define 

F ( ) ·- [F:0('Y) Fbo("Y)] _ [ B~lrPx ] 
11 "Y .- FJ('y) Fb,("y) - (C~3rC23r)-'(A~3rPx+ChrC2Ir] ' 

where Px is the positive definite solution of the Riccati equation, 

and define 
A~ 1 r := AuP - [ B11r Al3P] Fn h). 

Let 's partition [ FJ ("Y) Fb1 h) ] as, 

Hub) l Fb12h) 

H1mdP("y) 
1 

where F~t('Y) and Fb!i('y) are of dimensions 1 x n;!""P and 1 x nbP· 
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The rest steps of the algorithm, i.e., Steps 6.F.1, 6.F.3 to 6.F.5, remain un

changed. All results in Theorem 6.1.1 are valid for this situation as weil. The 
only difference is that the controllaw is no Ionger of closed-form. 1!1 

The following theorem deals with pole-zero cancellations in the closed-loop 
system Thw under the state feedback law u = F('y,e,AdP,D.cP)x. 

Theorem 6.1.2. (Pole-zero Cancellations). A{A;cP), the stableinvariant 
zeros of the system :Ep, and A{A~cP) are the output decoupling zeros of the 
closed-loop transfer matrix Thw· Hence, they cancel with the poles of Thw· ffi 

Proof. See Subsection 6.4.B. 

We illustrate our algorithm in the following example. 

Example 6.1.1. Re-consider the system in Example 5.1.1, i.e., a full state 
feedback system characterized by 

r 
1 1 0 11 r 0 

!J, E = [~ !] , 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
A= 0 1 1 0 1 , B= 1 0 (6.1.20) 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

and 

c, = [~ 0 1 0 0] [1 0 0] [0 0] 0001 000 00 
(6.1.21) 1 0 0 0 'D2 = 0 0 0 ' D22 = 0 0 . 

0100 000 00 

It is easy to verify that (A, B) is stabilizable, and the system EP is neither 
right nor left invertible and is of nonminimum phase with an invariant zero at 
s = 1. Moreover, it is already in the form of the special coordinate basis with 

n;!'P = 1, n;;;, = n~P = 0, nbP = 2 and ncP = ndp = 1. Also, it is simple to 
see that Im (E) ~ v- (:EP) U s- (EP) since Ebp = 0. Hence, all Assumptions 
6.F.1 to 6.F.4 are satisfied. Moreover, it was obtained in Example 5.1.1 that 
the infimum is given by 

,. = 6.4679044. 
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Figure 6.1.1: Maximumsingular values of Thw (state feedback case). 
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Following the algorithm in this section, we obtain the closed-form solution of 
the -y-suboptimal state feedback gains, F{r,c,Adr,Äcr), which is given by 

-0.163673):2 

0.132909-y2 - 5.560084 
1 0.294790):2 Aß!! 

- + (0.13290912 - 5.560084)c 
-1 

0.18542712 - 3.009097 
0.132909-y2 - 5.560084 

-1 + {0.10214512 -12.824695}.-\dp 
(0.13290912 - 5.560084)c 

-1 

-0.31833612 + 10.696930 
0.132909-y2 - 5.560084 

_ 1 + {0.16367312 - 2.127749}Adr 
(0.13290912 - 5.560084)c 

-1 

0 -1 -Äcr 

0 ~ 0 c 
(6.1.22) 

where the scalars Adr < 0 and Äcr > 1 (note that ßcr must be greater than one 
in order to have stable A~cr). We demonstrate our results in Figure 6.1.1 by the 
plots of maximum singular values of the closed-loop transfer function matrix 
for several values of 1 and c. Note that in Figure 6.1.1, we choose parameters 

Adr = -1 and .Ö.cr = 3. liD 
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6.2. Full Order Output Feedback 

This section deals with Hoo suboptimal and optimal design using full order 
measurement output feedback laws, i.e., the dynamical order of these control 
laws will be exactly the same as that of the given system. To be more specific, 
we consider the following measurement feedback system 

{ 
j; = A X + B u + E w, 
y =Cl X + Dl w, 
h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(6.2.1) 

where x E Rn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E R 9 is the external 
disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E Rt is the 
controlled output of E. Again, we let r:P be the subsystem characterized by the 
matrix quadruple (A, B, c2,D2) and r:Q be the Subsystem characterized by the 
matrix quadruple (A, E, C1 ,Dl). The following assumptions are made first: 

Assumption 6.M.l: (A,B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 6.M.2: EP has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 6.M.4: (A, Cl) is detectable; 

Assumption 6.M.5: EQ has no invariant zero on the imaginary axis; 

Assumption 6.M.6: Ker (C2) :::> v-(r:Q) n s-(Eq); and 

Assumption 6.M.7: D22 = 0. 

The dass of output feedback controllers that we consider in this section are 
basically observer based controllaws and can be regarded as an extension of the 
central output feedback controller that was proposed in Doyle et al [39) for the 
regular case. We have modified the central output feedback controller of the 
regular case to deal with the singular case. This modification will be discussed 
later on. We assume that the infimum "Y* has been obtained using methods 
given in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5. The procedure for obtaining the closed-form 
of the Hoo suboptimal output feedback laws for any 'Y > 'Y* proceeds as follows. 

Step 6.M.l: Define an auxiliary full state feedback system 

{ 
:i; = A X + B u + E w, 
y = X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 
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and proceed to perform Steps 6.F.l to 6.F.5 of Section 6.1 to obtain the 
gain matrix F('y, c:, Adr, .Ö.cr). Also, define 

(6.2.2) 

Step 6.M.2: Define another auxiliary full state feedback system as follows, 

{ 
x = A' x + c; u + q w, 

:EQ: y = X 

h = E' X + D~ u + D~2 w) 

(6.2.3) 

and proceed to perform Steps 6.F.l to 6.F.5 ofSection 6.1 but for this aux
iliary system to obtain a gain F('y, c:, AdQ, .Ö.cQ). Let K('y, c:, AdQ, .Ö.cQ) := 

F('y, c:, Adq, .Ö.cQ)'. Also, define 

(6.2.4) 

Step 6.M.3: Construct the following full order observer based controller, 

where 

{ V = Acmp V + Bcmp Y, 
:Ecmp : 

U = Ccmp V + 0 y, 
(6.2.5) 

Acmp = A + "-2 EE'P('Y) + BF('y, c:, Adr, .Ö.cr) 

+ [I- "-2Q('Y)P('Y)r 1 { K('y, c:, AdQ, ßcQ) [ Ct + ,-2 D1E' P('Y)] 

+ 1 - 2Q('Y) (A' P('y) + P('y)A + C~C2 + "-2 P('y)EE' P('Y)] 

+r-2Q('Y)[P('Y)B + C~D2]F('Y,c:,Adp,.Ö.cr) }, (6.2.6) 

Bcmp = -[I- "-2Q(I)P('Y)r1 K('Y, c:, AdQ, ßcQ), (6.2.7) 

(6.2.8) 

lt is to be shown that :Ecmp is indeed a 1-suboptimal controller. Clearly, 
it has a dynamical order of n, i.e., it is a full order output feedback 
controller. ~ 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.2.1. Consider the given measurement feedback system (6.2.1) sat
isfying Assumptions 6.M.l to 6.M.7. Then for any 'Y > 1*, for any Adr C c
and Adq C c:::- which are closed under complex conjugation, and for any ßcr 
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and ßcQ subject to the constraints that A~cP and A~cQ are stable matrices, 

there exists an e:* > 0 such that for all 0 < e ::; e:*, the control law ~cmp 

as given in (6.2.5) is ')'-suboptimal controller, namely, the closed-loop system 

comprising ~ and the output feedback controller ~cmp. is internally stable and 

the H 00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w to the 

controlled output h is less than "f, i.e., IIThwlloo < "f. ITl 

Proof. See Subsection 6.4.C. 

The following theorem deals with the issue of pole-zero cancellations and 

the closed-loop eigenvalues in the "Y-suboptimal output feedback control. 

Theorem 6.2.2. Consider the given measurement feedback system (6.2.1) sat

isfying Assumptions 6.M.1 to 6.M. 7 with the ')'-suboptimal control Ecmp as given 

in (6.2.5). Then the following properties hold: 

1. .A(A;aP), the stable invariant zeros of the system (A, B, C2, D2), and 
.A(A~cP) are the output decoupling zeros of the closed-loop system Thw· 
Hence they cancel with the poles of Thw· 

2 . .A(A;aQ), the stable invariant zeros of the system (A, E, C1, Dt), and 

.A(A~cq) are the input decoupling zeros of the closed-loop system Thw· 
Hence they cancel with the poles of Thw· 

3. As c: -+ 0, the fast eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are asymptotically 

given by Adp/e + 0(1) and Adq/c + 0(1). ITl 

Proof. See Subsection 6.4.D. 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 6.2.1. (Interpretations of e:, AdP, Adq, ßcP and ßcQ)• Again, as 

in Remark 6.1.1, the set of parameters AdP and Adq represent the asymptotes 

of the fast eigenvalues of the closed-loop system while e: represents their time

scale. The set of parameters ßcP and ßcq prescribe the locations of the slow 

eigenvalues of the closed-loop system corresponding to .A(A~cP) and .A(A~cq)· 
The eigenvalues can be assigned to any desired locations in c- by choosing 

appropriate ßcP and 6-cq. 

Remark 6.2.2. (Regular Case). If D 1 is surjective and D2 is injective, it 

is simple to verify that F('Y, e:, Adp, ßcP) = F('Y) and K('Y, e:, Adq, 6-cq) = K('Y) 
depend only on 'Y. Moreover, we have 
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Hence, Ecmp reduces to 

where 

{ V = Acmp V + Bcmp y, 

U = Ccmp V + 0 y, 

Acmp = A +1-2 EE'P(1) + BF(-y) 

+ [I- 'i'- 2Q("Y)P("Y)) -I K('i')[C1 + ·(-2 D1 E' P("Y)j, 

Bcmp =-[I- 'i'- 2Q('i')P("Y)] -I K('Y), 

Ccmp = F('i'). 
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This corresponds to the regular case, and is the central controller givcn in Doylc 

et al [39]. fill 

Remark 6.2.3. lt is known that for a mixed sensitivity problern (sce for cx

ample, Kwakernaak (52] and Postlewaite et al (80]), 

1. the H oo design results in pole-zero cancellation between plant and con

troller at all of the stable poles of the uncompensated plant; 

2. the closed-loop poles include the mirror image positions of all unstable 

poles of the plant. 

We would like to point out that none of these behaviors arise in the dass of 

problern that we have considered. It is obvious that the dass of mixed sensi

tivity problern and our dass of problern are disjoint since a mixed sensitivity 

problern always involves a feedthrough term from the disturbance to thc con

trolled output. @ 

Remark 6.2.4. Finally, we would like to note that if Assumptions 6.M.3 and 

6.M.6, i.e., the geometric conditions, are not satisfied, one can use thc itera

tive procedure in Chapter 5 to find an approximation of the infimum, say -=y•. 

Moreover, the algorithm for finding the 1-suboptimal output feedback laws can 

also be rnodified to handle this situation. Tobemore specific, one only needs 

to modify Steps 6.M.l and 7.M.2 slightly as follows: 

Step 6. M .1m: Define an auxiliary full state feedback system 

{ 
x = A x + B u + E w, 

y = X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 
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and proceed to perform Steps 6.F.1, 6.F.2m, and 6.F.3 to 6.F.5 of Sec
tion6.1 to obtain the gainmatrix F("f,e, AdP, .Ö.cP) and Pz. Let Pa:P :=Pa:. 
Also, define 

( ) ( -1)' [Pzp 0] r-1 p "f := r BP Q 0 BP " (6.2.9) 

Step 6.M.2m: Define another auxiliary full state feedback system as follows, 

{ 
x = A' x + c~ u + q w, 

EQ: y = X 

h = E' X + D~ 'U + D~2 w, 

and proceed to perform Steps 6.F.1, 6.F.2m, and 6.F.3 to 6.F.5 of Sec
tion 6.1 but for this auxiliary system to obtain F{'Y,c,Adp, Acp) and Pz. 
Let K('Y,e-, AdQ, AcQ) := F(/,c,AdQ, ~cQ)' and Q.,q :=Pa:. Also, define 

(6.2.10) 

The last step of the algorithm, i.e., Step 6.M.3, remains unchanged. All results 
in Theorems 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 arevalid for this situation as well. However, the 
output feedback controllaw is not of closed-form any more. l!Y 

Again, we illustrate our results in the following example. 

Example 6.2.1. Consider a given measurement feedback system characterized 
by matrices A, B, E, C2, D2 and D22 as given in Example 6.1.1 of the previous 
section and 

[0 -2 -3 -2 -1] [1 0] 
C1 = 1 2 3 2 1 ' D 1 = 0 0 . (6.2.11) 

We first note that the pair (A, Cl) is detectable, and the system (A, E, C1. D1 ) 

is invertible {hence Assumption 6.M.6 is satisfied) and of nonminimum phase 
with invariant zeros at { -1.630662, -3.593415, 0.521129±j0.363042 }. lt was 
obtained in Example 5.2.1 that 

,. = 13.638725. 

The closed-form to the output feedbacksuboptimal controllers as in (6.2.5) to 
(6.2.8) with F{'Y,c,Adp,AcP) given by (6.1.22}, 

(6.2.12) 
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where 

and 

Ko= 

-43.91t + 4257.86]2 - 97026.13 
7.12')' - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23 

-12.45:y4 + 372.65l- 0.02 
7.12')'4 - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23 

-48.44:y4 + 1803.08l + 0.02 
7.12')'4 - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23 

62.57]4 - 1212.58-t - 38810.46 
7.12')'4 - 790.42')' + 19405.23 

17.80t - 83.04]2 - 19405.21 
7.12')' - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23 

-5 + 0.090909~ - (0.24')'4- 10.14')'2)-Xdg 
c (7.12')'4 - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23)c: 

- 0.363636- ( -2.39')'4 + 190.91 1'2)-Xdg 
(7.12--y4 - 790.42-y2 + 19405.23)e: 

- 0.382726- (2.04-y4 - 108.95-y2).Xdg 
(7.12')'4 - 790.42')'2 + 19405.23)e: 

- 2.545451 + 0.272727 Adg - ( -1.131'4 + 14·861 2)>'dg 
c (7.12')'4 - 790.4212 + 19405.23)c: 

- 1.272726 + 0.363636 Adg - (0 ·69~'4 - 7 4·561'2)-Xdg 
c (7.12')'4 - 790.4212 + 19405.23)c: 

with Adg < 0, and 

1 
P(T') = 0.132909-y2 - 5.560084 X 

[ 0.4277ü-y' -0.29658')'2 0.16367-y2 0 

-0.29658-y2 -15.8338 + 0.58415-y2 3.0091- 0.18543-y2 0 

0.16367-y2 3.0091- 0.18543')'2 -5.1368 + 0.18543-y2 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

where 

-0.768087 
0.124423 1.778706 -1.759522 -1.184163 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

[ 

0.083104 0.124442 

Ql = 0.484459 0.340500 

0.484459 
0.340500 
2.917279 -4.330299 

-0.249208] 

-1.256601 , 
-0.768087 -1.759522 -4.330299 
-0.249208 -1.184163 -1.256601 

7.332315 
2.613520 

2.613520 
1.160281 

' 
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Figure 6.2.1: Maximumsingular values of Thw (output feedback case). 

-3.7265760 -18.030782 27.934279 
-3.7265760 -122.50790 6.5460280 79.188507 70.727376 

[ -3.0576430 

Qo = -18.030781 6.5460280 -113.22255 153.81266 36.981101 . 

8.7345960] 

27.934279 79.188509 153.81266 -272.47959 -102.79025 
8.7345960 70.727376 36.981101 -102.79025 -55.552230 

As in the previous example, we demonstrate our results in Figure 6.2.1 by the 

plots of maximum singular values of the closed-loop transfer function matrix 

for several values of 1 and s. Note that in Figure 6.2.1, we choose Adp = -1, 

AcP = 3 and AdQ = -1. Note that since :EQ for this example is left invertible, 

the gain K(l,s, AdQ, AcQ) depends only on 1, e: and AdQ· Im 

6.3. Reduced Order Output Feedback 

In this section, the Hoo control problern with reduced order measurement output 

feedback is investigated. For the case that some entries of the measurement vec

tor arenot noise-corrupted, we show that one can find dynamic compensators 
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of a lower dynamical order. More specifically, we will show that there exists a 

time-invariant, finite-dimensional dynamic compensator I::cmp of the form 

{ V = Acmp V + Bcmp Y 1 

:Ecmp : 
U = Ccmp V + Dcmp y, 

(6.3.1) 

and with a McMillan degree n- rank[C1 , Dd + rank(Dl) ~ n for :E of (6.2.1) 

such that the resulting closed loop system is internally stable and the closed Ioop 

transfer function from w to h has an Hoo norm Iess than ')' > ')'*. Moreover, we 

give an explicit construction of such a reduced order compensator. The result 

of this section was previously reported in [103] while the original idea for how 

to construct a reduced order observer for a generalsystemwas given by Chen 

et al [22]. 
Let 'Y* be the infimum for the given system :E of (6.2.1) and Iet 'Y > 'Y* be 

given. Using the result of the previous section, one can easily find two positive 

semi-definite matrices P and Q which satisfy 

·- [A'P+PA+C~C2 + PEE'Ph2 

F,(P) .- B' P + D~C2 
and 

G (Q) := [AQ + QA' + EE' + QqC2Q/'Y2 QC~ + ED~] > O 
, C1Q + D1E' D1D~ - ' 

respectively, i.e., P and Q are the solutions of the quadratic matrix inequalities 

F,(P) ~ 0 and G,(Q) 2:: 0. Next, we define an auxiliary system, 

where 

and 

{ 

Xpq = APQ Xpq + BPQ u + EPQ Wpq, 

r:PQ : y = clP xPQ + DlPQ wPQ, 

hPQ = C2P xPQ + D2P u, 

APQ := A+EE'Ph2 + ('"Y2I- QP)-1Qqpc2p, 

BPQ := B + {'Y2J- QP)-1 QqpD2P! 

EPQ :=(I- QP/'Y2)- 1 Eq, 

C1P :=C1+D1E'P/'Y2. 

(6.3.2) 

) (6.3.3) 

It can be shown (see e.g., [100]) that i) (APQ! BPQ! c2P! D2P) is right invertible 

and of minimum phase; and ii) (Apq,Epq,C1p,D1pq) is left invertible and of 

minimum phase. 
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We will build the reduced order compensator upon the above auxiliary sys
tem and show later that it works for the original system E of (6.2.1) as weil. 
Let us first eliminate states which can be directly observed and concentrate on 
those states which still need to be observed. In order to do this, we need to 
choose a suitable basis. Without Ioss of generality, but for simplicity of pre
sentation, we assume that the matrices C1P and D2PQ are transformed in the 
following form: 

Thus, the system :EPQ as in (6.3.2) can be partitioned as follows, 

(!~) = [~~~ 
(~~) = [1 

(:~) + [~~] 
(:~) [Dl,O] + Q WpQ, 

(6.3.4) 

(6.3.5) 

where (x~, x~)' = XpQ and (yh, y~)' = y. We observe that Yl = x1 is already 
available and need not be estimated. Thus we need to estimate only the state 
variable x2 • We fi.rst rewrite the state equation for X1 in terms of the output 
Y1 and state x2 as follows, 

(6.3.6) 

where y1 and u are known signals. Equation (6.3.6) can be rewritten as 

(6.3.7) 

Thus, observation of x2 is madevia (6.3.7) as weil as by 

Now, a reduced order system suitable for estimating the state x2 is given by 

(~) + ~ WpQ, 

+ [ ~~O] WPQ• 

(6.3.8) 

Before we proceed to construct the reduced order observer, we present in the 
following a key Iemma which plays an important role in our design. 
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Lemma 6.3.1. Let ER denote the subsystem characterized by 

Then we have 

1. ER is (non-)minimum phase if and only if (Ap0 ,Ep0 , C 1p, D 1P 0 ) is (non-) 
minimum phase. 

2. ER is detectable if and only if (Apq, Epq, clP> DlPQ) is detectable. 

3. I:R is left invertible if and only if (APQ> Ep0 , Ctp, D 1p 0 ) is left invertible. 

4. Invariantzeros of ER are the same as those of (AP0 , Ep0 , C1p,DlPq). 

5. Orders of infinite zeros of the reduced order system, I:R, are reduced by 
one from those of (Ap0 ,Ep0 , Ctp, DtP0 ). !!J 

Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.2.1 of Chen (10]. 

Now, based on equation (6.3.8), we can construct a reduced order observer 
of x2 as, 

and 

A [ 0 ] A [h] Xpq = ln-k X2 + 0 Yl, 

where KR is the observer gain matrix for the reduced order system and is chosen 
suchthat 

A22 - KR [ ~~~2 ] , 

is asymptotically stable. In order to move the dependency on Yt, let us partition 
KR = [KR0, KR1] tobe compatible with the dimensions of the output (yb, y~)'. 
Then (see e.g. [53]), one can define a new variable v := Xz- KRtYl and obtain 
a new dynamic equation, 

v = (A22- KRoC1,o2- KRtAtz)v + (Bz- KR1Bt)u 

+ [KRo, A21- KRtAu + (Azz- KRoC1,02- KRtAtz)KRt] (~~) · (6.3.9) 

Thus by implementing (6.3.9), x2 can be obtained without generating Yl· 
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Theorem 6.3.1. Let :EPQ be given by (6.3.2). Then there exist for every E > 0, 
a state feedback gain F and a reduced order observer gain matrix Ka such that 
the following reduced order observer based controller, 

:Ecmp: 

A [ 0 ] [0 Jk ] u = -FxPQ = -F In-k V- F 0 KRl y, 
(6.3.10) 

when applied to :EPQ is internally stabilizing and yields an Hoo norm of the 
closed-loop transfer matrix from Wpq to hPQ strictly less than c. Moreover, if 
:Ecmp is applied to the original system :E of (6.2.1), then the resulting closed
loop system comprising E and Ecmp is internally stable and the Hoo norm of 
the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h is Iess than 'Y· !TI 

Proof. See Subsection 6.4.E. 

Remark 6.3.1. The gain matrixFand Ka can be found using a systematic 
procedure given in Chapter 7. liD 

Remark 6.3.2. In the case that the given system E of (6.2.1) is regular, then 
the controller (6.3.10) reduces to the well-known full order observer based con
trol design for the regular H00-optimization as given in [39]. (!g 

We illustrate the above result with a numerical example. 

Example 6.3.1. We again consider a given measurement feedback system 
characterized by matrices A, B, E, C2 , D2 as in Example 6.1.1 and C1 , D1 as 
in Example 6.2.1. The infimum for this problern is 7* = 13.638725. In what 
follows, we will construct a reduced order measurement output feedback control 
law that makes the Hoo norm of the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix from 
w to h strictly less that 1 = 14. Following the procedure, we obtain an auxiliary 
system EPQ of the form (6.3.2) with 

[ 

4.2254 
-11.8293 

APQ = 19.4695 
-17.4591 

1.2144 

-0.7415 
7.6804 

-9.0672 
10.0905 
0.5197 

-1~:~~i~ ~ -~:i~~;] 
22.8277 0 4.0975 ' 

-19.5135 1 -2.1038 
1.4176 1 -0.0983 
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and 

[ 

0.9327 0 0] [ 18.5391 
-4.4755 0 0 -62.8474 

BPQ = 7.8569 0 0 , EPQ = 102.9481 
-6.3735 0 1 -97.9601 

0.1940 1 0 -0.0958 

0.8299] -29.3560 
28.5462 , 

-22.3008 
3.1029 

c - [0.1044 -2.0724 -2.9601 -2 -1] 
lP- 1 2 3 2 1 ' 

[ 3.0616 -0.9592 2.8464 0 0.6772] 
02p = -1.0146 -1.3601 o.633o o -0.7358 ' 

D _ [0.9409 -0.3383] D _ [0.9409 -0.3383] 
l p - 0 0 l 2PQ - 0 0 • 

It is simple to show that the transformation T, and T0 , 

[1 -2 -3 -2 -1] 
0 1 0 0 0 1 

T8 = 0 0 1 0 0 , To = [ O 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

will transform C1 and D1 to the following form, 

0.1044] 
1 ' 
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r-lc T = [ o c1,o2 ) = [ o ~-2.2811 -3.2732 -2.~087 -1.~044 ] 
o 1P s Ik 0 1 0 0 

and 
T -lD = [ D1,o ] = [ 0.9409 -0.3383 ] 

o lPQ 0 0 0 • 

Moreover, we have 

I 5.2714 -2.4247 
-11.8293 31.3390 

= 19.4695 -48.0062 
-17.4591 45.0087 

1.2144 -1.9092 

-8.3291 
21.6962 

-35.5807 
32.8639 
-2.2257 

I 2.9993 
-4.4755 

r,-1 B = [~] = 7.8569 
Bz -6.3735 

0.1940 

-7.5428 
23.6586 

-38.9390 
35.9182 
-1.4289 

HJ. 0 1 
1 0 

2.72831 11.1191 
-15.3720 ' 

15.3553 
-1.3127 
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5.6724 -13.7425 
-62.8474 
102.9481 
-97.9601 
-0.0958 

-29.3560 
28.5462 

-22.3008 
3.1029 

and Aa = A22, ER= E2, 

and 

c = [ -2.2811 -3.2732 -2.2087 -1.1044] 
R -2.4247 -8.3291 -7.5428 2.7283 1 

[0.9409 -0.3383] 
Da= 5.6724 -13.7425 · 

Using the algorithm given in Chapter 7, we obtain a gain matrix F, 

and 

[ 
-1.5656 4.7579 2.1737 3.1311 1.5656] 

FTs = -299.4859 555.2644 742.6408 597.9718 189.8014 , 
7.4811 -14.6842 -19.0100 -16.9623 -5.3773 

l 93.5515 
-143.1777 

Ka = [ KRo I Kal ] = 133.7360 

-1.4788 

-4.4388] 
5.6013 

-4.9145 . 
0.2622 

Finally, we obtain a reduced order output feedback controller of the form ( 6.3.1) 

with 

and 

[ 
-2.5903 -3.4139 -2.7089 -0.9269] 

A = 103 . 3.3280 4.3868 3.4717 1.1995 
cmp -2.9478 -3.8917 -3.0775 -1.0641 ' 

0.6986 0.9299 0. 7488 0.2393 

[ 
4. 7579 2.1737 3.1311 1.5656] 

Ccmp = 555.2644 742.6408 597.9718 189.8014 , 
-14.6842 -19.0100 -16.9623 -5.3773 

[
-0.0936 

3 0.1432 
Bcmp = 10 . -0.1337 

0.0015 

-4.1798] 
5.3492 

-4.7217 ' 
1.1362 

[
0 22.3556] 

Dcmp = 0 894.3952 , 
0 -33.1683 

which yields the poles of the closed-loop system, when it is applied to the given 
system, at 

-97.337,-34.72, -3.591, -1.848, -1.632, -0.248, -1.346, -0.765, -1. 

Obviously, they are in the stable region. The singular value plots of the resulting 

closed-loop transfer matrix Thw in Figure 6.3.1 also show that IIThwll= is indeed 
less than 14, the given 1'. 
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Figure 6.3.1: Max. singular values of Thw under reduced order output feedback. 

6.4. Proofs of Main Results 

6.4.A. Proof of Theorem 6.1.1 

We need to recall the following two Iemmas in order to proceed with our proof 
of Theorem 6.1.1. 

Lemma 6.4.1. Let an auxiliary system :Eaux be characterized by 

(6.4.1) 

where 

and 

C, =foe [~ J.J D, =f,. [~ C+l 
Then :Eaux comprising the state feedback law Ux = -Fu ('y)xx is internally 

stable, i.e., 
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and the resulting closed-loop transfer function from w., to h., has Hoo norm less 

than "(, i.e., 

{6.4.3) 

That is u., = - F11 ('Y )xx is a "(-suboptimal controllaw for ~aux. 

Proof. We first note that r OP is nonsingular and cdPcdP = I which implies 
that D., is injective. Furthermore, it is simple to verify that the invariant 

zeros of ( A.,, B.,, C x, D x) are given by >. ( A;taP), and are not on the imaginary 

axis. Hence ~aux satisfies the assumptions of the regular H00 control problem. 

Moreover, it is Straightforward to verify that for any 'Y > 'Y*, 

is the solution of the following well-known H 00-CARE: 

PxAx + A~Px + 'Y-2 PxExE~Px + C~Cx 
- [PxBx + C~D.,](D~Dx)- 1 [B~Px + D~Cx] = 0, {6.4.4) 

with 

Then the results of Lemma 6.4.1 follow. 

Lemma 6.4.2. Let (A, B, C), where A E Rnxn, B E Rnxm and C E 1Rpxn, 

be right invertible and of minimum phase. Let F(c) E 1Rmxn be parameterized 

in terms of c and be of the form, 

F{c) = N(c)r(c)T(c) + R(c), {6.4.5) 

where N(c) E 1Rmxp, r(c) E :R_PXP, T(c) E Rpxn and R(c) E 1Rmxn. Also, 

r (c) is nonsingular. Moreover, assume that the following conditions hold: 

1. A + BF(c) is asymptotically stable for all 0 < c:::; c* where c* > 0; 

2. T(c)--+ WC as c-+ 0 where W is some p x p nonsingular matrix; 

3. as c--+ 0, N(c) tends to some finite matrix N suchthat C{sJ- A)-1 BN 
is invertible; 

4. as c--+ 0, R(c) tends to some finite matrix R; and 
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5. r- 1 (e:)--+ 0 as c -t 0. 

Then as e:--+ 0, we have IIC[si- A- BF(c)t 1lloo -t 0. 

Proof. This is a dual version of Lemma 2.2 given by Saberi and Sannuti [91]. 
The proof of this lemma follows from similar arguments as in [91]. ~ 

Now we areready to proceed with the proof of Theorem 6.1.1. Note that 
F(l, c;, Adp, ~dP) is constructed under the standard ATEA procedure. It can 
be shown using the techniques of the well-known singular perturbation theory 
as in Chen [10] that as c; -t 0, the eigenvalues of A + BF('-y,e:,Adp,b.dP) are 
given by >.(A;aP) E c-, >.(A~CP) E c-, Adp/c E c- and >.(AllP) E c- (see 
Lemma 6.4.1). Hence the closed-loop is internally stable. Moreover, following 
the results of Chen (10], it can be shown that for any >.d E Adp/c E c-, the 
corresponding right eigenvector, say W ( c), satisfies 

(6.4.6) 

In fact, following the same arguments, one can show that as e: --+ 0, the eigenval
ues of A+,-2 EE' P(r)+BF(f', c, Adp, ~dp), where P(T) is as defined in (6.2.2), 
are given by >.(A;aP) E c-, >.(A~cP) E c-, Adp/c E c- and >.(A~x) E c-. We 
will use these properties later on in our proofs of other theorems. This proves 
the second part of Theorem 6.1.1. 

Next, we show that the state feedback law u = F(T, e:, Adp, fldP)x yields 

IIThwll= = jj[C2 + D2F(T,e:,Adp, ~dp)][si- A- BF(!',e:, Adp, fldPW 1 EL < --y. 

Without loss of generality but for simplicity of presentation, we assume that 
the nonsingular transformations rsP =I and riP =I, i.e., we assume that the 
system (A,B,r;;-;c2 ,r;;-p1 D2 ) is in the form ofthe special coordinate basis. In 
view of (6.1.14), let us partition F('"Y,e:,Adp,b.dP) as, 

where 

F (1', c, Adp, ßdp) = Fa ('"Y) + [ F-( ~ ~ ) ] ' f', f:, dP 1 dp 

_ [ctap + F:Üh) 
Fo('"Y) =- 0 

0 

CobP + Fbo(!') CoaP 
0 0 
0 0 

CocP 
0 
0 

CodP] 
0 ' 
0 
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and 

A = A + BFo('r), 

With these definitions, we can write Thw as 

-Fbob) 0 0 

0 0 0 

cbP o o 

0 
0 
0 

BcP 
0 

(6.4.8) 

Then in view of (6.4. 7), it can easily be seen that F(1, c:, Adp, Lldp) has the form, 

where 

and 

[
E+ 

R·= _ daP 

E"tap 
while T(c:) satisfies 

as c: --+ 0, where 

and 

EdcP 

Ll.cP 

(6.4.9) 

Using the same arguments as in Chen et al [27], it is Straightforward to show 

that the triple (Ä, B, C.-n) is right invertible and of minimum phase. Thus, it 

follows from Lemma 6.4.2 that 

!lcm, [si-Ä-BF(r,c:,Adp,.6.dP)rl"' -+O, 

as c: -+ 0. We should also note that following the same line of reasoning, one 

can show that the triple (Ä + ,-2 EE' P(!), B, Gm) is right invertible and of 

minimum phase, and moreover as c: -+ 0, 

(6.4.10) 
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Next, let 

c = roP [ ~m] +C., 

where 

[ -F.;'Qb) -Fbob) 0 0 

~] C.=roP -F~(r) -Fbl ('y) 0 0 

cbP 0 0 

Wehave 

as c: -+ 0. Following the procedures of Chen [10] or Saberi, Chen and Sannuti 
[87], it can be shown that 

C [I A- B- F-( A A )]-1 [ -Fub)] ( c _ 1 [E;tp] .s-- "'(,C:, dp,Udp E-+foP [0 cbP] si-Aup) 0 ' 

pointwise in s as c: -+ 0. Hence, the results of Theorem 6.1.1 follow readily from 
Lemma 6.4.1. ~ 

6.4.B. Proof of Theorem 6.1.2 

Without lass of generality but for simplicity of presentation, we assume that 

the nonsingular state and input transformations r.P = I and f;p = I, i.e., 

the system (A, B, r;;-;c2, r;;-; D2) is in the form of the Special coordinate basis. 

Then it is trivial to show that 

and 

0 

A;;aP 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

where *'s represent some sub-matrices which are of no interest to our proof. 

Hence, for any a E >.(A;aP) U -\(A~cP), the corresponding right eigenvector is 

in the kerne} of c2 + D2F("Y' c:' Adp' ~CP). This proves that a is an output 

decoupling zero of Thw· ~ 
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6.4.C. Proof of Theorem 6.2.1 

For the sake of simplicity in presentation, we drop in the following proof the 
arguments of F('y,c, Adp, 6cp) and K('y,c, AdQ• 6cq). Also, we assume without 
lass of generality that 1 = 1. Thus, we will drop the dependency of"' in all the 
variables. 

First, it is simple to verify that the positive semi-definite matrices P of 
(6.2.2) and Q of (6.2.4) satisfy 

·- [A'P +PA +qC2 +PEE'P 
F"'/(P) .- B' P + D~C2 

and 
1 1 > 0 QC' +ED'] 
DrD~ - ' 

respectively, i.e., P and Q are the solutions of the quadratic matrix inequalities 
F-y(P) :?: 0 and G'Y(Q) :?: 0. Moreover, the following auxiliary system, 

where 

and 

{ 

XpQ = APQ Xpq + BPQ u + EPQ Wpq, 

I:pq : y = Crp Xpq + DlPQ Wpq, 

hPQ = C2P Xpq + D2P u, 

Apq := A+EE'P+(l-QP)-1 QC~pC2p, 

Brq := B +(I- QP)- 1 QC~pD2p, 

Epq := (J- QP)-1Eq, 

CrP := C1 + D1E' P, 

(6.4.11) 

} (6.4.12) 

has the following properties: 1) the subsystem (Apq,Bpq,C2p,D2P) is right 
invertible and of minimum phase; and 2) the subsystem (Apq,Epq, C1p, DlPQ) 

is left invertible and of minimum phase. 

The following lemma is due to Stoorvogel [100]. 

Lemma 6.4.3. For any given compensator I::cmp of the form 

~ . {V= Acmp V+ Bcmp y, 
4-icmp · 

U = Ccmp V+ Dcmp Y· 

The following two statements are equivalent: 
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1. :Ecmp applied to the system I: defined by (6.2.1) is internally stabilizing 
and the resulting closed-loop transfer function from w to h has an Hoo 
norm less than 1, i.e., IIThwlloo < 1. 

2. :Ecmp applied to the new system I:PQ defined by (6.4.11) is internally 
stabilizing and the resulting closed loop transfer function from WrQ to 
hrQ has an Hoo norm less than 1, i.e., IIThrQWPQ lloo < 1. (g 

Hence, it is sufficient to show Theorem 6.2.1 by showing that I:cmp of (6.2.5) 
to (6.2.8) applied to I:rQ achieves almost disturbance decoupling with internal 
stability. Observing that 

C~rC2r = A'P+PA+ C~C2 +PEE'P and C~rD2P = PB+C~D2, 
it is simple to rewrite Acmp of (6.2.6) as 

Acmp = ArQ + BPQF +(I- QP)-1 KC1P· 

Now it is trivial to see that :Ecmp of (6.2.5) is simply the well-known full order 
observer based Controller for the system I:PQ with state feedback gain F and 
observer gain (I- QP)-1 K. Hence the well-known separation principle holds. 
Also, noting the facts that (ArQ,BrQ,C2r,D2r) and (ArQ,EPQ,Clr,DlrQ) are 
of minimum phase, and right invertible and left invertible, respectively, it is 
sufficient to prove Theorem 6.2.1 by showing that as e-+ 0, 

1. ArQ + BrQF is asymptotically stable; 

2. II [C2r + D2rFJ[si- ArQ - BrQFJ-1 IIoo--+ 0; 

3. ArQ +(I- QP)-1 KC1r is asymptotically stable; and 

4. ll[sl- ArQ- (I- QP)-1 KC1r]-1[EPQ +(I- QP)-1KDlrQJII,"'-+ 0. 

We shall introduce the following lemma for further development. 

Lemma 6.4.4. As e --+ 0, we have 

1. A + EE' P + BF is asymptotically stable and 

II[C2r + D2rF][sl- A- EE'P- BFJ-111 00 --+ 0; (6.4.13) 

2. A + QC~C2 + KC1 is asymptotically stable and 

li[si- A- QC~C2- KC1t1[EQ + KD1rQJIIoo--+ 0. (6.4.14) 
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Proof. lt is shown in the proof of Theorem 6.1.1 that for c -t 0, the matrix 

A+EE' P+BF is asymptotically stable. In what follows, we will show (6.4.13). 

By some elementary algebra, it can be shown that 

[ 
Ct,.p + F:Ö Co&P + F&o C<h.P 

C2P = r oP F:!i Fb1 o 
0 0 0 

and 

CocP 
0 

0 

Moreover, 

[C,.+D"Fj[,I-A-EE'P-BFj-1 ~ [ ~m] [si-A-EE'P-B FT1 , 

where Ä and f3 are as in (6.4.8), Fis as in (6.4.7) and Cm is given by (6.4.9). 

In view of (6.4.10), we have the result. 

Item 2 of Lemma 6.4.4 is the dual version of item 1. Hence, the results 

follow. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.4.4. 129 

Next, we will first show that APo+ Bp0 F is asymptotically stable for some 
sufficiently small c and 

as c -+ 0. In view of Lemma 6.4.4, we have 

sl- Ap0 -BpqF 

= sl -A-EE' P-BF-(I -QP)- 1QC~P[C2P+DxPF] 

= {I-(I -QP)-1 QC~p[C2P+DxPF][si -A-EE'P-BFt1 } 

·[sl -A-EE'P-BF] 

-+ sl- A- EE' P- BF pointwise in s as c: -+ 0. 

This implies that APQ + BPqF is asymptotically stable for sufficiently small c:, 
and 

[C2P + D2PF](sl-Apq-Bp0 Ft 1 

= (C2P+D2PF][sJ -A-EE'P-BF]-1 

·{I-(! -QP)-1 QC~P[C2P+DxPF][si -A-EE'P-BF]-1 } - 1 

-+ 0, pointwise ins as c-+ 0. (6.4.15) 
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Again, in view of Lemma 6.4.4 and 

C~pC2P = A'P+PA+C~C2+PEE'P, 
EqE~ = AQ+QA'+EE'+QC~C2Q, 

we have the following induction: 

(I- QP)[s!-Apq-(I-QP)-1LC1P] 

= [(I -QP)(si -A-EE' P)-QC~pC2p-LC1 -LD1E'P] 

= [si-A-EE'P-QC~pC2P-LC1-LD1E' P-sQP 

+QPA+QPEB'P] 

= [si-A-EE'P-Q (A'P+PA+C~C2 +PEE'P) 

-LC1-LD1E' P-sQP+QPA+QPEE'P] 

= [si-A-QC~C2-LC1-EE'P-LD1E'P-QA'P-sQP] 
[si -A-QC~C2-LC1- (EqE~-AQ-QA' -QC~C2Q) P 

-LD1E' P- QA' P- sQP] 
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[si -A-QC~C2-LC1 -sQP+AQP+QC~C2QP-EqE~LD1 E' P] 

= [(sJ -A-QC~C2 -LCI) (I -QP)-(Eq+LDlpq) E~P] 

= [sJ -A-QC~C2 -LC1] 

[(I -QP)- (si- A -QC~Cz-LC1) - 1 (Eq + LD1pq) E~P] 
--+ [sJ -A-QC~C2 -LC1] (I -QP), pointwise ins as c-+ 0. (6.4.16) 

Hence, Apq+(I -QP)-1 KC1 P is asymptotically stable for sufficiently small c. 
Now it follows from (6.4.16) that 

[si - Apq-(1 -QP)-1 LC1P ]-1[EPq+(J -QP)-1 LD1pqj 

--+ (I -QP)-1[sJ -A-QC~C2 -LC1t 1(I -QP)[Epq +(I -QP)-1 LD1pqj 

= (I -QP)-1[sJ -A-QC~C2-LC1t1 [Eq+LD1pq] 

--+ 0, pointwise in s as c: --+ 0. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. 

6.4.D. Proof of Theorem 6.2.2 

As in the previous proofs, for simplicity, we will assume that 1 = 1 and let 
F = F ("(, c, AdP, ßcP) and K = K ( 1, c, Adq, ßcq). Then the closed loop system 
Thw(s) is given by 

[C2 D2F] (si-[ _ (I-Q~)-lKC1 ~~J) -1 
[ _ (J-Q~)-lKDJ · 
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lt follows from the proof of Theorem 6.1.2 that for any 

the corresponding right eigenvector, say W, i.e., (A + BF)W = aW, satisfies 
(C2 + D2F)W = 0. Moreover, it is simple to verify that (C2P + D2PF)W = 0 
and PW =0. 

By duality, onecan show that forany ß E A(A~q)U.X{A~cQ), ß E .X(A+KCI) 
and the corresponding left eigenvector, say V, i.e., V8 (A + KCI) = ßVH, 
satisfies V8 (E + K D1 ) = 0 and V 8 Q = 0. In view of (6.2.6), we have 

AcmpW = [A + EE' P + BF +(I- QP)- 1 QC~p(C2P + D2PF) 

+(I- QP)-1KCt +(I- QP)-1KDtE'P]W 

=(I- QP)-1 KCtW + (A + BF)W, 

and 

VH Acmp = V 8 (I- QP)[A + EE' P + BF +(I- QP)-1QC~p(C2P + D2PF) 

+(I- QP)-1KCt +(I- QP)-1KDtE'P] 

= V 8 BF + VH(A + KCt)· 

Therefore, 

and 

[ C2 D2F] [~] = (C2 + D2F)W = 0. 

This shows that a is an output decoupling zero of Thw(s). Similarly, 

and 

(VH -VH} [-(I- Q~)-lKCt !~J 
= [ VH(I- QP)[A +(I- QP)-l KCt} V8 (BF- Acmp)} 

=ß(VH -VH}, 

[V8 -VH) [-(I- Q~)-lKDJ = VH(E + KDt) = 0. 

This implies that ß is an input decoupling zero of Tnw(s). 
The first part of item 3 in Theorem 6.2.2 can be verified easily by using 

(6.4.6) and the fact that 
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The second part is the dual of the first case. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 6.2.2. ~ 

6.4.E. Proof of Theorem 6.3.1 

First, note that the Subsystem i) (APQ> BPQ> c2p, D2P) is right invertible and of 
minimum phase; and ii) the subsystem (Apq,EPQ,C1p,D1pq} is left invertible 
and of minimum phase. lt follows from Theorem 7.4.2 that there indeed exist 
gain matrices Fand KR suchthat the resulting reduced order output feedback 
control law (6.3.10) internally stabilizes EPq and makes the H00 norm of the 
closed-loop transfer matrix strictly less than any given c. The second result of 
Theorem 6.3.1 follows from Lemma 6.4.3. ~ 



Chapter 7 

Continuous-time H00 

Almost Disturbance 
Decoupling 

7 .1. Introduction 

WE CONSIDER IN this chapter the problern of Hoo almost disturbance decou
pling with measurernent feedback and internal stability for continuous-time lin
ear systems. Although in principle it is a special case of the general Hoo control 
problem, i.e., the case that 'Y* = 0, the problern of almost disturbance decou
pling has a vast history behind it, occupying a central part of classical as weil 
as modern control theory. Several irnportant problems, such as robust control, 
decentralized control, non-interactive control, model reference or tracking con
trol, H2 and Hoo optimal control problerns can all be recast into an almost 
disturbance decoupling problem. Roughly speaking, the basic alrnost distur
bance decoupling problern is to find an output feedback control law such that 
in the closed-loop system the disturbances are quenched, say in an Cp sense, 
up to any pre-specified degree of accuracy while maintaining internal stability. 
Such a problern was originally forrnulated by Willems ([111] and [112]) and 
Iabelied ADDPMS (the almost disturbance decoupling problern with measure
ment feedback and internal stability). In the case that, instead of a measure
ment feedback, a state feedback is used, the above problern is terrned ADDPS 
(the almost disturbance decoupling problern with internal stability). The prefix 
Hoo in the acronyrns H00-ADDPMS and H00-ADDPS is used to specify that 
the degree of accuracy in disturbance quenching is measured in .C2-sense. 

165 
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There is extensive Iiterature on the almost disturbance decoupling prob

lern (See, for example, the recent work [109], [74] and [75] and the references 

therein). In [109], several variations of the disturbance decoupling problems 

and their solvability conditions are summarized, and the necessary and suffi

cient conditions are given, under which the Hoo-ADDPMS and H00-ADDPS 

for continuous-time linear systems are solvable. These conditions are given in 

terms of geometry subspaces and for strictly proper systems (i.e., without di

rect feedthrough terms from the control input to the output to be controlled 

and from the disturbance input to the measurement output). Under these 

conditions, [74] constructs feedback laws, parameterized explicitly in a single 

parameter c, that solve the H 00-ADDPMS and the H 00-ADDPS. These results 

were later extended to proper systems (i.e., with direct feedthrough terms) in 

[75]. We emphasize that in all the results mentioned above, the internal stability 

was always with respect to a closed set in the complex plane. Such a closeness 

restriction, while facilitating the development of the the above results, excludes 

systems with disturbance affected purely imaginary invariant zero dynamics 

from consideration. Only recently was this "final" restriction on the internal 

stability restriction removed by Scherer [96], thus allowing purely imaginary 

invariant zero dynamics to be affected by the disturbance. More specifically, 

Scherer [96] gave a set of necessary and sufficient conditions under which the 

Hoo-ADDPMS and the H 00-ADDPS, with internal stability being with respect 

to the open left-half plane, is solvable for general proper linear systems. When 

the stability is with respect to the open left-half plane, the H00-ADDPMS and 

the Hoo-ADDPS will be referred to as the general H=-ADDPMS and the gen

eral Hoo-ADDPS, respectively. The explicit construction algorithm for feedback 

laws that solve these general H=-ADDPMS and H 00-ADDPS under Scherer's 

necessary and sufficient conditions has only appeared in a very recent paper of 

Chen, Lin and Hang (20]. The objective of this chapter is to present: 1) easily 

checkable conditions for the general H00-ADDPS and H00-ADDPMS; and 2) 

explicit algorithms to construct solutions that solve these problems. The latter 

were reported in Chen, Lin and Hang [20]. 

More specifically, we consider the general H 00-ADDPMS and the general 

Hoo-ADDPS, for the following general continuous-time linear system, 

{ 
± = A X + B u + E w, 

y =Cl X + Dl w, 
h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(7.1.1) 

where x E !Rn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, y E IRe is the mea

surement, w E IR9 is the disturbance and h E RP is the output to be con-
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trolled. As usual, for convenient reference in future development, throughout 

this chapter, we define 'EP to be the subsystem characterized by the matrix 

quadruple ( A, B, C2, D2) and 'EQ to be the subsystem characterized by the ma

trix quadruple (A, E, Ct, Dt ). The following dynamic feedback controllaws are 
investigated: 

{ Xe = Ac Xe + Be y, 
'Ec : 

U = Ce Xe + Dc Y· 
(7.1.2) 

The controller Ec of (7.1.2) is said tobe internally stabilizing when applied to 

the system E, if the following matrix is asymptotically stable: 

(7.1.3) 

i.e., all its eigenvalues lie in the open left-half complex plane. Denote by Thw 
the corresponding closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w to the 
output tobe controlled h, i.e., 

Thw = [C2+D2DcC1 D2Cc] (sl-[A+;:~cCt 
+(D2DcD1 +D22). 

BCc])-l [E+BDcDt] 
Ac BcDt 

(7.1.4) 

Then the general H00-ADDPMS and the general H 00-ADDPS can be formally 

defined as follows. 

Definition 7.1.1. The Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern with mea

surement feedback and with internal stability (the H 00-ADDPMS) for the con

tinuous time system (7.1.1) is said tobe solvable if, for any given positive scalar 

'Y > 0, there exists at least one controller of the form (7.1.2) such that, 

1. in the absence of disturbance, the closed-loop system comprising the sys

tem (7.1.1) and the controller (7.1.2) is asymptotically stable, i.e., the 

matrix Ac1 as given by (7.1.3) is asymptotically stable; and 

2. the closed-loop system has an .C2-gain, from the disturbance w to the 

controlled output h, that is less than or equal to "f, i.e., 

llhll2 $ f'llwl!2, Vw E .C2 and for (x(O), Xc(O)) = (0,0). (7.1.5) 

Equivalently, the H 00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to 

h, Thw, is less than or equal to /', i.e., IIThwlloo :::; 'Y· 

In the case that C1 = I and D 1 = 0, the general H 00-ADDPMS as defined 

above becomes the general H 00-ADDPS, where only a static state feedback, 

instead the dynamic output feedback (7.1.2) is necessary. l!2l 
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Clearly, the H00-ADDPMS for E of (7.1.1) is equivalent to the general Hoo 
control problern for E with -y• = 0. As stated earlier, one of the objectives 
of this chapter is to construct families of feedback laws of the form (7.1.2), 
parameterized in a single parameter, say e, that, under the necessary and suffi
cient conditions of Scherer [96], solve the above defined general H00-ADDPMS 
and H00-ADDPS for general systems whose subsystems EP and EQ may have 
invariant zeros on the imaginary axis. The feedback laws we are to construct 
are observer-based. A family of static state feedback laws parameterized in a 
single parameter is first constructed to solve the general H00-ADDPS. A dass 
of observers pararneterized in the same parameter e is then constructed to im
plement the state feedback laws and thus obtain a family of dynamic measure
ment feedback laws parameterized in a single parameter c that solve the general 
H 00-ADDPMS. The basic tools we use in the construction of such families of 
feedback laws are: 1) the special coordinate basis, developed by Sannuti and 
Saberi [93] and Saberi and Sannuti [89] (see also Chapter 2), in which a linear 
system is decomposed into several subsystems corresponding to its finite and 
infinite zero structures as weil as its invertibility structures; 2) a blockdiagonal 
controllability canonical form (see also Chapter 2) that puts the dynamics of 
imaginary invariant zeros into a special canonical form under which the low
gain design technique can be applied; and 3) the Hoo low-and-high gain design 
technique. The development of such an Hoo low-and-high gain design technique 
was originated in [62] and [63] in the context of H 00-ADDPMS for special classes 
of nonlinear systems that specialized to a SISO (and hence square invertible) 
linear system having no invariant zero in the open right-half plane. 

7 .2. Solvability Conditions 

In this section, we first recall the necessary and sufficient conditions of Scherer 
[96] under which the general H00-ADDPMS and H00-ADDPS are solvable. 
Then we will convert the geometric conditions of Scherer into easily check
able ones using the properties of the special coordinate basis. The following 
result is a slight generalization of Scherer [96]. 

Theorem 7.2.1. Consider the general measurement feedback system (7.1.1). 
Then the general Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern for (7.1.1) with 
internal stability (H00-ADDPMS) is solvable, if and only if the following con
ditions are satisfied: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable; 

2. (A, CI) is detectable; 
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3. D22 +D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tD2D22D~(D1 DDt; 

4. Im (E + BSDl) c s+(Ep) n {n>.et::oS>.(Ep)}; 

5. Ker(C2 + D2SCl) ::) v+(Eq) U {u>.et::o V>.(Eq)}; and 

6. v+(Eq) c s+(Ep). 

Remark 7.2.1. Note that if EP is right invertible and of minimum phase, 
and Eq is left invertible and of minimum phase, then Conditions 4 to 6 of 
Theorem 7.2.1 are automatically satisfied. Hence, the solvability conditions of 
the Hoo-ADDPMS for such a case reduce to: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable; 

2. (A, Cl) is detectable; and 

3. D22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)t D2D22D~ (D1DDt. 

Remark 7.2.2. It is simple to verify that for the case when all states of the 
system (7.1.1) are fully measurable, i.e., C1 =I and D 1 = 0, then the solvability 
conditions for the general H 00-ADDPS reduce to the following: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable; 

2. D22 = 0; and 

Moreover, in this case, a static state feedback law, i.e., u = Fx, where F is 
a constant matrix and might be parameterized by certain tuning parameters, 
exists that solves the general H 00-ADDPS. I!Y 

Theorem 7.2.1 is quite elegant as it is expressed in terms of the well-known 
geometric conditions. However, it might be hard to verify these geometric 
conditions numerically. In what follows, we will present a simple method to 
check the solvability conditions for the H00-ADDPMS for general continuous
time systems. 

Step 7.2.0: LetS= -(D2D2)tD~D22D~(D1DDt. If D22 + D2SD1 =1: 0, the 
algorithm stops here. Otherwise, go to Step 7.2.1. 

Step 7.2.1: Compute the special coordinate basis of Ep, i.e., the quadruple 
(A, B, C2, D2). For easy reference, we append a subscript 'P' to all sub
matrices and transformations in the SCB associated with Ep, e.g., r SP is 
the state transformation of the SCB of EP, and A~ .. P is associated with 
invariant zero dynamics of EP on the imaginary axis. 
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Step 7.2.2: Next, we denote the set of eigenvalues of A~.,p with a non-negative 
imaginary part as {Wpt.WP2• · · · ,Wpfcp} and for i = 1,2, · · ·, kp, choose 
complex matrices ViP, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace 

{X E cn~p I x8(wpd - A~aP) = 0}' (7.2.1) 

where n~P is the dimension of x,?P. Then, Iet 

vp := [ViP V2P · · · vkpP]. 

We also compute n:z:p := dim (X.;';,)+ dim (Xbp), and 

r;;!(E + BSDl) := 

E;;p 

~p 
E;tp 

EbP 

EcP 
EdP 

(7.2.2) 

(7.2.3) 

Step 7.2.3: Let E~ be the dual system of Eq and be characterized by a quadru
ple (A', C{, E', Di). We compute the special coordinate basis of E~. 
Again, for easy reference, we append a subscript 'Q' to all sub-matrices 
and transformations in the SCB associated with E~, e.g., r sQ is the state 
transformation of the SCB of E~, and A~aQ is associated with invariant 
zero dynamics of E~ on the imaginary axis. 

Step 7.2.4: Next, denote the set of eigenvalues of A~.,Q with a non-negative 
imaginary part as {wQltwQ2•"·,Wqfcq} and for i = 1,2, .. ·,kq, choose 
complex matrices l/iq, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace 

{X E cn~Q I x8 (Wq;,l- A~BQ) = 0}' (7.2.4) 

where n~Q is the dimension of X~Q. Then, Iet 

vQ := [ViQ V2Q • · · V~cQQ J. 
We next compute nxq := dim (X.;'Q) + dim (XbQ), and 

E;;Q 

~Q 
E;tQ 

EbQ 
EcQ 
EdQ 

(7.2.5) 

(7.2.6) 
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Step 7.2.5: Finally, compute 

[
x-o * 

r;.' (I';~)' = : ~ : l' Xcd 

(7.2.7} 

where X;;0 and Xcd are of dimensions (n;r + n~r) x (n;Q + n~Q) and 
(ncP + ndp) X (ncQ + ndQ}, respectively, and finally r jg a SUb-matrix Of 
dimension n.,p x n.,Q. ~ 

We have the following proposition. 

Proposition 7.2.1. Consider the general measurement feedback continuous
time system (7.1.1}. Then the Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern for 
(7.1.1} with internal stability (H00-ADDPMS) is solvable, i.e., 'Y* = 0, if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. (A, B) is stabilizable; 

2. (A, CI) is detectable; 

3. D22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tn;D22D~ (D1 D~)t; 

4. E;f:P = 0, Ebp = 0 and VPH E~p = 0; 

5. E;f:Q = 0, Ebq = 0 and v; E~Q = 0; and 

6. r=o. 

Proof. It is simple to see that the first three conditions are necessary for 
the H 00-ADDPMS for (7.1.1} to be solvable. Next, it follows trivially from 
the properties of the special coordinate basis that the geometric condition, 
Im (E + BSD1) C s+(:EP) n {nAE{!oS>.(:EP)}, is equivalent to E;tp = 0, EbP = 
0 and VPHE~P = 0. Dually, the geometric condition, Ker(C2 + D2SCI} :J 

v+(:EQ}U{U>.e(!oV>.(:Eq)}, is equivalent to E;tq = 0, EbQ = 0 and V.fE~Q = 0. 
Next, again following the properties of the special coordinate basis, we have 

Hence, it is Straightforward to verify that v+(:EQ) c s+(:Ep) is equivalent to 

[o ~~. o) r;,;' (r;~)' [ !;0 ] = r = o. 

Thus, the result follows. 
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7.3. Salutions to Full State Feedback Case 

In this section, we consider feedback law design for the general Hoo almost 
disturbance decoupling problern with internal stability and with full state feed
back, where internal stability is with respect to the open left-half plane, i.e., 
the general H00-ADDPS. More specifically, we present a design procedure that 
constructs a family of parameterized static state feedback laws, 

u = F(e:)x, 

that solves the general H 00-ADDPS for the following system, 

{ 
:i; = A X + B u + E w, 
y= X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w. 

(7.3.1} 

{7.3.2} 

That is, under this family of state feedback laws, the resulting closed-loop 
system is asymptotically stable for sufficiently small e: and the H00-norm of the 
closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h, T hw ( s, e:), tends to zero as e: tends to 
zero, where 

{7.3.3} 

Clearly, D22 = 0 is a necessary condition for the solvability of the general 
Hoo-ADDPS. We present an algorithm for obtaining this F(c:), following the 
asymptotic time-scale and eigenstructure assignment {ATEA) procedure. We 
first use the special coordinate basis ofthe given system {See Theorem 2.3.1} to 
decompose the system into several subsystems according to its finite and infinite 
zero structures as well as its invertibility structures. The new component here is 
the low-gain design for the part of the zero dynamics corresponding to all purely 
imaginary invariant zeros. As will be clear shortly, the low-gain component is 
critical in handling the case when the zero dynamics corresponding to purely 
imaginary invariant zeros is affected by disturbance. lt is well-known that the 
disturbance affected purely imaginary zero dynamics is difficult to handle and 
has always been excluded from consideration until recently. 

We have in the following a step-by-step algorithm. 

Step 7.5.1: (Decomposition of ~p). Transform the subsystem Ep, i.e., the 
quadruple (A, B, c2, D2), into the Special coordinate basis (SCB) as given 
by Theorem 2.3.1 of Chapter 2. Denote the state, output and input 
transf0rmati0n matriceS a8 r SP, r oP and r iP, respectively. 
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Step 7.5.2: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with Xe)· Let Fe be any 
arbitrary mc x nc matrix subject to the constraint that 

(7.3.4) 

is a stable matrix. Note that the existence of such an Fe is guaranteed by 
the property of SCB, i.e., (Ace, Be) is controllable. 

5tep 7.5.3: {Gain matrix for the Subsystems associated with x: and Xb)· Let 

p+ := [F:Ö Fbo l 
ab p+ F1 ' ad bd 

(7.3.5) 

be any arbitrary {mo + md) x {n! + nb) matrix subject to the constraint 
that 

L~dl F+ 
L ab• 

ab 
(7.3.6) 

is a stable matrix. Again, note that the existence of such an Fab is guar
anteed by the stabilizability of (A, B) and Property 2.3.1 of the special 
coordinate basis. For future use, Iet us partition [ F~ Fbd] as, 

F;!dl Fbdl 

[F.tt Fbd] = F;!d2 F~,] (7.3. 7) 

Fb~rnd ' F;!dmd 

where F;!d; and Hdi are of dimensions 1 x n;t and 1 x nb, respectively. 

5tep 7.5.4: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with X~). The construc
tion of this gain matrix is carried out in the following sub-steps. 

5tep 7.5.4.1: (Preliminary coordinate transformation). Recalling the defi
nition of {Acon, Bcon), i.e., (2.3.27), we have 

where 
(7.3.9) 

(7.3.10) 
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and 
(7.3.11) 

Clearly (Acon -BcanF~,Bcon) remains stabilizable. Construct the 
following nonsingular transformation matrix, 

0 

0 (7.3.12) 

where T~ is the unique solution to the following Lyapunov equation, 

Ao To TOA+c _ Ao 
aa a - a ab - aab· (7.3.13) 

We note here that such a unique solution to the above Lyapunov 
equation always exists since all the eigenvalues of A~a are on the 
imaginary axis and all the eigenvalues of A~bc are in the open left
half plane. It is now easy to verify that 

[ 
BiJa L;;d l 

r;:l: Bcon = B~b L~bd . 

B8a + T~B(iab L~d + T~L~bd 
Hence, the matrixpair (A~4 ,B~) is controllable, where 

B~ = [ B8a + T~ Bit.& L~d + T~ L~bd] . 

(7.3.14) 

(7.3.15) 

Step 7.5.4.2: (Further coordinate transformation). Following the proof 
of Theorem 2.2.2, find nonsingular transformation matrices r~a and 
I'?a such that (A~a• B~) can be transformed into the block diagonal 
controllability canonical form, 

[ A, 
0 

n 0 -1 0 0 - 0 A2 

<rsa) Aaarsa- ~ 

0 At 

(7.3.16) 

and 

[B' 
B12 Bu 

J ~.)-·~rt~ ! B2 B21 

0 Bt 

(7.3.17) 
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where l is an integer and for i = 1, 2, · · ·, l, 

1 0 
0 1 

I; I ' B, = [! ]· 
-a1 1 

0 0 
i i 

-an;-1 -a,.;-2 

We note that all the eigenvalues of A, are on the imaginary axis. 
Here the *'S represent sub-matrices of less interest. 

Step 7.5.4.3: (Subsystem design). For each (A,, B,), Iet F,(c:) e R 1 xn; 

be the state feedback gain such that 

(7.3.18) 

Note that F,(c:) is unique. 

Step 7.5.4.4: (Composition of gain matrix for subsystem associated with 

tf!l). Let 

H(e) 0 0 0 
0 F2(e) 0 0 

~(e) := r? .. (ro )-t 
0 0 Fi-t(e) 0 84 ' 

0 0 0 Fl(e) 
0 0 0 0 

(7.3.19) 

where e E (0, 1] is a design parameter whose value is to be specified 

later. 

Clearly, we have 

IIF~(e)ll :::; f2c:, e E (0, 1], (7.3.20) 

for some positive constant !2, independent of e. For future use, we define 
and partition F,.b(e) E R(mo+mc~)x(na+nb) as 

and 

F~o(e)l r-t (7.3.21) 
F~Ac) ab' 

(7.3.22) 
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where .F,?0(e:) ~d .f!'tt(e) a.re defined as 

Mll( ) = (.f!'o(e)] r;;. e .f!'a(e:) . (7.3.23) 

We also partition .f!'tt(e) as, 

(7.3.24) 

Step 7.5.5: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with Xd). This step makes 
use of subsystems, i = 1 to md, represented by (2.3.14) of Chapter 2. Let 

Ai = { Aih Ai2, · · ·, Aiq; }, i = 1 to ma, be the sets of qi elements all in 
c-, which are closed under complex conjugation, where qi and md are as 

defined in Theorem 2.3.1 but associated with the special coordinate basis 

of Ep. Let Ad :=At U A2 U · · · U Amd· For i = 1 to md, we define 

q; 

Pi(s) := IT (s- Aij) = s9' + FitS9'-1 + · · · + Fiq,-ls + Fiq;, (7.3.25)
j=l 

and 
(7.3.26) 

where 

Fi = [Fi9, Fiq;-1 .. · Fid, Si(e) = diag{ l,e,e2 , .. · ,e9'-1 }. 

(7.3.27) 

Step 7.5.6: (Composition of parameterized gain matrix F(c)}. In this step, 
various gains calculated in Steps 7.8.2 to 7.S.5 are put tagether to form 
a composite state feedback gain matrix F(e:). Let 

I Fabat(e)Ft91 /eq1 I 
F- ( ) ·- Faba2(e)F2'12/eq2 

abd e ·- ' 

Fabdmd (e)Fmo~qm4 /Eqmd 

(7.3.28) 

F~1 F 191 /c9
1 I 

F~2F292 /e'l2 

~mdFmdqmd/Eqmd ' 

(7.3.29) 
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and 

Fbd(e) := Fbd2F~q2 /eq2 • I Fbd1F1q1 feq 1 I 
FbdmdFm.,qm., I eqmd 

Then define the state feedback gain F(c:) as 

F(e) := -riP ( .t:bcd(c:) + Fabcd(e)) r;p1' 

where 

[CO. C8a Ct,.+Fdö Cob+FbO Coc 

fl';bcd { c} = E;;,. E~a + -+ Ed&+Fbd(e) Edc Eda +F,.d(e:) 

E;,. E~a Eta 0 Fe 

[ F • .,(e) 0 

~], Fabcd(e) = Fa&~(e) 0 

0 
and where 

Ed = [ Eu E1·rn" ] ' 

E~.,1 Ern"rn" 

Fd(c:) = diag{ F1(e:), F2(c:), · · ·, F rn.,(e) }· 

We have the following theorem. 

177 

(7.3.30) 

(7.3.31) 

c~ ] 
Fd(e~+Ed , 

(7.3.32) 

(7.3.33} 

(7.3.34) 

(7.3.35) 

~ 

Theorem 7.3.1. Consider the given system (7.3.2) that satisfies all the con
ditions in Remark 7.2.2. Then the closed-loop system comprising (7.3.2) and 
the static state feedback law u = F(e:}x, with F(e) given by (7.3.31), has the 
following properties: For any given 'Y > 0, there exists a positive scalar e* > 0 
such that for all 0 < c: ~ e*, 

1. the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, i.e., A{A+BF(e:)} c c-; 

2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 
to the controlled output h is less than 'Y, i.e., IIThw(s,e:)lloo < 'Y· 

Hence, by Definition 7.1.1, the controllaw u = F(e)x solves the general Hoo
ADDPS for the given system (7.3.2). ffi 

Proof. See Subsection 7.5.A. 
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We illustrate the above result in the following example. 

Example 7.3.1. Let us consider a given system of (7.1.1) characterized by 

Ct =I, D1 = 0 and 

A= 

0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 2 3 

0 0 1 
0 0 2 
0 0 3 

-1 3 4 
0 4 5 
4 5 6 

I B= 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 

I E= 

1 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 I 

0 0 
3 1 

(7.3.36) 

The subsystem Ep is already in the form of the special coordinate basis. lt is 
simple to verify that: i) (A, B) is stabilizable; ii) Ep has three invariant zeros 
at 0 and one stableinvariant zero at -1; iii) EP has one infinite zero of order 
zero and one infinite zero of order one; iv) EP is left invertible; and v) 

1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 

s+(EP) =Im 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 

(7.3.38) 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

and 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 

n>.eco S.>.(EP) =Im 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

(7.3.39) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

Hence, 

1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 

s+(Ep) n {n>.ecoS.>.(Ep)},.;, Im 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

(7.3.40) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
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Figure 7.3.1: Max. singular values of Thw -- State feedback. 
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Obviously, Im(E) C s+(Ep) n {n>.Ec::oS>.(EP)} and by Remark 7.2.2, the Hoo
ADDPS is achievable for the given system. Following our algorithm, we obtain 
a state feedback gain matrix 

0 -6 -2] 
-4 -5 -1/c:-6 ' 

(7.3.41) 
which places the closed-loop poles of A+BF(c:) asymptotically at -1, -2, -c:, 
-c:, -c: and -1/c:. The maximum singular value plots of the corresponding 
closed-loop transfer matrix Thw ( s, c:) in Figure 7.3.1 clearly show that the H =
AD D PS is attained as c: tends smaller and smaller. 00 

7 .4. Solutions to Output Feedback Case 

We present in this section the designs of both full order and reduced order 
output feedback controllers that solve the general H 00-ADDPMS for the given 
system (7.1.1). Here, by full order controller, we mean that the order of the 
controller is exactly the same as the given system (7.1.1), i.e, is equal to n. 
A reduced order controller, on the other hand, refers to a controller whose 
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dynamical order is less than n. We will assume without loss of any generality 
that D22 = 0 in the given system (7.1.1) throughout this section. 

7.4.1. Full Order Output Feedback 

The following is a step-by-step algorithm for constructing a parameterized full 
order output feedback Controller that solves the general H00-ADDPMS: 

Step 7.F.C.l: (Construction of the gain matrix Fp(e)). Define an auxiliary 

system 

{ 
j; = A X + B u + E w, 
y= X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 
(7.4.1) 

and then perform Step 7.S.l to 7.S.6 of the previous section to the above 
system to obtain a parameterized gain matrix F(e:). We let Fp(e) = F(e). 

Step 7.F.C.2: (Construction ofthe gain matrix KQ(e:)). Define another auxiliary 
system 

{ 
x = A' x + c~ u + q w, 

y= X 

h = E' x + n~ u + n;2 w, 
(7.4.2) 

and then perform Step 7.S.l to 7.S.6 of the previous section to the above 
system to get the parameterized gain matrix F(e:). We let Kq(e) = F(e:)'. 

Step 7.F.C.3: {Construction of the full order controller EFc(e)). Finally, the 
parameterized full order output feedback controller is given by 

where 
Apc(e) := A + BFp(e) + KQ(e:)C1. 

BFc(e) := -KQ(e), 

CFc(e) := Fp(e), 

DFc(e) := 0. 

(7.4.3) 

} (7.4.4) 
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We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.4.1. Consider the given system (7.1.1) with D22 = 0 satisfying 
all the conditions in Theorem 7.2.1. Then the closed-loop system comprising 
(7.1.1) and the full order output feedback controller (7.4.3) has the following 
properties: For any given "Y > 0, there exists a positive scalar t:* > 0 such that 
for all 0 < t: ::; t:*, 

1. the resulting closed-loop system is asymptotically stable; and 

2. the H00-norm of the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix from the distur
bance w to the controlled output h is less than "'f, i.e., IIThw(s,t:)lloo < "'f. 

By Definition 7.1.1, the controllaw (7.4.3) solves the general H00-ADDPMS for 
the given system (7.1.1). ffJ 

Proof. See Subsection 7.5.B. 

We illustrate the above result in the following example. 

Example 7.4.1. We re-consider the system (7.1.1) with A, B, E, C2, D 2 and 
D 22 as in Example 7.3.1 but with 

[
-1 

C1 = g (7.4.5) 

Using the software toolboxes of Chen (9] and Lin (60], we can easily obtain 
the following properties of :EQ: i) (A, C1) is detectable; ii) ~Q has two stable 
invariant zeros at -1 and -0.5616, one imaginary axis invariant zero at 0, and 
one unstable invariant zero at 3.5616; iii) ~Q has one infinite zero of order zero 
and one infinite zero of order one; iv) ~Q is left invertible; and v) 

1 -2 
1.2808 1 

v+c~Q) =Im 
0 U>.E(:oV.x(EQ) =Im 

2 (7.4.6) 
0 

, 0 
0 0 
0 0 

It is Straightforward to see that Ker(C2) :J v+(:EQ) u {U>.E(:oV.x(EQ)} and 
v+(:EQ) c s+(Ep). By Theorem 7.2.1, the H00-ADDPMS is solvable for the 
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Figure 7.4.1: Max. singular values of Thw - Full order output feedback. 

given system. Following our algorithm, we obtain a full order output feedback 

controller ofthe form (7.4.3) with Fp(c) as given in (7.3.41) and 

2.4375 1 0.1813 
2.4028 2 -0.0808 

KQ(c) = 0 0 -3.1758 (7.4.7) 
0 -3 -4 , 

0 -8.2462 -5 
-3 -2 -1/c- 3 

which places the closed-loop eigenvalues of A + KQ(c:)C1 asymptotically at 

-0.5616, -1, -4.2462, -4.2787, -c: and -1/c. The max:imum singular value 

plots of the corresponding closed-loop transfer matrix Thw(s, c) in Figure 7.4.1 

show that the H 00-ADDPMS is attained as c tends to zero. ~ 

7 .4.2. Reduced Order Output Feedback 

In this subsection, we follow the procedure of Chen et al [26] to design a re

duced order output feedback controller. We will show that such as a controller 

structure with appropriately chosen gain matrices also solves the general Hoo
ADDPMS for the system (7.1.1). First, without loss of generality and for 
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simplicity of presentation, we assume that the matrices C1 and D1 are already 

in the form, 

C1 = [ 0 
h 

C~o2] and D = [ D1,0] 
1 0 ' (7.4.8) 

where k = f- rank(DI) and D1,o is offull rank. Then the given system (7.1.1) 

can be written as 

( ~~) = [Au 
X2 A21 

A12] 
A22 ( ~~) + [ ~~] u+ [ ~~] w, 

(~~) = [~ CÖo2] (~~) + [ D~,o] w, (7.4.9) 

h = [C2,1 c2,2l (~~) + D2 u+ D22 w, 

where the original state x is partitioned into two parts, x1 and x2; and y is 

partitioned into Yo and Y1 with Y1 = x1. Thus, one needs to estimate only 

the state x2 in the reduced order controller design. Next, define an auxiliary 

Subsystem :EQR characterized by a matrix quadruple (AR, ER, eR, DR), where 

(7.4.10) 

The following is a step-by-step algorithm that constructs the reduced order 

output feedback controller for the general H 00-ADDPMS. 

Step 7.R.C.l: (Construction of the gain matrix FP(c:)). Define an auxiliary 

system 

{ 
X = A X + B u + E w, 

y = X 

h = c2 x + D2 u + D22 w, 

(7.4.11) 

and then perform Step 7.S.l to 7.S.6 of Section 7.3 to the above system 

to get the parameterized gain matrix F(c:). We let FP(c:) = F(c:). 

Step 7.R.C.2: (Construction of the gain matrix Ka(c:)). Define another auxiliary 

system 

{:: 
h = 

A~ x + c~ u + c~,2 w, 

X 

E~ X+ D~ u + D~2 w, 

(7.4.12) 

and then perform Step 7.S.l to 7.S.6 of Section 7.3 to the above system 

to get the parameterized gain matrix F(c:). We let KR(c:) = F(c:)'. 
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Step 7.R.C.3: (Construction of the reduced order controller ERc(e)). Let us 
partition Fp(e) and KR(e:) as, 

in conformity with the partitions of x = ( :~ ) and y = ( ~~ ) , respec

tively. Then define 

GR{e) = [ -Kao(t), A21 + KRt (e)Au -(AR+ KR(e:)Ca)Kal (e)]. 
(7.4.14) 

Finally, the parameterized reduced order output feedback controller is 
given by 

where 

( ) . {Xe= Aac(E). Xe + BRc(e) y, 
:Eac e . 

U = Cac{e) Xe + DRc(e) y, 

ARc(e) := Aa + B2FP2(e:) + KR(e)Oa + KRl (e:)BlFP2(e), 

{7.4.15) 

BRc(e) := Ga(e) + [B2 +KRt(t}Bl) [0, FPt(e) -FP2(e)Kal(e)), 

CRc(e) := FP2(e}, ) 
DRc(e) := [ 0, FPI(e)- FP2(e:)Kal (e)]. 

We have the following theorem. 

(7.4.16} 

ffi 

Theorem 7.4.2. Consider the given system (7.1.1} with D22 = 0 satisfying 
all the conditions in Theorem 7.2.1. Then the closed-loop system comprising 
{7.1.1) and the reduced order output feedback controller (7.4.15) has the fol
lowing properties: For any given 'Y > 0, there exists a positive scalar e:* > 0 
such that for all 0 < E ~ e:*, 

1. the resulting closed-loop system is asymptotically stable; and 

2. the H00-norm of the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix from the distur
bance w to the controlled output h is less than 7, i.e., IIThw(s, e)lloo < 'Y· 

By Definition 7.1.1, the controllaw (7.4.15) solves the general H 00-ADDPMS 
for the given system (7.1.1}. ffl 

Proof. See Subsection 7.5.C. 
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We illustrate the above result in the following example. 

Example 7.4.2. We again consider the given system as in Examples 7.3.1 
and 7.4.1. As all the five conditions of Theorem 7.2.1 are satisfied, the H00 -

ADDPMS for the given system can be solved using a reduced order output 
feedback controller. We will construct such a controller in the following. First, 
it is simple to show the transformation T. and To, 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 

To~ [~ 
1 

~ l ' T. = 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
, 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

will transform C1 and D 1 to the form of (7.4.8), i.e., 

C~o2 l ~ [l 0 -1 -1 0 n -1 [ 0 0 0 0 0 To C1Ts = h 
1 0 0 0 

and 

Moreover, we have 

r-1 B = [__§___} = • Bz 

1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

and AR= Azz, ER= Ez, and 

4 5 0 0 0 0 
5 6 1 2 3 4 
0 1 0 1 
0 2 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
3 4 0 0 

0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 -1 

0 0 
3 1 

r-1 E = [_§_] = 
' • Ez 

10 
2 0 
0 0 
0 0 

(7.4.17) 

(7.4.18) 

(7.4.19) 

(7.4.20) 

(7.4.21) 

(7.4.22) 
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Following our algorithm, we obtain 

and 

2t:2 /9-e-~ 2e/3-c2/27-~ -~]' 
(7.4.23) 

[ 
1.2000+0.1219e 0 -0.6663+0.4025e l 
0.8187-0.0609e 0 -0.8534-0.2012e 

KR(e) = [ KRo(c) I KR1(e) ] = -0.1219
0
e- 0 -0.4025e- ' 

0 0 

(7.4.24) 

which place the eigenvalues of AR+ KR(c)CR at -0.5616, -1, -3.8303 and -e. 
Also, we obtain a reduced order output feedback controller of the form (7.4.15) 
with all sub-matrices as defined in (7.4.18) to (7.4.24), and with BRc(e) and 
DRc(e) being slightly modified to 

BRc(e) = GR(c)T0- 1 + [B2 + KR1(e)B1] [ 0, FP1 (e)- FP2(e)KR1 (c)] To-1, 
(7.4.25) 

and 
(7.4.26) 

respectively. The maximum singular value plots of the corresponding closed
loop transfer matrix Thw(s, c:) in Figure 7.4.2 also show that the H 00-ADDPMS 
is attained as e tends to zero. liD 

7.5. Proofs of Main Results 

We present the proofs of all the main results of this chapter in this section. 

7.5.A. Proof of Theorem 7.3.1 

Under the feedback law u = F(c:)x, the closed-loop system on the special coor
dinate basis can be written as follows, 

±;;:- = A;ax; + B0aho + L~aha + D;;bhb + E;;w, 
·O- A0 0 B0 h L0 h L 0 h E0 Xa- aaXa + Oa 0 + ad d + ab b + aw, 

x;b = A;!""bcx;!""b - BciabF~0 (c:)[x~ + T~x;!""b] 
+ L:ba[F~, Fbd]x;b + L:baha + Edbw, 

(7.5.1) 

(7.5.2) 

(7.5.3) 
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Figure 7.4.2: Max. singular values of Thw - Reduced order output feedback. 

hb = [Ombxnt• Cb]X~b' (7.5.4) 

Xe = A~c + Lcoho + Lcbhb + Lcdhd + Ecw, (7.5.5) 

ho = -[Fdö, Fbo]x~b - F~0 (c)(x~ + T~x~b), (7.5.6) 

x; = Aq,Xi + LiOho + L;dhd- c:' Bq, [F~;Fiq,x~ + FbdiFiq,Xb 

+F~d;(c-)F;q,[x~ +T~x~b] + F;S;(c)x;]+E;w, (7.5.7) 

h; = Cq,x;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, md, (7.5.8) 

where x~b = [(x~Y, x~Y and Bciab and L~bd are as defined in Step 7.8.4.1 of 
the state feedback design algorithm. We have also used Condition 2 of Re
mark 7.2.2, i.e., D22 = 0, and E;;, E~, E~, Eb, Ec and E;, i = 1, 2, · · ·, md, 

are defined as follows, 

r:;i E = [ (E;;Y (E~Y (E+)I EI EI ab c 1 

Condition 4 of the theorem then implies that 

E~=O, 

and 

E' 2 ... E:nJ. (7.5.9) 

(7.5.10) 

(7.5.11) 
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To complete the proof, we will make two state transformations on the closed
loop system (7.5.1)-(7.5.8). The first state transformation is given as follows, 

- r-t Xa.b = ab Xa.b, 

Xit = Xit + F~ix~ + FbdiXb + F!di(e:)[x~ + T~x~b], 
i = 1,2,···,md, 

Xij = Xij, j = 2,3,···,qi, i = 1,2,···,md, 

(7.5.12) 

(7.5.13) 

(7.5.14) 

(7.5.15) 

where Xa.b = [(x;;- )', (x~)', (x~b)']' and X ab = [(x;)', (x~b)', (x~)']'. In the new 
state variables (7.5.13)-(7.5.15), the closed-loop system becomes, 

i~ = A;ax;;- + A;;abx~b- [Boa.• L;;d]F~(c:)x~ + L;/td + E;;w, 
!.+ A+c-+ [B+ L+ ]F0 ( )-0 + L+ h-xa.b = ab X ab - Oa.b• abd a c Xa abd d, 

x~ = (A~a - B~F~(e:))x~ + (L~d + T~ L~bd)lid + E~w, 
ic = A~cxc + ( Lc~r[O, C~r]- [Lc0, Lcd]Fdb )x~b 

-[Lco, Lcd]F:?(e:)x~ + Lcdhd + Ecw, 

ho = -[Fdü, F~ro]x~b- F~0 (e:)x~, 

i; = Aq,xi - ~Bq,F;S;(e:)x; + Lt_b(c:)x~b + L?~(e:)F~(c:)x~ c:q• 
02 0 0 -0 - - -+Lia (c:)Fa (e:)AaaXa + Lid(c:)hd + E;(e:)w, 

k; = h; + [Fddi,Fbdi]x~b +F~dix~ = Cq,xi, i = 1,2,· · · ,md, 

Jid = [ht, h2, · · ·, kmdJ', 

(7.5.16) 

(7.5.17) 

(7.5.18) 

(7.5.19) 

(7.5.20) 

(7.5.21) 

(7.5.22) 

(7.5.23) 

where A;ab• A~ab• B~ and L~bd are as defined in Step 7.8.4.1 of the state 
feedback law design algorithm, and Lt,b(c:), L?~(e:), L?;(e:), Lid(c:) and E;(e:) 
are defined in an obvious way and, by (7.3.20), satisfy 

(7.5.24) 

and 
(7.5.25) 

for some nonnegative constants ztb, l?1, l?; ~i and l;d, independent of e:. 
We now proceed to construct the second transformation. We need to recall 

the following preliminary results from [63). 

Lemma 7.5.1. Let the triple (A;, B;, Fi(c:)) be as given in 8teps 7.8.4.2 and 
7.8 .4.3 of the state feedback design algorithm. Then, there exists a nonsingular 
state transformation matrix Q;(e:) ERn' xn; suchthat 
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1. Q;(t:) transforms A;- B;F;(t:) into a real Jordan form, i.e., 

Qi1(t:)[A;- B;F;(t:)]Q;(t:) = J;(t:) 

= blkdiag{ J;o(t:), Jil (t:), J;2 (c), · · ·, J;p, (c:)}, (7 .5.26) 

where 

[

-c: 

J;o (t:) = 

1 

(7.5.27) 
-E: 

and for each j = 1 top;, 

J"ij(t:) 
1; (t:) = * [ -E: 

J -ßij 

(7.5.28) 

with ßij > 0 for all j = 1 to Pi and ßiJ ::j:. ßik for j ::j:. k. 

2. Both IIQ;(c)ll and 11Qi1 (t:)ll are bounded, i.e., 

IIQ;(t:)ll ~ 8;, 11Qi1(t:)ll ~ 0;, E E (0, 1], (7.5.29) 

for some positive constant 8;, independent of E:. 

3. If E; E Rn' xq is such that 

lm(E;) C nwE>-(A,)Im(wi- A;), (7.5.30) 

then, there exists a J; 2: 0, independent of E:, such that 

(7.5.31) 

and, ifwe partition Qi1 (t:)E; according tothat of J;(t:) as, 

(7.5.32) 

and 

(7.5.33) 
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then, there exists a ßi ~ 0, independent of e, such that, for each j = 0, to 

p;, 

4. If we define a scaling matrix Bai ( e) as 

Sa;(e) = blkdiag{Sa;o(e),Sai1(c-),Sai2(e),···,S,.;p;(e) }, 

where 
Sa;o(e) = diag{ c:r•o-1, c-r•o-2, · • • ,e, 1 }, 

and for j = 1 top;, 

Saij(c) = blkdiag{er;;-1 h,cr;;-2 !2,· · · ,ehl2 }, 

then, there exists a "'i ~ 0 independent of e such that, 

(7.5.34) 

(7.5.35) 

(7.5.36) 

(7.5.37) 

(7.5.38) 

Proof. This is a combination of the results of [63], and (2.2.13) of [61]. IRl 

Lemma 7.5.2. Let 

Ji(c:) = blkdiag{ J;o, Jil (e ), · · ·, jip; (e) }, (7.5.39) 

where 

[

-1 

jiO = 

1 

(7.5.40) 

and for each j = 1 top;, 

Iij(e) lz l , 
j!<. E: 

•J ( ) 2r;; X2T;j 

(7.5.41) 

with ßij > 0 for all j = 1 top; and ßj :f. ßk for j -:f k. Then the unique positive 

definite solution Pi to the Lyapunov equation, 

(7.5.42) 

is independent of c:. 

Proof. See [63). 
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We now define the following second state transformation on the closed-loop 
system, 

.x;;:- = x;;:-, .xtb = xtb, 

.i~ = [(.i~1)', (x~2 )', · · · (.i~ 1 )']' = Sa(c:)Q- 1 (c:)(r~a)- 1 x~, 

Sa(c:) = blkdiag{ Sal(c),Sa2(c:), · · ·, Saz(c:) }, 

Q(c:) = blkdiag{ Q1(c),Q2(c:), · · ·, Qt(e) }, 

- [-' _, _, ]' - s ( ) - . 1 2 Xd= x1,x2 ,···,xmd, x;= ;cX;, z= , ,···,md, 

under which the closed-loop system becomes, 

where 

i: = A;;:-ax;;:- + A;ab(c:)x~b + A;;:-~(c:)x~ + L;;:-)td + E;;:-w, 
.:.+ -A+c-+ A+0 ( )-0 L+ h-x ab - ab X ab + aba c X a + abd d' 

i~ = ](c:)x~ + B(c:)x~ +i~d(.o)hd + E~(c:)w, 
fic = A~cXc + c:[Atabxtb + A~a(c:)x~ + Lcdhd + EcwJ, 

ho = -[F~, Ho]xtb - F~0 (c:)x~, 
d; = (Aq,- Bq,F;)x; + c:it,b(c:)xtb + c:L?a(c:)x~ 

+c:L;d(c:)hd + c:E;(c:)w, 
- - + -+ -o -o _ -h; = h; = h; + [Fadi' Hdi]Xab + Fadi(c:)xa - Cq,Xi, 

hd = [hl, h2, · · ' , hmdJ', 

A;;:-~(c:) = -[Bct,, L;d]F~(c:)r~aQ(.o)S;;:- 1 (c:), 

Atb0a(c:) = -[Bct,b, Ltbd]F~(c:)r~aQ(.o)S;;:- 1 (c:), 

J(c:) = blkdiag{ c:J1 (c:), cl2(c:), .. ·, clt(c:)}, 

[

0 B12(c:) ~la(c:) · · · f!11(c:)] 
_ 0 0 B2a(c:) ·.. B21(c:) 

B(c:) = : : : . . : ' . . . . . 
0 0 0 . .. 0 

Bjk(c:) = Saj(c:)Qj1(c)BjkH(c:)Qk(c:)S;f(c:), 

j = 1, 2, ... 'l, k = j + l,j + 2, ... 'l, 

L~d(c:) = Sa(c:)Q- 1 (c:)(r~a)- 1 (L~d + T~Ltbd), 
E~(c:) = Sa(c:)Q- 1 (c:)(r~a)- 1 E~ 

= [(E~1 (c:))' (E~2 (c:))' ... (E~1 (c:))']', 

(7.5.43) 

(7.5.44) 

(7.5.45) 

(7.5.46) 

(7.5.47) 

(7.5.48) 

(7.5.49) 

(7.5.50) 

(7.5.51) 

(7.5.52) 

(7.5.53) 

(7.5.54) 

(7.5.55) 

(7.5.56) 

(7.5.57) 

(7.5.58) 

(7.5.59) 

(7.5.60) 
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At,.b = [Lcb[O, Cb]- [LcO,Lcd)F,;'b, 

A~ .. (e) = -[Lco, Lcd]f',?(e}r~ .. Q(e:)S;-1{e), 

fl'!lo(e) = F!'0 (e:)S,;- 1 (e)Q(e)r~ .. , 

it;.b(e) = Si(e:)Lt;.b(e:), 

i~ .. (e) = Si(e:)[L~,!(e:)F~{e) + L?:(e:)F~(e)A~ .. )r~ .. Q(e)S;-1 (e:), 

iid(e) = Si(e:)L,d(e), 

Ei{e) = Si(e:)Ei(e), 
;:,o 0 0 -1 ~'adi(e) = Fadi(e:)rs,.Q(e)S,. (e:), 

and where, for i = 1 to l, ii(e) is as defined in Lemma 7.5.2. 

(7.5.61) 

(7.5.62) 

{7.5.63) 

(7.5.64) 

(7.5.65) 

{7.5.66) 

(7.5.67) 

(7.5.68) 

By {7.3.20), (7.5.24), (7.5.25), and Lemma 7.5.1, we have that, for alle E 
(0, I), 

(7.5.69) 

IIA;;:~(e)ll :5 a-;;~e:, IIA~b~(e)ll :5 at~e:, IIA~ .. (e)ll :5 a~ .. e, llfl'.?o(e:)ll :5 i2oe, 
(7.5.70) 

for i = 1 to md, 

(7.5.71) 

and 

(7.5.72) 

for i =I to l, 

(7.5.73) 

and finally, for j = 1 to l, k = j + 1 to l, 

(7.5.74) 

- -o + -o +O -o o -o -+ -o - -o - -where aaab> lad• acab> a .... , a .... , e .. , aca> fao• lab> l .. , ld, fad> e and b;k are some 
positive constants, independent of e:. 

We next construct a Lyapunov function for the closed loop system (7.5.47)
(7.5.54). We do this by composing Lyapunov functions for the subsystems. For 
the Subsystem of x-;;, we choose a Lyapunov function, 

(7.5.75) 

where P;; > 0 is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(7.5.76) 
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and for the subsystem of x~b' choose a Lyapunov function, 

(7.5.77) 

where P:" > 0 is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(7.5.78) 

The existence of such Pa~ and P:" is guaranteed by the fact that both A;a and 
A~bc are asymptotically stable. For the subsystem of 

-o [( -o )' ( -o )' ( -o )']' Xa = Xal ' Xa2 '' · · ' Xal ' (7.5.79) 

we choose a Lyapunov function, 

(7.5.80) 

where a~ isapositive scalar, whose value is to be determined later, and each 
P~i is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(7.5.81) 

which, by Lemma 7.5.2, is independent of E. Similarly, for the subsystem Xe, 
choose a Lyapunov function, 

(7.5.82) 

where Pc > 0 is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation, 

(7.5.83) 

The existence of such a Pc is again guaranteed by the fact that A~c is asymp
totically stable. Finally, for the subsystem of Xd, choose a Lyapunov function 

md 

Vd(Xd) = L x~PiXc, (7.5.84) 
i=l 

where each Pi is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation 

(7.5.85) 

Once again, the existence of such J?; is due to the fact that Aq, - Bq, F; is 
asymptotically stable. 
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We now construct a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system (7.5.47)
(7.5.54) as follows. 

V(x; ,xtb,x~,xc, xr1.) = v,.-(x;) + a~b Vat(x~b) + V~(x~) + Vc(xc) + adVd(xrJ.), 
(7.5.86) 

where atb = 2IIP,.-II2(a;;,.b)2 and the value of ad is tobe determined. 
Let us first consider the derivative of V,.O(x~) along the trajectories of the 

subsystem x~ and obtain that, 

v,.0 (x~) = E [-ca~)'-1 Cx~i)'x~. + 2 .E (a~r-1 (x~,)' P~,.B.:;(e:)x~;J 
•=1 J=•+1 

l ( O)i-1 +2:L: a,. [Cx~•)'P~,L~d(e:)hrJ.+(x~JP~,~(e:)w]. {7.5.87) 
i=1 c 

Using {7.5.74) it is Straightforward to show that there exists an a~ > 0 such 
that, 

V,.O(x~) $ -~llx~ll 2 + :1 llx~ll·llhrJ.II +a2llwll2, (7.5.88) 

for some nonnegative constants a 1 and a 2 , independent of e:. 
In view of (7.5.88), the derivative of V along the trajectory ofthe closed-loop 

system {7.5.47)-(7.5.54) can be evaluated as follows, 

v = -(x;)'x; + 2{x;)'P; ~ .. b(c:)x;!:b + 2{x;)'P; A;~(c:)x~ 

+ 2{x;)' P;; L;;rJ.ii.d + 2{x~)' P;; E;;w- atb(xtb)'x~b 

+ 2a~b(x~b)' PdiAtb~(c:)x~ + 2a;!:b(x~b)' PJ,LtbrJ.hd 

-~llx~ll2 + :1 llx~ll·llhrJ.II + a2llwll2 - x~xc 
+2c:x~Pc[Atabxtb + A~,.(c:)x~ + LcdhrJ. + Ecw] 

md 

+ "'"'[ 1 -'- 2-'P.L-+ ( )-+ . Cl!rJ. L...J -;;x.:x.: + x, i iab e x .. 11 
i=l 

+ 2x~P.:L~a(c:)x~ + 2x~P.:L.:rJ.(c:)hd + 2x~P.:E.:(c:)w]. (7.5.89) 

Using the majorizations {7.5.69)-{7.5.73) and noting the definition of a~b 
(7.5.86), we can easily verify that, there exist an ar1. > 0 and an ei E (0, 1] such 
that, for all c: E {O,c:i], 

for some positive constant as, independent of c:. 
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From (7.5.90), it follows that the closed-loop system in the absence of dis
turbance w is asymptotically stable. It remains to show that, for any given 
"Y > 0, there exists an g* E (0, ei] such that, for all E E (0, e"], 

(7.5.91) 

To this end, we integrate both sides of (7.5.90) from 0 to oo. Noting that V ~ 0 
and V(t) = 0 at t = 0, we have, 

(7.5.92) 

which, when used in (7.5.88), results in, 

1lx~ll2 :5 ( V2a!aa +a2) llwll2· (7.5.93) 

Viewing hd. as disturbance to the dynamics of x~b also results in, 

(7.5.94) 

for some positive constant a 4 , independent of e. 
Finally, recalling that 

(7.5.95) 

where 

[ 

F~dl (e) ] 
po (e) _ ~d2(e) 

o.d - . ' 

F~dmd(e) 

(7.5.96) 

with each Fo.di(E) satisfying (7.5.71) and (7.5.72), we have, 

llhll2 :5llroPII ( ../2ase + a4IIFd6llve + asJ2a~ase + a2c2) llwll2, (7.5.97) 

for some positive constant as independent of e. 
To complete the proof, we choose c• E (0, er} such that, 

UroPII ( ../2aae + a4IIF.;tllve + asJ2a~ase + a2e2) :$ 'Y· (7.5.98) 

For use in the proof of measurement feedback results, it is Straightforward to 
verify from the closed-loop equations (7.5.47)-(7.5.54) that the transfer function 
from ~w to h is given by 

T20 (s) = Ta.o(s,c) [sl- A~a + B~F2(e)r1 , (7.5.99) 

where Tao(s,c) -t 0 pointwise ins as c-+ 0. 
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7.5.B. Proof of Theorem 7.4.1 

It is trivial to show the stability of the closed-loop system comprising the given 
plant (7.1.1) and the full order output feedback controller (7.4.3). The closed
loop poles are given by >.{A + BFp(c)}, which are in c- for sufficiently small 
c as shown in Theorem 7.3.1, and >.{A + Kq(c)Ct}, which can be dually shown 
to be in GT for sufficiently small c as weil. In what follows, we will show that 
the full order output feedback controller achieves the H00-ADDPMS for (7.1.1), 
which satisfies all 5 conditions of Theorem 7.2.1. Without loss of any generality 
but for simplicity of presentation, hereafter we assume throughout the rest of 
the proofthat the subsystem I:p, i.e., the quadruple (A, B, C2, D2), has already 
been transformed into the special coordinate basis as given in Theorem 2.3.1. 
To be more specific, we have 

A~a 0 0 L~bcb 0 L;_dca 
0 A~a 0 L~bcb 0 L~dca 

A = BoC2,o + 0 0 A;t"a L"!;bcb 0 L"/;aCa 
0 0 0 Abb 0 Lbdcd 

BcE;;;, BcE~a BcE~ LcbCb Ace LcdCa 
BdEaa BaE~a Ba Eta BdEab BdEdc Ada 

:= BoC2,o + Ä, (7.5.100) 

Bö.. 0 0 Boa 
B8a 0 0 B8a 

B= Bri:z 0 0 
Bo = Bta (7.5.101) 

Bob 0 0 ' Bob 
Boc 0 Be Boc 
Boa Ba 0 Bad 

c2,o = rco;. C8a cta Cob Coc Cod], (7.5.102) 

[c~ cga ct" Cob Coc Cod] 
D, ~ [1 0 

~], c2 = ~ 0 0 0 0 Cd , 0 (7.5.103) 
0 0 cb 0 0 0 

I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 

s+(L:p) =Im 0 0 0 0 
(7.5.104) 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 I 
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It is simple to note that Condition 4 of Theorem 7.2.1 implies that 

E-
a 

~ 
E= 0 (7.5.105) 

0 
Ec 
Ed 

Next, for any ( E V>.(Eq) with ,\ E C0 , we partition ( as follows, 

(;; 

(~ 

(= ct (7.5.106) 
(b 

(c 

(a 

Then, Condition 5 of Theorem 7.2.1 implies that C2 ( = 0, or equivalently 

(7.5.107) 

By Definition 2.3.3, we have 

(7.5.108) 

for some appropriate vector "1· Clearly, (7.5.108) and (7.5.105) imply that 

(A- ,\!)( = -E77 = 

* 
* 
0 
0 

* 
* 

(7.5.109) 

where *'s are some vectors of not much interests. Note that (7.5.107) implies 

(A- ,\/)( = (BoC2,o + A- ,\!)( = (A- :>..!)( 

= 

* 
* 

(A;ta - U)(;{ + L~bCb(b + L-;;_dcd(a 

(Abb - ,\J)(b + LbdCd(d 

* 
* 
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= 

* 
* (At,.->.!)(;[ 

(Abb - >.I)(b 

* 
* 

(7.5.109) and (7.5.110} imply 

(A;t"a - M}(;[ = 0 and (A&b - >.I)(b = 0. 

(7.5.110} 

(7.5.111) 

Since At,. is unstable, (Ata - >.I)(;f" = 0 implies that (;[ = 0. Similarly, since 

(Abb, Cb) is completely observable, (A&&- >.J)(b = 0 and Cb(& = 0 imply (b = 0. 
Thus, ( has the following property, 

(= 

G: 
(~ 
0 
0 
(c 

(d 

(7.5.112) 

Obviously, (7.5.112) together with Condition 6 of Theorem 7.2.1 imply 

(7.5.113) 

Next, it is Straightforward to verify that A - si can be partitioned as 

A-sl=X1 +X2C2 +Xg+X4, (7.5.114) 

where 

A;;:-a- sl 0 0 L;;bcb 0 L;;dcd 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

x1 := 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

BcE;;,_ BcE~,. BeEt_ LcbCb Ace-si LcdCd 
BdEia BdE~a BdEda BdEdb BdEdc Add- si 

(7.5.115) 
BQ',. 0 0 

B8a L~d L~b 

X2= Bria L;!'d L;!'b (7.5.116) 
Bob L&d 0 

Boc 0 0 

Bod 0 0 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 A;!' .. - sl 0 0 0 

X3= 
0 0 0 Abb- sl 0 0 I (7.5.117) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

and 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 A~a- sl 0 0 0 0 

x4 = 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

(7.5.118) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

It is simple to see that 

(7.5.119) 

and 

Ker (X3) :::> s+ (EP) :::> v+(EQ) U { U>-.e co V>-. (EQ)}. (7.5.120) 

It follows from the proof of Theorem 7.3.1 that as c:-+ 0 

(7.5.121) 

where K.p isafinite positive constant and is independent of c:. Moreover, under 
Condition 4 of Theorem 7.2.1, we have 

and 

[02 + D2Fp(c:)][sl- A- BFp(c:)]- 1 X 1 -+ 0, 

pointwise in s as c: -t 0. By (7.5.99), we have 

(02 + D2FP(c:)][sl- A- BFp(c:)]- 1 X4-+ 0, 

pointwise in s as c: -t 0. Dually, one can show that 

(7.5.122) 

(7.5.123) 

(7.5.124) 

(7.5.125) 

where K-Q isafinite positive constant and is independent of c:. If Condition 5 of 
Theorem 7.2.1 is satisfied, the following results hold, 

(7.5.126) 

and 
(7.5.127) 

pointwise ins as c: -t 0. 
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Finally, it is simple to verify that the closed-loop transfer matrix from the 
disturbance w to the controlled output h under the full order output feedback 
controller (7.4.3) is given by 

Thw(s,e:) = [C2+D2FP(e:)][sl-A-BFp(e)t1E 

+ C2 [sl -A-KQ(e:)CI)-1 [E+KQ(e:)Dl]+[C2+D2FP(e:)] 

· [sl -A-BFp(e:)t1(A-sl)[sl -A-KQ(e:)Cl]-1 [E+KQ(e:)D1]. 

Using (7.5.114), we can rewrite Thw(s, e-) as 

Thw(s,e:) = [C2+D2Fp(e:)][sl -A-BFp(e:)t1E 

+ C2 [sl -A-KQ(e:)CI]-1 [E+KQ(e:)Dl] 

+ [C2+D2Fp(e:)][sJ -A-BFP(e:)t1(X1 +X2C2+X3+X4) 

· [sl -A-KQ(e:)Ct]-1 [E+KQ(e:)Dl]· 

Following (7.5.121) to (7.5.127), and some simple manipulations, it is Straight
forward to show that as e:-+ 0, Thw(s, e-) --+ 0, pointwise in s, which is equiva
lent to IIThwlloo --+ 0 as e:-+ 0. Hence, the full order output feedback controller 
(7.4.3) solves the H 00-ADDPMS for the given plant (7.1.1), provided that all 
five conditions of Theorem 7.2.1 are satisfied. ~ 

7.5.C. Proof of Theorem 7.4.2 

Again, it is trivial to show the stability of the closed-loop system comprising 
the given plant (7.1.1) and the reduced order mell8urement feedback controller 
(7.4.15) 88 the closed-loop poles are given by ..X{A + BFp(e)} and ..X{Aa + 
Ka(e)Ca}, which are asymptotically stable for a sufficiently small e:. Next, it is 
easy to compute the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w to the 
controlled output h under the reduced order output feedback controller, 

Thw(s, e:) = [C2 + D2FP(e:)][sl- A- BFp(e}t1 E 

+ [C2 + D2Fp(e:)][sl- A- BFp(e:)t1(A- sl) ( In~k) 
· [sl- Aa- Ka(e)Ca]-1 [Ea + Ka(e:)Da] 

+ c2 ( In~k) [sl ~AR - Ka(e)Cat1[Ea + KR(e)Dal· 

It Wll8 shown in Chen [10] (i.e., Proposition 2.2.1) that 

(7.5.128) 
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Following the same lines of reasoning as in Chen [10], one can also show that 

( In~k) U>.eco V.>.(Eqa) = U>.e co V>.(Eq). (7.5.129) 

Hence, we have 

( In~J (V+(Eqa} U {U>.eco V>.(Eqa)} )= v+(Eq) U {U>.eco V>.(Eq)}. 

(7.5.130) 
The rest of the proof follows from the same lines as those of Theorem 7.4.1. ~ 



Chapter 8 

Infima in Discrete-time H00 

Optimization 

IN THIS CHAPTER, we present computational methods for evaluating the infima 
of discrete-time H00 optimal control problems. The main contributions of this 
chapter are the non-iterative algorithms that compute exactly the values of 
infima for systems satisfying certain geometric conditions. If these conditions 
are not satisfied, one might have to use iterative schemes based on certain 
reduced order systems for approximating these infima. Most of the results of 
this chapter were reported earlier in Chen [13], and Chen, Guo and Lin [17]. 

8.1. Full Information Feedback Case 

The main result of this section deals with the non-iterative computation of 
the infimum for the following full information feedback discrete-time system 
characterized hy: 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = (~) x(k) + (~) w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(8.1.1) 

where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the external 
disturbance input, y E nn+q is the measurement output, and h E Ri is the 
controlled output of E. For ease of reference in future development, we define 
~p tobe the Subsystem characterized hy the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2)· 
We first make the following assumptions: 

203 
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Assumption 8.F.l: (A,B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 8.F.2: EP has no invariant zero on the unit circle; 

Assumption 8.F.3: Im (E) C V0 ('EP) + S 0 (EP); and 

Assumption 8.F.4: D22 = 0. 

In what follows, we state a step-by-step algorithm for the cornputation of 

the infimum 'Y*. 

Step 8.F.l: Without loss of generality but for simplicity of presentation, we 

assume that the quadruple (A,B,C2,D2 ), i.e., Ep, has been partitioned 

in the form of (2.3.4). Then, transform EP into the special coordinate 

basis as described in Chapter 2 (see also (2.3.20) to (2.3.23) for the com

pact form of the special coordinate basis). In this algorithm, for ease of 

reference in future development, we introduce an additional permutation 

matrix to the state transformation r s such that the new state variables 

are ordered as follows: 

Next, we compute 
Ec 
E;; 
E;t 
Ed 
Eb 

(8.1.2) 

(8.1.3) 

Note that Assumption 8.F.3 is equivalent to Eb = 0. Also, for economy of 

notation, we denote n" the dimension ofRn/V0(Ep), which is equivalent 

to n" = n;t + nd + nb. We note that n" = 0 if and only if the system Ep 

is right invertible and is of minimum phase with no infinite zero of order 

higher than zero. 

Step 8.F.2: Define A", B", B"0 , Bxt, Ex, C" and D" as follows: 

(8.1.4) 

(8.1.5) 
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and 

(8.1.6) 

It follows from the property of the special coordinate basis that the pair 
(Ax, Bx) is stabilizable. Next, we find a matrix Fx suchthat Ax + BxFx 
has no eigenvalue at -1. Then define Äx, Bx, Ex,(\, Dx and D22 as: 

Äx := (Ax + BxFx + I)-1(Ax + BxFx- I), 

Bx := 2(Ax + BxFx + I)-2Bx, 

Ex := 2(Ax + BxFx + J)-2 Ex, 

Cx := Cx + DxFx, 

Dx := Dx- (Cx + DxFx)(Ax + BxFx + J)-1 Bx, 

D22 := D22- (Cx + DxFx)(Ax + BxFx + J)-1 Ex. 

(8.1.7) 

Step 8.F.3: Solve the following continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation and 
algebraic Lyapunov equation, both independent ofT 

0 = [Äx-Bx(D~Dx)- 1 D~Cx] Sx+Sx [Äx -Bx(D~Dx)-1D~Cx] 1 

-Bx(b~bx)- 1 ß~ +Bx [c~C:x -C:~bx(D~Dx)-1 b~C:x] sx, (8.1.8) 

0 = [Äx-Bx(D~Dx)- 1 D~Cx] Tx+Tx [Äx -Bx(D~Dx)-1 D~Cx] 1 

- [ex-Bx(D~Dx)-1 D~b22] [ex-Bx(D~Dx)-1 b~b22]', (8.1.9) 

for positive definite solution Sx and positive semi-definite solution Tx. 
For future use, we define 

(8.1.10) 

and 

Tx := (Ax + BxFx + l)Tx(A~ + F~B~ + I)/2. (8.1.11) 

Step 8.F.4: The infimum, 1*, is given by 

(8.1.12) 

This completes the algorithm for computing 1* for the full information 
feedback case. I!J 

Wehave the following theorem. 
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Theorem 8.1.1. Consider the full information system given by (8.1.1}. Then 
under Assumptions 8.F.l to 8.F.4, 

1. -y• given by (8.1.12} is indeed its infimum, and 

2. for 'Y > -y* , the positive semi-definite matrix P( 'Y} given by 

(8.1.13) 

is the unique solution that satisfies conditions 2.(a}-2. ( c) of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Moreover, such a solution P( 'Y) does not exist when 'Y < -y*. 1!1 

Proof. First, we note that it follows from Theorem 2.3.1 and Property 2.3.4 of 
Chapter 2 that (A:r:, Bx, Cx,D.,) is left invertible with no invariant zeros on the 
unit circle. Following the results of Stoorvogel et ai (102] and Lemma 4.2.3, it 
is Straightforward to show that the following three statements are equivalent: 

1. There exists a 'Y suboptimal controller for the full information system 
(8.1.1). 

2. There exists a 'Y suboptimal controller for the following auxiliary system 

{ 

X:r:(k + 1) = A., X:r:(k) + B:r: Ux(k) + Ex W:r:(k), 

Y:r:(k) = e) X:r:(k) + ( ~) W:r:(k), 

h:r:(k) = C., X:r:(k) + Dx u.,(k) + D22 W:r:(k), 

(8.1.14) 

where A:r:, Bx, Ex, Cx and D:r: are defined as in (8.1.4) to (8.1.6). Note 
that D22 = 0 by the assumption. 

3. There exists a 'Y suboptimal controller for the following auxiliary system 

{ 
~"' = (~"') ~"' + Bx Ü:r: + (~x) ~"'' 
Yx = I X:r: + 0 W:r:' 

hx = C:r: X:r: + D:r: Ü:r: + [)22 W:r:, 

(8.1.15) 

For future use, we denote E., and f:"' the matrix quadruples (A:r:,Bx,Cx,Dx) 
and (Äx,B:r:,C:r:,Dx), respectively. Note that by Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.2.1, 
items 2 and 3 above are also equivalent to the following: 
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1. There exists a solution Px > 0 to the following discrete-time algebraic 

Riccati equation, 

p =A'PA +C'C -[B~PxAx+D~Cx]'a- 1 [B~PxAx+D~Cx] 
X X X X X X E' p A X E' p A ' 

X X X X X X 

where 

such that the following conditions are satisfied 

Vx := B~PxBx + D~Dx > 0, 

Rx := ')'2 I- E~P,ßx + E~PxBx vx- 1 B~PxEx > 0. 

(8.1.16) 

(8.1.17) 

(8.1.18) 

(8.1.19) 

2. There exists a solution P x > 0 to the following continuous-time algebraic 

Riccati equation, 

with 
(8.1.21) 

and 

(8.1.22) 

Furthermore, the solutions to the above Riccati equations, if they exist, are 

related by 

Px = 2(A~ + n-l Fx(Ax + I)-1. (8.1.23) 

Thus, it is equivalent to show that "Y* given by (8.1.12) is the infimum for the 

full information system (8.1.1) by showingthat it is an infimum for the auxiliary 

system in (8.1.15). This can be done by first showing the properties of the 

auxiliary system of (8.1.15) and then applying the results of Chapter 5. We note 

that the matrix Fx in Step 8.F.2 of the algorithm is a pre-state feedback gain, 

which is introduced merely to deal with the situation when Ax has eigenvalues 

at -1 and the inverse of I + Ax does not exist. For the sake of simplicity but 

without loss of generality, we will hereafter assume that Ax has no eigenvalue 

at -1 and Fx = 0. We will first show the following two facts associated with 
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the auxiliary system (8.1.15): There exists a pre-disturbance feedback to the 
system in (8.1.15) in the form of, 

(8.1.24) 

suchthat 

L fJ22 + DxF w = o, and 

2. Im (E"' + B:r:F w) ~ V0 (Ex) + S 0 (i::x)· 

In fact, we will show that such an F w is given by 

{8.1.25) 

In order to make our proof simpler, we first apply a pre-state feedback law 

(8.1.26) 

to the system in (8.1.14) suchthat the resulting dynamic matrix A"' + B.,F"' 
has the following format, 

[ At~~ L~dCd L~bCbl 
0 Add 0 , 
0 LbdCd Aöb 

(8.1.27) 

while the rest of the system matrices in (8.1.14) remain unchanged. Hence, it 

is without loss of generality that we assume that A., is already in the form of 
(8.1.27). Also, we assume that both Add and Abb have no eigenvalue at -1. 
Then it is simple to verify that 

-1 [ (A;!"a + /)-1 
(A.,+I) = 0 

0 

where 

X1 

(Add +I)-1 

-(Abb + 1)-1 LbdCd(Add + J)-1 

X2 = -(A;!"a + /)-1 L~6Cb(Abb +I) - 1 , 

and 

x2 l 
0 ' 

(Abb +I)-1 

(8.1.28) 

(8.1.30) 
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where 

Define 

f' o = r o [ - Cd ( Add I+ I) -l Bod 
Xa 

209 

(8.1.31) 

We note that r 0 is nonsingular. This follows from the property of the Special 
coordinate basis (see Theorem 2.3.1) that the triple (Add, Bd, Cd) is square and 
invertible with no invariant zero, and hence Cd(Add + J)- 1 Bd is nonsingular. 
Then we have 

(8.1.33) 

and 

where 
(8.1.35) 

It is now obvious to see that the following pre-disturbance feedback law to 
(8.1.15) 

(8.1.36) 

guarantees that D22 + DxF w = 0. We also have 

where 

(8.1.38) 

This shows the first fact. Since Dx is of maximal column rank, it follows that 
the above F w is also equivalent to -(D~Dx)- 1 D~D22. Next, let us proceed to 
prove the second fact, i.e., 
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We will have to apply several nonsingular state transformations to the system 

{ x_\ = ~o: ~"' + ~z ~z + (Eo: + B,}'w) W:z:, 
- - - - (8.1.39) 

ho: = C., X., + Dz Vz , 

and transform it into the form of the special coordinate basis as given in The
orem 2.3.1. First let us define a state transformation 

- -2 T.: = (Az +1) . (8.1.40) 

In view of (8.1.28), it is straightforward, although tedious, to verify that 

[
(A+ +J)-2 * * ] 

Tz= aa 0 (Adel +I)-2 0 • 

0 Xs (A&b + 1)-2 

(8.1.41) 

where *'s are matrices of not much interest and 

Xs = -(A&& + l)-1[L&dCd(Add + /)-1 + (A&b + l}-1 L&dCd](Adcl + 1t\ 
(8.1.42) 

and 

(8.1.43) 

[ 
(A;ta -I)(A~a +1)-1 * 2(A~a +l}-1 L;!"&C&(A&&+1)-1] 

= 0 (Add-I)(Add+I)- 1 0 , 

0 2(A&b+I)-1L&dCd(Add+I)-1 (A&&-l)(A&&+l)-1 

(8.1.44) 

(8.1.45) 

c., :=t\'i':~: 

= f'o [gO -[Cd(Add+1)-1~]-1 Cd(Add+I)-2 g l, (8.1.46) 
-Cb(A&b+1)-2 L&dCd(Add+1)-1 Cb(A&& +/)-2 

D.,~D.=fo [~ !] (8.1.47) 
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In order to bring the system of (8.1.39) into the standard form of the special 

coordinate basis, we will have to perform another state transformation that will 
cause the (3, 2) block of Cx in the right band side of (8.1.46) to vanish. The 
following transformation 'i'x will do the job, 

(8.1.48) 

It is quite easy to verify this time that 

~ --1 - -
Ax :=T,. A,.T,. (8.1.49) 

[ 
(A~a -I)(A;!'"a +I)-1 * 2(A;!'"a +I)-1 L;&cb(Abb+l)l 

= 0 (Add-I)(Add+I)- 1 0 , 

0 2(Abb+I)-2L&dCd(Add+I)-2 (A&&+I)- 1(Abb -/) 

~ --1-
Ex :=T,. E,. 

~ [C"'o] --Cx := ~ := C,.T,. c:r;l 

ß., := iJ,. = iJ,.. 

Then we have 

~ A ~ _ [(A~a- f)(A;!'"a + /)-1 * 
Ax-BxoCxo- 0 A:a 

0 0 

(8.1.51) 

(8.1.52) 

(8.1.53) 

2(A;!'"a + I)-1L;bc&(Ab& +I) l 
0 , 

(A&& + I)-1(A&&- I) 
(8.1.54) 
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where 

A:a = (Add- I)(Add + It1 + 2Bd[Cd(Add + It 1 Bd]-1Cd(Add + 1)-2• 

(8.1.55) 
Define another nonsingular state transformation, 

[
I 0 f.l Tx = 0 I 0 , 
0 0 I 

(8.1.56) 

with f * being a solution to the following general Lyapunov equation 

It follows from Kailath [48] that such a solution always exists and is unique if 
Ata and Abb have no common eigenvalue. Then it is Straightforward to verify 
that it would transform the (1, 3) block of Ax- B,.oCxo in (8.1.54) to 0 while 
not changing the structures of other blocks. Hence, f x would also transform 
the system (A.,, Ex, 6,., Dx) and E., into the standardform of the special coor
dinate basis as given in Theorem 2.3.1 since the pair {(Abb + I)-1 (Abb- I),Cb} 
is completely observable due to the complete observability of (Abb, Cb)· lt is 
now clear from the properties of the special coordinate basis that 

where f:., is characterized by (A.,, B.,, 6.,, Dx), which is equivalent to 

This proves the second fact. 
Next, Iet us apply a pre-disturbance feedback law, 

(8.1.57) 

to the auxiliary system (8.1.15). Again, this pre-feedback law will not affect 
solutions to the Hoo problern for {8.1.15) or to the solution Px of {8.1.20)
{8.1.22). After applying this pre-feedback law, we obtain the following new 
system 

! ~0: = (~0:) ~X+ Bx Vx + 
Yx = I xx + 

hx = 6., Xx + Dx iix + 

[.E.,- Bx(i(i>x)- 1 D~b22] w,., 

(~) w,., (8.1.58) 

0 
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Then it follows from Corollary 3.1.1 that the existence condition of a "' subop
timal controller for (8.1.58) is equivalent to the existence of a matrix Px > 0 
suchthat 

- - -1 - -I - - - -1 - - I - I - - -I -
0 = PxAx + AxPx + CxCx- (PxBx + CxDx)(DxDx)- (PxBx + CxDx) 1 

+Fx [Ex- Bx(D~Dx)- 1 i>~i>22] [Ex- Bx(b~i>x)- 1 i>~i>22 ]' Pxh2 , 

is satisfied. Note that the solution P x to the above Riccati equation is identical 
to the solution that satisfies (8.1.20)-(8.1.21). 

Now, it follows from Theorem 4.1.2 that (Ax, Bx,{\, Dx) is left invertible, 
and is free of infinite zeros and stable invariant zeros as weil as invariant zeros 
on the unit circle. Also, in view of the second fact of the auxiliary system of 
(8.1.58), it satisfies Assumptions 5.F.l to 5.F.4 of Chapter 5. Following the 
results of Chapter 5, we can easily show that 

1* = J Amax(TxB-;1
), (8.1.59) 

and for any 1 > 1*, the positive definite solution P x of (8.1.20)-(8.1.22) is given 
by 

(8.1.60) 

1t then follows from (8.1.23) that for any 1 > "'*, the positive definite solution 
Px of (8.1.16)-(8.1.19) is given by 

Px = 2(A~ + I)- 1(Sx- T x/'·?)-1 (Ax + I}-1 , (8.1.61} 

and hence 1* can also be obtained from the following expression, 

'Y* = JAmax(TxS;- 1 ), (8.1.62) 

where Sx and Tx are as defined in (8.1.10) and (8.1.11), respectively. Moreover, 
it is Straightforward to verify that 

P("') = (r;-1 )' [ ~ (Sx - ~h2)-1] r;1' 

is the unique solution that satisfies conditions 2.(a)-2.(c) of Theorem 3.2.1. 
Finally, note that ( Ax, B x ,(5 x, D x) is left inverti ble, and is free of infinite 

zeros and stable invariant zeros as weil as invariant zeros on the unit circle. It 
follows from Richardson and Kwong [83] that the solution Sx to the Riccati 
equation (8.1.8) is positive definite because (Ax, Bx) is controllable, and the 
solution T x to the Lyapunov equation (8.1.9) is positive semi-definite. In fact, 
both of them are unique. This completes the proof of our algorithm. ~ 

The following remarks are in order. 
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Remark 8.1.1. For the case when D22 =1- 0, Assumption 8.F.3 should be re

placed by the following conditions: 

1. D22 := D22 - C.,(Ax + J)- 1 Ex fs in the range space of Dx, and 

2. Im [Ex- Bx(D~Dx)-1D~D22] ~ V0 (f:.,) +S0 (f:x)· 

Then our algorithm would carry through without any problems. We would also 

like to note that if (A,B,C2,D2) is right invertible, then (Ax,Bx,Cx,Dx) is 

invertible and Dx is square and nonsingular, and V0 (f:x) + S 0 (f:.,) = Rn•. 

Hence, the above two conditions will be automatically satisfied. Such a result 

was first reported in Chen [13). ~ 

Remark 8.1.2. If Assumptions 8.F.3 and 8.F.4 are not satisfied, then one 

might have to approximate iteratively the infimum 'Y* by finding the smallest 

non-negative scalar, say i'* ~ 0, such that the Riccati equation (8.1.20) and 

(8.1.21) are satisfied. ~ 

We illustrate the above results in the following example. 

Example 8.1.1. Consider a full information system (8.1.1) characterized by 

A~ [~ 
1 1 1 

'] [0 
0 1 

E~ [J 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 , B = 1 0 0 , (8.1.63) 
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

and 

[0 0 -1 0 0] [I 0 0] n"~ m c2 = o o 0 1 0 , D2 = 0 0 0 , (8.1.64) 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

lt is can be verified that ( A, B) is controllable and ( A, B, C2 , D 2 ) is neither right 

nor left invertible, and is of nonminirnum phase with two invariant zeros at 0 

and 2, respectively. Moreover, it is already in the form of the special coordinate 

basis as given in Theorem 2.3.1 and Assumption 8.F.3 is satisfied a.s Eb = 0. 

Hence, Assurnptions 8.F.1 to 8.F.4 are all satisfied. Following the algorithm, 
we obtain 

r. = I 5 , nx =3, 
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C.=[~! n• D.=[~ ~]· 
[ 

0.25 0.25 0.25] 
Ax = 0.50 -0.50 0.50 , 

-0.25 0.75 -0.25 

[ 
0.3125 -0.1875] 

Bx = -0.6250 1.3750 , 
0.4375 -1.0625 

[ 
0.125] Ex = 0.750 

-0.625 

and 

[ 
1.000 0.000] 

Cx = Cx, Dx = 0.250 -0.750 , 
-0.125 0.375 

[ 
0.00] 

b22 = -0.50 . 
0.25 

It is simple to verify that (Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx) is left invertible with two invariant 

zeros at 1 and 1/3, respectively. Solving Riccati equations (8.1.8) and (8.1.9), 

we obtain 
[ 0.227615 -0.207890 0.019725] 

Sx = -0.207890 1.202254 -1.005636 , 
0.019725 -1.005636 1.014089 

and 
[ 0.09375 -0.062500 0.031250] 

Tx = -0.06250 0.041667 -0.020833 . 
0.03125 -0.020833 0.010417 

Finally, we get 

[ 0.562306 -0.145898 -0.145898] r.{r 0 

~]' Sx = -0.145898 0.618034 -0.381966 , 0 
-0.145898 -0.381966 0.618034 0 

and the infimum 
'Y* = 0.934173. liD 

8.2. Output Feedback Case 

We present in this section a well-conditioned non-iterative algorithm for the 

exact computation of 'Y* of the following measurement feedback discrete-time 

system :E, 

{ 
x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = C1 x(k) + D1 w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(8.2.1) 
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where x E Rn is the state, u E Rrn is the control input, w E R 9 is the 
external disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E Rt is 
the controlled output of E. Again, for easy reference, we define EP tobe the 
subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A,B,C2,D2) and EQ tobe 
the subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, E, Ct. Dt). We first 
make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 8.M.1: (A,B) is stabilizable; 

Assumption 8.M.2: EP has no invariant zero on the unit circle; 

Assumption 8.M.3: lm(E) C V0 (EP) +S0 (EP)i 

Assumption 8.M.4: (A,Ct) is detectable; 

Assumption 8.M.5: EQ has no invariant zero on the unit circle; 

Assumption 8.M.6: Ker(C2):) V0 (Eq) nS0 (EQ)i and 

Assumption 8.M.7: D22 = 0. 

As in the previous section, we outline a step-by-step algorithm for the com
putation of 'Y* below: 

Step 8.M.1: Define an auxiliary full informationproblern for 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = C) x(k) + ( ~) w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(8.2.2) 

and perform Steps 8.F.l to 8.F.3 of the algorithm given in the previous 
section. For future use and in order to avoid notational confusion, we 
rename the s~ate transformation of the special coordinate basis for EP as 
fsP and the dimension of Ax as nxP· Also, rename Sx of (8.1.10) and Tx 
of (8.1.11) as SxP and Txp, respectively. 

Step 8.M.2: Define another auxiliary full informationproblern for 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A' x(k) + Cf u(k) + q w(k), 

y(k) = U) x(k) + ( ~) w(k), 

h(k) = E' x(k) + D~ u(k) + D;2 w(k), 

(8.2.3) 

and again perform Steps 8.F.l to 8.F.3 of the algorithm given in Sec
tion 8.1 one more time, but for this auxiliary system. Let E~ be the dual 
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system of Eq and be characterized by (A',q,E',D!). We rename the 
state transformation of the Special coordinate basis for E~ as r 8Q and the 
dimension of Ax as nxq, and S., of (8.1.10) and T., of (8.1.11) as Sxq and 
T.,q, respectively. 

Step 8.M.3: Partition 

r-1(r-1)' = [* * J 
SP BQ * r l 

(8.2.4) 

where r is a n.,p x nxq matrix, and define a constant matrix 

(8.2.5) 

Step 8.M.4: The infimum 1* is then given by 

7* = VAmax(M), (8.2.6) 

where M has only real and non-negative eigenvalues. 

Proof of the Algorithm. Once the result for the full information case is 
established, the proof of this algorithm is similar to the one given in Section 5.2 

of Chapter 5. ~ 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 8.2.1. Consider the given discrete-time system (8.2.1) that satisfies 
Assumptions 8.M.l to 8.M. 7. Then for any 7 > 1*, where 7* is given by (8.2.6), 
the following P('y) and Q(T), 

P('Y) := (r;pl)' [~ (SxP- ~P/12)-1 J r;pl, (8.2.7) 

and 

Q('Y) := (r;~)' [~ (Sxq _ ~Q//2 )_ 1 J r;-~, (8.2.8) 

satisfy conditions 2.(a)-2.(g) of Theorem 3.2.1. 

Remark 8.2.2. For discrete-time H00 control, 1* for the full information feed
back system is in general different from tha.t of the full state feedback system 
regardless of D22 = 0 or not. For the state feedback case, i.e., C1 = I and 
D 1 = 0, we note that the subsystem Eq is always free of invariant zeros ( and 
hence free of unit circle invariant zeros) and left invertible. Thus, as long as EP 
is free of unit circle invariant zeros and satisfies Assumption 8.M.l to 8.M.3, one 
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can apply the above algorithm to get the infimum, /'*· Forthisspecial case r.Q, 
n,.Q, SxQ and To:Q in Step 8.M.2 of the above algorithm can be directly obtained 
using the following simple procedure: Compute a nonsingular transformation 

r SQ SUCh that 

(8.2.9) 

where E is a nxQ x nxQ nonsingular matrix. Then S,.Q and TxQ are respectively 
given by 

( ~-1)' ~-1 SxQ = E E and (8.2.10) 

and hence 
'Y* = [.\max(T,.ps;p1 +rs~r's;;)]!. (8.2.11) 

Note that in general, 'Y* ~ Pmax(TxPS;j-)}!. 

Remark 8.2.3. For the case when D 22 ::j:. 0, Assumptions 8.M.3 and 8.M.6 
should be replaced by the conditions given in Remark 8.1.1, which is associated 
with the full information system of (8.2.2), and a set of conditions similar to 
those in that remark, but for the full information system of (8.2.3). Then our 
procedure would again carry through and yield the correct result. Note that if 
EP is right invertible and EQ is left invertible, then all these conditions will be 
automatically satisfied. The result will then reduce tothat of Chen [13]. @ 

Remark 8.2.4. If Assumptions 8.M.3 and 8.M.6, i.e., the geometric condi
tions, and Assumption 8.M. 7 are not satisfied, then an iterative scheme might 
be used to determine the infimum. This can be clone by finding the smallest 
scalar, say ')i*, suchthat all the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. The Riccati equation 

has a positive definite solution P x > 0, which satisfies 

Herewenote that all the sub-matrices in the above Riccati equation are 
defined as in (8.1.7} but for the auxiliary system (8.2.2) of Step 8.M.l. 
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2. The Riccati equation 

o = Q- Ä +X Q- + 61 c- _ [ iJ~Q{Jz +D~/!:.,Q ]I Z ZQ :r:Q Z :r:Q ZQ -I - - I -

E.,QQZ +D22QCZQ 

x [ v:Qv.,Q v:Qv22Q J-l [ iJ:/J.,+v:Qc.,Q J 
v;2Qb.,Q b~2Qb22Q-('Y*)2 I E:QQ.,+D;2QC.,q ' 

has a positive definite solution Q., > 0, which satisfies 

Similarly, we note that all the sub-matrices in the above Riccati equation 
are defined as in (8.1. 7) but for the auxiliary system (8.2.3} of Step 8.M.2. 

3. Finally, the coupling condition holds, i.e., 

Amax{P.,rQ.,r1}< ('1*)2 , 

where r is as defined in (8.2.4}. 

The following example illustrates our computational algorithms. 

(8.2.12} 

Example 8.2.1. We consider a discrete-time measurement feedback system 
{8.2.1) with A, B, E, C2, D2 and D22 being given as those in Example 8.1.1 
of the previous section. We consider the full state feedback case first, i.e., 
G1 = I and D1 = 0. Following the algorithm and the simplified procedure in 
Remark 8.2.2, we obtain those matrices as in the full information case and 

[ 

1 
-1 

r~= ~ -~ ~ ~ ~] ' 
0 -1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

and 
'Y* = 3.181043. 

Now, we consider the computation of 7* for the given system with an output 

measurement characterized by 

Gt = [ 0 0 0 0 1 ) , (8.2.13) 
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It can be shown that (A, Ct) is detectable and (A,E, C1, Dt) is invertible with 
three invariant zeros at 0, 0.618 and -1.618, respectively, and one infinite zero 
of order 2. Hence, Assumption 8.M.6 is automatically satisfied. Following the 

algorithm, we obtain 

52.08746 76.55250 66.46233 -0.95905 2.61803 -4.23607 
92.57546 138.46401 120.13777 -1.65303 5.23607 -7.85410 

M= 
28.03444 42.12461 36.88854 -0.69398 2.61803 -2.61803 
19.20270 29.28949 24.96658 0 0 -1.44097 ' 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
-46.97871 -70.77709 -61.686918 0.95905 -3.61803 4.23607 

and 
'Y* = 15.16907. liD 

8.3. Plants with Unit Circle Zeros 

We discuss in this section a non-iterative computational algorithm for the mea
surement feedback system (8.2.1) whose subsystems EP andjor :EQ have invari
ant zeros on the unit circle. We assume that (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, Ct) 
is detectable. Let F and K be matrices of appropriate dimensions such that 
A + BF and A + KC1 have no eigenvalue at -1 and define 

and 

Äp := (A + BF + I)-1(A + BF- I), 

i:Jp := 2(A + BF + I)-1 B, 

Ep := 2(A + BF + I)-1 E, 

C2P := (C2 + D2F)(A + BF + I)-1, 

D2P := D2- (C2 + D2F)(A + BF + J)-1 B, 

D22P := D22- (C2 + D2F)(A + BF + J)-1 E, 

Äq := (A + KC1 + I)-1 (A + KCt- I), 

61Q := 2C1(A+KC1 +I)'-1, 

C2Q := 2C2(A + KC1 + /)'-1 , 

Eq := (A + KC1 + I)-1 (E + KDt), 

DtQ := Dt- Ct(A + KC1 + I)-1(E + KD1), 

D22q := D22- C2(A + KCt + I)-1(E + KDI). 

(8.3.1) 

(8.3.2) 

- - - - - -* Let Ep denote the system characterized by (Ap,Bp,C2p, D 2P) and EQ denote 
-I -I -I -I 

the system characterized by (Aq,C1q,Eq,D1q)· We also make the following 
assumptions: 
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Assumption 8.Z.1: Im (D22P) C Im (D2P); 

Assumption 8.Z.2: Im [ .Ep - BP(.D;p.D2P)t .o;p.o22P] c v-(tp) + s- (i::P ); 

-I -I 
Assumption 8.Z.3: Im (D22q) C Im (D 1q); 

Assumption8.Z.4: Im [c;Q -C~q(Dl(l.b~Q)t.iJ 1 q.Ö;2Q] c v-(t;l)+s-(i::;J 
0 

lt can be shown that Assumptions 8.Z.l-8.Z.4 are independent of the choicc 
of F and Kin (8.3.1) and (8.3.2). The computation of 1* for a plant whose 
subsystems have invariant zeros on the unit circle can be clone by slightly mod
ifying the algorithm given in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. In particular, ~P in 
Steps 5.Z.l and 5.Z.5 should be replaced by i::p and Equation (5.3.2) should be 
replaced by the following 

(8.3.3) 

-* Also, I:~ in Steps 5.Z.2 and 5.Z.5 should be replaced by I:Q and Equation 
(5.3.19) should be replaced by 

E;tq 

Ebq 

E~q 

E;;q 

EcQ 

Edq 

The rest of the algorithm does not need tobe changed at all. 

(8.3.4) 



Chapter 9 

Solutions to Discrete-time 
Hoo Problem 

THIS CHAPTER IS concerned with the discrete-tirne Hoo control problern with 
full state feedback, full information feedback and general measurernent feed
back. The objective is to present a solution to the discrete-time H 00 control 
problem. One way to approach this problern is to transform the discrete-time 
H(X) optimal control problern into an equivalents continuous-time H(X) control 
problern via bilinear transformation (see Chapter 4). Then the continuous
tirne Controllers that are solutions to the auxiliary problern can be obtained 
and transformed back to their discrete-time equivalent using inverse bilinear 
transformation (see again Chapter 4). Another way is to solve this problern 
directly in discrete-tirne setting and in terms of the original system's perfor
mance. This approach leaves the possibility of directly observing the effect of 
certain physical parameters. Finally, a novel aspect of this chapter is that we 
show that if certain states or disturbances are observed directly, then this yields 
the possibility of deriving a reduced order controller. This result corresponds 
with the continuous-time reduced order controller structure of Chapter 6. The 
main results of this chapter are similar to those in [102], but the presentation 
is quite different. 

223 
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9.1. Full Information and State Feedbacks 

We first consider in this section the following full information feedback system, 

{ 

x(k + 1} = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k}, 

y(k) = ( ~) x(k) + ( ~) w(k), (9.1.1} 

h(k} = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

where x E Rn is the state, u E RTn is the control input, w E Rq is the extemal 
disturbance input, y E Rn+q is the measurement output, and h E Rt is the 
controlled output of ~. As usual, we define ~P tobe the subsystem characterized 
by the matrix quadruple (A,B,C2,D2). We assume that EP has no invariant 
zero on the unit circle and its infimum is given by 'Y*. We are interested in 
designing a full information feedback controllaw 

(9.1.2} 

suchthat when it is applied to the given system (9.1.1}, the resulting closed-loop 
system is asymptotically stable and the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix 
from w to h has an H00-norm less than a given 'Y > 'Y*. 

In what follows, we state a step-by-step algorithm for the computation of 
Ft and F2. 

Step 9.F.l: Without loss of generality but for simplicity of presentation, we 
assume that the quadruple (A,B,C2 ,D2 }, i.e., ~P• has been partitioned 
in the form of (2.3.4). Then, transform EP into the special coordinate 
basis as described in Chapter 2, i.e., find non-singular transformations 
rs, ri and ro suchthat 

Ace BcE~ BeEt,. LcdCd LcbCb 
0 A; .. 0 L-;:dcd L;;bcb 

r;1(A- BoC2,o)rs = 0 0 A;t .. L"/;dcd L!bCb ' 
BdEdc BdEia BdEt .. Add BdEdb 

0 0 0 Lbdcd Abb 

r;• [~·' J r. ~ p· er;.. ct.. Cob Coo] 
0 0. Cd 0 ' 

2,1 0 0 0 0 cb 
Boc 0 Be 
BQ.. 0 0 [Jf 0 

n-r-1 [B Bt]ri = Bria 0 0 r;;1D2ri = 0 8 0 ' 
Bod Bd 0 0 

Bob 0 0 
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Note that an additional permutation matrix to the state transformation 
has been introduced here to the original SCB such that the new state 
variables are ordered as follows: 

Next, we compute 
Ec 
E;; 
E;t 
Ed 
E& 

(9.1.3) 

(9.1.4) 

Step 9.F.2: Let Fe be any appropriate dimensional constant matrixsuchthat 
all the eigenvalues of Ace - BcFc are on the open unit disc. This can be 
done as (Ace, Be) is completely controllable. 

Step 9.F.3: Define Ax, Bx, Ex, Cx and Dx as follows: 

(9.1.5) 

(9.1.6) 

and 

0 l [lm0 0] 0 , Dx = ro 0 0 . 
cb o o 

(9.1. 7) 

Step 9.F.4: Solve the following discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation: 

where 

B~PxEx ] 
E~PxEx + D~2xD22x -I ' 

(9.1.9) 

for Px > 0. Note that because (Ax,Bx,Cx,Dx) is left invertible and 
only has unstable invariant zeros, such a Px always exists provided that 
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'Y > 1*. In fact, one can use the very accurate method given previously in 
Chapter 4 to obtain this Px. For future use in the output feedback case, 
we compute 

x = (r-1)' [o o ) r-1 
8 0 Px 8 • 

(9.1.10) 

Step 9.F.S: Next, compute 

(9.1.11) 

and 

(9.1.12} 

Then, partition F1x as follows: 

[ F~x Fodx Fobx ] . 
Fix= p+ F. dax Fddx dbx 

(9.1.13} 

Step 9.F.6: Finally, the gain matrices F1 and F2 are respectively given by 

[c,, Cöa Cit. + Fftax Cod +Fodx C0, +Foo.l 
F1 = -ri Edc Eia Ffax Fddx Fdbx r;1, 

Fe * * * * (9.1.14} 
and 

[ F2x] F2 = -ri * "f, (9.1.15) 

where *'s are some arbitrary matrices with appropriate dimensions. ~ 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.1.1. Consider the full information feedback discrete-time system 
(9.1.1). Then under the full information feedback law, 

(9.1.16} 

with F1 and F2 given by (9.1.14) and (9.1.15), respectively, the closed-loop 
system is asymptotically stable and the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer 
matrix from the disturbance w to the controlled output h is less than 'Y· ffl 
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Proof. lt is Straightforward to verify that the poles of the closed-loop sys
tem comprising the given full information system (9.1.1) with the controllaw 
(9.1.16) are given by Ace - BcFc, A;4 and A:z: - B",Flfz. We note that both 
Ace - BcFc and A;4 are asymptotically stable. Hence, the closed-loop system 
is stableifand only if Ax- B",F~z is stable. Moreover, it is also simple to show 
that its closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h, say Thw, is equal to "YTh~w~, 
where Th~w~ is the transfer matrix from Wx to h", of the closed-loop system 
comprising the following auxiliary system, 

+ B", Ux + E", w",, 

+ (~) w",, (9.1.17) 

with a full information control law, 

(9.1.18) 

Because (A",, B",, C",, Dx) is left invertible and has only unstable invariant zeros, 
it follows from the result of (100] that the solution to the Riccati equation (9.1.8) 
is indeed a positive definite one provided that "Y > "Y*. Moreover, we also have 
Ax - BxF~z is asymptotically stable and IITh.,w., lloo < 1. Hence, the result of 
Theorem 9.1.1 follows. ~ 

We illustrate the above result with a numerical example. 

Example 9.1.1. Let us consider a discrete-time full information system (9.1.1) 
with matrices A, B, E, G2 , D 2 and D22 are as given in Example8.1.1 of Chapter 
8. The infimum for this problemwas computed in Example 8.1.1 and is given 
by -y* = 0.934173. Let us choose a 'Y = 0.93417 4, which is slightly larger than 
-y*. Following the above algorithm, we obtain 

F1 = [-~ 
-1 

and 

0 -0.745354 -1.078688 -1.078688] 
-1 -1.412022 -1.872678 -1.872678 ' 

0 0 0 0 

[ 
-0.872677] 

F2 = -1.20601~ 

The closed-loop poles, i.e., -\(A + BF1) = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0.38197}. The singular 
value plot ofthe closed-loop transfer matrix from w to hin Figure 9.1.1 clearly 
shows that its H00-norm is less that the given 'Y = 0.934174. liD 
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0.9342r-----.-----.-----.---..----.-------.,.----, 

gamma = 0.934174 
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Figure 9.1.1: Singular values of Thw under full information feedback. 

As was shown in Chapter 8, for discrete-time systems, the infimum associ

ated with the given full information feedback system is in general different from 
that associated with its corresponding full state feedback system, i.e., 

{ 
x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k). 

(9.1.19) 

Let 'Y* be the infimum associated with the full state feedback problem. Then, for 

any given 1 > 1*, the following algorithm will produce a static state feedback 
law that achieves the closed-loop stability as weil as the required H00-norm 
bound of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h. 

Step 9.5.1 to 9.5.4: These steps are identical to Step 9.F.1 to 9.F.4, respectively. 

Step 9.5.5: Compute 

Hx := B~PxBx + D~Dx + (B~PxEx + D~D22:x) 
x (I- D~z.,Dz~x - E~PxEx)-1 (E~PxB:x + D~2:xD:x), (9.1.20) 

and 

F:x := H;1 [B~PxAx + D~Gx + (B~PxE:x + D~D22x) 

X(/- D~2:xD22x- E~PxE:x)-1 (E~P.,A:x + D~2xC:x)]. (9.1.21) 
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Then, partition Fz: as follows: 

F- [F~., 
:z:- p+ 

da:r 
(9.1.22} 

Step 9.5.6: The gain matrix F is given by 

_ . [Coc C~ Ct,. :F~"' 
F--r, Edc Eda Fda:r Fdd:z: Fdb:z: r_;- 1, 

Cod + Fod:r Cob + Fobx ] 

Fe * * * * 
(9.1.23) 

where *'s are some arbitrary matrices with appropriate dimensions. ~ 

Following the lines of reasoning similar to the proof of Theorem 9.1.1, one 
can show that the static control law, 

u(k) = Fx(k}, (9.1.24) 

with F given by (9.1.23), will i) achieve the closed-loop stability, and ii) make 
the H 00-norm of the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h less than 
the given 'Y· Weillustrate this in the following example. 

Example 9.1.2. Let us consider a discrete-time full state feedback system 
(9.1.19) with matrices A, B, E, C2, D2 and D 22 are as given in Example 8.1.1 
of Chapter 8. The infimum for this problern was computed in Example 8.2.1 
and is given by 'Y* = 3.181043. Let us choose a 1 = 3.181044, which is slightly 
!arger than 'Y*. Following the above algorithm, we obtain 

[ 
0 0 -0.432563 -0.885373 -0.885373] 

F = -1 -1 -1.479753 -1.914538 -1.914538 . 
-1 0 0 0 0 

The closed-loop poles, i.e., A(A + BF) = {0, 0, 0, 0.27093, 0.38197} and the 
singular value plot of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to hin Figure 9.1.2 

clearly shows that its H 00-norm is less that the given 'Y = 3.181044. 00 

9.2. Full Order Output Feedback 

We construct solutions to the discrete-time H 00 control problern for the follow
ing measurement feedback discrete-time system :E, 

{ 
x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k}, 

y(k) = C1 x(k} + D1 w(k}, 
h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(9.2.1} 
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Figure 9.1.2: Singular values of Thw under full state feedback. 

where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, w E Rq is the external 

disturbance input, y E RP is the measurement output, and h E R1 is the 

controlled output of E. Again, for the purpose of easy reference, we define EP 
tobe the Subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2) and 

Eq tobe the subsystem characterized by the matrix quadruple (A,E,CI,DI)· 
We assume in this section that both subsystems EP and ~Q have no invariant 
zero on the unit circle. 

Let 'Y* be the infimum for the given E of (9.2.1). Given a positive scalar 

'Y > 'Y*, the following algorithm will produce a measurement feedback control 

law that achieves i) internal stability for the closed-loop system, and ii) the 

resulting IIThwlloo < 'Y· 

Step 9.M.l: Define an auxiliary full informationproblern for 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = U) x(k) + ( ~) w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(9.2.2) 

and perform Steps 9.F.l to 9.F.4 of the algorithm given in the previous 
section to get a positive semi-definite matrix X. Let P :=X and compute 

(9.2.3) 
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and 

R := -y2 I- D~2D22- E' PE+ (E' PB+ D~2D2)Vt(B' PE+ D~D22), 
(9.2.4) 

where t denotes the Moore-Penrose (pseudo) inverse. It can be shown 
that R > 0. Next, compute 

and calculate 

A. := A- BVf(B' PA+ D~C2), 

C. := C2 - D2 vt (B' PA + D~C2). 

Ctp :=Ct +DtR-1 (E' PA.+D~2C.), 

(9.2.5) 

(9.2.6) 

C2P :=(V!)t [B' PA+D~C2+(B'PE+D~D22)R-1 (E'PA.+D~2Cs)], 
Dtp:=DtR-t, 

D2p:=V!, 

D22P:=(V!)t(B' PE+ D~D22)R-!. 

Step 9.M.2: Define another auxiliary full informationproblern for 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A' x(k) + q u(k) + q w(k), 

y(k) = (~) x(k) + (~) w(k), 

h(k) = E' x(k) + D~ u(k) + D~2 w(k), 

(9.2.7) 

and again perform Steps 9.F.l to 9.F.4 of the algorithm in the previous 
section to get another positive semi-definite matrix X and Iet Q := X. 

Also, Iet 

Step 9.M.3: Next, compute 

Wp := DtpDip + Ctpyq-p, 

sp := (c2PYCtp + D22PD~p)wJ(ctPYc2P + D1PD~2P) 
+ -y2 1 - D22PD~2P - C2P Y c~p, 

Az := Ap- (APYqp + EPD~p)WJCtp, 
Ez := EP- (APYqp + .EpD~P)WJDtP, 

(9.2.8) 

(9.2.9) 
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and 

APv :=Ap+(AzYC~p+E.,D~2p)S; 1 C2p, 

BPv :=B+(AzYC2P+E.,D~2P)S;1D2P• 

EPv := [<AzYC2P+E.,D~2P}S; 1 (C2PYCtP+D22PD~p) 

+ APYC{p+EPD~p](w}}t, 

C ·-s-!c 2PY ·- P 2P! 
D ·-ur! lPY .- VVp' 

D ·-s-!D 2PY ·- P 2P! 
_l 1 t 

D22PY :=Sp 2 (C2PYC~p+D22PD~p){W/). 

(9.2.10) 

lt can be shown that i) the quadruple (Apy, Bpy, c2PY' D2PY) is right in
vertible and of minimum phase with no infinite zero, and ii) the quadruple 
(Apv, EPv, CtP,DtPv) is left invertible and ofminimum phase with no in
finite zero. Moreover, there exists an appropriate constant matrix XPv 

suchthat D2Pv + D2PvXPvDtPv = 0. 

Step 9.M.4: Let 

FtPv := -D~pc2P +(I- D~pD2P)Fo, 

F2PY := -D~pyD22PY! 

{9.2.11) 

(9.2.12) 

where Fo is suchthat AP +BFlPv = APv+BPvFtPv has all its eigenvalues 
inside the unit circle. Also, Iet 

(9.2.13) 

(9.2.14) 

where Ko is suchthat APv + K 1PvCtP is stable. We would like to note 
that a more systematic procedure to compute the above gain matrices 
will be given in the next chapter. 

Step 9.M.5: Finally, we obtain a measurement output feedback controllaw, 

with 

~ . { v(k + 1) = Acmp v(k) + Bcmp y(k), 
L.lcmp · 

u(k) = Ccmp v(k) + Dcmp y(k), 

Dcmp := -F2PvK2PY• 

Ccmp := FtPY- DcmpClP> 

Bcmp := BPvDcmp - KtPY• 

Acmp := APv + BPvOcmp + KtPvClP · I 
(9.2.15) 

(9.2.16) 
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Clearly, v E Rn, i.e., the obtained controller Ecmp has the same dynamical 
orderasthat of the given system E. ~ 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.2.1. Consider the given discrete-time system E of {9.2.1) and the 
COntroller Ecmp of {9.2.15) with Acmp 1 Bcmp 1 Ccmp and Dcmp being given by 
(9.2.16). Also, let"' > 1* be given. Then, we have 

1. the resulting closed-loop system comprising :E and Ecmp is asymptotically 
stable; and 

2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 
to the controlled output h is less than "'. ffl 

Proof. The proof of the above theorem can be carried out in two stages: The 
first stage involves showing that the following two statements are equivalent: 

1. The closed-loop system comprising the given system E of {9.2.1) and the 
controller Ecmp of (9.2.15) is internally stable and its transfer matrix from 
w to h, Thw(E X Ecmp), has an H00-norm less than 'Y· 

2. The closed-loop system comprising an auxiliary system Epv, where EPv 
is given by 

{ 
Xpv(k+ 1) = APv Xpv{k) + BPv u(k) + EPv Wpv{k), 

y(k) = clP Xpv(k) + DlPY Wpv(k), 
hPv(k) = c2PY Xpv(k) + D2PY u(k) + D22PY Wpv(k), 

(9.2.17) 

and the controller Ecmp of {9.2.15) is internally stable and its transfer 
matrix from Wpv to hpv, Thpvwpv(EPv x Ecmp), has an H00-norm less 

than 'Y· 

The second stage involves showing that the transfer matrix from Wpv to hpv 
of the closed-loop system comprising EPv and Ecmp is internally stable and is 
in fact identically zero for all frequencies, i.e., Thpywpv(EPv x Ecmp) = 0. It is 
obvious that IIThpywpy(EPv X Ecmp)floo = 0 <I· Hence, EX Ecmp is internally 
stable and IIThw(E x Ecmp)lloo < 'Y· We refer interested readers to (102] for 
more detailed proofs of the above two facts ( stages). ~ 

Remark 9.2.1. It is clear from the above proofthat the design of a "'-sub
optimal controllaw for the original system {9.2.1) is equivalent to the finding of 
a controllaw that solves the Hoo disturbance decoupling problern with internal 
stability for the auxiliary system {9.2.17). One can use a more systematic 
procedure given in Chapter 10 to find such a controllaw. ® 
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The following is an illustrative example. 

Example 9.2.1. Let us consider a discrete-time system (9.2.1) with matrices 
A, B, E, C2 , D 2 and D22 are as given in Example 8.1.1 of Chapter 8 and 

C1 = [ 0 0 0 0 1] , D1 = 0. (9.2.18) 

The infimum for this problem was computed in Example 8.2.1 and is given 
by -r• = 15.16907. Let us choose a positive scalar 'Y = 15.17. Following our 
algorithm, we obtain a full order output feedback controllaw (9.2.15) with 

and 

[

0 1 1.005710 
0 0 0.005710 

Acmp = 0 0 0.691710 
0 0 -0.310193 
0 0 0 

1.003529 -9.516228] 
1.003529 -3.303781 
0.191432 -1.876073 ' 

-0.809744 3.217071 
1 -3.281899 

4.307309 -4.043756 
[ 

10.519757] 

Bcmp = 2.067505 1 Dcmp = [-14.546573] 1 

-4.026815 0 
4.281899 

[ 
0 0 -0.314000 -0.812097 3.231659] 

Ccmp = -1 -1 -1.315903 -1.813273 12.733300 . 
-1 0 0 0 0 

The plot of the singular values of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h 
in Figure 9.2.1 shows that 

{9.2.19) 

The poles of the closed-loop system are given by 

-0.596025, 0.618045,0.433068, 0.382376, -0.237186, -0.000212, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

which are all inside the unit circle. 

9.3. Reduced Order Output Feedback 

In this section we show tha.t for the singular H00 control problem, we can 
always find a suboptimal solution which has a dynamical order less than that 
of the plant and is of a. reduced order observer-based structure. This result 
is analogaus to tha.t obta.ined in Chapter 6 for the continuous-time problems. 
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Figure 9.2.1: Singular values of Thw under full order output feedback. 

Without loss of generality, we develop such a reduced order observer-based 
contraHer for the system ~PY defined in the previous section, i.e., 

{ 
Xpv(k + 1) = Apy Xpv(k) + Bpy u(k) + Epy Wpv(k), 

y(k) = clP Xpv(k) + DlPY Wpv(k), 
hPv(k) = c2PY Xpv(k) + D2PY u(k) + D22PY Wpy(k). 

(9.3.1) 

There exists a constant output pre-feedback law XPvY suchthat after applying 
this pre-feedback law, namely setting 

(9.3.2) 

the direct feed-through term from Wpv from hPv disappears. Hence without 
loss of generality, hereafter we assume that D22Pv = 0. 

There exists an 'optimal' state feedback gain FPv in the sense that 

with APv + BPvFPv stable. We need to construct an observer of low order. 
Without loss of generality but for simplicity of presentation, we assume that 
the matrices clP and DlPY are already in the form 

and D [ Dl,O] lPY = Q l 
(9.3.3) 
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where mo is the rank of DlPY and D1 ,o is of full rank. Then the given system 

EPv can be written as, 

( :~ ) + [ ~~] Wpy + [ ~~] U, 

(9.3.4) 

where 

(9.3.5) 

We note that Y1 = x1 . Thus, one needs to estimate only the state x2 in the 

reduced-order estimator. Then following closely the procedure given in (22], we 

first rewrite the state equation for x 1 in terms of the measured output y1 and 

state x2 as follows, 

(9.3.6) 

where Y1 and u are known. Observation of x2 is made via Yo and 

A reduced-order system for the estimation of state x2 is given by 

{ x2(k + 1) =AR x2(k) + Ea Wpv(k) + [A21 B2] ( v:g})' (9.3.8) 

Ya(k) =eR x2(k) + Da Wpy(k), 

where 

A ·- A E ·- E C ·- [e1,02] D ·- [D1,o] 
R .- 22, R .- 2, R .- A12 ' R .- El . (9.3.9) 

Basedon (9.3.8), one can construct a reduced-order observer for x 2 as, 

where K a is the observer gain matrix which must be chosen such that AR+ KR eR 
is asymptotically stable and 

(9.3.11) 

Following the result of Chen (10], i.e., Proposition 2.2.1, one can show that the 

quadruple (Aa, ER, eR, DR) is left invertible and of minimum phase with no 
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infinite zero, provided that the quadruple (Apv, Epv, C1Pv• D1Pv) is left invert
ible and of minimum phase with no infinite zero. The computation of K a can 
systematically be done using the procedure given in the next chapter. 

At this moment we have a reduced-order observer and an optimal state 
feedback. However, Ya contains a future measurement, i.e., the term Yt (k +I) 
in (9.3.7). We apply a transformation to remove this term. We partition the 
reduced order observer gain Ka = (Kao, Kat] compatible with the dimensions 
of the outputs (yb, y~ )', and at the same time define a new variable, 

We then obtain the following reduced order estimator based controller, 

{

v(k+l) = (Aa+KaCa) v(k) + (B2+Ka1B1) u(k) + GR y(k), 

Xpv(k) = [ J,._:"'J v(k) + [~ -~RJ y(k), 

u(k) = FPY Xpv(k) + xpy y(k), 
(9.3.12} 

where 

GR = [-Kao, A21 + KatAu - (Aa + KaCR)KRt], 

and Fpy is state feedback gain and xpy is the Output pre-feedback gain. 

Remark 9.3.1. It is interesting to pointout that the state space representa
tion of'the reduced order estimator based controller in (9.3.12) might not be 
minimal and hence the McMillan degree of this Controller might be less than 
the dynamical order of its state space representation (9.3.12). This is mainly 
due to the stable dynamics which become unobservable in the controlled output 
hpy after the preliminary output feedback law (9.3.2}. 

A very interesting example is the state feedback case for 0 1 = I and D1 = 0. 
In this case, the preliminary output feedback XPv in (9.3.2) can be chosensuch 
that after this preliminary feedback C2Pv = 0 and APv is stable. Hence we 
can choose FPv = 0 but this implies that the reduced order estimator based 
controller (9.3.12) has a McMillan degree equal to zero and it reduces to the 
static state feedback solution, u = XPvY· 1!!1 

Finally, we note that the reduced order output feedback controllaw (9.3.12) 
can be written in the following standard form, 

:Ecmp : { 
v(k + 1) = Acmp v(k} + Bcmp y(k), 

u(k) = Ccmp v(k) + Dcmp y(k), 
(9.3.13) 
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with 

Acmp := {Aa +KR Ca)+ (B2 + KatBt}Fpy [ ~] 1 

Bcmp := (B2 + KRtBt) ( FPY [ ~ -iRl] + xpy) +Ga, 

Ocmp := FPY [ ~] 1 

{9.3.14) 

Dcmp := FPY [~ -kRJ + XPY· 

Wehave the following theorem. 

Theorem 9.3.1. Consider the given discrete-time system :E of (9.2.1). Also, 
Iet 'Y > 'Y* be given. Then, there exist gain matrices Xpv, FPv and KR such 
that the resulting controller Ecmp of (9.3.13) with Acmp 1 Bcmp 1 Ccmp and Dcmp 
being given as in (9.3.14) has the following properties: 

1. the resulting.closed-loop system comprising :E and :Ecmp is asymptotically 
stable; and 

2. the H 00-norm of the resulting closed-loop transfer matrix from the dis-
turbance w to the controlled output h is less than 'Y. 1I1 

Pruof. It is quite obvious because :EPv has the following properties: 

1. There exists a constant matrix XPY suchthat D2Pv + D2PYXPvDtPY = 0; 

2. {APv, Bpv 1 C2Pv,D2Pv) is right invertible and of minimum phase with no 
infinite zero; 

3. (Apv,EPv,CtP,DtPY) is left invertible and of minimum phase with no 
infinite zero. 

A systematic procedure for computing the gain matrices Xpv, Fpy and Ka can 
be found in Chapter 10. ~ 

The following example illustrates the result of this section. 

Example 9.3.1. Consider a discrete-time system of the form (9.2.1) with 

A=[~ !J. B=[-n. E=UJ· 
Ot = [ ~ ~] , Dt = [ ~] , 

(9.3.15) 

{9.3.16) 
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and 

C2=[0.8 0.9], D2=0, D22 =l. (9.3.17) 

It is simple to verify that the subsystem (A, B, C 2 , D 2 ) is invertible with an 

unstable invariant zero at 1.5714 and the subsystem (A, E, C1 , DI) is left in

vertible with an unstable invariant zero at 2. By utilizing the algorithm for 

computing 'Y* in the previous chapter, we obtain an exact value of the infimum 

'Y* = 3.9631638. 

In what follows, we will design a "(-suboptimal measurement output controllaw 

with 'Y = 3.963164. Following the above procedures, we obtain an auxiliary 

system (9.3.1) with 

[ 1.14353033 1.18520854] 
APY = 2.34861499 3.46328599 , Bpy = [ 0.964225~~] ' 

E = 103. [1.65382390] C = [0.14353033 1.18520854] 
py 4.83262217 ' lP 1 0 ' 

DlPY = 103 . [ 1.6538239~] ' D22PY = -3297.4252, 

c2PY = [ -1.74280115 -2.36309110], n2PY = o.30400789, 

and finally the controller parameters, 

Acmp = 0, Bcmp = [0.06254887 0.05328328], 

and 

Ccmp = 0, Dcmp = [6.55844429 4.79141397]. 

The poles of the closed-loop system comprising the given plant and the above 

controller are given by 0 and 0.4878 ± j0.1199. Clearly, they are stable. The 

plot of the singular values of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h in 

Figure 9.3.1 shows that IIThw(:E x :Ecmp)lloo is indeed less than the given 'Y· ~ 
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Chapter 10 

Discrete-time H(X) Almost 
Disturbance Decoupling 

10.1. lntroduction 

IN THIS CHAPTER, we consider the problern of Hoo almost disturbance decou

pling for generat discrete-time plants whose subsystems are allowed to have 

invariant zeros on the unit circle of the complex plane. The stability region 

of a discrete-time system considered in this chapter is defined as usual as the 

open unit disc. In cantrast to the continuous-time case, the problern of almost 

disturbance decoupling for general discrete-time systems is less studied in the 

literature. In 1996, Chen, Guo and Lin [17] gave a set of solvability conditions 

for the H 00-ADDPMS for the special case when a given plant whose subsys

tems do not have invariant zeros on the unit circle. Only very recently, has the 

necessary and sufficient conditions under which the H 00 -ADDPMS for general 

discrete-time systems been derived by Chen, He and Chen [18]. Solutions to 

such a generat problern have just been reported by Lin and Chen [65). The 

results of [18] and [65] form the core of this chapter. 

Tobemore specific, we consider the following standardlinear time-invariant 

discrete-time system ~ characterized by 

{

x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

I; : y(k) = C1 x(k) + D1 w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k), 

(10.1.1) 

where x ERn is the state, u E Rm is the control input, y E lRe is the measure

ment, w E Rq is the disturbance and h E lRF is the output to be controlled. 

241 
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As usual, we denote EP and EQ as the subsystems characterized by matrix 
quadruples (A, B, C2, D2) and (A, E, Ct, Dt), respectively. The following dy
namic feedback controllaws are investigated: 

{ 
Xc(k + 1} = Acmp Xc(k) + Bcmp y(k), 

Ecmp: 
u(k) = Ccmp Xc(k) + Dcmp y(k), 

(10.1.2) 

The Controller Ecmp of (10.1.2) is said tobe internally stabilizing when applied 
to the system E, if the following matrix is asymptotically stable: 

Ac ·- [A + BDcmpCt BCcmp] 
1 .- BcmpCt Acmp ' (10.1.3) 

i.e., all its eigenvalues lie inside the open unit disc of the complex plane. Denote 
by Thw the corresponding closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 
to the controlled output h. Then, the solvability of the H 00 almost disturbance 
decoupling problern for general discrete-time systems can be defined as follows. 

Definition 10.1.1. The general Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern 
with measurement feedback and with internal stability (H00-ADDPMS) for 
(10.1.1) is said tobe solvable if, for any given positive scalar "Y > 0, there exists 
at least one controller of the form (10.1.2) such that, 

1. in the absence of disturbance, the closed-loop system comprising the sys
tem (10.1.1) and the Controller {10.1.2) is asymptotically stable, i.e., the 
matrix Ac1 as given by (10.1.3) is asymptotically stable; 

2. the closed-loop system has an .C2-gain, from the disturbance w to the 
controlled output h, that is less than or equal to "'f, i.e., 

llhll2 ~ 'YIIwll2, Vw E .C2 and for (x(O),xc(O)) = (0,0). (10.1.4) 

Equivalently, the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to 
h, Thw, is less than or equal to /, i.e., IIThwlioo ~ "Y· Im 

The problern of Hoo almost disturbance decoupling with state feedback or 
with full information feedback can be defined in a similar and obvious way. The 
goal of this chapter is to identify the solvability conditions for these problems 
and to construct their solutions, if they are existent. The rest of this chapter 
is organized as follows: In Section 10.2, we give solvability conditions under 
which the proposed H00-ADDPMS for general discrete-time systems is solvable. 
Sections 10.3 and 10.4 give constructive algorithms that would yield solutions 
to the general discrete-time H00-ADDPMS, if such solutions exist. All proofs of 
the main results of this chapter are given in Section 10.5 for the sake of clarity 
of presentation. 
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10.2. Solvability Conditions 

We give in this section the solvability conditions for the general Hoo almost 
disturbance decoupling problems with internal stability for the following three 
cases: the full information feedback, the full state feedback and the measure
ment feedback. These conditions are characterized in terms of some weH de
fined geometric subspaces. We also develop a numerical algorithm that will 
check these conditions without actually computing any geometric subspaces. 
The proofs of the main results of this section are given in Section 10.5. 

Let us first examine the full information case. We have the following result. 

Theorem 10.2.1. Consider the given discrete-time linear time-invariant sys
tem E of (10.1.1) with the measurement output being 

(10.2.1) 

i.e., all the state variables and the disturbances (full information) are mea
surable and available for feedback. The H 00 almost disturbance decoupling 
problern with full information feedback and with internal stability for the given 
system is solvable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) (A, B) is stabilizable; 

(b) Im (D22) c Im (D2), i.e., D22 + D2S = 0, where S = -(D~D2)t D~D22i 

Proof. See Subsection 10.5.A. 

The result for the general measurement feedback case is given in the next. 

Theorem 10.2.2. Consider the given discrete-time linear time-invariant sys
tem E of (10.1.1). The Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern with mea
surement feedback and with internal stability (H00-ADDPMS) for (10.1.1) is 
solvable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) (A,B) is stabilizable; 

(b) ( A, Cl) is detectable; 

(c) D 22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D2D2)t D~D22DHD1D)_)t; 

(d) Im(E + BSD1) c { V0 (Ep) +BKer(D2)} n { niAI=l S>.(Ep) }; 
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(e) Ker (C2 + D2SC1) :J { S0 (Eq) n C11{Im (Di)}} u { Ur.\l=l V~(EQ) }; 

(f) S0 (Eq) c V0 (Ep). ffi 

Proof. See Subsection 10.5.B. ~ 

The following remarks are in order. 

Remark 10.2.1. Note that if EP is of minimum phase and right invertible 
with no infinite zeros, and Eq is of minimum pha.se and left invertible with no 
infinite zero, then Conditions (d) to (f) of Theorem 10.2.2 are automatically 
satisfied. Hence, the solvability conditions of the H00-ADDPMS for such a ca.se 
reduce to: 

(a) (A, B) is stabilizable; 

(b) (A, Ci) is detectable; and 

(c) D22 +D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tD2D22D~(D1D~)t. liD 

Remark 10.2.2. For special case when all the states of the system (10.1.1) are 
mea.surable and available for feedback, i.e., y = x, it can be ea.sily derived from 
Theorem 10.2.2 that the H00 almost disturbance decoupling problern with full 
state feedback and with internal stability for such a system is solvable if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) (A, B) is stabilizable; 

(b) D22 = 0; .and 

(c) Im (E) C V0 (Ep) n { niAI=l S.\(EP) }. 

Next, we proceed to develop a numerical algorithm which verifies the solv
ability conditions of Theorem 10.2.2 without computing any geometric sub
spaces of EP or EQ. 

Step 10.2.0: Let S = -(D2D2)t D2D22DHDtDDt. If D22 + D2SD1 f. 0, the 
HCXl-ADDPMS for (10.1.1) is not solvable and the algorithm stops here. 
Otherwise, go to the next step. 

Step 10.2.1: Compute the special coordinate ba.sis of Ep, i.e., the quadruple 
(A, B, C2, D2). For easy reference, we append a subscript 'p' to all sub
matrices and transformations in the SCB associated with Ep, e.g., r sP 

is the state transformation of the SCB of Ep, BdP is replacing the sub
matrix Bd, and A~aP is associated with invariant zero dynamics of EP on 
the unit circle. 
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Step 10.2.2: Next, we denote the set of eigenvalues of A~ar with a non-negative 
imaginary part as {wrl,Wr2,···,Wrkr} and for i = 1,2,···,kr, choose 
complex matrices Vir, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace 

0 
{x E cn.p I xH(Wril- A~ar) = 0}, where n~p is the dimension of X~p· 
Then, let 

We also compute n.,r := dim (Xd;,) + dim (Xbr) + dim (Xdr), and 

Ecr 

E;;r 

E~r 

E;t"r 

Ebr 

Edr 

(10.2.2) 

(10.2.3) 

Step 10.2.3: Let E~ be the dual system of :Eq and be characterized by a 
quadruple (A', CL E', DD. We compute the special coordinate basis of 
E~. Again, for easy reference, we append a subscript 'Q' to all sub
matrices and transformations in the SCB associated with E~, e.g., r.Q 
is the state transformation of the SCB of :E~, BdQ is replacing the sub
matrix Bd, and A~aq is associated with invariant zero dynamics of E~ on 

the unit circle. 

Step 10.2.4: Similarly, we denote the set of eigenvalues of A~aQ with a non
negative imaginary part as { wQb wQ2 , • • • , Wqkq} and for i = 1, 2, · · · , kQ, 
choose complex matrices ViQ, whose columns form a basis for the eigenspace 
{x E cn~Q I xH(Wqil- A~4Q) = 0}, where n~Q is the dimension of x~Q· 
Then, let 

(10.2.4) 

We next compute n.,q := dim (X,;'Q) + dim (Xbq) + dim (XdQ), and 

EcQ 

E;;Q 

E~Q 

E;t"Q 

EbQ 

EdQ 

(10.2.5) 
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Step 10.2.5: Finally, compute 

r-1cr-1)' = [* *] 
BP BQ * f ' (10.2.6) 

where r is a n.,p x n.,Q constant matrix. 

The following proposition summaries the result of the above algorithm. lt 

also gives a set of necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of sub-matrices 

associated with the SCB'sofEP and EQ, for the solvability ofthe H 00-ADDPMS 

for the general discrete-time system E of (10.1.1). 

Proposition 10.2.1. Consider the given discrete-time linear time-invariant 

system E of (10.1.1). The HeX) almost disturbance decoupling problern with 

measurement feedback and with internal stability (H00-ADDPMS) for (10.1.1) 

is solvable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) (A, B) is stabilizable; 

(b) ( A, C 1 ) is detectable; 

(c) D22- D2(D~D2)tD~D22D~(D1DDtD1 =0; 

(d) VPH E~P = 0, E;I"P = 0, EbP = 0, Im (EdP) C Im (BdP); 

(e) V~ E~Q = 0, E;I"Q = 0, EbQ = 0, Im (EdQ) c Im (BdQ); and 

(f) r = o. 

Note that all the matrices in (d)-(f) are well-defined in Steps 10.2.0 to 10.2.5 of 
the algorithm. ~ 

The above result can be directly verified using the properties of the special 
coordinate basis of Chapter 2 and the result ofTheorem 10.2.2 (see also Chapter 

7 for a similar result for continuous-time systems). 

10.3. Solutions to State and Full Information Feedback 
Cases 

In this section, we consider feedback control law design for the general Hoo 
almost disturbance decoupling problern with internal stability as weil as with 

both full state feedback and full information feedback, where internal stability 

is with respect to the open unit disc. More specifically, we will first present a 
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design procedure that constructs a family of parameterized static state feedback 
controllaws, 

u(k) = F(e:)x(k), 

which solves the general H 00-ADDPMS for the following system, 

{ 
x(k+ 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k). 

(10.3.1) 

(10.3.2) 

That is, under this family of state feedback control laws, the resulting closed
loop system is asymptotically stable for sufficiently small e and the H 00-norm 
of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h, Thw(z,e:), tends to zero as e 
tends to zero, where 

(10.3.3) 

Wehave the following algorithm for constructing such an F(e:). 

Step 10.5.1: (Decomposition of ~p). Transform the subsystem I:p, i.e., the 
matrix quadruple (A, B, C2, D2), into the special coordinate basis (SCB) 
as given by Theorem 2.3.1. Denote the state, output and input transfor
mation matriceS a8 rSP! roP and riP! respectively. 

Step 10.5.2: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with Xe). Let Fe be any 
constant matrix subject to the constraint that 

(10.3.4) 

is a stable matrix. Note that the existence of such an Fe is guaranteed by 
the property of the special coordinate basis, i.e., (Ace, Be) is controllable. 

Step 10.5.3: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with x:, Xb and Xd)· 
Let 

[ 
0 0 

Fabd := E- Eo 
da da 

F:Ö 
F;Id 

(10.3.5) 

(10.3.6) 

(10.3.7) 

is an asymptotically stable matrix. Again, the existence of such an F~d 
is guaranteed by the property of the special coordinate basis. 
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Step 10.5.4: (Gain matrix for the subsystem associated with A~a). The construc

tion of this gain matrix is carried out in the following sub-steps. 

Step 10.5.4.1: (Preliminary coordinate transformation). Noting that 

we have 

~ l , 
Bd 

(10.3.8) 

where 

(10.3.9) 

(10.3.10) 

and 
(10.3.11) 

Clearly, the pair (Acon- BcanFabd, Bcon) remains stabilizable. Construct 

the following nonsingular transformation matrix, 

0 

0 (10.3.12) 

where T~ is the unique solution to the following Lyapunov equation, 

Ao To TOA+c _ Ao 
aa a - a abd - abd · (10.3.13) 

We note here that such a unique solution to the above Lyapunov equation 

always exists since all the eigenvalues of A~a are on the unit circle and all 

the eigenvalues of A~bcd are on the open unit disc. It is now easy to verify 

that 

(10.3.14) 
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and 

(10.3.15) 

Hence, the matrixpair (A~4 ,B~) is controllable, where 

(10.3.16) 

Step 10.5.4.2: (Further coordinate transformation). Use the results of Chap
ter 2 to find nonsingular transformation matrices r~a and r?a such that 
(A~a• B~) can be transformed into the blockdiagonal controllability canon
ical form, 

(10.3.17) 

and 

(10.3.18) 

Bz 

where l is an integer and for i = 1, 2, · · · , l, 

[1 
1 0 0 

B,~ m 0 1 0 

Ai= ' 
0 0 1 
i i -ai -an,-1 -an;-2 

We note that all the eigenvalues of Ai are on the unit circle. Here, the *'s 

represent sub-'matrices of less interest. 

Step 10.5.4.3: (Subsystem design). Foreach (Ai, Bi), let Fi(c) E R 1 xn; be the 
state feedback gain such that 

where ei9•t, l = 1, 2, · · · , ni, are the eigenvalues of A;. Clearly, all the 
eigenvalues of Ai+ BiFi(E) are on the open unit disc and Fi(c) is unique. 
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Step 10.5.4.4: (Composition of gain matrix for subsystem associated with xg). 
Let 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

· · · Fl-l(c) 0 
0 Fl(c) 
0 0 

(ro )-1 
sa ' (10.3.19) 

where c E (0, 1] is a design parameter whose value is tobe specified later. 
For future use, we partition 

Fo( ) = [F~o(t)] 
a c ~d(c) ' 

(10.3.20) 

and 
Fo( )To = [F~o+(c) F~ob(t) F~od(c)] 
ac a 0 0 0 ' Fad+(c) Fadb(c) FadAc) 

(10.3.21) 

Step 10.5.5: (Composition of parameterized gain matrix F(c)). In this step, 
various gains calculated in Steps 10.8.3 to 10.8.5 are put tagether to form 
a composite state feedback gain matrix F(c). lt is given by 

(10.3.22) 

where 

[Cö. cga c(t. + F:O Cob + Fbo Coc Co,+F" l 
F0 = Eia, E~a F;Id Fbd Edc Fdd , 

E;;;, E~a Eta 0 Fe 0 
(10.3.23) 

and 

F,(c)= [: 

F~0 (c) F~0+(c) F~ob(c) 0 F!',.(c) l 
~d(c) F~d+(c) F~db(s) 0 F;d;(c) . (10.3.24) 

0 0 0 0 

This completes the construction of the parameterized state feedback gain 
matrix F(c). IKI 

We have the following theorem. 

Theorem 10.3.1. Consider the given system (10.3.2) in which all the states 
are available for feedback. Assurne that the problern of H oo almost disturbance 
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decoupling with internal stability for (10.3.2) is solvable, i.e., the solvability con
ditions of Remark 10.2.2 are satisfied. Then, the closed-loop system comprising 
(10.3.2) and the full state feedback controllaw, 

u(k) = F(t:)x(k), (10.3.25) 

with F(c) given by (10.3.22), has the following properties: For any given "Y > 0, 
there exists a positive scalar c• > 0 such that for all 0 < c :::::; c•, 

1. the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, i.e., A{A+ BF(c)} are on 
the open unit disc; and 

2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 

to the controlled output h is less than "'(, i.e., IIThw(z,t:)lloo < "Y· 

Hence, by Definition 10.1.1, the controllaw of (10.3.25) solves the H00-ADDPMS 
for (10.3.2). rB 

Proof. The proof of this theorem is somewhat similar to that of its continuous
time counterpart, i.e., Theorem 7.3.1. We refer interested readers to [65) for 

further details. ~ 

Next, we proceed to design a parameterized controllaw, 

u(k) = F.,(t:)x(k) + Fww(k), (10.3.26) 

which solves the Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern with internal sta
bility for the following full information system, 

{ 

x(k+1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = ( ~) x(k) + (~) w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k). 

(10.3.27) 

That is, under the above full information feedback controllaw, the resulting 
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for sufficiently small c and the Hoo
norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from w to h, Thw(z,t:), tends to zero 

as c tends to zero, where 

The following is a step-by-step algorithm for constructing F.,(c) and Fw. 
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Step 10.F.1: (Computation of S). Compute 

S = -(D~D2)tD~D22· (10.3.28) 

Step 10.F.2: (Computation of Fx(E)). Follow Steps 10.8.1 to 10.8.5 of the 
previous algorithm to yield a gain matrix F(c). Then, let 

Fx(E) = F(c). (10.3.29) 

Also, we need to retain the transformation matrices r SP and r;p, as weil 
as the sub-matrix Bd of the SCB of L;P in order to compute Fw in the 
next step. 

Step 10.F.3: (Construction of gain matrix Fw). Let 

E;; 
E~ 
ß+ 

r;j-(E + BS) = a 

Then, the gain matrix Fw is given by 

Eb 
Ec 
Ed 

F. = - P;e [ (BdB,)~' BdE,] + S. 

(10.3.30) 

(10.3.31) 

It is interesting to note that the first portion of matrix Fw is used to clean 
up the disturbance associated with Ed andin the range space of Bd, while 
the second portion is used to reject disturbance entering into the system 
through D22. lEI 

We have the following result. 

Theorem 10.3.2. Consider the given system (10.3.27) in which all the states 
and the disturbances are available for feedback. Assurne that the problern 
of Hoo almost disturbance decoupling with internal stability for (10.3.27) is 
solvable, i.e., the solvability conditions of Theorem 10.2.1 are satisfied. Then, 
the closed-loop system comprising (10.3.27) and the full information feedback 
control law, 

u(k) = Fx(E)x(k) + Fww(k), (10.3.32) 

with Fx(E) and Fw being given by (10.3.29) and (10.3.31), respectively, has the 
following properties: For any given 1 > 0, there exists a positive scalar c* > 0 
such that for all 0 < c ::::; c*, 
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1. the closed-loop system is a.symptotically stable, i.e., .X{A + BFx(e)} are 
on the open unit disc; and 

2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 
to the controlled output h is less than "'f, i.e., IIThw(z,c)lloo < "''· 

Hence, by Definition 10.1.1, the controllaw of (10.3.32) solvesthe H00-ADDPMS 
for (10.3.27). 1!1 

Proof. See Subsection 10.5.C. 

Weillustrate the results of this section with the following example. 

Example 10.3.1. Consider a discrete-time system characterized by (10.1.1) 
with 

A~ [ : 

1 1 1 

~], B= [~], 
0 

~] 1 1 1 0 
0 0.1 1 E= 0 (10.3.33) 

0 -o 0 0 0 
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 O!e 

where O!e is a scalar, and 

[0 0 0 1 ~] , D2 = [~] , D22 = [~ ~]. (10.3.34) 02 = 0 0 1 0 

We will consider both the state feedback case and the full information feedback 
case in this example. Using the toolbox of Chen [12], we can verify that (A, B) 

is controllable and :Ep, i.e., (A,B,C2,D2), is left invertible with two invariant 
zeros at z = 1 and one infinite zero of order 2. Moreover, 

(10.3.35) 

and 

(10.3.36) 
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Also, we have 

and 

It is clear to see now that the Hoo almost disturbance decoupling problern 
with internal stability (H00-ADDPS) using state feedback for the given system 
is solvable if and only if Oe = 0 and the H00-ADDPS using full information 
feedback for the given system is always solvable. Following the algorithms of 
this section, we obtain the following parameterized gain matrices, 

[ 

-0.526316(e:- 1)2 - 1.052632(e:- 1)- 0.626316] 
-0.775623(e:- 1)2 - 2.603878(e: -1)- 1.928255 

F.,(e:) = -0.798061(e:- 1)2 - 2.763490(e: -1)- 2.066429 , 
-(e:- 1)2 - 4.2(e:- 1)- 3.31 

-2(e:- 1)- 2.2 

(10.3.37) 

which places the eigenvalues of A + BF.,(e:) around at 0, 0, 0, 1- e: and 1- e:, 
and 

Fw = [-Oe 0). (10.3.38) 

The maximum singular value plots of the corresponding closed-loop transfer 
matrix Thw(z,e:) in Figure 10.3.1 clearly show that the H 00-ADDPS using full 
information feedback (or state feedback when Oe = 0) is attained as e: tends 
smaller and smaller. Im 

10.4. Solutions to Measurement Feedback Case 

We present in this section the designs of both full order and reduced order 
output feedback Controllers that solve the general H00-ADDPMS for the given 
system (10.1.1). Here, by full order controller, we mean that the order of the 
controller is exactly the same as the given system (10.1.1), i.e, is equal to n. 
A reduced order controller, on the other hand, refers to a controller whose 

dynamical order is less than n. 
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Figure 10.3.1: Max. singular values of Thw - Full information case. 

10.4.1. Full Order Output Feedback 

The following is a step-by-step algorithm for constructing a parameterized full 
order output feedback controller that solves the H 00-ADDPMS for (10.1.1). 

Step 10.F.C.l: (Computation of N). Utilize the properties of the SCB to com
pute two constant matrices X and Y such that V0(I:P) = Ker (X) and 
S0(~Q) =Im (Y). Then, compute 

N=-(B'X'XB+D~D2)t [B'X' D~] [ ~:r ;~] 

X [y~~f] (CtYY'Cf + DtDDt. (10.4.1) 

Step 10.F.C.2: (Construction of the gain matrix Fp(e)). Define an auxiliary 

system 

{ 
x(k+1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) 
h(k) = 62 x(k) + D2 u(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.4.2) 

where 

A:=A+BNCt. {10.4.3) 
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E := E+BNDt, 

62 := C2 + D2NC1, 

(10.4.4) 

(10.4.5) 

and then perform 8teps 10.8.1 to 10.8.5 of the previous section to the 
above system (10.4.2) to obtain a parameterized gain matrix F(t:). We 
let Fp(c) = F(t:). 

Step 10.F.C.3: (Construction of the gain matrix Kq(c)). Define another auxiliary 
system 

{ 
x(k+1) = A' x(k) + q u(k) + c; w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) _, 
h(k) = E x(k) + Di u(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.4.6) 

and then perform 8teps 10.8.1 to 10.8.6 of the previous section to the 
above system to get the parameterized gain matrix F(c-). 8imilarly, we 
let Kq(c) = F(t:)'. 

Step 10.F.C.4: (Construction of the full order controller :EFc(c)). Finally, the 
parameterized full order output feedback controller is given by 

·. { Xc(k + 1) = AFc(c) Xc(k) + BFc(c) y(k), 
:EFc(c) 

u(k) = CFc(c) Xc(k) + DFc(c) y(k), 

where 

AFc(c) := A + BNC1 + BFp(c) + Kq(c)Ct, 

BFc(c-) := -Kq(c), 

CFc(c) := Fp(c), 

DFc(c-) := N. 

We have the following theorem. 

) 

(10.4.7) 

(10.4.8) 

Theorem 10.4.1. Consider the given system ~ of (10.1.1). Assurne that the 
problern of H = almost disturbance decoupling with internal stability for (10.1.1) 
is solvable, i.e., the solvability conditions of Theorem 10.2.2 are satisfied. Then, 
the closed-loop system comprising (10.1.1) and the full order measurement feed
back COntroller (10.4.7) has the following properties: For any given 'Y > 0, there 
exists a positive scalar c-* > 0 such that for all 0 < c ~ c*, 

1. the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable; and 
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2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 

to the controlled output h is less than "f, i.e., IIThw(z,c:)lloo < "'· 

Hence, by Definition 10.1.1, the controllaw of (10.4.7) solves the H 00-ADDPMS 
for (10.1.1). ffl 

Proof. See Subsection 10.5.D. 

We illustrate the above result in the following example. 

Example 10.4.1. We now consider a discrete-time system characterized by 
(10.1.1) with A, B, E, C2, D2 and D22 being given as in Example 10.3.1, and 

c = [0.5 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1] 
1 10 0 0 0' (10.4.9) 

For simplicity, we Iet ae = 1 in matrix E. Using the toolbox of Chen (12] 
again, one can verify that (A,Cl) is observable and EQ, i.e., (A,E,C1 ,D1 ), is 
invertible with one infinite zero of order one and four invariant zeros at -0.6554, 
0.3777 ± j0.6726, and 1. Moreover, 

(10.4.10) 

and 

(10.4.11) 

Hence, 

{s0 (EQ)nC11{Im(DI)}}u{ U V>.(I:Q)} =Im{[~ ~1}. (10.4.12) 
1>-1=1 0 0 

0 0 

It is ready to see now that all conditions in Theorem 10.2.2 are satisfied. Hence, 
the H 00-ADDPMS for the given system is solvable. Following the algorithm of 
this subsection, we obtain a full order output feedback controller of the form 
(10.4. 7) with 

N = ( -1 0.4], (10.4.13) 
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Figure 10.4.1: Max. singular values of Thw- Full order output feedback. 

[ 

-0.526316(t:- 1)2 - 1.052632{t: -1)- 0.526316] 1 

-0.775623{t:-1)2 - 2.603878(t:-1) -1.828255 
Fp(c) = -0.798061(t:- 1)2 - 2.763490(t: -1)- 1.566429 , 

-(t:- 1)2 - 4.2(t:- 1)- 3.11 
-2(c- 1)- 2.1 

(10.4.14) 

which places the eigenvalues of A + BFp(t:) around at 0, 0, 0, 1- t: and 1- c, 
and 

K0 (o) ~ [ y t] , (10.4.15) 

which places the eigenvalues of A + KQ(t:)C1 at -0.6554, 0.3777 ± j0.6726, 0 
and 1 - c. The maximum singular value plots of the corresponding closed
loop transfer matrix Thw(z,c) in Figure 10.4.1 show that the H00-ADDPMS is 
attained as c tends to zero. liD 

10.4.2. Reduced Order Output Feedback 

In this subsection, we follow the procedure of Chapter 7 to design a reduced 
order output feedback controller. We will show that such a controller structure 
with appropriately chosen gain matrices also solves the general H00-ADDPMS 
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for the discrete-time system (10.1.1). First of all, without loss of generality 
but for simplicity of presentation, we assumc that the matrices C1 and D1 are 
already in the form, 

Ct = [X C}j02 ] and Dt = [ D~,o] , (10.4.16) 

where k = l-rank(Dt) and Dt,o is offull rank. Next, wefollow Steps 10.F.C.l 
and 10.F:.C.2 ofthe previous subsection to compute the constant matrix N, and 
form the following system, 

{ 
x(k+1) = Ä x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = Ct x(k) + D1 w(k), 

h(k) = 62 x(k) + D2 u(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.4.17) 

where Ä, E and 62 are defined as in (10.4.3)-(10.4.5). Then, partition (10.4.17) 
as follows, 

( Xt(k+1)) = 
x2(k+1) 

[Au A12] 
A21 A22 

(Xt(k)) 
X2(k) + [~~] u(k) + [~~] w(k), 

( Yo(k)) 
Yt(k) = [X C}jo2] ( Xt(k)) 

X2(k) 
+ [ D~,o] w(k), 

h(k) ( Xt(k)) = [ C2,1 C2,2] X2(k) + D2 u(k) + 0 w(k), 

where the state x of (10.4.17) is partitioned to two parts, x1 and x 2 ; and y 
is partitioned to Yo and Yt with Yt = Xt. Thus, one needs to estimate only 
the state x2 in the reduced order Controller design. Next, define an auxiliary 
subsystem :EQR characterized by amatrix quadruple (AR,ER,CR,DR), where 

(10.4.18) 

The following is a step-by-step algorithm that constructs the reduced order 
output feedbackcontraHer for the general discrete-time H00-ADDPMS. 

Step 10.R.C.1: (Construction of the gain matrix Fp(c)). Define an auxiliary 
system 

{ 
x(k+1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) 
h(k) = 62 x(k) + D2 u(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.4.19) 

and then perform Steps 10.8.1 to 10.S.5 of the previous section to the 
above system to obtain a parameterized gain matrix F(c). FUrthermore, 
we Iet Fp{c) = F(c). 
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Step 10.R.C.2: (Construction of the gain matrix KR(e)}. Define another auxil

iary system 

{ 
x(k + 1) = A~ x(k) + C~ u(k) + C~.2 w(k), 

y(k) = x(k) 

h(k) = E~ x(k) + D~ u(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.4.20) 

and then perform Steps 10.S.1 to 10.8.5 of the previous section to the 
above system to obtain a parameterized gain matrix F(c). Similarly, we 

Iet KR(e) = F(c)'. 

Step 10.R.C.3: (Construction of the reduced order controller ERc(c)). Let us 
partition Fp(c) and KR(e) as, 

Fp(c) = [Fpl(c) FP2(e:)] and Ka(c) = (KRo(c) KRt(c)] 
(10.4.21) 

in conformity with the partitions of x = ( :~ ) and y = ( ~~) , respec

tively. Then define 

GR(e) = [ -Kao(c), A21 + KRt(c)Au- (AR+ KR(c)CR)Kat(c) ]. 
(10.4.22) 

Finally, the parameterized reduced order output feedback controller is 
given by 

{ 
Xc(k + 1) = ARc(c) Xc(k) + BRc{e) y(k), 

ERc(c) : 
u(k) = CRc(c) Xc(k) + DRc(e) y(k), 

where 

(10.4.23) 

ARc(e) :=AR+ B2FP2(e) + KR(c)CR + KRt(e)BlFP2(c), ) 

BRc(e) := GR(c) + [B2 + KRl (c)Bt] (0, FPt(e)- FP2(c)KRt(c)], 

CRc(e) := FP2(c), 

DRc(e) := [0, FPt(c)- FP2(e)KRt(c)] +N. 

We have the following theorem. 

(10.4.24) 
~ 

Theorem 10.4.2. Consider the given system E of (10.1.1). Assurne that the 
problern of Hoo almost disturbance decoupling with internal stability for (10.1.1) 

is solvable, i.e., the solvability conditions of Theorem 10.2.2 are satisfied. Then, 
the closed-loop system comprising (10.1.1) and the reduced order measurement 
feedback controller (10.4.23) has the following properties: For any given 'Y > 0, 

there exists a positive scalar c* > 0 such that for all 0 < e ~ c*, 
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1. the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable; and 

2. the H00-norm of the closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 

to the controlled output h is less than "'(, i.e., I!Thw(z,c-)l!oo < "Y· 

Hence, by Definition 10.1.1, the controllaw of (10.4.23) solves the H 00-ADDPMS 
for (10.1.1). 1!1 

Proof. See Subsection 10.5.E. 

We illustrate the above result in the following example. 

Example 10.4.2. We again consider the given system as in Example 10.4.1. 
In what follows, we will construct a reduced order output feedback controller. 
We first partition 

1 1 1 

A = [Au A12 
] = 

0 1 1 
0 0 0.1 

A21 A22 0 0 0 
0 0 -0.4 

1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
0 1 

-0.1 0 

0 1 
(fQ 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

and AR= A22, ER= E2, and 

0.5 0.2 
1 1 

0.1] 
0 ' 

Following our algorithm, we obtain 

F, ( )'- [ FPl(c:)'] 
p c - FP2(c:)' 

-0.526316(.::- 1)2 - 1.052632(.::- 1)- 0.5263161 
-0.775623(.:: -1)2 - 2.603878(.::- 1) -1.828255 
-0.798061(.:: -1)2 - 2.763490(.::- 1) -1.566429 

-(c: -1)2 - 4.2(c:- 1)- 3.11 
-2(c: -1)- 2.1 

and 

[ 
0 -c-l 

KR(c:) = [ KRo(c) I KRI(c) ] = ~ ~ , 

(10.4.25) 

(10.4.26) 

(10.4.27) 

(10.4.28) 

(10.4.29) 
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Figure 10.4.2: Max. singular values of Thw- Reduced order output feedback. 

which places the eigenvalues of AR + Ka(c)Ca at -0.6554, 0.3777 ± j0.6726, 
and 1 - c. Also, we obtain a reduced order output feedback controller of the 
form (10.4.23) with all sub-matrices as defined in (10.4.24). The maximum 

singular value plots of the corresponding closed-loop transfer matrix Thw(z, c) 
in Figure 10.4.2 show that the H 00 -ADDPMS is attained as c tends to zero. 1!1 

10.5. Proofs of Main Results 

10.5.A. Proof of Theorem 10.2.1 

We show the result of Theorem 10.2.1, i.e., the solvability conditions of the 
Hoo-ADDPMS for the following full information system, 

{ 

x(k + 1) = A x(k) + B u(k) + E w(k), 

~FI : y(k) = ( ~) x(k) + ( ~) w(k), 

h(k) = C2 x(k) + D2 u(k) + D22 w(k). 

(10.5.1) 

We first define the following auxiliary continuous-time system, r= A X+ 
iJ u + E w, 

tFI v (I) v + (~) w, (10.5.2) y= 0 X 

z = 62 x + D2 u + D22 w, 
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where .J., fJ, E, 62, D2 and D22 are defined as 

A = (A + BFo + I)-1(A + BFo - I), 

jj = y'i(A + BFo + I)-1 B, 

E = Ji(A + BFo + J)-1 E, 

62 = y'2(C2 + D2Fo)(A + BFo + I)-1, 

152 = D2- (C2 + D2Fo)(A + BFo + I)-1B, 
1522 = D22- (C2 + D2Fo)(A + BFo + I)-1 E, 
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(10.5.3) 

and where F0 is chosen such that A + B Fo has no eigenvalue at -1. This 
can always be done provided that (A, B) is stabilizable. For future use, we 
Jenote f:P as the subsystem characterized by ( A, B, 6 2 , D2). It was shown in 
Glover [45] (see also Chapter 4) that the infimum of Hoo optimization for the 
discrete-time system (10.5.1) is equivalent to that of Hoo optimization for the 
auxiliary continuous-time system (10.5.2). Thus, as a direct consequence, the 
H00-ADDPMS for the discrete-time system (10.5.1) is solvable if and only ifthe 
H00-ADDPMS for the continuous-time system (10.5.2) is solvable. Following 
the results of Scherer [95,96], one can show that the H 00-ADDPMS for (10.5.2) 

is solvable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) (A, B) is stabilizable; 

(b) there exists a matrix 8 suchthat D22 + 1528 = 0; and 

(c) Im(E+BS) c s+(tp) n {n>.ecoS>.(tp)}. 

lt is simple to show that (A, B) is stabilizable if and only if (A, B) is stabilizable. 
Hence, it is sufficient to show Theorem 10.2 .1 by showing that the following two 

statements are equivalent: 

1. The first statement: 

(a) There exists a S such that D22 + D2S = 0; 

(b) Im(E + BS) C { V0(EP) + BKer (D2)} n { nl>-1=1 S>.(:EP) }· 

2. The second statement: 

(a) There exists a 8 such that D22 + 1528 = 0; 

(b) Im (E + .88) c s+(f:p) n { n>.e c::o S;x (EP)} . 
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Statement 1 => Statement 2: It is without loss of any generality to assume that 

matrix D 22 in {10.5.1) is equal to 0. Also, by the definitions of the geometric 

subspaces vx, sx, V>. and S >., it is simple to verify that they are all invariant 

under any state feedback, output injection laws, and non-singular input as well 

as non-singular output transformations. Hereafter, we will assume that the 

subsystem Ep, i.e., the quadruple (A,B,C2,D2), is in the form ofthe special 

coordinate basis of Theorem 2.3.1. For easy reference in future development, 

we further assume that the state space of ~P has been decomposed as follows: 

{10.5.4) 

where X21 is corresponding the zero dynamics of EP associated with the in-
variant zero at z = -1 and X2* is corresponding to the zero dynamics of EP 
associated with the rest invariant zeros on the unit circle. More specifically, we 

Iet 

Ao* aa 0 0 0 L~bcb L~:tcd 0 

0 A;a 0 0 L;bcb L-;_dcd 0 

Be~: BeE~ Ace BcEJa LcbCb LcdCd BcE~~ 

A= 0 0 0 A;!"a L~bcb L~dcd 0 +BoC2,o, 
0 0 0 0 Abb Lbdcd 0 

BdE~: BdEia BdEdc BdEda BdEdb Add Bd~! 

0 0 0 0 L~~cb Lolcd ad AOl aa 

(10.5.5) 

BO* Oa 0 0 Eo* a 

BOa. 0 0 E-a 

Boc 0 Be Ec 
B = [Bo Bl]= Bit. 0 0 ' 

E= E+ a {10.5.6) 

Bob 0 0 E" 
Bod Bd 0 Ed 
ßOl Oa 0 0 EOl a 

D, = [~ 
0 

~]' 0 (10.5.7) 
0 
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and 

Cäa Coc cta Co& [~· 
c, ~ [~:::J ~ r 0 0 0 0 

c., C8!] 
Cd 0 , (10.5.8) 

0 0 0 cb 0 0 

where A~~ has all its eigenvalues at -1 and A~: has all its eigenvalues on the 
unit circle, but excluding the point -1. Then, the condition in Statement 1(b) 
is equivalent to that 

E;t = 0, Eb = 0, EOl = (I+ AOl )XOl 
a a.a a ' (10.5.9) 

for some appropriately dimensional X~1 and Xd, and 

(10.5.10) 

where yao: is a matrix whose columns span naE>.(A~;,)Im (al- A~:) and x~· is 
an appropriately dimensional matrix. 

Let us now choose F0 as, 

[C'' er;;. Coc ct,. Co& Cod 
C" l 

Oa Oa 

Fo =- E~~ Eda Edc EJa Edb 0 
01 AOl (10.5.11) Eda ~ Eda · 

Eo* E~ 0 Et, 0 0 ca 

Then, we have 

Ao* aa 0 0 0 L~;cb L~dcd 0 

0 A;a 0 0 D;;bcb L;pd 0 

0 0 Ace 0 Lc&Cb LcdCd 0 

A=A+BFo = 0 0 0 A;ta L~bcb L~Pd 0 

0 0 0 0 Abb Lbdcd 0 
AOI 

0 0 0 0 0 Add BdEda 

0 0 0 0 L~lCb L~~cd AOl aa 
(10.5.12) 

and 

6, ~ C, + D,F, ~ [~ 
0 0 0 0 0 

~] 0 0 0 0 Cd (10.5.13) 

0 0 0 cb 0 

For simplicity, we further assume that Ace, Abb and Add have no eigenvalue 
at -1. Otherwise, some additional pre-state feedback will relocate them to 
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•01 A 

somewhere else. Also, E da is chosen such that A has no eigenvalue at -1. 
Next, it can be computed that 

(I+A~~)- 1 0 0 0 X1s 
0 (I+A~a)- 1 0 0 X2s 
0 0 (J +Acc)-1 0 X3s 

(A + BFo + I)-1 = 0 0 0 (I+Ad"a)- 1 X4s 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

where 

x11 = .6. -l, 

Xts =-(I+ A~:)-1 (L~bCbXss + L~dCdXBs), 

X1a =-(I+ A~:)-1 (L~;cbxs6 + L~dcdx66), 

x11 =-(I+ A~:)- 1 (L~bcbxs7 + L~dcdx67), 

0 Xss 
0 X6s 
0 X1s 

Xts 
X26 
x36 

X4s 
Xss 
X6s 
X16 

X11 
X21 
X31 
X41 , 
Xs1 
X61 
x11 

(10.5.14) 

(10.5.17) 

(10.5.18) 

(10.5.19) 

(10.5.20) 

(10.5.21) 

(10.5.22) 

(10.5.23) 

(10.5.24) 

(10.5.25) 

(10.5.26) 

(10.5.27) 
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X21 = -(I+ A;;:a.)- 1 (L;;-&c&Xs7 + L~pdx67), 

X35 =-(I+ Acc)- 1 (Lc&C&Xss + LcdCdXes), 

X3e =-(I+ Acc)- 1 (Lc&C&Xse + LcdCdXe6), 

X37 =-(I+ Acc)-1 (Lc&C&Xs7 + LcdCdXe7), 

and where 

Furthermore, we have 

(I +A~~)- 1 B8~+X1sBob+X16Bod+X11B8~ X1eBd 

(I+A;a)- 1 Boa. +X2sBob+X26Bod+X21B8~ X2eBd 

(I +Acc)-1 Boc+X3sBob+X36Bod+X37Bg~ X3eBd 

iJ = ..J2 (I +A;!"a)-1 Bria +X4sBob+X46Bod+X47B8! X4eBd 

XssBob + Xs6Bod + Xs1 Bg~ XseBd 

X6sBob+XeeBod+X67Bg~ x66Bd 

X 1sBob +X 76Bod +X 77 Bg~ x16Bd 

where Xcc = (I+ Acc)- 1 Be, 

(I +A~~)-1 Ya0; X2*+X16BdXd+X11(I +A~~,)X21 

(I +A;a.)-1 E;; +X26BdXd+X21(I +A~~)X21 

(I +Acc)-1 Ec+X36BdXd+X31(I +A~~)X21 

X4eBdXd+X41(I +A~~)X21 

Xs6BdXd+Xs7(I +A~~)X21 

X66BdXd+X51(I +A~~)X21 

X16BdXd+X77(I +A~~)X21 
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(10.5.28) 

(10.5.29) 

(10.5.30) 

(10.5.31) 

(10.5.32) 

(10.5.33) 

(10.5.34) 

(10.5.35) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
(10.5.37) 

(10.5.38) 
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J52 = [ - Cd(XasBob+;66Bod+Xa7B8~) -Cd;66Bd ~] , (10.5.39) 

- Cb(XssBob+Xs6Bod+Xs7B8~) -CbXs6Bd 0 

and 

D22 = [- Cd[X66BdXd +
0
Xa7(I + A~~)X21J] . 

- Cb[Xs6BdXd + Xs1(/ + A~~)X21 ] 

Next, let us define 

S~ ·-.-

Noting that 

(10.5.40) 

(10.5.41) 

I+ A~~ = ö.- [L~~Cb(I + Abb)-1 Lbd- L~~]Cd(I + Add)-1 BdE~:, (10.5.42) 

it is Straightforward to verify that 

~ ~ ~ [ 01 ° 01 ~o1 01]] 
D22 + D2S = - Cd[X67(I + Aaa)Xa + XaaBdEdaXa = 0, 

- Cb[Xs7(/ + A~~)X21 + XsaBdE~~X21 ] 

which shows that Statement 2(a) holds, and 

* 
* 
0 

0 

0 

* 

(10.5.43) 

(10.5.44) 
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where *'s are matrices of not much interest. Let the state space of Ep, i.e., the 
matrix quadruple ( A, B, 6 2 , D2), be decomposed as follows: 

(10.5.45) 
vQ V- V V V 

where Xa, Xa' Xe, xb and xd are the usual subspaces defined in the Special 
coordinate basis of EP, while X~1 is corresponding to the zero dynamics of EP 
associated with the invariant zero at s = 1, and x~· is corresponding to the 
zero dynamics of EP associated with the rest unstable invariant zeros ( excluding 
the point s = 1). It was shown in Chapter 4, i.e., (4.1.100), that X of EP and 
X of I:P are related by 

;e = xo· v- V V+•- + 
a a , X a = X;, X c = Xe, X a - x .. , (10.5.46) 

and 
(10.5.47) 

Moreover, the zero dynamics of EP corresponding to the imaginary axis invari
ant zeros are fully characterized by the eigenstructure of the following matrix, 

A~a := (A~: + J)-l (A~~ - J). (10.5.48) 

Noting (10.5.10), it is ready to verify that 
vQ 

Im {ßl- Aaa}· (10.5.49) 

ßE>.(Ä.~a) 

It is now Straightforward to see from (10.5.44) and the properties of the special 
coordinate basis that 

Im(E + BS) c s+ctp) n {n>-EccoSx(EP)}' 

i.e., Statement 2(b) holds. 

(10.5.50) 

Statement 2 ::::} Statement 1: It follows by reversing the above arguments using 
the well-known bilinear transformation and the results of Chapter 4. Thus, it 
is omitted. This completes the proof of Theorem 10.2.1. fEl 

10.5.B. Proof of Theorem 10.2.2 

For simplicity of presentation, we assume throughout this proofthat matrix A 
has no eigenvalue at -1. Then, we define the following auxiliary continuous-

time system, 

(10.5.51) 
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.4 = (A + l)-1(A- /), 

iJ = J2(A + /)-1 B, 

E = J2(A+I)- 1 E, 

61 = vf2C1(A + /)-1, 

ih = D1- C1(A + /)-1E, 
(10.5.52) 

62 = vf2C2(A + /)-1 , 

D2 = D2- C2(A + /)-1B, 
~ 1 

D22 = D22- C2(A + /)- E. 

For easy reference later on, we Iet 'EP denote the subsystem characterized by 
(A, iJ, 6 2, D2) and tQ denote the subsystem characterized by characterized by 
(A, E, 61, Dl), respectively. Following the result of Glover [45], one can show 
that the following two statements are equivalent: 

1. The H 00-ADDPMS for the originally given discrete-time system :E of 
(10.1.1) is solvable. 

2. The H 00-ADDPMS for the auxiliary continuous-time system E of (10.5.51) 
is solvable. 

It was shown in Scherer [95,96] that the second statement above is also equiv
alent to the following conditions (see also Theorem 7.2.1): 

(a) (A,B) is stabilizable. 

(b) (A,61) is detectable. 

(c) D22 + D2Sih = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tfJ~fJ22D~(DtD~)t. 

(d) Im (E + ßsfJt) c s+('Ep) n {n~.E«Jo s>-('EP) }· 

(e) Ker(62+DzS61) ::> v+(tq)u{u).E()o V>.('EQ>}· 

(f) v+(tq) c s+('Ep). 

First, it is simple to checkthat the triple (A, iJ, ?\) is stabilizable and de
tectable if and only if the triple (A, B, C) is stabilizable and detectable. Next, 
following the proof in Subsection 10.5.A, we have the following equivalent state
ments: 
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1. Statement I: 

(a) D22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tD2D22D~(DtDDt; 
(b) Im(E + BS) c { V0 (Ep) +BKer(D2)} n {nl>-l=l S>.(Ep) }· 

2. Statement II: 

(a) D22 + i52Si5t = 0, where S = -(D;D2 )tD~.622D~(.D 1 D~)t; 

(b) Im(E+BSDt) cs+(tP)n{n>-e4CoS>.(Ep)}. 
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Dualizing the arguments of Subsection 10.5.A, we can show that the following 
two statements are also equivalent: 

1. Statement A: 

(a) D22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D~D2)tD2D22Di(D1DDt; 

(b) Ker(02+D2SCt) ::> {s0 (EQ)n011{Im(DI)}}u{U1>.I=l V>.(EQ)}. 

2. Statement B: 

(a) D22 + D2SD1 = 0, where S = -(D;D2 )t.6;D22D~(1J 1 D~)t; 

(b) Ker(G\ + .62§61) ::J v+(tQ) u { U>.eco V>.(EQ) }· 

Finally, it was shown in Chapter 4 that 

(10.5.53) 

and 

(10.5.54) 

Hence, the following two statements are equivalent: 

Thus, the result of Theorem 10.2.2 follows. 
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10.5.C. Proof of Theorem 10.3.2 

Without loss of any generality, but for simplicity of presentation, we assume that 

the matrix quadruple (A, B, c2, D2) is in the form ofthe Special coordinate basis 

of Theorem 2.3.1. It is simple to verify that if Condition (b) of Theorem 10.2.1 

holds, we have 

D" + D,Fw = D" + D,S ~ [ g ~ ~ l [ (BdB,)~' BdE, l = 0. (10.5.55) 

Also, Condition (c) of Theorem 10.2.1 implies that 

E+BS= (10.5.56) 

with an appropriately dimensional Xd, and 

(10.5.57) 

where Ya0 is a matrix whose columns span naE>.(A~a)Im (al- A~al and X~ is 
an appropriately dimensional matrix. Next, it is simple to verify that 

E+ BFw = 0 
0 

= 

E~ 
0 
0 

Ec Ec 
BdXd- Bd(B~Bd)-1 B~BdXd 0 

Hence, we have 

and the result follows from Theorem 10.3.1. 

10.5.D. Proof of Theorem 10.4.1 

(10.5.58) 

(10.5.59) 

We are to examine the result of Theorem 10.4.1. Let us first apply a pre-output 
feedback controllaw, 

u = sy+u, (10.5.60) 
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with S = -(D~D2)t D~D22D~ (DtD~)t, to the given system ~ of (10.1.1). Under 
Condition (c) of Theorem 10.2.2, we have D 22 + D2SD1 = 0. We also have a 
new system, 

{ 
x(k+1} = (A+BSCt) x(k) + B u(k) + (E+BSDt) w(k), 

y(k} = Ct x(k) + Dt w(k), 

h(k) = (C2+D2SDt) x(k) + D2 u(k) + 0 w(k). 

(10.5.61) 

We denote f:P and :EQ the subsystems characterized by the matrix quadru
ples (A + BSCt, B, C2 + D2SC1, D2) and (A + BSCt, E + BSD1, Ct, Dt), re
spectively. Recalling the definitions of V0 and S 0 , which are invariant un
der any state feedback and output injection laws, we have V0 (I.:P) = V0 (f:p), 
S0 (E0 ) = V0 (f:0 ), and 

[ C~:~~;~J V0 (~P) C (V0 (~P) EB {0}) +Im { [gJ}, (10.5.62) 

as weil as 

[A+BSCt E+BSDt] { (s0 (~0 ) E&Rq) n Ker {[ Ct Dl]}} c 8°(~0 ). 
(10.5.63) 

FUrthermore, it can be easily verified that Condition (d) of Theorem 10.2.2 
implies 

(10.5.64) 

and that Condition (e) of Theorem 10.2.2 implies 

(10.5.65) 

Next, it is ready to show that (10.5.62) and (10.5.64) together with Condition 
(f) of Theorem 10.2.2 irnply that 

[ A+BSCt E+BSDt] (s0(~q)EB1Rq) c (v0(Ep)EB{ü})+Im { [ B]}, 
C2 +D2SCt 0 Dz 

(10.5.66) 
and that (10.5.63) and (10.5.65) together with Condition (f) of Theorem 10.2.2 
imply that 

E+~SDt] { ( 50(~q) EB 1Rq) n Ker {[ C1 Dt]}} 

C (V0 (EP)EB{0}). (10.5.67) 
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Finally, (10.5.66) and (10.5.67) imply that there exists a matrix N, which sat

isfies the following condition, 

([c~:~:;~1 E+~SD1 ] + [%2 ]N[C1 Di)) (s0 (Eq)€BRq) 

c(v0 (EP)€B{o}). (10.5.68) 

It is simple to verify that matrix N := N- S, where N is given as in (10.4.1), 

is one of the solutions to (10.5.68). Following the result of [101], one can show 

that matrix N of (10.4.1) or N = N + S with N being any solution of (10.5.68) 

has the following properties: 

and 

Im (E + BND1) c V0 (Ep), 

Ker (C2 + DzNC1) :J S0 (EQ), 

(10.5.69) 

(10.5.70) 

(10.5.71) 

Noting that DzN D1 = 0, it can be further showed using the compact form of 

the special coordinate basis that 

(10.5.72) 

and 
(10.5.73) 

Now, Iet us apply the following pre-output feedback law, u =Ny+ u, to the 
system (10.1.1). We obtain 

{ 
x(k+1) = A x(k) + B ü(k) + E w(k), 

y(k) = C1 x(k) + D1 w(k), 

h(k) = 62 x(k) + D2 ü(k) + 0 w(k), 

(10.5.74) 

where Ä, E and Cz are as defined in (10.4.3) to (10.4.5). Clearly, it is sufficient 

to prove Theorem 10.4.1 by showing the following cantroHer 

- {Xc(k+ 1) = AFc(c) Xc(k) + BFc(c) y(k), 
EFc(c) : 

u(k) = CFc(c) Xc(k) + 0 y(k), 
(10.5.75) 

with AFc(c), BFc(c) and CFc(c) being given as in (10.4.8), solves the Hoo
ADDPMS for (10.5.74). For simplicity of presentation, we denote f:P the sub
system, 

(10.5.76) 
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and denote :EQ the subsystem, 

(Ä,E,Ct.Dt) := (A+BNC11E+BND11Ct,Dt)· {10.5.77) 

It is simple to see that (.Ä,B,C1) remains stabilizable and detectable. Also, it 
is trivial to show the stability of the closed-loop system comprising the given 
plant (10.5.74) and the controller (10.5.75). The closed-loop eigenvalues are 
given by .X{Ä + BFp(e)}, which are in C 0 for sufficiently small e as shown in 
Theorem 10.3.1, and .A{.Ä + KQ(c)CI}, which can be dually shown tobe in C0 

for sufficiently small e as well. In what follows, we will show that the Controller 
(10.5.75) achieves the H 00-ADDPMS for (10.5.74), under all the conditions of 
Theorem 10.2.2. By (10.5.71)-(10.5.73), and the fact that V0 , S 0 , V~ as weil 
as s~ areallinvariant under any state feedback and output injection laws, we 
have that Conditions ( d) to ( f) of Theorem 10. 2. 2 are equivalent to the following 
conditions: 

(d). Im(E) C V0 (EP) n {ni~I=1 S>.(EP)}; 
(e). Ker (Ö2) :J S0 (Eq) u { Ul>.l=l V~(f:q)}; 
(j}. S 0 (:EQ) c V0 {Ep); and 

(g) . .ÄS0 (f:Q) c V0 (Ep). 

Next, without of loss any generality but for simplicity of presentation, here
after we assume throughout the rest of the proofthat the subsystem :Ep, i.e., 
the quadruple (.Ä, B, C2, D2), has already been transformed into the special 
coordinate basis as given in Theorem 2.3.1. Tobemore specific, we have 

A;;:a 0 0 L;;bcb 0 L;:dcd 
0 A~a 0 L~bcb 0 L~dcd 

.Ä = BoC2,o + 0 0 A;ta L~bcb 0 L~dcd 
0 0 0 Abb 0 Lbdcd 

BcE-;;. BcEJI1a BcE~ LcbCb Ace LcdCd 
BdEia BdEJa BdEda BdEdb BdEdc Add 

:= BoC2,o + Ä, {10.5.78) 

Böa 0 0 Böa 
B8a 0 0 B8a 

B= 
Bri;. 0 0 

Bo = Bri;. (10.5.79) 
Bob 0 0 ' Bob 
Boe 0 Be Boc 
Bod Bd 0 Bod 
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_ [ Cö" C8a. Gct" Co& Coc Cod ] 
c2 = o o o o o cd , 

o o o cb o o 
(10.5.80) 

Co,o = [CO. C8. Cii. Co, C"' C...], D, = [ ~ ~ ~]' (10.5.81) 

and 
I 0 0 
0 I 0 

V0 (Ep) =Im 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 0 0 

It is simple to note that Condition ( d) implies that 

E;; 
~ 

E= o 
0 

Ec 
0 

Next, for any ( E V.x(EQ) with .XE C 0 , we partition ( as follows, 

(;; 

~ 

(= 
(;t 
(b 
(c 

(d 

Then, Condition (e) implies that C2 ( = 0, or equivalently 

C2,o( = 0, Gb(b = 0 and Cd(d = 0. 

By Definition 2.3.3, we have 

[Ä->.I E](')=o, 
Gt Dt 11 

(10.5.82) 

(10.5.83) 

(10.5.84) 

(10.5.85) 

(10.5.86) 

for some appropriate vector 11· Clearly, (10.5.86) and (10.5.83) imply that 

* 
* 

(A- .XI)(= -E11= ~ 

* 0 

(10.5.87) 
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where *'s are some vectors of not much interests. Note that (10.5.85) implies 

where 

(Ä- M}( = (BoC2,o + Ä- >.I)( = (Ä - >.I)( 

= 

= 

* 
* 

(Ata- >.I)(;i + L~bCb(b + L~pd(d 
(Abb - >.I}(b + LbdCd(d 

* (Add - >.I)(d + Bd(., 

* 
* (Ata - >.I}(;i 

(Abb - >.I)(b 

* (Add - .AI)(d + Bd(:z: 

(10.5.87) and (10.5.88) imply 

(A;!"a - .AI)(t = 0, (Abb - >.I)(b = 0, 

and 

(10.5.88) 

(10.5.89) 

(10.5.90) 

(10.5.91) 

Since Ata has all its eigenvalues in ~®, (A;!"a - >.I)(;f" = 0 implies that Cf" = 0. 
Similarly, since (Abb, Cb) is completely observable, (Abb-AI)(b = 0 and Cb(b = 0 
imply (b = 0. Also, {10.5.91) and Cd(d = 0 imply that 

(10.5.92) 

Because (Add, Bd, Cd) is invertible and is free of invariant zeros, (10.5.92) implies 
that (d = 0 and (:z: = 0. Thus, we have 

(10.5.93) 

and hence 

(10.5.94) 
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Moreover, ( has the following property, 

(;; 

C2 
(= 0 E V0 (Ep). 

0 
(c 
0 

Obviously, (10.5.95) tagether with Condition (j) imply 

V0 (Ep) ~ S 0 (f::Q) u { U.\eco V,\(f::Q)}. 

(10.5.95) 

(10.5.96) 

Similarly, for any e E S0 (EQ), Conditions (e) and (g) imply that C2{ = 0 and 

* 
* 

Ä{= 
0 
0 

* 
0 

Now, it is Straightforward to show that 

{EKer{Bd[E,la. E~a Eta Edb Edc OJ}, 

and hence 

S 0 (EQ)cKer{Bd[E,la. E~a Et,. Edb Edc OJ}. 

(10.5.94) and (10.5.99) imply that 

(10.5.97) 

(10.5.98) 

(10.5.99) 

Ker { Bd [Ei,. ~a Eta Edb Edc 0]} :J S0 (EQ) U { U.\eco V,\(Eq)}. 
(10.5.100) 

Next, we partition Ä - zl as follows, 

(10.5.101) 

where 

A;11 - zl 0 0 L;;bcb 0 L;;dcd 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

x1 := 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (10.5.102) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 

BcE;, BcE~a BcE~ LcbCb Ace- zl LcdCd 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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and 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

x3 = o o 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

BOa. 0 0 

B8a L~d 
Bria L~d 
Bob Lbd 

Boc 0 
Bod 0 

0 
A;):a- zl 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 

x4 = 

0 

0 
Abb- zl 0 

0 0 
0 

0 
0 0 0 Add- zl 

0 0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 
0 A~a- zl 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

BdEia BdE~a BdEda BdEdb BdEdc 0 

It is simple to see that 

Im (XI) c V0 (f:P) n { ni>,l=lS>-(f:P)}, 

Ker (X3) ::J V 0 (f:p) :J 5° (f:q) U { Ul>-1=1 V,\ (f:q)} . 

Also, (10.5.100) implies that 

Ker (X5) ::J S 0 (f:q) U { Ul>,l=l V>. (f:q)}. 

It follows from the proof of Theorem 10.3.1 that as c--+ 0 

II[C2 + D2FP(c:)][zl- Ä.- BFP(c:)]-1 11
00 

< Kp, 
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(10.5.103} 

(10.5.104} 

(10.5.105) 

{10.5.106) 

(10.5.107) 

(10.5.108) 

(10.5.109) 

(10.5.110) 

where Kp isafinite positive constant and is independent of c:. Moreover, under 

Condition ( d), we have 

(10.5.111) 
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and 
- - 1 [C2 + D2Fp(e:}][zl- A- BFp(c}t X1 ~ 0, (10.5.112) 

pointwise in z as e:-+ 0. lt was proved in (65] that 

{10.5.113) 

pointwise in z as e: -+ 0. Dually, one can show that 

(10.5.114) 

where Kq is a finite positive constant and is independent of e:. If Condition (e) 
is satisfied, the following results hold, 

and 

pointwise in z as e: -+ 0. 

(10.5.115) 

(10.5.116) 

(10.5.117) 

Finally, it is simple to verify that the closed-loop transfer matrix from the 
disturbance w to the controlled output h of the closed-loop system comprising 
the system (10.5.74) and the controller (10.5.75) is given by 

Thw(z,e) = [C2+D2Fp(e:)][zi-Ä-BFp(e:}t1 E 
+ C2[zi -Ä-Kq(e)CI]-1[E+Kq(e:)Dl] + [Ö2 +D2Fp(e:)] 

· [zl -Ä-BFp(e)]-1 (Ä-zi)[zi -Ä-Kq(e)clr1[E+Kq(e:)DI]. 

Using (10.5.101), we can rewrite Thw(z,e:) as 

Thw(z, e) = [C2+D2FP(e:)][zl -Ä-BFP(e:)t1E 
+ C2[zi -Ä-Kq(e)Cl]-1 [E+Kq(e:)DI] 

+ [C2+D2Fp(e)][zi -Ä-BFp(c}t1 (Xl +X2Ö2+Xs+X4+Xs) 

· [zl -Ä-Kq(e)CI]-1 [E+Kq(e:)DI]. 

Following ( 10.5.110) to (10.5.117), and some simple manipulations, it is Straight
forward to show that as e:. -t 0, Thw (z, e:) -+ 0, pointwise in z, which is equiva
lent to liThwlloo -t 0 as e: -t 0. Hence, the full order output feedback controller 
(10.4.7) solves the H00-ADDPMS for the given plant (10.1.1), provided that all 
the conditions of Theorem 10.2.2 are satisfied. l!!l 
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10.5.E. Proof of Theorem 10.4.2 

It is sufficient to show Theorem 10.4.2 by showing that the following controller, 

E=~): -
_ { Xc(k + 1) = ARc(c) Xc(k) + BRc(c) y(k), 

ü(k) = CRc(c) Xc(k) + DRc(c) y(k), 
(10.5.118) 

with Aac(c), Bac(c), Cac(c) being given as in (10.4.24), and 

(10.5.119) 

solves the H 00-ADDPMS for (10.5.74). Again, it is trivial to show the stability 
ofthe closed-loop system comprising with (10.5. 74) and the controller (10.5.118) 
as the closed-loop poles are given by .\{A + BFp(c)} and .\{Aa + Ka(c)CR}, 
which are asymptotically stable for sufficiently small c. Next, it is easy to 
compute the corresponding closed-loop transfer matrix from the disturbance w 

to the controlled output h, 

Following the result of Chen (10] (i.e., Proposition 2.2.1), one can show that 

(10.5.120) 

and 

( In~k) ui>-I=I V>.(r;QR) = ul>-1=1 V>.(f:Q). (10.5.121) 

Hence, we have 

( In~k) ( S 0 (L:qR) U { Ul>.l=l V>. (Eqa)} ) 

= { S 0 (f:Q) nC11{Im (D1)}} U { UI>,I=IV>.(Eq)} 

c S 0 (f:Q) u { ui>.I=I V>. (Eq)} . (10.5.122) 

The rest of the proof follows from the same lines as those of Theorem 10.4.1. t3l 



Chapter 11 

A Piezoelectric Actuator 
System Design 

11.1. Introduction 

WE PRESENT IN this chapter a case study on a piezoelectric bimorph actuator 
control system design using an Hoo optimization approach. This work was 
originally reported in Chen et al [21]. 

Piezoelectricity is a fundamental process in electromechanical energy con
version. It relates electric polarization to mechanical stress/strain in piezoelec
tric materials. Under the direct piezoelectric effect, an electric charge can be 
observed when the materials are deformed. The converse or the reciprocal piezo
electric effect is when the application of an electric .field can cause mechanical 
stressfstrain in the piezo materials. There are numerous piezoelectric materials 
available today with PZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate), PLZT (Lanthanum mod
ified Lead Zirconate Titanate), and PVDF (Piezoelectric Polymerie Polyvinyli
dene Fluoride) to name a few (see Low and Guo [66]). 

Piezoelectric structures are widely used in applications that require elec
trical to mechanical energy conversion coupled with size limitations, precision, 
and speed of operation. Typical examples are micro-sensors, micro-positioners, 
speakers, medical diagnostics, shutters and impact print hammers. In most 
applications, bimorph or stack piezoelectric structures are used because of the 
relatively high stressfstrain to input electric field ratio (see Low and Guo [66]). 

The present work is motivated by the possibility of applying piezoelectric 
micro-actuators in magnetic recording. The exponential growth of area densities 
seen in magnetic disk drives means that data tracks and data bits are being 
placed at closer proximity than ever before. The 25,000 TPI (tracks-per-inch) 

283 
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track densities envisaged at the turn of the century mean that the positioning 
of the readjwrite (R/W) heads could only talerate at most 1 to 2 micro-inch 
error in track following. The closed loop positioning servo will also be required 
to have a bandwidth in excess of 1 to 2 kHz to be able to maintain this accuracy 
at the high spindie speeds required for channel data transfer rates, which will 
be in excess of 200 Mbitsfs. Such a performance is clearly out of reach with the 
present voice coil motor (VCM) actuators used in disk drive access systems. 

A dual actuator was successfully demonstrated by Tsuchiura et al of Hitachi 
[107]. In (107], a fine positioner based on a piezoelectric structure was mounted 
at the end of a primary VCM stage to form the dual actuator. The higher 
bandwidth of the fine positioner allowed the R/W heads to be accurately po
sitioned. There have been other instances where electromagnetic (see Miu and 
Tai (69]) and electrostatic (see Fan et al [41)) micro-actuators have been used 
for fine positioning of R/W heads. 

The focus of this chapter is to concentrate on the control issues involved in 
dealing with the nonlinear hysteresis behaviour displayed by most piezoelectric 
actuators .. More specifically, we consider a robust controller design for a piezo
electric bimorph actuator as depicted in Figure 11.1.1. A scaled up model of 
this piezoelectric actuator, which is targeted for use in the secondary stage of 
a future dual actuator for magnetic recording, was actually built and modelled 
by Low and Guo [66]. It has two pairs of bimorph beams which are subjected 
to bipolar excitation. The dynaniics of the actuator were identified in [66] as a 
second order linear model coupled with a hysteresis. The linear model is given 
by 

mxl + b:i:t + kxl = k(du- z), {11.1.1) 

where m, b, k and d are the tangent mass, damping, stiffness and effective piezo
electric coefficients, while u is the input' valtagethat generates excitation forces 
to the actuator system. The variable x1 is the displacement of the actuator and 
it is also the only measurement we can have in this system. It should be noted 
that the working range of the displacement of this actuator is within ±1JLm. 
The variable z is from the hysteretic nonlinear dynamics [66] and is governed 
by 

i = adü - ßlülz - -yülzl, {11.1.2) 
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4 

3 

2 

1 

I-base; 2-piezoelectric bimorph beams; 3-moving plate; and 4-guides 

Figure 11.1.1: Structure of the piezoelectric bimorph actuator. 
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CO ntrol input Piezo Actuator displacement 

Controller 
reference 

Figure 11.1.2: Piezoelectric bimorph actuator plant with controller. 

where a, ß and 'Y are some constants that control the shapes of the hystere
sis. For the actuator system that we are considering in this paper, the above 
coefficients are identified as follows: 

m= 0.01595 kg, 
b = 1.169 Ns/m, 
k = 4385 N/m, 
d = 8.209 x 10-7 m/V, (11.1.3) 
a = 0.4297, 
ß = 0.03438, 
'Y = -0.002865. 

For a more detailed description of this piezoelectric actuator system and the 
identifications of the above parameters, we refer interested readers to the work 
of Low and Guo [66]. Our goal in this chapter is todesignarobust controller, 
as in Figure 11.1.2, that meets the following design specifications: 

1. The steady state tracking errors of the displacement should be less than 
1% for any input reference signals that have frequencies ranging from 0 
to 30 Hz, as the actuator is to be used to track certain color noise type of 
signals in disk drive systems. 

2. The 1% settling time should be as fast as possible (we are able to achieve 
a 1% settling time of less than 0.003 seconds in our design). 

3. The control input signal u(t) should not exceed 112.5 volts because of the 
physicallimitations of the piezoelectric materials. 

Our approach is as follows: we will first use the stochastic equivalent lin
earization method proposed in Chang [8] to obtain a linearized model for the 
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nonlinear hysteretic dynamics. Then we reformulate our design into an H 00 

almost disturbance decoupling problern in which the disturbance inputs are the 
reference input and the error between the hysteretic dynamics and that of its 
linearized model, while the controlled output is simply the double integration 
of the tracking error. Thus, our task becomes to design a controller such that 
when it is applied to the piezoelectric actuator, the overall system is asymptot
ically stable, and the controlled output, which corresponds to the tacking error, 
is assmallas possible and decays as fast as possible. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: In Section 11.2, a first order lin
earized model is obtained for the nonlinear hysteresis using the stochastic equiv
alent linearization method. A simulation result is also given to show the match 
between the nonlinear and linearized models. In Section 11.3, we formulate 
our controller design into a standard almost disturbance decoupling problern 
by properly defining the disturbance input and the controlled output. Two 
integrators are augmented into the original plant to enhance the performance 
of the overall system. Then a robust controller that is explicitly parameterized 
by a certain tuning parameter and that solves the proposed almost disturbance 
decoupling problem, is carried out using a so-called asymptotic time-scale and 
eigenstructure assignment technique. In Section 11.4, we present the final con
troller and simulation results of our overall control system using MATLAB 
SIMULINK. We also obtain an explicit relationship between the peak values 
of the control signal and the tuning parameter of the controller, as well as an 
explicit linear relationship of the maximum trackable frequency, i.e, the corre
sponding tracking error can be settled to 1%, vs the tuning parameter of the 
Controller. The simulation results of this section clearly show that all the design 
specifications are met and the overall performance is very satisfactory. 

11.2. Linearization of the Nonlinear Hysteretic Dynamics 

We will proceed to linearize the nonlinear hysteretic dynamics of (11.1.2) in 
this section. As pointed out in Chang [8], there are basically three methods 
available in the Iiterature to linearize the hysteretic type of nonlinear systems. 
Theseare i) the Fokker-Planck equation approach (see for example Caughey 
[34]), ü) the perturbation techniques (see for example Crandall [36] and Lyon 
[67]) and üi) the stochastic linearization approach. All of them have certain 
advantages and limitations. However, the stochastic linearization technique has 
the widest range of applications compared to the other methods. This method 
is based on the concept of replacing the nonlinear system with an "equivalent" 
linear system in such a way that the "difference" between these two systems is 
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minimized in a certain sense. The technique was initiated by Boaton [6]. In 

this chapter, we will just follow the stochastic linearization method given in 

Chang [8] to obtain a linear model of the following form 

(11.2.1) 

for the hysteretic dynamics of (11.1.2), where k1 and k2 are the linearization 

coefficients and are to be determined. The procedure is quite Straightforward 

and proceeds as follows: First we introduce a so-called "difference" function e 

between z of (11.1.2) and z of (11.2.1), 

(11.2.2) 

Then minimizing E[e2], where E is the expectation operator, with respect to 

k1 and k2, we obtain 
ßE[e2 ] = 8E[e2] = O, 

ßkl 8k2 
(11.2.3) 

from which the stochastic linearization coefficients k1 and k2 are determined. 

It turns out that if h and u are of zero means and jointly Gaussian, then k1 and 

k2 can be easily obtained. Let us assume that h and ü have a joint probability 

density function 

f . (. ) _ 1 {- azz2 - 2a,.a zPüzUZ + a;u2 } 
uz u, z - v' 2 exp 2 2 2 (1 - 2 ) ' 21rau.az 1- Püz a,.az Püz 

(11.2.4) 

where Püz is the normalized covariance of u and z, and au. and 11z are the 

standard deviation of u and z, respectively. Then the linearization coefficients 

k1 and k2 can be expressed as follows: 

and 

k2 = -ßc3 -')'C4, 

where c1, c2, c3 and c4 are given by 

and 

c1 = 0.79788456azCOS [tan-1 ( JlP:zP~z)], 

c2 = 0.79788456az, C4 = 0.79788456püzD"ü, 

(11.2.5) 

(11.2.6) 

(11.2.7) 

(11.2.8) 
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After a few iterations, we found that a sinusoidal excitation u with frequencies 
ranging from 0 to 100 Hz (the expected working frequency range) and peak 
magnitude of 50 volts, which has a standard deviation of u;". = 35, would 
yield a suitable linearized model for (11.1.2). Forthis excitation, we obtain 
O'z = 5 X 10-7, Puz = 5 X 10-3 

C1 = 1.9947 X 10-9, C2 = 3.9894 X 10-7, (11.2.10) 

es = 27.9260, C4 = 0.1396, {11.2.11) 

and 

k1 = 3.5382 x w-7 , k2 = -0.9597. (11.2.12) 

The stochastic linearization model of the nonlinear hysteretic dynamics of ( 11.1.2) 

is then given by 

~ = kl ü + k2Z = 3.5382 X 10-7 u - 0.9597Z. (11.2.13) 

For future use, Iet us define the linearization error as 

ez = z- z. (11.2.14) 

Figure 11.2.1 shows the open-loop simulation results of the nonlinear hysteresis 
and its linearized model, as weil as their error for a typical sine wave input 
signal u. The resu1ts are quite satisfactory. Here we should note that because 
of the nature of our approach in controller design later in the next section, the 
variation of the linearized model within a certain range, which might result in 
larger linearization error, ez, will not much affect the overall performance of 
the closed-loop system. We will formulate ez as a disturbance input and our 
Controller will automatically reject it from the output response. 

11.3. Formulation of the Problem as an H00-ADDPMS 

This section is the heart of this chapter. We will first formulate our control 
system design for the piezoelectric bimorph actuator into a standard Hoo al
most disturbance decoupling problem, and then apply the results of Chapter 7 
to check the solvability of the proposed problem. Finally, we will utilize the 
results in Chapter 7 to find an internally stabilizing controller that solves the 
proposed almost disturbance decoupling problem. Of course, most importantly, 
the resulting closed-loop system and its responses should meet all the design 
specifications as listed in Section 11.1. To do this, we will have to convert the 
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Figure 11.2.1: Responses of hysteresis and its linearized model to a sine input. 
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Figure 11.3.1: Augmented linearized model with controller. 

dynamic model of ( 11.1.1) with the linearized model of the hysteresis into a 
state space form. Let us first define a new state variable 

V= Z- ktU- (11.3.1) 

Then from (11.2.13), we have 

v = ~- ktiL = k2z = k2v + k1k2u. (11.3.2) 

Substituting (11.2.14) and (11.3.1) into (11.1.1), we obtain 

.. b . k k k(d- kl) k 
X1 + -Xt + -x1 + -v = u- -ez. 

m m m m m 
(11.3.3) 

The overall controller structure of our approach is then depicted in Figure 
11.3.1. Note that in Figure 11.3.1 we have augmented two integrators after e, 
the tracking error between the displacement x1 and the reference input signal 
r. Wehave observed a very interesting property of this problem, i.e., the more 
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integrators that we augment after the tracking error e, the smaller the tracking 
error we can achieve for the same Ievel of control input u. Because our control 
input u is limited to the range from -112.5 to 112.5 volts, it tums out that two 
integrators are needed in order to meet all the design specifications. It is clear 
to see that the augmented system has an order of five. Next, let us define the 
state of the augmented system as 

x = ( Xt ±1 v X4 xs )' , (11.3.4) 

and the measurement output 

(11.3.5) 

i.e., the original measurement of displacement x1 plus two augmented states. 
· The auxiliary disturbance input is 

(11.3.6) 

and the output to be controlled, h, is simply the double integration of the 
tracking error. The state space model of the overall augmented system is then 
given by 

{X~Ax+Bu+E w, 
E: y = Cl X + Dt w, (11.3.7) 

h = c2 x + D2 u, 

with 

r-~m 
1 0 0 0] -b/m -k/m 0 0 

A= 0 0 k2 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 

[ -274~21.63 
1 0 0 

iJ' 
-73.2915 -274921.63 0 

= 0 0 -0.9597 0 (11.3.8) 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

[ 0 ] [ 0 ] 
k(d- kt)fm 0.12841 

B ~ k~ko ~ -3.3956i x to-7 , (11.3.9) 
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[ -tm ~] [ -274~21.63 ~]' E= 0 = 0 
-1 0 -1 

0 0 0 

[~ 
0 0 0 

~] ' C1= 0 0 1 
0 0 0 

D1= [g ~]' 
c2 = [o 0 0 0 1], 

D2 =0. 
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(11.3.10) 

(11.3.11) 

(11.3.12) 

(11.3.13) 

(11.3.14) 

For the problern that we are considering here, it is simple to verify that the 

system E of (11.3. 7) has the following properties: 

1. The Subsystem (A, B, c2, D2) is invertible and of minimum phase with 

one invariant zero at -1.6867. It also has one infinite zero of order 4. 

2. The subsystem (A,E,C1,D1) is left invertible and of minimum phase 

with one invariant zero at -0.9597 and two infinite zeros of orders 1 and 

2, respectively. 

Then it follows from Theorem 7.2.1 or Theorem 7.2.1 that the H 00-ADDPMS 

for (11.3.7) is solvable. In fact, one can design either a full order observer based 

controller or a reduced order observer based controller to solve this problem. For 

the full order observer based Controller, the order of the disturbance decoupling 

controller ( see Figure 11.3.1) will be 5 and the order of the final overall controller 

(again see Figure 11.3.1) will be 7 (the disturbance decoupling controllerplus 

two integrators). On the other hand, if we use a reduced order observer in the 

disturbance decoupling controller, the total order of the resulting final overall 

Controller will be reduced to 4. From the practical point of view, the latter is 

much more desirable than the former. Thus, in what follows we will only focus 

on the controller design based on a reduced order observer. We can separate 

our controller design into two steps: 

1. In the first step, we assume that all five states of}:; in (11.3. 7) are available 

and then design a static and parameterized state feedback controllaw, 

u = F(c)x, (11.3.15) 
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such that it solves the almost disturbance decoupling problern for the 

state feedback case, i.e., y = x, by adjusting the tuning parameter c: to 

an appropriate value. 

2. In the second step, we design a reduced order observer based controller. 

It has a parameterized reduced order observer gain matrix K2(c:) that 

can be tuned to recover the performance achieved by the state feedback 

controllaw in the first step. 

We will use the asymptotic time-scale and eigenstructure assignment (ATEA) 

design method of Chapter 7 to construct both the state feedback law and the re

duced order observer gain. We would like to note that in principle, one can also 

apply the ARE (algebraic Riccati equation) based Hoo optimization technique 

(see for example Zhou and Khargonekar [116)) to solve this problem. However, 

because the numerical conditions of our system :E are very bad, we are unable 

to obtain any satisfactory solution from the ARE approach. We cannot get any 

meaningful solution for the associated H00-CARE in MATLAB. In this sense 

and at least for this problem, the ATEA method is much more powerful than 

the ARE one. The software realization of the ATEA algorithm can be found in 

the Linear Systemsand Control Toolbox developed by Chen [12]. The following 

is a closed form solution of the static state feedback parameterized gain matrix 

F(c:) obtained using the ATEA method. 

F(c:) = [ (2.1410x106 - 62.3004jc:2 ) (570.7619- 31.1502/c:) 

2.1410 x 106 -62.3004/c:3 -31.1502/c:4 ), (11.3.16) 

where c is the tuning parameter that can be adjusted to achieve almost dis

turbance decoupling. It can be verified that the closed-loop system matrix, 

A + BF(e) is asymptotically stable for all 0 < c: < oo and the closed-loop 

transfer function from the disturbance w to the controlled output z, Tzw(c:,s), 
satisfying 

IITzw(c, s)lloo = II[C2 + D2F(c:)][sl- A- BF(c:)]-1 Elloo --t 0, (11.3.17) 

as c:-+ 0. 

The next step is to design a reduced order observer based cantroHer that 

will recover the performance of the above state feedback controllaw. First, Iet 

us perform the following nonsingular (permutation) state transformation to the 
system ~ of (11.3.7), 

X= Ti, (11.3.18) 
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where 

T= [~ H ! ~]' 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 

(11.3.19) 

such that the transformed measurement matrix has the form of 

[1 0 0 0 0] 
C1T= 0 1 0 0 0 =[/3 0]. 

0 0 1 0 0 
(11.3.20) 

Clearly, the first three states of the transformed system, or x 1 , x 4 and xs of 
the original system :E in (11.3.7), need not be estimated as they arealready 
available from the measurement output. Let us now partition the transformed 
system as follows: 

r-1 AT = [ Au A12 ] 
A21 A22 

-[ ~ ~ ~ g 
-274921.63 0 0 -73.2915 

0 0 0 0 

r-1 B - [___!!.!_] -I ~ ] - B 2 - 0.12841 ' 

-3.39561 X 10-7 

~ -~I r-1 E = [ ~~ ] = o o . 
-274921.63 0 

0 0 

Also, we partition 

F(c)T = [ F1(c) I F2(c) ] 

0 ] 
0 

0 ' 
-274921.63 

-0.9597 

= [ (2.1410 x 106 - 62.3004/c2 ) -62.3004/e3 -31.1502/c4 

(570.7619- 31.1502/c) 2.1410x 106 ]. 

(11.3.21) 

(11.3.22) 

(11.3.23) 

(11.3.24) 

I 
(11.3.25) 

Then the reduced order observer based controller (see Chapter 7) is given in 

{ V= Ac(c) V + Bc(c) y, 
:Ec : u = Cc(c) V + Dc(e) y, 

the form of 
(11.3.26) 
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with 

Ac(e) = A22 + K2(c)A12 + B2F2(e) + K2(c)BtF2(e-), 

Bc(e) = A21 + K2(c)An- [A22 + K2(c)At2)K2(e) 

+ [B2 + K2(e)Bt) (Ft(e)- F2(c)K2(e-)), 

Cc(e) = F2(c), 

Dc(e) = Ft(c)- F2(c)K2(e), 

(11.3.27) 

(11.3.28) 

(11.3.29) 

(11.3.30) 

where K 2 ( c) is the parameterized reduced order observer gain matrix and is to 
be designed suchthat A22 + K2(c)A12 is asymptotically stable for sufficiently 
small c and also 

(11.3.31) 

as c --+ 0. Again, using the software package of Chen [12], we obtained the 
following parameterized reduced order observer gain matrix 

K ( ) = [73.2915-1/e 0 0] 
2 c 0 0 0 • (11.3.32) 

Then the explicitly parameterized matrices of the state space model of the 
reduced order observer based controller are given by 

_ [ 73.2915- 4/c- 1/c 0 ] 
Ac(c)- -1.9381x10-4 +1.0577x10-5/e -1.6867 ' 

Cc(c) = [ 570.7619- 31.1502/c 2140967], 

Dc(c) = [2099135.4+2853.8095/c-93.4506/e-2 -62.3004/e-3 -31.1502/c4 ], 

Bc(c) = [~21 -8/ea -4/e-4 ] 
'+' 2.1155 x w-5 f c3 1.0577 x 10-51 e-4 ' 

where 

t/11 = -5731.6533- 13/e-2 + 439.7492/c, (11.3.33) 

and 
'I/J2 = -0.7128+ 3.1732 X 10-5/e-2 - 9.6904X 10-4/c. (11.3.34) 

The overall closed loop system comprising the system :E of (11.3.7) and the 
above controller would be asymptotically stable as long as c E (O,oo). In fact, 
the closed loop poles are exactly located at -1.6867, two pairs at -1/e-±j1/c, 
-0.9597 and -1/e. The plots of the maximum singular values of the closed 
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Figure 11.3.2: Max. Singular values of closed loop transfer function Tzw(c,s). 

loop transfer function matrix from the disturbance w to the controlled output 

z, narnely Tzw(e:, s), for several values of e:, i.e., c = 1/100, e: = 1/400 and 
c = 1/3000, in Figure 11.3.2 show that as e: becomes smaller and smaller, the 

H00 norms of Tzw(e:, s) are also smaller and smaller. Hence, almost distur

bance decoupling is indeed achieved. These are the properties of our control 

system in the frequency domain. In the next section, we will address its time 

domain properties, which are of course much more important as all the design 

specifications are in the time domain. 

11.4. Final Controller and Simulation Results 

In this section, we will put our design of the previous section into a final con

troller as depicted in Figure 11.1.2. It is simple to derive the state space model 

of the final overall controller by observing its interconnection with the distur

bance decoupling controller Ec(c) of (11.3.26) (see Figure 11.3.1). We will also 

present simulation results of the responses of the overall design to several dif

ferent types of reference input signals. They clearly show that all the design 

specifications are successfully achieved. Furthermore, because our controller 

is explicitly parameterized by a tuning parameter, it is very easy to adjust to 
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meet other design specifications without going through it all over again from 
the beginning. This will also be discussed next. 

As mentioned earlier, the final overall controller of our design will be of the 
order of 4, of which two are from the disturbance decoupling controller and two 
from the augmented integrators. lt has two inputs: one is the displacement x 1 

and the other is the reference signal r. It is Straightforward to verify that the 
state space model of the final overall controller is given by 

{ Voc = Aoc(e) Voc + Boc(e) Xl + Goc r, 
U = Coc(e) Voc + Doc(e) Xl , 

where Aoc(e) is given by 

[ 
73.2915- 5/e 

-0.0002 + l.r77 X Jo-• I e 
0 

-1.6867 
0 
0 

-8/e3 

2.1155 X w-5 I e3 

0 
1 

with 'f/11 and 'I/J2 given by (11.3.33) and (11.3.34), respectively, 

(11.4.1) 

Coc(e) = [ 570.7619- 31.1502/e 2140967 -62.3004/e3 -31.1502/e4 ), 

and 
Doc(e) = 2099135.4- 93.4506/e2 + 2853.8095/e. 

There are some very interesting and very useful properties of the above param
eterized Controller. After repeatedly simulating the overall design, we found 
that the maximum peak values of the control signal u are independent of the 
frequencies of the reference signals. They are only dependent on the initial error 
between displacement, x1 , and the reference, r. The !arger the initial error is, 
the bigger the peak that occurs in u. Because the working range of our actuator 
is within ±1tsm, we will assume that the largest magnitude of the initial error 
in any situation should not be !arger that lttm. This assumption is reasonable 
as we can always reset our displacement, x1, to 0 before the system is to track 
any reference and hence the magnitude of initial tracking error can never be 
!arger than 1tsm. Let us consider the worst case, i.e., the magnitude ofthe ini
tial error is 1J,tm. Then interestingly, we are able to obtain a clear relationship 
between the tuning parameter 1/e and the maximum peak of u. The result is 
plotted in Figure 11.4.1. We also found that the tracking error is independent 
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Figure 11.4.1: Parameter 1/c vs max. peaks of u in warst initial errors. 

of initial errors. It only depends on the frequencies of the references, i.e., the 

!arger the frequency that the reference signal r has, the !arger the tracking error 

that occurs. Again, we can obtain a simple and linear relationship between the 

tuning parameter c and the maximum frequency that a reference signal can 

have suchthat the corresponding tracking error is no !arger than 1%, which is 

one of our main design specifications. The result is plotted in Figure 11.4.2. 

Clearly, from Figure 11.4.1, we know that due to the constraints on the 

control input, i.e., it must be kept within ±112.5 volts, we have to select our 

Controller with c > 1/3370. From Figure 11.4.2, we know that in order to meet 

the first design specification, i.e., the steady state tracking errors should be less 

than 1% for reference inputs that have frequencies up to 30 Hz, we have to 

choose our cantroHer with c < 1/2680. Hence, the final cantroHer as given in 

(11.4.1) to (11.4) will meet all the design goals for our piezoelectric actuator 

system. i.e., (11.1.1) and (11.1.2), for all c E (1/3370, 1/2680). Let us choose 

c = 1/3000. We obtain the overallcantroHer as in the form of (11.4.1) with 

[ 
-14926.7085 

A - 0.0315 
oc- 0 

0 

0 -2.16 X 1011 

-1.6867 5.7118 X 105 

0 0 
0 1 

3.24 X 1014 ] 
8.5677 X 108 

0 , 

0 

(11.4.2) 
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Figure 11.4.2: Parameter 1/e vs max. frequency of r that has 1% tracking error. 

[
-1.1569 X 108] 

B _ 281.9699 
oc- 1 ' 

0 

{11.4.3) 

Coc = [ -92879.9041 2140967 -1.6821 X 1012 -2.5232 X 1015 ], {11.4.4) 

and 

Doc = -8.3040 X 108 • {11.4.5) 

The simulation results presented in the following are done using the MATLAB 
SIMULINK package, which is widely available everywhere these days. The 
SIMULINK simulation block diagram for the overall piezoelectric bimorph ac
tuator system is given in Figure 11.4.3. Two different reference inputs are 
simulated using the Runge-Kutta 5 method in SIMULINK with a minimum 
step size of 10 micro-seconds and a maximum step size of 100 micro-seconds 
as well as a tolerance of w-5 . These references are: 1) a cosine signal with a 
frequency of 30Hz and peak magnitude of 1 p,m, and 2) a sine signal with a 
frequency of 34 Hz and peak magnitude of 1 p,m. The results for the cosine 
signal are given in Figures 11.4.4 to 11.4.6. In Figure 11.4.4, the solid-line curve 
is x1 and the dash-dotted curve is the reference. The tracking error and the 
control signal corresponding to this reference are given in Figures 11.4.5 and 
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11.4.6, respectively. Similarly, Figures 11.4.7 to 11.4.9 are the results corre
sponding to the sine signal. All these results show that our design goals are 
fully achieved. To be more specific, the tracking error for a 30 Hz cosine wave 
reference is about 0.8%, which is better than the specification, and the warst 
peak magnitude of the control signal is less than 90 volts, which is of course less 
than the saturated Ievel, i.e., 112.5 volts. Furthermore, the 1% tracking error 
settling times for both cases are less than 0.003 seconds. 

Because the piezoelectric actuator is designed to be operated in a small 
neighborhood of its equilibrium point, the stability properties of the overall 
closed loop system of the nonlinear piezoelectric bimorph actuator should be 
similar to those of its linearized model. This fact can also be verified from 
Simulations. In fact, the performance of the actual closed loop system is even 
better than that of its linear Counterpart. 

Finally, we would like to note that currently, we are still working on the 
actual implementation of our design. The outcome and result of the implemen
tation will be reported in (21]. 
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Figure 11.4.4: Responses of the displacement and the 30Hz cosine reference. 
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Figure 11.4.7: Responses of the displacement and the 34Hz sine reference. 
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Figure 11.4.9: Control signal for the 34 Hz sine reference. 



Chapter 12 

A Gyro-stabilized Mirror 
Targeting System Design 

12.1. Introduction 

ELECTRO-OPTICAL (E-0) SENSORS that are mounted On vehicles such as air
craft, helicopter and tanks are subjected to vibrations introduced by these plat
forms. These vibrations cause the line-of-sight (LOS) of the E-0 sensors to shift, 
resulting in serious degradation of the imag~ quality (see for example [5]). This 
problern is even more pronounced in systems with high magnification property. 
One way of overcoming it is to use free gyro-stabilization. A gyroscope or 
gyro is basically an a.xially symmetrical mass rotating at a high constant speed. 
With the magnitude of the angular inertia and the speed of rotation both kept 
constant, the momentum generated is also fixed. Hearing in mind that the 
momentum is a vector quantity, this implies that the directional orientation is 
maintained. Therefore, under the absence of large external forces, a gyro is 
capable of maintaining the orientation of its spin axis in the inertia space. By 
choosing an appropriate high value for the speed of rotation, the vibrational 
torque produced by the platforms can be made insignificant as compared to the 
momentum generated. The LOS can thus be stabilized by simply designing a 
system such that the LOS and the gyro's spin axis are parallel in space. How
ever, a spinning gyro has another property known as precession. This means 
that if a torque is applied to one axis, it will contrary to the intuitions of me
chanics, and rotate in the direction of another axis [78]. Thus, to enable for 
changes in the space orientation of the LOS, a gyro with at least two degrees 
of freedom is needed. This property also poses a problern in controlling the 
LOS as movement about one axis will cause a coupled movement in the other. 

309 
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Therefore a controller has to be designed to provide the correct slewing (i.e., 
the application of a calculated torque to cause a desired precession). 

In this chapter, we consider a multivariable servomechanism gyro-stabilized 
mirror system. More specifically, it is a two-input-and-two-output system. The 
control of this multiple-input-multiple-output system is not a simple problem 
using conventional PID controllers as there exist cross-coupling interactions 
between the dynamics of the two axes. In addition, it has to maintain sta
ble operation even wben there are cbanges in the system dynamics. Over the 
years, many researcbers have worked on this system and the control metbodolo
gies studied include adaptive with feedforward paradigm (see e.g., [57]), neural 
network control (see e.g., [44]) and fuzzy logic (see e.g., [106] and [56]). Un
fortunately, tbe controllers obtained using these techniques, except the one of 
[44], are in generat too complicated tobe implemented in the real system. Here 
we are tackling this problern using an Hoo control approacb todesignasimple 
and low ordercontrollersuch that the overall closed-loop system would have 
fast tracking and good robustness performance. The work of this cbapter was 
originally reported in a recent work of Siew, Chen and Lee [97]. 

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 12.2, the mechanical setup 
of the free gyro-stabilized mirror system as weil as its dynamical equations are 
given. This is followed by Section 12.3 where we formulate our controller de
sign into an Hoo control problern by properly defining the disturbance input and 
the controlled output. A technique so-called asymptotic time-scale and eigen
structure assignment (ATEA) of Chapter 7 is then used to solve the proposed 
problem. Section 12.4 presents the simulation and implementation studies of 
our overall design. The results of both studies clearly show that all the design 
specifications are met and the overall performance is very satisfactory. 

12.2. The Free Gyro-stabilized Mirror System 

This section aims to give a brief overview of the hardware used in the whole 
free gyro-stabilized mirror system. The whole system consists of four main 
parts: a) a gyro mirror; b) a system interface assembly; c) a data acquisition 
board; and d) a personal computer. The overall hardware setup was pictured 
in Figure 12.2.1. In what follows, we give some brief descriptions of these four 
hardware parts. 

The Gyro Mirror 

The most crucial part of the free gyro-stabilized mirror system is naturally the 
gyro-mirror itself. Figure 12.2.2 is a scbematic diagram of the gyro mirror. It 
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- .#""'-
• 

Figure 12.2.1: A gyro-stabilized mirror system. 

consists of the following essential components: i) a flywheel and its spin motor; 
ii) gimbals that provide two degrees of freedom to the flywheel and two torque 
motors for slewing purposes; and iii) a mirror that is geared to the gimbals 
through a 2 : 1 reduction drive mechanism. 

As no rigid body is able to spin forever in this practical world, a piece of 
pancake spin motor (flywheel) is used as the gyroscope (gyro) . By adjusting 
the input torque, it can be made to spin at a high constant velocity about its 
spin axis (Axis 3 in Figure 12.2.2). The flywheel is mounted on an inner gimbal 
so that it can rotate freely up and down. This axis of rotation is named pitch 
axis and corresponds to Axis 2 in Figure 12.2.2. The inner gimbal is in turn 
mounted on an outer gimbal, which provides another axis of freedom (yaw axis 
or Axis 1) in moving left and right. Note that with these three axes being 
orthogonal to each other, the system's line-of-sight (LOS) can be madeparallel 
to Axis 3 by aligning the mirror axis to the pitch axis. 

A torque motor is attached to each of the inner and outer gimbals. These 
torque motors move the gyro either in the yaw or in the pitch direction, and 
are thus named the yaw and the pitch motors, respectively. By providing ap
propriate torque through these motors, the system can be precessed relative 
to the inertia space to achieve some desired line-of-sight (LOS) . Once these 
input torques are removed, the LOS will be stabilized in its new position. The 
angular positions about the yaw and the pitch axes are defined as 81 and 82, 
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Motor 1 & Motor 2 

Motor3 
POT1 &POT2 

Torque Motor 

Spin Motor 

Potentiometers 

• Axes 1, 2 & 3 are mutually 
perpendicular axes fixed 
in space. 

Figure 12.2.2: Schematic diagram of the gyroscope mirror. 
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respectively. 81 and 82 can be measured througb potentiometers mounted on 
the inner and outer gimbals. There are however, no velocity sensor to sense 81 

and 82. Due to physical constrains, the workspace for the gyro-stabilized mir
ror is limited to -50° S lh S 500 and -30° S 62 S 30°. Also, the maximum 
torques for both yaw and pitch motors are physically limited to a range from 
-0.5Nm to 0.5Nm. 

In tbis partiewar system, a mirror is used in place of the actual electro
optical (E-0) sensors. The advantage of doing this is that the E-0 sensors 
will not form an integral part of the system. Therefore any E-0 sensor can be 
used without affecting the system's dynamics. The mirror is connected to the 
flywheel-gimbal structure via a 2 : 1 reduction drive. This 2 : 1 reduction drive 
is required because when the mirror is tilted by an angle a, the reflected LOS 
is rotated by 2a. 

The dynamical equations of the gyro mirror were developed by applying the 
well-known Lagrange's motion equation [72]: 

M1(fJ)B~ + H1(fJ,iJ) + Gl(O,iJ,Öa) = Utt 

M2(fJ)B~ + H2(6, iJ) + G2(8, 9, Ba) = u2, 

{12.2.1) 

(12.2.2) 

where fJ = ( 81, 82)'; u1 and u2 are the actuator torques for the yaw and the 
pitch axes; 83 is the spin velocity of the fiywheel. The pararneters in equations 
(12.2.1}-:(12.2.2} are defined as follows: 

M1 = ä+d+(b-d+l)cos2 82+~(e+g)+~(e-g)sin62, 
. - - . . 1 . . - .. 

H1 = -(b-d+l}8182 sin282+2(e-g)8102 cosfJ2+k8t62 sin82 cos82, 

G1 = k828acos82, 

I -M2 =c+4+t, 

1 - ·2 1 •2 -·2 
H2 = 2(b-d+l}01 sin262- 4(e-g)01 cos82-k81 sin62cos82, 

G2 = -k81fis cos82, 

(12.2.3) 

(12.2.4) 

{12.2.5) 

(12.2.6} 

(12.2.7) 

(12.2.8) 

wbere ä, b, c, J, e, /, g, land k are all physical constants representing the 
various moment of the inertia of the system. These constants were identified 
earlier by [72] and [56], and took on the following values: 

ä = 0.004,, b = 0.00128, c = 0.00098, d = 0.02, (12.2.9} 

e = 0.0049, J = o.oo2s, g = 0.00125, l = 0.0032, k = 0.0025. (12.2.10} 
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Figure 12.2.3: System interface assembly Iayout. 

The above parameters all carry a unit of kg·m2. As can be seen from the above 

equations, the system is highly nonlinear and there exist cross-coupling terms 

between the yaw and the pitch axes. 

The System Interface Assembly 

The torque motors and position sensors on the gyro-mirror have tobe connected 

to a data acquisition board on the personal computer. This is accomplished via 

the system interface assembly. Figure 12.2.3 shows the Iayout of the components 

assembled in this platform. 

1. PowER SUPPLIES. The power supply units A and B are of single 28V DC 

regulated type. They are connected in series to give a -24V- OV- +24V 

DC supply. This combined power unit supplies all the currents required by 

the torque motors, the position sensors and the analogue filters. Power 

supply unit C is rated 24V DC. It is used solely to drive the flywheel 

Controller. 

2. FLYWHEEL CONTROLLER. This is a dedicated driver unit (model MCH20-

20-002CL) purchased commercially from BEI Motion Systems Company. 

I t provides adjustable speed control to the spin motor via a potentiometer. 

The spin velocity ranges from Orpm up to around 5000rpm. 
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Personal Computer 

Controller 

Analogue Low 
Pass Filters 

Figure 12.2.4: Block diagram of experimental setup. 
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3. CURRENT AMPLIFIERS. There are two current amplifiers, one for the yaw 
motor and the other for the pitch motor. The inputs of the amplifiers 
are connected directly to the D / A outputs of the ADDA card, and their 
outputs are connected to the torque motors. They are built using aPower 
Operational Amplifier (PA51) from Apex Microtechnology Gorparation 
and the outputs range from -25V to +25V. Theseoutputs will produce 
corresponding torques ranging from -0.5Nm to 0.5Nm. 

4. ANALOGUE FILTERS. The position signals from the potentiometers are 
first passed through these filters before being connected to the A/D inputs 
of the ADDA card. They are low pass filters with cutoff frequency at 19Hz 
so as to reject high frequency noises. 

The Data Acquisition Board 

The analog-digitalanddigital-analog (ADDA) card used is DT2821 from Data 
Translation. Two analog input channels and two analog output channels are 
used. The analog inputs are the filtered position signals of the yaw and the 
pitch axes while the analog outputs are the torques to control the motors. The 
signals in all channels range from -lOV to +lOV DC, with a 12 bit accuracy. 

The Personal Computer 

The controller is implemented on a personal computer via an ADDA card 
mounted within. The block diagram of the experimental setup is given in 
Figure 12.2.4. The personal computer configuration is an IBM PC compatible 
with: 1) an Intel Pentium 75 Processor; 2) a Numerical Co-processor, Intel 
80387; 3) a 8 M-byte Main Board Memory; and 4) an MS-DOS 6.0 Operating 

System. 
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contro I input Gyro-stabilized Position 
Mirror System 

Controller reference 

Figure 12.3.1: Structure of control system for gyro-stabilized mirror system. 

12.3. Controller Design Using an Hoc Approach 

In this section, we formulate our controller design for the free gyro-stabilized 

mirror system as an Hco optimal control problern and then use a so-called 

asymptotic time-scale and eigenstructure assignment (ATEA) method of Chap

ter 7 to carry out the design of the controller. Our goal is to design a simple 

and low order Controller as structured in Figure 12.3.1 such that the overall 

system will: i) have fast tracking in both the yaw and the pitch axes for step 

input commands with small or no overshoot; ii) minimize the cross-coupling in

teractions between the yaw and the pitch ax:es; and iii) ensure that the overall 

system is robust to external disturbances and changes in system parameters. 

As will be seen shortly, our controller is very simple and of low order. Thus, it 

can easily be implemented using low speedpersonal computers and A/D and 

D/A cards. 

First of all, we need to linearize the dynamical model given in equations 

(12.2.1)-(12.2.2) and cast it into the standard state space form. The linearized 

state space model is given as follows: 

(12.3.1) 

where x 9 = (fh,B1,f}2,B2)', u = (u 1 ,u2 )', and w9 E .C2 is the viscous damping 

coefficients for the system, which can be regarded as disturbances. The matrices 
A9 , B9 and E9 are given by 

(12.3.2) 
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and 

0 l [ 0 0] 0 -1 0 
0 ' Eg = 0 0 ' 

1/N2 0 -1 

(12.3.3) 

where 
- e+g - 1 -

N1 = ä + b + - 2- + e, N2 = c + 4 + e. (12.3.4) 

The measurement output of the free gyro-stabilized mirrar system is 

(12.3.5) 

Since we are interested in the changes in the orientatian af the LOS, we focus 
only an the case where the command input r(t) is a step function. Tobemore 
specific, we consider 

r(t) = (rl(t)] = [1/J1] l(t) = llT ·l(t), 
r2(t) 1/J2 

(12.3.6) 

where l(t) is the unit step functian, and 1/JI. '1/!2 are some constants. Then, we 
have 

r(t) = r~l(t)] = [~1 ] 8(t) = w ·8(t), 
r2(t) 'lfJ2 

(12.3.7) 

where 8(t) is the unit impulse function. Let us define a controlled output h as 
the difference between the actual autput 0 and the command input r, i.e., 

(12.3.8) 

Obviausly, h is simply the tracking error. Finally, we obtain the follawing 
system in the standard state space form: 

{ 
: : ~ : + B u : ; :: 

h = c2 x + D2 11 , 

(12.3.9) 

with 
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A = [ ~9 ~] , B = [ ~9 ] , E = [ ~9 ~] , D1 = 0, D2 = 0, 

(12.3.11) 
and 

[
1 0 0 0 0 0] 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 

01 = o o o o 1 o ' 02 = [ o o 1 o o -1] · 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

(12.3.12) 

At first glance, the matrixpair (A, B) may look scary as two uncontrollable 

modes at s = 0 are added. We would like to note that the augmented state r(t) 
is actually the command input and hence does not need to be controlled. These 
uncontrollable modes will disappear when the final contraHer is implemented 
to the original free gyro-stabilized mirrar system and the overall closed-loop 
system will be asymptotically stable. As will be seen shortly, a perfect tracking 

can be achieved with the above formulation. Our next step is to use the ATEA 
method of Chapter 7 to design a contraHer of the form: 

{ 
V = Ac V + Be y, 

Ec : 
U =Ce V+ Dc y, 

(12.3.13) 

such that the effects of the 'disturbance' w to the tracking error or controlled 

output h is minimized. Here we note that we have no problern at all to handle 
the uncontrollable modes using the ATEA method. We just treat them as 
stable modes and then carry out our design. As mentioned earlier, these modes 

will disappear in the closed-loop system comprising the original system and 
the contraHer {12.3.13). If one wishes to solve the problern using an approach 

involved solving Riccati equations, then matrix A should be replaced by 

A _ [A9 o ] 
- 0 -el2 , (12.3.14) 

where c is a small positive scalar. Using the toolbox of [12] or [60], we can show 
that 

1. The Subsystem (A, B, c2, D2) is invertible with two invariant zeros at 0, 

which comes from the command input. It also has two infinite zeros of 
order 2. 

2. The subsystem (A,E,C1 , D1 ) is left invertible and ofminimum phase with 
no invariant zero. It has one infinite zero of order 1 and two infinite zeros 
of order 2. 
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In fact, it can be shown that for such a system we can achieve a robust and 

perfect tracking for the proposed problem, i.e., we can design a controller of 

(12.3.13) whose gain matrices are parameterized by a tuning variable, say c:, 
suchthat 

1= h(t,c:)'h(t,c:)dt = 100 [0(t,c:) -r(t)]'[O(t,c:) -r(t)]dt-+ 0, (12.3.15) 

as e -+ 0 for all w E .C2. Thus, in principle, O(t) is capable to track the 

command r(t) perfectly with no overshoot and with no time. Of course, the 

price one needs to pay for this kind of excellent performances is that the control 

input must be unlimited, i.e., using infinite gains. This is not possible in the 

real world. As mentioned earlier, the control inputs u1 and u2 of our problern 

are actually bounded from -0.5Nm to 0.5Nm. Therefore, a trade-off is needed. 

Using the result of Chapter 7, one can either design a full order observer 

based controller or a reduced order observer based controller to solve the above 

problem. For the full order observer based controller, the order of the controller 

will be 6. On the other hand, a reduced order observer based controller will have 

an order of 2 since we only need to reconstruct the velocity states. Therefore 

from the practical point of view, a reduced order observer based controller is 

more desirable. We separate our controller design into the following two steps: 

1. In the first step, we assume that all six states of I; in (12.3.9) are available 

and then design a static state feedback control law, 

u=Fx, (12.3.16) 

such that the closed-loop system has desired properties. 

2. In the second step, we design a reduced order observer based controller. 

It has a reduced order observer gain matrix KR that can recover the 

performance achieved by the state feedback controllaw in the first step. 

Using the m-function atea.m of the toolbox [12] and after a few iterations, 

we obtained the following state feedback gain: 

F = _ [ 2.3732 1.0271 1.4264 0.0000 -2.3732 _- 21 .. 43726342] . (12.3.17) 
-1.4264 0.0000 2.3732 1.0113 1.4264 

Simulation result showed that the performance of the closed-loop system with 

the above state feedback law is quite satisfactory. Next, we proceed to design 
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the reduced order observer based controller. Let us first perform the following 
nonsingular state transformation to the system ~. 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 

x=Tx= 
0 1 0 0 0 0 x, 0 0 0 0 0 1 (12.3.18) 

0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 

suchthat 

c,T = [~ 
0 0 0 0 0] 1 0 0 0 0 

0]. 0 1 0 0 0 = [14 

0 0 1 0 0 

(12.3.19) 

Clearly, the first four states of x, which are corresponding to lh, fJ2 , r1 and r 2 , 

need not to be estimated. We further partition accordingly the transformed 
system as follows: 

r- 1AT= [1~~ 1~:], r-1B= [~~], r-1E= [~~], FT=[F1 F2 ], 

(12.3.20) 
and define a reduced order system, 

(12.3.21) 

The reduced order observer based controller is then given as in the form of 
(12.3.13) with 

Ac= A22+KRA12+B2F2+KRB1F2, (12.3.22) 

Be= A21 +KRAu-(A22+KRA12)KR+(B2+KaBt){F1-F2KR), (12.3.23) 

Ce= F2, 

Dc = F1-F2KR, 

(12.3.24) 

(12.3.25) 

where KR is the reduced order observer gain matrix for the reduced order system 
(Aa, BR, Oa,Da), and is chosensuchthat AR+ KR Ca is asymptotically stable 
and the properties associated the state feedback law is recovered. Once again, 
using the m-function atea.m in the toolbox of [12] and after a few iterations 
and Simulations, we found that the following reduced order observer gain matrix 
KR, 

[ 85.4439 21.2201 0 0] 
Ka = - 21.2201 122.3176 0 0 ' (12.3.26) 
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will yield a good performance. Finally1 substituting this Ka into equations 
(12.3.22)-(12.3.25) 1 we have 

A = [-174.3280 -74.2370] 
C 106.2743 -332.7939 I 

(12.3.27) 

B = [ -83.3798 -64.5160 1.0269 0.6172] 
C 11.5772 -194.7265 -1.4843 2.4695 I 

(12.3.28) 

[ - 205.4112 0] 
Ce = 0 -202.2678 1 

(12.3.29) 

D = [ -90.1288 -23.2207 2.3732 1.4264] 
c -20.0343 -126.0777 -1.4264 2.3732 . (12.3.30) 

12.4. Simulation and lmplementation Results 

In order to implement our controller designed in the previous section using our 
hardware setup1 we need to discretize it. The performance of this discretized 
controller is then evaluated using MATLAB SIMULINK. Finally1 it is applied 
to the actual free gyro-stabilized mirror system. Using the well-known bilinear 
transformation (see also Chapter 4) with a sampling time of 4ms1 we obtained 
the following discretized controller 1 

where 

{ 
v(k + 1) = Ad v(k) + Bd y(k) 1 

Ed: 
u(k) = Cd v(k) + Dd y(k)l 

A = [0.4624 -0.1304] 
d 0.1866 0.1841 I 

B = [ -61.7225 -34.4820 0.8476 0.2904] 
d -0.9257 -121.3119 -0.7830 1.5197 I 

c = [-0.6008 0.0536] 
d -0.0755 -0.4790 I 

D = [-64.7719 -9.0547 
d -19.6598 -77.0027 

2.0249 1.3072] 
-1.1097 1. 7584 . 

(12.4.1) 

(12.4.2) 

(12.4.3) 

(12.4.4) 

(12.4.5) 

The SIMULINK simulation block diagram for the the free gyro-stabilized mirror 
system is given in Figure 12.4.1. In order to achieve more accurate results 1 

the nonlinear model given in equations (12.2.1)-(12.2.2) is used in the gyro 
block. Simulationsare carried out using the Runge-Kutta 5 method with both 
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(n+ 1 )=Ax(n)+Bu(n 
y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n) 
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C9--..c:LJ 
Clock t 

r2 

Figure 12.4.1: Simulationblock patched up in SIMULINK. 

minimum and maximum step sizes set to be the same as the sampling period, 
i.e., 4ms. To account for the limitations in the torque motors, a saturation 
block is added to each of them. The limits are set to be ±0.5Nm. Throughout 
the simulations, the gyro's spin velocity is settobe 2500rpm. 

The gyro is first commanded to move simultaneously to (yaw, pitch) = 
(5°, -5°). On the fifth seconds, it is moved from this new position to (20°, -20°). 
A horizontal span is then carried out, i.e., the gyro is moved horizontally from 
20° to -5° while keeping the pitch position at -20°. This is followed by a 
vertical span; this time the yaw position is fixed at -5° while the pitch posi
tion is changed from -20° to 5°. Finally, it is pushed to its extreme position 
( -50°, 30°) before returning back to its zero position. The gyro's response as 
well as the torque input to each axis are plotted in Figures 12.4.2-12.4.3. 

The various set-points in the above tests are chosen such that from one 
position to another, the displacement ranges from assmallas 5° up to 45°. This 
is to verify that our Controller works well within the whole workspace although it 
is designed based on a linearized model. The simultaneaus movement is to test 
whether our controller is capable of achieving perfect tracking in both axes while 
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Figure 12.4.3: Simulation result: Control inputs u1 and u2. 
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the spans are conducted to investigate how well does our controller 'decouple' 
the gyro-stabilized mirrar system. As can be seen from the responses in Figure 
12.4.2, the gyro is able to reach all commanded positions without steady state 
errors. Furthermore, none of the responses exhibits any overshoots. The settling 
time from its extreme position back to the zero position is about 3.5 seconds. 
The maximum coupled movement in 81 caused by moving 02 is araund 0.15°. 
The maximum coupled movement in 82 caused by moving 01 is about 0.5°. A 
check with Figure 12.4.3 shows that all these are accomplished with the torques 
kept within the constrain of ±0.5Nm. Thus we conclude that our controller 
designed in the previous section is very satisfactory. 

Next, we implement this controller on the actual free gyro-stabilized mirrar 
system via a computer (see Figure 12.2.1) and perform the whole test once 
again. The results obtained are shown in Figures 12.4.4-12.4.5. 

Comparing Figures 12.4.2-12.4.3 with Figures 12.4.4-12.4.5, we note that the 
general waveforms are the same. However, there exist steady state errors in both 
axes. Furthermore, the real system takes a slightly Ionger time before settling at 
its set-point. For example, it now takes about 5 seconds instead of 3.5 seconds 
to move from its extreme position back to zero. The coupled interaction caused 
by movement in the other axis is also larger than our Simulation results (1.6° 
in the yaw axis and 0.55° in the pitch axis). The performance of the controller 
during the implementation is clearly not as good as in the Simulation. The 
reason is due to the imperfection of the hardware system. 

The biggest defect that the system has may be the dead zones of the torque 
motors. Studying Figure 12.4.5, we observe that although the torques are still 
non-zero, the positions have already reached their steady states. This can only 
happen if the torque motors are working within their dead zones. In fact, after 
running a few tests, we find that the dead zone in the pitch motor is more pro
nounce and it does not remain constant throughout operation. According to 
one past documentation (see e.g~, [56]), the dead zone is related to the mechan
ical vibration on the gyro-mirror. In situations when the gyro-mirror vibrates, 
the vibrations cause the system to 'loosen up' and result in a small dead zone; 
at other times when the gyro-mirror is stabilized and spinning smoothly, a large 
dead zone exists. This behaviour makes the dead zone compensation extremely 
difficult. Nevertheless through trial and error, we observe that the magnitude 
of the dead zone compensation seems to be related to the set-points in the 
following way: 

(12.4.6) 
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and 
{12.4.7) 

where Uosl and Uos2 are the values to be added to Ut and u2, respectively. 
Various sets of {r1 , r2 ) are used to tune o1, 02, ß1 and ß2 so as to obtain suitable 
offsets to be added to the control inputs such that the dead zone effects can be 
minimized. Figures 12.4.6-12.4.7 are the results we obtain from our controller 
with a dead zone compensation whose parameters are chosen as follows: 

Ot = -0.001125, ßt = -0.000125, 02 = -0.0049875, 132 = -0.00059375. 
{12.4.8) 

With these results, we once again show that our controller is able to perform 
fast tracking without overshoots in the both axes and minimize the coupled 
effect {0.8° in the yaw axis and 0.5° in the pitch axis). 

In order to test the robustness of this controller, wesend a command to move 
the gyro simultaneously in the yaw ( +20°) and pitch ( -20°) direction. Then 
we purposely introduce some disturbance (through knocking on the gimbals) to 
the system. As shown in Figure 12.4.8, our controller is robust to this external 
disturbance. 

During implementation, the gyro's spin velocity is controlled via a poten
tiometer. Hence it is very diflicult to set an exact speed of rotation. To make 
things worse, the gyro will vary it 's spinning velocity by itself. Since the free 
gyro-stabilized mirror system dynamics are dependent on its spin velocity ( see 
equations (12.2.1}-(12.2.2)), the system dynamics is changed too. Furthermore, 
the physical constants ä, b, c, d, e, /, g, land k were obtained from exper
iments conducted on the free gyro-stabilized mirror system a few years back. 
Over these years, the free gyro-stabilized mirror system has broken down and 
has been serviced for many times. Thus, these values may not be accurate 
anymore. Yet in view of these model uncertainties, the performance of our 
controller remains very satisfactory. 
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Chapter 13 

An Open Problem 

ÜF COURSE, THERE arestill quite a nurober of problems associated with Hoo 
control remaining unsolved in the literature. We conclude this work by posting 
an open problern related to the exact computation of the infimum, 7*. For 
simplicity, we will only focus on the exact computation of 7* for the continuous
time full information feedback problem, i.e., we consider 

(13.0.1) 

As usual, we let Ep denote the quadruple ( A, B, C2, D2). The algorithm that 
yields the exact value of 7* for this type of problern in Chapter 5 was built 
based on the following crucial assumption, 

(13.0.2) 

and some minor ones. As will be seen shortly in an example, the assumption of 
(13.0.2) is not a necessary condition for obtaining the exact value of 7*. Here 
is the open problem. 

Open Problem. How to compute the exact value of the infimum, i.e., 7*, 
associated with the full information feedback system of (13.0.1) without posing 
the condition as given in (13.0.2)? 

We believe that the above problern is solvable or at least partially solvable. 
The following is an example for which we are able to obtain the exact value of 
7* without posing the condition of (13.0.2). 

333 
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Example 13.0.1. Consider a full information feedback system of (13.0.1) with 

A=[~~], B = [~ ~], E = [~ n. (13.0.3) 

and 

c, ~ [! ~] , Da~ [~ ~], D22 = 0. (13.0.4) 

It is simple to check using the linear system tools of Chapter 2 that 

(13.0.5) 

and hence the condition (13.0.2) is not valid. It is also Straightforward to verify 

that the existence of a 1-suboptimal controllaw with 1 > 1* 2: 0 for (13.0.1) 

is equivalent to the existence of a positive definite solution P for the following 
algebraic Riccati equation, 

Let 

PA+A'P+PEE'Ph2 - PBB'P+C~C2 = 0. 

p := [~~ ~~] and 
1 1 
- := 2-1. 
0: 1 

Then (13.0.6) is equivalent to 

or 

[ p~ + P{ + 2o:P1 + o: Po(Pl + Pz + 2o:) ] _ O 
Po(Pl + Pz + 2o:) P~ + P:j + 2o:P2 + 4o: - ' 

Po(Pl + Pz + 2o:) = 0, 

P~ + P{ + 2o:P1 + o: = 0, 

P~ + Pi + 2o:Pz + 4o: = 0. 

Equation (13.0.9) implies that either 

Po = 0 or H + P2 + 2o: = 0. 

If we choose P1 + Pz + 2o: = 0, then we have 

which tagether with (13.0.10) imply that 

P~ + Pi + 2o:P2 + o: = 0. 

(13.0.6) 

(13.0.7) 

(13.0.8) 

(13.0.9) 

(13.0.10) 

(13.0.11) 

(13.0.12) 

(13.0.13) 

(13.0.14) 
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Clearly, (13.0.11) and (13.0.14) imply that a = 0 or equivalently 'Y = 0. Note 
that 'Y > 'Y* ~ 0. Hence, it is a contradiction. Thus, we will have to choose 
Po= 0. Then (13.0.10) and (13.0.11) are reduced to 

P[ + 2aPt + a = 0, 

Pi + 2aP2 + 4a = 0. 

{13.0.15} 

{13.0.16) 

It can be readily verified that the above equations have positive solutions P1 

and P2 if and only if a < 0, or equivalently 'Y > 1. Therefore, the exact value 
of the infimum is given by 'Y* = 1. Moreover, the positive definite solution P 
of (13.0.6) is given by 

(13.0.17} 

for any given 'Y > 'Y* = 1. 

In general, we feel that there is a large dass of systems that do not necessarily 
satisfy the geometric condition (13.0.2) but their infima are exactly computable. 
It is an interesting and of course very challenging problem. 

Finally, we would like to note that most of the algorithms presented in 
this book have been implemented by the author and/or his co-workers in a 
Linear Systems and Control Toolbox under the MATLAB environment [12]. 
The toolbox collects quite a number of m-functions related to linear systems 
and control theory. Hereisalist of some selected m-functions from the package: 

* j ordan, to compute the Jordan canonical form; 

* r _j ordan, to find the real Jordan canonical form; 

* brunovsk, to find the Brunovsky canonical form; 

* bdccf, to find the block diagonal controllability canonical form; 

* unLscb, to realize the unified special coordinate basis decomposition; 

*V...X, to find the weakly unobservable geometric subspace VX; 

* s...x, to find the strongly controllable geometric subspace sx; 

* v _lambda, to find the geometric subspace V>.; 

* s..lambda, to find the geometric subspace S>.; 

* morseidx, to find the Morse index lists of a given linear system; 

* intersec, to calculate the intersection of two vector subspaces; 
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* ssorder, to determine the ordering of two vector subspaces; 

* atea, realization of the general ATEA design method; 

* dare, solution to the general discrete-time Riccati equations; 

* h2dare, solution to the H 2 discrete-time Riccati equations; 

* h8dare, solution to the Hoo discrete-time Riccati equations; 

* ch2state, to design a continuous-time H2 state feedback law; 

* ch8infmn, to find the infimum 7* in continuous-time H00 optimization; 

* ch8state, to design a continuous-time Hoo state feedback law; 

* ch8finfo, to find a continuous-time Hoo full information feedback law; 

* ch8fout, to find a continuous-time Hoo full order output feedback law; 

* chBrout, to find a continuous-time Hoo reduced order controllaw; 

* dh8infmn, to find the infimum 7* in discrete-time Hoo optimization; 

* dh8state, to design a discrete-time Hoo state feedback law; 

* dh8finfo, to find a discrete-time Hoo full informatiori feedback law; 

* dh8fout, to find a discrete-time Hoo full order output feedback law; 

*dh8rout, to calculate a discrete-time Hoo reduced order controllaw. 

The above list is very incomplete and the author is still implementing some 
new algorithms. Interested readers can contact the author through email at 
bmchen@nus.edu.sg, for further details. 
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